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Foreword 
 
Why yet another translation and commentary?  Aren’t there thousands 
already?  What can one more possibly say that the others have not? 
 
This translation is from the original Greek, not an interpretation of 
anyone else’s translation.  No other commentary I have ever read asks 
and answers the questions of my heart the way this one does.  This 
work is not primarily a cognitive, intellectual exercise in Christian 
theology; however, if that is what interests you, you will find plenty 
here for your brain to “chew on.” 
  
This book is primarily spiritual, designed for Christians in the trenches 
who are earnestly seeking Jesus Christ in their everyday problems, 
conundrums, sins, failures, successes and joys. The gentleness, 
forthrightness and boldness within this volume may catch you off 
guard.  It may be unsettling to begin to walk in the light revealed 
herein.  If mere comfort without effort is what you are seeking, you will 
not find it here.  If truth is what you are seeking, you will find it here in 
abundance, in very amazing places and ways. 
 
Have you ever asked the question, “Is there not more to the Christian 
life than this?” Prayerful reading in this book will answer that question 
with a resounding, “Yes!!!” 
 
How do I know? 
 
When I met Ed Kurath. I was totally bound up in self-hatred and 
legalism.  I thought my self-hatred was Christian humility.  I thought 
my legalism was the hallmark of an earnest, serious Christian. 
 
The exterior of my life looked polished and shiny.  The interior was 
hideous blackness and emptiness.  It was a torture chamber where I 
lived on the inside.  I had worn such a tight, restricting harness of 
unforgiveness coupled with self-righteousness, believing that would 
protect me from hurt.  Instead, those things filled me with spiritual 
cancer, mental and spiritual paralysis and death. 
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Through Ed’s counsel I met Jesus.  After a week of intensive 
counseling, Jesus had come into my pain and I was able to continue 
having private daily meetings with Jesus in prayer. There Jesus began 
to teach me He was about relationship, not performance.  He began to 
show me His infinite tenderness, mercy and truth which my self-
loathing and performance orientation had kept hidden from me.  I came 
to Ed in utter desperation.  Jesus took opportunity through my 
desperation to walk into my life and change me.   
 
No combination of sheer will power, effort, determination and 
diligence alone will ever produce righteousness, nor can it produce the 
holy life.  Trying to live the Christian life relying solely on gifts in our 
“head”, such as intelligence, reason, will power, effort, determination 
and diligence will result in terrifying bondage, the opposite of Christ’s 
promise to those who continue in His Word that they shall know the 
truth and the truth shall make them free (John 8:31-32). 
 
It is my great joy that Ed has published his literal translation and 
commentary of some of the Epistles as they reveal the life Christ 
chooses to live inside us, the life He calls us to live and His provision 
that we be made holy.  It is no easy journey, but it is far easier than the 
journey I had taken for decades in the Christian religion. 
   
Inside this book you will find mercy for all your failings, courage for 
each step of your journey, companionship with Jesus Christ, your 
Savior and Lord, and fellowship with the great body of those sharing 
your journey in Christ to wholeness. I know this because I have found 
these things here within this book, and God is no respecter of persons.  
What is here for me, is here for you also. Anyone may come and 
receive it.  Walking in the light this book reveals is the process of 
“working out your salvation” (Philippians 2:12) and becoming whole.  
 
My prayer for you is that you will read this book with the eyes of a 
child, receive from it what you need in your journey with Jesus Christ, 
and be made whole!  
 
Christine Molder 
Ammon, Idaho  
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Preface 
 
Become New 
How is “Transformation” the “Goal?” 
 
Let’s let the Apostle Paul answer that question: 
 

Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things 
have passed away; behold, all things have become new (2 
Corinthians 5:17, underlining is mine). 

 
For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision avails 
anything, but a new creation (Galatians 6:15, underlining is mine). 

 
The Good News is that we can become new.  We can be transformed into 
the image of Jesus. 
 
This Is A Miracle 
This “new creation” is a miracle that only Jesus can perform. 
 
This was the goal for the Apostle Paul: 

Not that I have already attained, or am already perfected; but I press 
on, that I may lay hold of that for which Christ Jesus has also laid 
hold of me.  Brethren, I do not count myself to have apprehended; 
but one thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind and 
reaching forward to those things which are ahead, I press toward the 
goal for the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus 
(Philippians 3:12-14, underlining is mine). 
 

Clearly, here Paul is saying he is in process, and the goal is to be 
perfected – to become a new creation. 
 
How Can This Miracle Happen? 
How can Jesus do this in us?  By taking away our sin and replacing it 
with His Spirit. 
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In Matthew 6:13, Jesus explains that our Father in heaven has the 
authority to take away our sins: 
 

. . .  yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever.  Amen.  
(Matthew 6:13, all quotes in this Preface are NKJV). 
 

Based upon this, there is then a condition: 
 
For if you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will 
also forgive you (Matthew 6:14).  

 
The Greek word translated in verse 14 as “For” is “gar.”  It means: 
“where the latter clause is dependent on the former.” 1  Our being 
forgiven of our sins is dependent on God’s ability to forgive, but being 
forgiven also requires us to first forgive others.  Then it will happen! 
 
This is the very center of the Gospel! 
   
And in the very next verse, Jesus also explains what happens if we do 
not forgive: 
 

But if you do not forgive men their trespasses, neither will your father 
forgive your trespasses (Matthew 6:15). 

 
This is serious business, and everything else in the life of a Christian is 
secondary to it! 
 
Jesus came to provide the way to take away our sins.  Before His 
sacrifice, mankind was stuck in their sins; and that was a very bad thing: 
  
 For the wages of sin is death (Romans 6:23). 
 

But the gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord (also 
Romans 6:23). 

 
  

                                            
1  Strong’s #1063, Zodhiates, page 357. 
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“Salvation” Has Two Parts 
This salvation He has given us has two aspects: 
 

1. First, there is the one-time event when we made Jesus Christ our 
Lord.  It is called salvation. 

 
2. Then there is the ongoing process by which He takes away our 

sins.  This is a lifelong process.  It is also referred to as salvation, 
but also as sanctification and transformation into the image of 
Jesus. 

 
When we give our lives to Jesus, that does not take away all of our sins.  
That process by which Jesus takes away our sins requires us to forgive 
so we will be forgiven, as stated in Matthew 6:14 above.  
 
Purpose Of This Translation 
The sole purpose of this translation and commentary is to show how the 
Epistles of the New Testament emphasize the importance of this lifelong 
process of sanctification. 
 
We are all influenced by our culture.  It is a subtle perspective of life of 
which we are usually not aware.  In the Western world, that means that 
we think that we are fundamentally logical beings, and so we have the 
power to decide for ourselves how to manage our lives.  The Christian 
church and most members see the scriptures through those colored 
glasses.  The English translations we have of the Greek New Testament 
were influenced by that mindset.   
 
That mindset is not at all how God sees reality, and is not the Hebrew 
view.  The most powerful forces affecting our lives are below our level 
of conscious, rational thought.  That is why so many “rational” people 
do the things they hate.  Paul addressed this when he wrote: 
 

For what I am doing, I do not understand.  For what I will to do, that 
I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do (Romans 7:15 NKJV). 

 
 
Has this ever been your experience?  Many Christians feel like failures 
because of this Western Mindset.  They memorize Bible verses (which 
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is good), and then they try to live up to these verses with their will power 
(which doesn’t work).  When they fail to do what they intended, they feel 
condemned.  What drives the condemnation deeper is that, tragically, 
this striving is what is usually taught in church.  Since the authorities tell 
them to try hard to be a good Christian, they believe them.  This drives 
their guilt and shame deeper.  After all, if this is how everybody else does 
it, why can’t I?  You feel wretched. The pain of constant failure is 
excruciating!  Many people in churches live in this constant pain, which 
often leads to self-condemnation, depression, resignation, and 
hopelessness. 
 
Paul knew you would fail, and echoed what you were feeling in your 
failure: 
 

O wretched man that I am!  Who will deliver me from this body of 
death? (Romans 7:24 NKJV). 

 
It may surprise you to realize that you are not alone in your dilemma.  
Fortunately for us, Paul knew that we needed a spiritual solution to this 
deadly trap: 
 

I thank God – through Jesus Christ our Lord (Romans 7:25 NKJV). 
 
Then in the rest of the book to the Romans he goes on to explain HOW 
we can have Jesus Christ deliver us from “this body of death.” 
 
This transformation is also a key theme of most of the rest of the Epistles 
to the New Testament. 
 
My hope in producing this literal translation and commentary is to only 
reveal what the writer meant; and thus to help the reader to see what each 
writer intended readers to see, without the cultural blinders of the 
Western Mindset.   
 

I want you to see what God is saying to 
Christians in the anointed writings. 
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The truth in the Epistles of the New Testament is so rich and anointed 
that I expect that you will be excited and blessed by the mindset of God 
as revealed by the writers.  Sometimes it isn’t smooth English, but the 
literal meaning is profound. 
 
Administrative Issues: 
I owe a great debt to Christine Molder for her expert editing and 
meaningful contributions to the content of this enterprise.  She spent 
many hours on it, and the resulting manuscript is much improved 
because of her contribution. 
 
This translation and commentary is a work in process.  I welcome any 
suggestions for improvement, or any concerns you may have.  Feel free 
to email me at: edkurath@divinelydesigned.com with your thoughts. 
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Introduction 
 
Christianity Is Indeed Unique. 
There are some who see Christianity as just one of the great religions of 
the world.   
 
They are profoundly wrong. 
 
No other religion, including Torah Judaism (which believes in the same 
God), has a cure for sin. 2 
 

 All humans sin. 
 Sin is destructive. 
 The Law of Moses wasn’t very effective in taking away 

peoples’ sins. God had to provide a better way. 
 Jesus than came to take away our sins. 
 This an ongoing process as long as we are on this earth. 
 We need to forgive so we will be forgiven. 
 Jesus is always with us to guide us through this process. 
 This process is called sanctification: it is our transformation into 

the image of Jesus. 
 There is no other cure for our sin problem. 

 
This “transformation into the image of Jesus” makes us a new creature; 
and to the degree this occurs, we behave more and more like Jesus.  Our 
good behavior is then spontaneous and effortless, because it is more and 
more our new nature producing the Godly behavior.  This process is the 
second part of our salvation, and is also referred to as “sanctification,” 
and “salvation.” 
 
  

                                            
2 See Hebrews Chapters 7 through 10, especially verses 7:19, 8:7, 9:28, 10:10. 
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Why Transformation Into The Image Of Jesus Is So 
Important: 
As mentioned in the Preface, there are two aspects of “salvation,” two 
great gifts that the Lord Jesus Christ provides for all people, if they will 
accept them: 
   
The first gift is a one-time event.  This occurred when you made Jesus 
your Lord.  You now are a child of God with all of the privileges that 
entails.  This includes life eternal (when you die, you will go to heaven). 
 
The second gift is an ongoing process.  It is the provision for you to be 
transformed into the image of Jesus.  As He takes away your sins, you 
become a partaker of the divine nature.  You actually acquire His 
character!  It is a process that you appropriate daily for the rest of your 
life.  This provision gives you victory over sin now, in this life. 

 
This process of sanctification is the only direct challenge to Satan’s 
kingdom in this world.  He realized that the most important thing he had 
to do was to bury this miraculous provision.  Sin opens people up to 
destruction by him. 
 
The Only Alternative Is Legalism 
Legalism is a clever counterfeit for producing good behavior.  The 
intellect and the will are the tools to do it this way.  As fallen humans, 
doing this is very appealing.  In a sense we then become our own gods, 
in control of our own lives by our own choices.  Satan realized this about 
human beings, so he used this vulnerability to keep men in bondage to 
sin. 
 

For a Christian, the gift of the one-time event 
has already occurred.  Then the Christian life 
is all about the second gift: the ongoing 
process of sanctification, the taking away of 
our sins. 
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Legalism does not work.  In fact, it in itself is sin.  In trying to be good 
in our own strength, we are trying to take the place of Jesus by doing 
what only He can do.   
 
The Epistles Are Our Guide 
The Epistles of the New Testament are the letters that are pertinent to our 
lives as Christians.  Until the Holy Spirit was sent into men in the second 
chapter of Acts, we were not equipped to live this new life.  Taking away 
our sin is why Jesus Christ was sent. 
 
Since the Epistles are the messages to the Christian church after the Holy 
Spirit was given, they are our guide to the importance of transformation 
into the image of Jesus, and are our primary guide as to how to 
accomplish that. 
 
The Epistles were written to Christian churches.  Each church had been 
personally taught about the Christian faith.  They had been taught in 
person by an anointed teacher, usually an Apostle.  Because those 
personal meetings were not recorded, we don’t know completely what 
the churches had been taught in person.  But we can reasonably assume 
that forgiveness of sins was a major emphasis, since the reason that Jesus 
Christ was sent was to provide for forgiveness of our sins.   
 
Each Epistle was written later on to address specific problems that were 
arising in a specific church.  From them we can clearly see that Satan 
was already at work trying to take away sanctification and substitute 
legalism, and so the Epistles greatly emphasize the IMPORTANCE of 
becoming Christ-like. 3  There is less emphasis on HOW to be sanctified, 
because the writers knew the churches had already been given step-by-
step instruction as well as practice in repentance, forgiveness, and being 
forgiven.  So the primary purpose of the Epistles was to remind them to 
not let themselves be deceived and robbed of this miraculous provision 
they had been given. 
 

                                            
3 Transformation into the image of Jesus is addressed 184 times in the Epistles.  The 
Epistles in my NKJV Bible take 154 pages, so, that is more than once per page on 
average (Kurath, Exceedingly Great and Precious Promises, page 85). 
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After the Apostle John died, the Christian church fell into legalism.  4  
The concern of the writers of the Epistles was validated, and Satan had 
accomplished this purpose. 
 
My Emphasis On Sanctification 
Since sanctification is the very center of Christianity, my purpose here is 
to bring this out whenever it is present in the Epistles.  Unfortunately, 
most English translations do not bring out this fundamental process of 
forgiving of our sins and the resulting transformation into the image of 
Jesus.  The Greek is anointed by God and is much clearer.  This 
translation and commentary are intended to bring out the meaning that is 
present in the Greek.  I am very committed to not trying to make the 
Greek say something that it is not saying.  In order to do this, I have made 
my translation literal rather than a paraphrase; and sometimes this results 
in a translation that is not smooth English.  In my view, accuracy is more 
important than readability. 
 
In my commentary I have focused on sanctification.  There are many 
other theological issues that I have not addressed, such as predestination, 
forms of baptism, etc., etc.  They are not pertinent to my objective, and 
frankly I am not qualified to answer many of those questions. 
 
My purpose in writing this translation and commentary is to help you to 
understand in depth what the writer of each Epistle was saying.  My hope 
is that you will then begin to realize that becoming a partaker of the 
divine nature is indeed possible for you; and therefore you can pursue it 
and expect to experience it. 
 
  

                                            
4 “The knowledge that the gift of grace (Paul) or of God’s love (John) makes a man 
radically new is lost.  Gone is the knowledge that a man without God’s grace is a 
victim to the power of sin and death, that he has lost his freedom and is living in 
disobedience to God even if his conduct be correct, because God’s law is to him a 
means of asserting himself before God.  Vanished is the knowledge that his release 
from the powers that controlled him is a release to genuine obedience, but that he is 
never cast loose from the giving and forgiving grace of God nor left to rely upon his 
own strength.”(Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part II, page 204.  Also 
see pages 215-216).   
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Endnotes 
In addition to my comments inserted in the translation itself, there is also 
more detail and commentary in Endnotes at the back of the book.  My 
commentary often refers to these Endnotes.  There is an even deeper 
discussion of these issues in my book, “I Will Give You Rest.” 
 
I would recommend that you read Endnotes #1 through #4 in their 
entirety before you read the Translation.  This will help you to 
understand the Translation and Commentary. 
 
My Introduction To Each Epistle 
In my introductory comments about each Epistle I have only focused on 
what is important to the message of sanctification.  For other details, such 
as who the author is, when it was written, where the author was at the 
time of writing, etc., you can find that information in many other 
resources. 
 
Why I Chose Certain Epistles To Translate 
Sanctification is a greater emphasis in some Epistles than others.   
 
Because sanctification/transformation into the image of Jesus is the focus 
of my translation, I have limited myself to these Epistles with the greatest 
emphasis on transformation. 
 
Chapter and Verse Numbers 
Chapter and verse numbers were not in the original Greek documents, 
but were added to the Greek text almost 500 years ago for convenient 
reference.  These chapter breaks do not necessarily coincide with a 
change of subject, so I have not placed different chapters on separate 
pages in the translation. 
 
Parallel Format 
I have included a smooth modern translation in parallel with my 
translation.  I chose to use the World English Bible; not because it has 
any more problems than other modern translations, but because it is in 
smooth modern English, and because it is not copyrighted.  The 
translators of the World English Bible just require that I give them credit 
for their translation.  At times it may seem that I am specifically critical 
of the WEB.  However any differences I have with their translation is 
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based upon the Greek text.  I invite anyone who disagrees with me to 
present their perspective to me in writing, and I will consider it. 
 
My changes are in the left column labeled “Transformation Verses,” and 
are in bold font.  My commentary is in smaller font, and sometimes I 
have inserted a Note when I think a longer comment will be helpful. 
 
Footnotes And Endnotes 
For those who like to do research, there are Footnotes and Endnotes, 
which provide additional details beyond the main message of the book 
 
The Endnotes section of this book includes some details that you may 
find useful in a given verse.  When this is the case, I have included the 
Endnote location.  Longer Endnotes are broken up into important subject 
paragraphs, which have Alpha Letters to help you to locate the particular 
paragraph. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A note to those 
who have already read my book, 

“I Will Give You Rest” - - - 
 
Endnotes #1 through #6 in this book will already 
be familiar to you. 
 
These six Endnotes are presented to provide the 
necessary background for readers who have not read my 
previous book.  You might also find those chapters to be 
useful as a review. 
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Greek Word Meanings 
As with many English words, Greek words often have a range of 
meaning.  Whenever I think it would be helpful to elaborate on the 
meaning of a Greek word, I have inserted Strong’s number for the word 
and in a comment I have inserted a contextually appropriate word 
meaning.  For Greek word meanings I have largely used The Complete 
Word Study Dictionary New Testament by Spiros Zodhiates, although I 
have sometimes used additional resources.   
 
Greek Grammar Is Robust! 
The Greek “present tense” of verbs expresses ongoing action.  Where 
this appears, I have inserted “continuously” in my translation.  Greek has 
a different word for singular and plural second person pronouns (“you”).  
Sometimes it is very important to know if the writer is addressing one 
person or several.  When the Greek is using the plural, I have made “you” 
into “you all,” as they say in the south.  Similarly, the Greek 
differentiates between active and passive verbs.  English does not.  When 
the Greek is passive, I have inserted “(passive).” 
 
Keeping It Simple 
The Epistles were written to people who lived in the Roman world.  They 
had their own cultures and various languages, and so Greek was a second 
language to many of them.  In addition, most of them were simple, 
illiterate people; and the epistles would have to be read to them.  Because 
of the limited education of the intended audience, I think we can assume 
that the writers of the Epistles would have used Greek in a simple way.  
They would likely not use obscure, sophisticated grammar that would 
only be useful to the educated upper class.  Keeping this in mind, when 
translating I have assumed that basic, simple grammar was in use. 5  After 
all, the writers were trying to communicate, and wanted to be 
understood.  And most importantly, God inspired the writers so they 

                                            
5 For example, #1722, en,  is a preposition used in conjunction with the dative case, 
primarily meaning “in” in English, with the primary meaning “remaining in place.”  
Some translators believe that it can also mean “by,” “to,” “with,” and “among,” and it 
is up to the translator to choose which meaning to apply.  As you can probably see, 
which meaning is chosen can greatly affect the translation.  While these variations 
may be technically true, as in Homer which was written to the intelligentsia, the 
simple hearers of the Greek epistles would tend to think in terms of “in.”  So I have 
used “in” to translate it. 
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would get the message across.  Some modern translators greatly 
complicate the language; and knowing who the audience was, I think that 
is a mistake.  
 
I pray that you will be blessed by this Translation and commentary.  
I was hugely blessed by producing it! 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
  



Ephesians                                   20 
 

Introduction To Ephesians 
 
This epistle was probably written in about 62 AD while Paul was in 
prison in Rome.  He had personally spent about 3 years with the 
Ephesians about 10 years earlier, so he was very familiar with them 
and what they knew about the foundations of the faith. 
 
He apparently felt that they needed to be reminded of some of the 
things he had taught them.  It was not that Paul had learned more in 
those 10 years and was giving them some new information which he 
had discovered.  He did not gain his knowledge of Christ by careful 
study over years.  Rather, the living Christ personally imparted this 
knowledge to him by revelation: 
 

For I neither received it from man, nor was I taught it, but it came 
through the revelation of Jesus Christ (Galatians 1:12, NKJV). 
 

We do not have a record of what he taught them during the three years 
he was with them, but we can certainly assume that a major theme he 
would have emphasized is how they can have Jesus take away their 
sins.  After all, that is why Jesus came: to provide a cure for sin.  
Without a doubt he would have also actively mentored them in this 
process. 
 
From the contents of this letter, it would appear that they needed to 
be reminded about some fundamentals of the faith.  In verses 1:4 
through 1:9 he specifically talks about the fundamental importance of 
forgiveness of their sins.  Interestingly, in this letter he does not 
specifically teach them HOW to do this – to forgive so they will be 
forgiven.   
 
Why did he not teach them this in this letter?  The answer is pretty 
simple: He had spent three years teaching them how to do this.  He 
apparently did not feel that he needed to again teach them what he had 
already taught them.  Rather, he needed to remind them of their need 
to do this, because it appears that they were drifting away from it.  It 
was easy for them to become lax in this, because there were spiritual 
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forces of darkness trying to lead them astray.  Verses 6:10 through 
6:18 are a strong reminder to them that they are indeed in a spiritual 
battle.  They need to “accept the helmet of salvation” (not “take” – 
see my note at verse 6:17) which Jesus has offered to them.  Since 
they were already Christians, this can only be referring to the ongoing 
process of salvation, namely sanctification through the forgiveness of 
their sins.  If they do not “accept” it, it will not occur; and they will 
be stuck in their sins and thus vulnerable to the influence of the Devil.  
See Endnotes #1E & # 1F. 
 
Of all the Epistles, this one has the greatest concentrated emphasis on 
sanctification.   
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      Transformation Translation        World English Bible 
  

1:1 Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus 
through the will of God, to the 
saints continuously being in 
Ephesus, and to faithful in Christ 
Jesus: 
 
1:2 Grace to you all and peace from 
God our Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 
 
1:3 The blessed God and Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, the one 
blessing us in every spiritual 
blessing in the heavenly places in 
Christ; 
 
1:4 even as he chose us in him 
before the foundation of the world, 
that we would continuously to be 
holy and without blemish in the 
very presence of him in love; 
 
1:5 having predestined us into 
adoption as children through Jesus 
Christ into himself, according to the 
good pleasure of his desire, 

[This verse is speaking of the one-
time event of when we made Jesus 
our Lord.  Then verse 1:7 is about 
the ongoing process of 
sanctification.  The ongoing process 
does not occur when the one-time 
event happens.  See the Introduction 
to this translation for more.] 
 

1:1 Paul, an apostle of 
Christ Jesus through the 
will of God, to the saints 
who are at Ephesus, and 
the faithful in Christ 
Jesus: 
1:2 Grace to you and 
peace from God our 
Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 
1:3 Blessed be the God 
and Father of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, who has 
blessed us with every 
spiritual blessing in the 
heavenly places in Christ; 
1:4 even as he chose us in 
him before the foundation 
of the world, that we 
would be holy and 
without blemish before 
him in love; 
1:5 having predestined us 
for adoption as children 
through Jesus Christ to 
himself, according to the 
good pleasure of his 
desire, 
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1:6 into the praise of the glory of 
his grace, in which he greatly 
favored us in the one having been 
beloved (passive), 
 
1:7 in whom we continuously have 
the redemption through his blood, 
the forgiveness of our sins, 
according to the abundance of his 
grace, 

[Paul is here reminding them about 
how to be transformed into the 
image of Jesus as he would have 
taught them in detail in the 3 years 
he was with them.  See Endnotes 
#2A & #2B, and “sanctification” in 
the Glossary.] 

It is through the blood of Jesus 
that we can have forgiveness of our 
sins.  See “Blood of Jesus” and 
“Cross of Christ” in the Glossary. 
 The “forgiveness of our sins” 
means “a release, the letting them 
go as if they had not been 
committed, thus forgiveness, a 
remission of their penalty” (Wuest,  
Word Studies in the Greek New 
Testament, Vol I, Ephesians and 
Colossians, page 40).  It is then as 
though there had never been a 
“bitter root.”  God performs a 
miracle.  See Endnote #4A and 
Endnote #4P.] 

1:8 which he made to abound into 
us in all wisdom and prudence, 
 
1:9 making known to us the 
mystery of his will, according to his 
good pleasure which he designed 
beforehand in him 

1:6 to the praise of the 
glory of his grace, by 
which he freely bestowed 
favor on us in the 
Beloved, 
1:7 in whom we have our 
redemption through his 
blood, the forgiveness of 
our trespasses, according 
to the riches of his grace, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:8 which he made to 
abound toward us in all 
wisdom and prudence, 
1:9 making known to us 
the mystery of his will, 
according to his good 
pleasure which he 
purposed in him 
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1:10 into the management (#3622) 
of the full end of the times, to 
bring all things into one in Christ, 
both the things in the heavens, and 
the things on the earth, in him; 

[#3622 oikonomia means: “The 
position, work, responsibility, or 
arrangement of an administration, 
as of a house or property” 
(Zodhiates, page  1031).  God has 
appointed Christ to carry out 
God’s will in all things to the end.  
Somehow the typical English 
translation fails to communicate 
the magnitude of Christ’s authority 
which He now has.] 

1:11 in Him in whom the lot has 
fallen upon us (passive) also 
having been foreordained (passive) 
according to the purpose of the One 
who continuously works all things 
according to the counsel of his 
will; 
1:12 into to continuously be us 
into the praise of his glory, the 
ones having hoped in advance 
(#4276) in Christ: 

[#4276 proelpizo “referring to the 
Jews as having had of old the hope 
and promise of the Messiah in 
contrast to the Gentiles who had 
heard of Him just then” (Zodhiates, 
page 1218.] 

1:13 in whom you all (Gentiles) 
also, hearing the word of the truth, 
the Good News of your salvation--
in whom, also believing, you were 
sealed (passive) to the Holy Spirit 
of promise, 

1:10 to an administration 
of the fullness of the 
times, to sum up all 
things in Christ, the 
things in the heavens, and 
the things on the earth, in 
him; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:11 in whom also we 
were assigned an 
inheritance, having been 
foreordained according to 
the purpose of him who 
works all things after the 
counsel of his will; 
1:12 to the end that we 
should be to the praise of 
his glory, we who had 
before hoped in Christ: 
 
 
 
1:13 in whom you also, 
having heard the word of 
the truth, the Good News 
of your salvation--in 
whom, having also 
believed, you were sealed 
with the Holy Spirit of 
promise, 
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1:14 who continuously is a pledge 
into our inheritance, into the 
redemption (#629) of the 
purchased possession (#4047), 
into the praise of his glory. 

[#629, apolutrosin: “Deliverance on 
account of ransom paid” 
(Zodhiates, page 233).  #4047, 
peripoleseos: “means a people 
acquired or purchased to Himself” 
(Zodhiates, page 1149). 
We need a continuous pledge, 
because we continuously need 
forgiveness of our sins; because we 
keep sinning.] 

1:15 Through this I also, hearing 
of the faith of you all in the Lord 
Jesus, and the love into all the 
saints, 
 
1:16 I continuously don't cease 
continuously giving thanks over 
you all, continuously making 
mention of you all on my prayers, 
1:17 that the God of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, the Father of glory, may 
give to you all a spirit of wisdom 
and revelation in the knowledge 
(#1922) of him; 

[#1922 epignosis. This Greek word 
implies much more than 
intellectual knowledge.  It is 
referring to “a knowledge which 
perfectly unites the subject with the 
object” (Vines, Volume 1, page 
299).  See ”Know, Knowledge” in  
the Glossary and Endnote #11 
“Aspects of Knowing” for more on 
“knowledge.”] 

 

1:14 who is a pledge of 
our inheritance, to the 
redemption of God's own 
possession, to the praise 
of his glory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:15 For this cause I also, 
having heard of the faith 
in the Lord Jesus which is 
among you, and the love 
which you have toward 
all the saints, 
1:16 don't cease to give 
thanks for you, making 
mention of you in my 
prayers, 
1:17 that the God of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the 
Father of glory, may give 
to you a spirit of wisdom 
and revelation in the 
knowledge of him; 
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1:18 the eyes of your 
understanding having been 
enlightened (passive) with 
ongoing results into you all to 
perceive what continuously is the 
hope of His calling, and what the 
riches of the glory of the 
inheritance of Him among the 
saints. 
1:19 and what continuously is the 
exceeding greatness of his power 
into us, the ones continuously 
believing, according to that 
working of the strength of his might 
1:20 which he worked in Christ, 
rousing him out of the dead, and 
made him to sit in his right hand in 
the heavenly places, 
1:21 far above all rule, and 
authority, and power, and 
dominion, and every name 
continuously being named 
(passive), not only in this age, but 
also in that which is to come. 
1:22 And He put all under 
subjection under his feet, and gave 
him head over all things to the 
assembly, 
1:23 which continuously is his 
body, the fulfilling of the all, in all 
continuously supplying fully 
(#4137). 

[#4137 pleroo.  “To make full. . .  
Figuratively, to fill, supply 
abundantly. . .  To supply fully” 
(Zodhiates, page 1177).  We need a 
continuous supply.]  

1:18 having the eyes of 
your hearts enlightened, 
that you may know what 
is the hope of his calling, 
and what are the riches of 
the glory of his 
inheritance in the saints, 
1:19 and what is the 
exceeding greatness of 
his power toward us who 
believe, according to that 
working of the strength 
of his might 
1:20 which he worked in 
Christ, when he raised 
him from the dead, and 
made him to sit at his 
right hand in the 
heavenly places, 
1:21 far above all rule, 
and authority, and power, 
and dominion, and every 
name that is named, not 
only in this age, but also 
in that which is to come. 
1:22 He put all things in 
subjection under his feet, 
and gave him to be head 
over all things for the 
assembly, 
1:23 which is his body, 
the fullness of him who 
fills all in all. 
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2:1 And you all continuously 
being dead to the transgressions 
and the sins, 
2:2 in which you all once walked 
according to the course (#165) of 
the world, according to the prince 
of the power (#1849) of the air, of 
the spirit now working in the 
children of disobedience; 

[#165, aion; The present world, 
with its cares, temptations, and 
desires; the idea of evil, both moral 
and physical, being everywhere 
implied” (Zodhiates, page 106). 
#1849, exousia: “Power over 
persons and things, dominion, 
authority, rule” (Zodhiates, page 
607).] 

2:3 among whom we also all once 
lived in the lust of our flesh 
(#4561), continuously doing the 
desires of the flesh and of the 
modes of thinking (#1271), and 
were children to nature of wrath, 
even as the rest. 

[#4561, sarx.  See “Flesh” in the 
Glossary, and also “God-
Wannabe.”  Also see all of Endnote 
#7, “The Bad Part of You.” 

#1271 dianoia “Mind, i.e., mode 
of thinking and feeling, the feelings, 
affections, disposition of mind.” 
(Zodhiates, page 436).  When we 
are under the influence of a “bitter 
root,” we think thoughts that are 
influenced from that place in us.  
See Romans 8:5-8:9, and Endnote 
#8H.  ] 

 

2:1 You were made alive 
when you were dead in 
transgressions and sins, 
2:2 in which you once 
walked according to the 
course of this world, 
according to the prince of 
the power of the air, the 
spirit who now works in 
the children of 
disobedience; 
 
 
 
 
 
2:3 among whom we also 
all once lived in the lust 
of our flesh, doing the 
desires of the flesh and of 
the mind, and were by 
nature children of wrath, 
even as the rest. 
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2:4 But God, continuously being 
rich in mercy, through his great 
love with which he loved us, 
2:5 and us continuously being 
dead to the trespasses, He made us 
alive together to the Christ (to 
grace you all continuously are 
having been saved (passive)), 

[“continuously are having been 
saved” (passive)” is an ongoing 
process.] 
 

2:6 and He raised together, and 
seated together in the heavenly 
places in Christ Jesus, 
 
2:7 that in the ages continuously 
coming he might show the 
continuously exceeding riches of 
his grace in kindness on us in Christ 
Jesus; 
2:8 for to the grace you all 
continuously are ones having 
been saved (passive) through the 
faith, and this not out of you all, (it 
is) the gift of God, 
2:9 not out of works, that not 
anyone might boast. 
2:10 For of him we continuously 
are his workmanship, being created 
(passive) in Christ Jesus on (#1909) 
good works, which God prepared 
before that in them we may be 
able to walk. 

[See note for verses #2:7-2:10 on the 
next page.] 

 
 

2:4 But God, being rich 
in mercy, for his great 
love with which he loved 
us, 
2:5 even when we were 
dead through our 
trespasses, made us alive 
together with Christ (by 
grace you have been 
saved), 
 
2:6 and raised us up with 
him, and made us to sit 
with him in the heavenly 
places in Christ Jesus, 
2:7 that in the ages to 
come he might show the 
exceeding riches of his 
grace in kindness toward 
us in Christ Jesus; 
2:8 for by grace you have 
been saved through faith, 
and that not of 
yourselves; it is the gift 
of God, 
2:9 not of works, that no 
one would boast. 
 
2:10 For we are his 
workmanship, created in 
Christ Jesus for good 
works, which God 
prepared before that we 
would walk in them. 
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2:11 Therefore continuously 
remember that once you all, the 
Gentiles in the flesh, the ones 
continuously being called 
(passive) "uncircumcision" by the 
ones continuously being called 
(passive) "circumcision," in the 
flesh, made by hands; 
 
2:12 that you all were in that time 
separate from of Christ, having 
been alienated (passive) of the 
commonwealth of Israel, and 
strangers of the covenants of the 
promise, continuously having no 
hope and without God in the world. 
 
 

2:11 Therefore remember 
that once you, the 
Gentiles in the flesh, who 
are called 
"uncircumcision" by that 
which is called 
"circumcision," (in the 
flesh, made by hands); 
 
2:12 that you were at that 
time separate from 
Christ, alienated from the 
commonwealth of Israel, 
and strangers from the 
covenants of the promise, 
having no hope and 
without God in the world. 
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2:13 But now in Christ Jesus you 
all who once continuously being 
far off began to become (#1096) 
near in the blood of Christ. 

[#1096 “primarily meaning to being 
to be, that is, to come into existence 
or into any state;” 
 See “Blood of Jesus” and “Cross 
of Christ” in the Glossary.] 

2:14 For he continuously is our 
peace, the one making both one, 
and breaking down the middle wall 
of partition, 
 
2:15 nullifying in his flesh the 
hostility, the law of precepts in 
ordinances, that he might create in 
himself into one new man of the 
two, continuously making peace; 
 
 
2:16 and might reconcile the both 
in one body to God through the 
cross, killing the hostility in it. 

[Here “it” is the law as in verse 
2:15.] 

2:17 And coming, he announced 
peace to you all, the ones far and 
the ones near. 
 
2:18 That through him we 
continuously have our access, both 
in one Spirit toward the Father. 
 
 

2:13 But now in Christ 
Jesus you who once were 
far off are made near in 
the blood of Christ. 
 
 
 
2:14 For he is our peace, 
who made both one, and 
broke down the middle 
wall of partition, 
 
 
2:15 having abolished in 
the flesh the hostility, the 
law of commandments 
contained in ordinances, 
that he might create in 
himself one new man of 
the two, making peace; 
2:16 and might reconcile 
them both in one body to 
God through the cross, 
having killed the hostility 
thereby. 
2:17 He came and 
preached peace to you 
who were far off and to 
those who were near. 
2:18 For through him we 
both have our access in 
one Spirit to the Father. 
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2:19 So then you all continuously 
are no longer strangers and 
foreigners, but fellow citizens of the 
saints, and members of the 
household of God, 
 
2:20 being built (passive) on the 
foundation of the apostles and 
prophets, Christ Jesus himself 
continuously being the chief 
cornerstone; 
2:21 in whom the whole building, 
continuously being fitted together 
(passive), continuously grows into 
a holy temple in the Lord; 
2:22 in whom you all also are 
continuously being built (passive) 
into a habitation of God in the 
Spirit. 

[“in whom you all also are 
continuously being built (passive)” 
is speaking of the ongoing process of 
sanctification.] 

3:1 Of this grace I, Paul, the 
prisoner of Christ Jesus on behalf of 
you all of the Gentile nations, 
 
3:2 if it is so that you all have heard 
of the administration of the grace of 
God having been given (passive) 
to me into you all; 
 
3:3 that according to revelation he 
made known to me the mystery, as 
I wrote before in few words, 
 
 

2:19 So then you are no 
longer strangers and 
foreigners, but you are 
fellow citizens with the 
saints, and of the 
household of God, 
2:20 being built on the 
foundation of the apostles 
and prophets, Christ 
Jesus himself being the 
chief cornerstone; 
2:21 in whom the whole 
building, fitted together, 
grows into a holy temple 
in the Lord; 
2:22 in whom you also 
are built together for a 
habitation of God in the 
Spirit. 
 
 
 
3:1 For this cause I, Paul, 
am the prisoner of Christ 
Jesus on behalf of you 
Gentiles, 
3:2 if it is so that you 
have heard of the 
administration of that 
grace of God which was 
given me toward you; 
3:3 how that by 
revelation the mystery 
was made known to me, 
as I wrote before in few 
words, 
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3:4 toward which the ones 
continuously reading will 
continuously be able to perceive, 
my understanding in the mystery of 
Christ; 
3:5 which in other generations was 
not made known (passive) to the 
children of men, as it  now has been 
revealed (passive) to his holy 
apostles and prophets in the Spirit; 
 
 
3:6 the Gentiles to continuously be 
fellow heirs, and fellow members of 
the body, and fellow partakers of 
his promise in Christ Jesus through 
the Good News, 

[The Good News is: “the gospel plan 
of salvation, its doctrines, 
declarations, precepts, promises” 
(Zodhiates, page 669).  It is the fact 
that Jesus provided the only way 
that we can be forgiven for our sins, 
and thus be set free of their 
consequences.] 

3:7 of which I began to be a 
minister, according to the gift of 
the grace of God being granted 
(passive) to me according to the 
working of his power. 
 
3:8 To me, the very least of all 
saints, was this grace given 
(passive), to preach among the 
Gentiles the unsearchable riches of 
Christ, 
 

3:4 by which, when you 
read, you can perceive 
my understanding in the 
mystery of Christ; 
 
3:5 which in other 
generations was not made 
known to the children of 
men, as it has now been 
revealed to his holy 
apostles and prophets in 
the Spirit; 
3:6 that the Gentiles are 
fellow heirs, and fellow 
members of the body, and 
fellow partakers of his 
promise in Christ Jesus 
through the Good News, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:7 of which I was made 
a servant, according to 
the gift of that grace of 
God which was given me 
according to the working 
of his power. 
3:8 To me, the very least 
of all saints, was this 
grace given, to preach to 
the Gentiles the 
unsearchable riches of 
Christ, 
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3:9 and to make all men see what is 
the fellowship of the mystery 
having been concealed (passive) 
from of the ages in God, the one 
creating all through Jesus Christ; 
 
 
3:10 that it might be made known 
(passive) now to the principalities 
and the powers in the heavenly 
places through the assembly 
(#1577) the manifold wisdom of 
God. 

[#1577 ekklesia “all who were called 
by and to Christ in the fellowship of 
His salvation, the church worldwide 
of all time, and only secondarily to 
an individual church (Zodhiates, 
page 541).] 

3:11 according to the purpose 
(#4286) of the ages which he 
purposed (#4160) in Christ Jesus 
our Lord; 

[#4286, prosthesis:”a 
predetermination, purpose, intent, 
or design of God in calling men . . . 
to salvation” (Zodhiates, page 
1220).  #4160, poieo:  “To make, 
form, produce, bring about” 
(Zodhiates, page. 1187).  God 
always had the plan, and now it 
was instituted in Christ.  See 
Endnotes #5G through #5K.] 

 
 
 

3:9 and to make all men 
see what is the 
administration of the 
mystery which for ages 
has been hidden in God, 
who created all things 
through Jesus Christ; 
3:10 to the intent that 
now through the 
assembly the manifold 
wisdom of God might be 
made known to the 
principalities and the 
powers in the heavenly 
places, 
 
 
 
3:11 according to the 
eternal purpose which he 
purposed in Christ Jesus 
our Lord; 
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3:12 in whom we continuously 
have boldness and access in 
confidence through the faith of him. 

[Note that the Greek says “faith of 
him”, not “faith in him.”  About half 
the time that “faith in him” appears 
in English translations, it should be 
“faith of him.”  This is a profound 
difference.  “Faith of him” denotes 
ownership or source (genitive case), 
and is saying that Jesus is the source 
of our faith.  It is not something we 
have to produce.  See Endnote #10.] 

3:13 Therefore I continuously ask 
you to not continuously lose heart 
in my troubles over you all, which 
continuously is your glory. 
3:14 For this cause, I continuously 
bow my knees toward the Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, 
3:15 out of whom every family in 
heaven and on earth is 
continuously being named 
(passive), 
3:16 that he may grant to you all, 
according to the riches of his glory 
to power, to be made strong 
(passive) through his Spirit into 
(#1519) the inward man; 

[#1519 eis, “with the primary idea 
of motion into any place or thing” 
(Zodhiates, page 521).  The power 
to be made strong comes as his 
Spirit is infused into our inward 
man.  The Lord does it, so He 
makes us strong, and we receive it 
(note the “passive” grammar of 
“strong.”)  This is address to 
Christians, so they are in a process 
of being made strong.]

3:12 in whom we have 
boldness and access in 
confidence through our 
faith in him. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:13 Therefore I ask that 
you may not lose heart at 
my troubles for you, 
which are your glory. 
3:14 For this cause, I bow 
my knees to the Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, 
3:15 from whom every 
family in heaven and on 
earth is named, 
 
3:16 that he would grant 
you, according to the 
riches of his glory, that 
you may be strengthened 
with power through his 
Spirit in the inward man; 
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3:17 the Christ to dwell in your 
hearts through faith; having been 
rooted (passive) and having been 
grounded (passive) in love, 

[Note a subtle but profound 
difference here. The WEB says that 
the goal is that we be rooted and 
grounded in love, whereas actually 
the goal is that we be filled with His 
spirit (in verse 3:16).  Only in that 
way will we be rooted and 
grounded in love.  Love is not the 
goal.  Christ “in us” is the goal, and 
then love will be there as “good 
fruit” from a “good root.”  See 
Endnotes #2A & #2B for more on 
the sanctification process.] 

3:18 that you all may be strong to 
grasp together to all the saints 
what is the breadth and length and 
height and depth, 
3:19 and to know (#1097) the love 
of Christ, continuously 
surpassing of knowledge (#1108), 
that you all may be filled (passive) 
with all the fullness of God. 

[Again, the goal is to be filled with 
the fullness of God.  This verse is 
addressed to Christians, and Paul is 
praying that “you all may be 
filled;” so they may be engaged in a 
process of being filled.  See 
Endnotes #2A & # 2B for more on 
this process 

#1097 ginosko. 
#1108 gnosis. 
In English we have just one 

word for knowledge.  Greek has 
several words with significantly 
different meanings.  See “”Know, 
Knowledge” in the Glossary, and 
Endnote #11A.] 

3:17 that Christ may 
dwell in your hearts 
through faith; to the end 
that you, being rooted 
and grounded in love. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:18 may be strengthened 
to comprehend with all 
the saints what is the 
breadth and length and 
height and depth, 
3:19 and to know Christ's 
love which surpasses 
knowledge, that you may 
be filled with all the 
fullness of God. 
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3:20 Now to the one continuously 
being able to do exceedingly above 
all which we continuously ask or 
continuously think, according to 
the power continuously working in 
us, 
 
3:21 the glory to Him in the 
assembly in Christ Jesus into all 
generations forever and ever. Amen 
(#281). 

[Becoming Christ-like is a miracle, 
and only God can do it.  Truly, it is 
“exceedingly above all that we 
continuously ask or continuously 
think” (see verse 3:20).  It is His 
power “continuously working in 
us.”  That is why it is so hard to 
grasp and to trust.  See Endnote 
#4P for more about the miraculous 
provision God has made for us.   

“Amen” (#281) is not simply the 
end.  Rather, “meaning truly, 
surely, certainly.  It thus confirms 
the preceding words and invokes 
their fulfillment” (Zodhiates, page 
134).  It is there for emphasis.]  

 

3:20 Now to him who is 
able to do exceedingly 
abundantly above all that 
we ask or think, 
according to the power 
that works in us, 
 
3:21 to him be the glory 
in the assembly and in 
Christ Jesus to all 
generations forever and 
ever. Amen. 
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4:1 I therefore, the prisoner in the 
Lord, continuously beg you all to 
live your lives suitably of the 
calling with which you all were 
called (passive), 
4:2 with all modesty (#5012) and 
humility (#4236), with patience, 
continuously bearing with one 
another in love; 

[#5012, tapeinophrosune: “the 
correct estimate of ourselves” 
(Zodhiates, page 1366).  To see 
ourselves as God sees us, no more 
and no less.  
 #4236, praotes: “an inward grace 
of the soul, calmness toward God in 
particular” (Zodhiates, page 1208).  
This scripture is not saying to see 
ourselves as worms.  That is not 
how God sees us.  See Endnote #6B, 
“Who Does God Say We Are?”] 

 
4:3 continuously being eager to 
continuously keep the unity of the 
Spirit in the bond of peace, 
4:4 one body, and one Spirit, even 
as you all also were called in one 
hope of your calling; 
 
4:5 one Lord, one faith, one 
baptism, 
 
4:6 one God and Father of all, the 
one over all, and through all, and in 
you all. 
 
 

4:1 I therefore, the 
prisoner in the Lord, beg 
you to walk worthily of 
the calling with which 
you were called, 
4:2 with all lowliness and 
humility, with patience, 
bearing with one another 
in love; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:3 being eager to keep 
the unity of the Spirit in 
the bond of peace. 
4:4 There is one body, 
and one Spirit, even as 
you also were called in 
one hope of your calling; 
4:5 one Lord, one faith, 
one baptism, 
4:6 one God and Father 
of all, who is over all, 
and through all, and in us 
all. 
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4:7 But to each one of us the grace 
was given (passive) according to 
the measure of the gift of Christ. 
 
4:8 Therefore he continuously 
says, "Ascending into heaven, he 
led captivity captive,  

[Before Jesus set us free, we were 
captives of sin, and in bondage to it.  
This was a curse, which he nullified 
– He took it captive.] 

and gave gifts to men." 
4:9 But this, "He ascended," what 
continuously is it if not that also 
He descended first into the lower 
parts of the earth? 
4:10 The one descending 
continuously is also the one 
ascending far above all the 
heavens, that he might fill all. 
 
4:11 And He himself gave indeed 
the apostles; also the prophets; also 
the evangelists; also the shepherds 
and teachers; 
 
4:12 toward the completion of the 
perfecting of the saints, into the 
work of ministration (#1248) in 
the Christian community, into the 
building up of the body of Christ; 

[#1248, diakonias: “the office of 
ministering in divine things” 
(Zodhiates, page 429).  “toward the 
completion of the perfecting of the 
saints” makes it clear that Paul is 
here speaking of sanctification.] 

 

4:7 But to each one of us 
was the grace given 
according to the measure 
of the gift of Christ. 
4:8 Therefore he says, 
"When he ascended on 
high, he led captivity 
captive, and gave gifts to 
men." 
 
4:9 Now this, "He 
ascended," what is it but 
that he also first 
descended into the lower 
parts of the earth? 
4:10 He who descended 
is the one who also 
ascended far above all the 
heavens, that he might fill 
all things. 
4:11 He gave some to be 
apostles; and some, 
prophets; and some, 
evangelists; and some, 
shepherds and teachers; 
4:12 for the perfecting of 
the saints, to the work of 
serving, to the building 
up of the body of Christ; 
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4:13 until we all may attain into the 
unity of the faith, and of the 
knowledge (#1922) of the Son of 
God, into a morally mature man, 
into the measure of the stature of 
the fullness of Christ; 

[#1922 epignosis, which is not 
simply intellectual knowledge.  It is 
not “knowing about” Christ.  For 
instance, when you “know” your 
mother or father, this is a deep 
knowing.  See Endnote #11, 
“Aspects of Knowing,” and 
“Knowledge” in the Glossary.   

“into the measure of the 
stature of the fullness of Christ” 
makes it clear that these Christians 
have not yet attained.  This verse is 
speaking about the process God has 
provided for us to be transformed 
into the image of Jesus.] 

4:14 that (#2443) we may 
continuously no longer be children, 
being continuously tossed back 
and forth and being continuously 
carried about (passive) to every 
wind of teaching, in the trickery of 
men, in craftiness, toward the 
organized method of seduction of 
deception; 

[The fullness of Christ is our 
protection from being tossed about 
and deceived.  Note the first word 
in this verse: “that;” which 
connects this verse with the 
previous one. 

#2443, hina, “used to indicate 
the cause for, or on account of 
which anything is done” 
(Zodhiates, page 774).  
  Christ in us is never fooled!] 

4:13 until we all attain to 
the unity of the faith, and 
of the knowledge of the 
Son of God, to a full 
grown man, to the 
measure of the stature of 
the fullness of Christ; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:14 that we may no 
longer be children, tossed 
back and forth and 
carried about with every 
wind of doctrine, by the 
trickery of men, in 
craftiness, after the wiles 
of error; 
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4:15 but continuously professing 
true doctrine (#226) in love, we 
may grow into Him the all, who 
continuously is the Christ the 
head; 

[#226, aletheouontes: “to profess 
the truth (true doctrine)” (Thayer 
page 27).  In context it is clear that 
Paul is not here talking about 
globally speaking truth in general 
about any old thing, but specifically 
speaking the truth about the truth 
of Christ. 

It is also clear that Paul is 
speaking of a process, since he 
prays that they “may grow.”  They 
aren’t all the way there yet.] 

4:16 out of whom all the body, is 
continuously being fitted (passive) 
and continuously being knit 
together (passive) through every 
adjoining joint of the supply, 
according to the active power in 
measure of one of each part, 
continuously makes the growth of 
the body into a building of itself in 
love. 

[Here it is clear that Paul is 
referring to an ongoing event, which 
the next verse makes clear is 
sanctification.] 

 

4:15 but speaking truth in 
love, we may grow up in 
all things into him, who 
is the head, Christ; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:16 from whom all the 
body, being fitted and 
knit together through that 
which every joint 
supplies, according to the 
working in measure of 
each individual part, 
makes the body increase 
to the building up of itself 
in love. 
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Note for Verses 4:12 through 4:32  
These verses make it clear that we need the Lord to do a work in us 
for us to be transformed.  It would be easy to interpret verses 5:1 
through 6:9 as a list of things we are to do –and thus be thrown into 
trying hard to do these things. 
 
BEWARE: that is not what Paul is saying.  Verses 5:9 and 5:10 make 
it clear that the fruit of the Spirit is what he is talking about.  In other 
words, if the behavior he is listing is not continuously manifest in your 
life, this is evidence that you need to be further transformed, as he 
says in verses 4:23 and 4:24.  The only way for “good fruit” to be 

4:17 Then this I continuously say 
and continuously testify in the 
Lord, you all no longer to 
continuously live your lives 
according as also the rest of the 
Gentiles continuously walk, in the 
futility of their natural faculty of 
conscious thought (#3563), 

[#3563, nous.  This natural 
conscious thought is “the antithesis 
of that divinely bestowed higher 
principle of the Christian life” 
(Zodhiates, page 1018), which was 
implanted into us as we were 
transformed into the image of 
Jesus, as referred to in verses 4:13-
4:15 above.] 

4:18 Having been darkened 
(passive) to the understanding, 
continuously being alienated 
(passive) of the life of God, 
because of the ignorance 
continuously being in them, 
because of the hardness of their 
hearts; 

4:17 This I say therefore, 
and testify in the Lord, 
that you no longer walk 
as the rest of the Gentiles 
also walk, in the futility 
of their mind, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:18 being darkened in 
their understanding, 
alienated from the life of 
God, because of the 
ignorance that is in them, 
because of the hardening 
of their hearts; 
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consistently manifest in our lives is to be transformed so that we have 
a “good root” in us.  Jesus was very clear about this in John 15:4-5:  
 

“Abide in Me and I in you.  As the branch cannot bear fruit of 
itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither can you, unless you 
abide in Me.  I am the vine, you are the branches.  He who abides 
in Me, and I in him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do 
nothing.”   

 
See also Matthew 7:17-18:  
 

“Even so, every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree bears 
bad fruit.  A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree 
bear good fruit.”   

 
See also Matthew 12:33 and Luke 6:43-45. 
 
Also note the frequency of passive verbs (Ephesians verses 4:16, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 26, 30, 31).  This means these things are not things we 
actively do.  They come from outside us and act upon us.  There are 
spiritual forces at work.    Only the Holy Spirit can do these things in 
us.  This refutes self-effort as our culture implies, and unfortunately 
some English translations imply.  Being passive, these verbs can 
sometimes be awkward to translate into English. 
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4:19 who being past feelings gave 
themselves up to an insatiable 
desire for pleasure, into work of 
all uncleanness in greed. 
 
4:20 But you all did not thus learn 
(#3129) Christ; 

[#3129 emanthete.  This is not 
simply an intellectual “learn” that 
you would get from studying 
something.  It “is equivalent to 
epiginosko” (#1921), “to know more 
fully” (Zodhiates, page 942).  It is a 
deep personal knowing through 
relationship.  See Endnote #11, 
“Aspects of Knowing” and “Know” 
in the Glossary.] 

4:21 if indeed you all heard him, 
and were taught (passive) in him, 
even as truth continuously is in 
Jesus: 

[Being taught IN him is different 
than being taught ABOUT him.  To 
“hear” him implies a living 
relationship with him.] 

4:22 you all to put away, as 
concerning your former way of life, 
the old man, the one continuously 
being corrupted (passive) 
according to the desires of deceit 
(#539); 

[#539, apates, “deceitful 
propensities which seduce to sin 
and lead to disappointment” 
(Zodhiates, page 207).] 

 
 
 

4:19 who having become 
callous gave themselves 
up to lust, to work all 
uncleanness with 
greediness. 
4:20 But you did not 
learn Christ that way; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:21 if indeed you heard 
him, and were taught in 
him, even as truth is in 
Jesus: 
 
 
 
4:22 that you put away, 
as concerning your 
former way of life, the 
old man, that grows 
corrupt after the lusts of 
deceit; 
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Note for verse 4:24: The WEB says “has been created,” implying 
this is already all done.  The grammar is a passive participle, to be 
translated as: “being created (passive).”  Paul has been speaking of 
the miraculous process of Christians being transformed into the image 
of Jesus.  Then in verses 4:25-29 he explains the “good fruit” that will 
spontaneously result from this new “good root.” See Endnotes #2D 
& #2E).  He is NOT suddenly abandoning all he has been saying and 
now implying that you are to behave correctly through your will 
power.  See Endnotes #1C “We Have Made A Huge Mistake, #1D 
“The Illusion Of Our Will Power,” #7D, “The Bad Part” and #7E 
“The Common Denominator.”  

4:23 but to continuously be being 
renewed (passive) to the spirit of 
your moral consciousness (#3563), 

[“continuously be being renewed 
(passive)” makes it clear Paul is 
speaking of an ongoing process. 

#3563, nous: This is a Greek 
word with a range of meaning.  
There are 16 variations of 6 basic 
root Greek words translated into 
English as “mind.”  So when you 
read “mind” in an English 
translation, you don’t know much.  
Here nous seems to be carrying the 
meaning of “the organ of moral 
consciousness” (Zodhiates, page 
1018.] 
 One way to know when to pray 
is to continually listen to your 
negative emotions, which do 
accurately signal you when there is 
a problem.  See Endnote #3G, 
“How Can you Tell The 
Difference,” and Endnote #16, 
“Emotion.”] 

4:24 and to put on the new man, 
being created (passive) according 
to God in righteousness and 
holiness of truth 

4:23 and that you be 
renewed in the spirit of 
your mind, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:24 and put on the new 
man, who in the likeness 
of God has been created 
in righteousness and 
holiness of truth 
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4:25 Therefore, putting away 
falsehood, continuously speak truth 
each one with his neighbor, 
because we continuously are 
members of one another. 
4:26 "You all continuously be 
made angry (passive), and don't 
continuously sin." Don't 
continuously let the sun go down 
on your wrath, 

[Here Paul is not commanding us to 
be angry.  He knows full well that 
our God-Wannabe will judge, and 
the emotion it produces is anger.  He 
is giving us permission to feel the 
anger so that we can know we have 
to forgive and be forgiven.  And 
then to forgive right away.] 

4:27 neither continuously give 
place to the devil. 

[While we are angry, we are in the 
mind of the God-wannabe, and 
thus are vulnerable to be doing the 
devil’s work.  See Endnotes #1I, 
“Bad Roots and Bad Fruit,” and 
#1J, “Track Backward From-Fruit-
To-Root.”] 

4:28 The one continuously 
stealing, continuously steal no 
more; but rather continuously 
labor, continuously the good to 
the hands, that he may 
continuously have to continuously 
give to the one continuously 
having need. 
 
 
 

4:25 Therefore, putting 
away falsehood, speak 
truth each one with his 
neighbor. For we are 
members of one another. 
4:26 "Be angry, and don't 
sin." Don't let the sun go 
down on your wrath, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:27 neither give place to 
the devil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:28 Let him who stole 
steal no more; but rather 
let him labor, working 
with his hands the thing 
that is good, that he may 
have something to give to 
him who has need. 
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4:29 Every corrupt word 
continuously let not go out of your 
mouth, but if any good (word) 
toward edification of the personal 
need that it may give grace to the 
one continuously hearing. 
 
4:30 And don't continuously grieve 
the Holy Spirit of God, in which 
you were sealed (passive) into the 
day of redemption. 

[The next two verses give a simple 
overview of HOW we can be 
transformed into the image of 
Jesus.  See Endnotes #4A, 
“Forgiving Ends These Problems,” 
through Endnote #4R.] 

4:31 Every bitterness and wrath 
and anger and outcry and slander, 
let be taken up and carried away 
(passive) from you all, together 
with all malice. 

[How are these taken away?  Note 
that this process is passive, meaning 
it is not something we do, but it is 
done to us.  These are taken away by 
Jesus when we forgive and are 
forgiven of our sins; and the “bad 
roots” which were producing the 
“bad fruit” listed above are 
removed, and Jesus comes in and 
fills those places.  Thus we are 
transformed into His image.  See 
Endnotes #2A & #2B for more on 
this process.] 

4:29 Let no corrupt 
speech proceed out of 
your mouth, but such as 
is good for building up as 
the need may be, that it 
may give grace to those 
who hear. 
4:30 Don't grieve the 
Holy Spirit of God, in 
whom you were sealed 
for the day of 
redemption. 
 
 
 
 
4:31 Let all bitterness, 
wrath, anger, outcry, and 
slander, be put away from 
you, with all malice. 
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4:32 But continuously be kind into 
one another, tenderhearted, 
continuously forgiving to one 
another, even as God also in Christ 
forgave you all. 

[There is an unfortunate chapter 
break between 4:32 and 5:1, 
because there is a continuous 
thought.  By forgiving as in 4:32 we 
are being imitators of God (Who 
freely forgives us) as stated in 5:1 
(instead of living out of our God-
wannabe).  See Endnote #4A, 
“Forgiving Ends These Problems,” 
and Endnotes #3D, “Our 
Weakness,” #3E & #3F.  And in 
this way the sin is “carried away 
from you all (passive)”, as in verse 
4:31.]  

5:1 Therefore (#3767) 
continuously begin to be imitators 
of God, as beloved children. 

[#3767  oun.  This word means 
“accordingly, thereupon, then . . . 
where something is said to be done 
in consequence of what has 
happened previously” (Zodhiates, 
pages 1073-1074).  This links 5:1 to 
4:32, and is dependent on it.  When 
we forgive, “accordingly” we are 
acting just like God who forgives 
graciously. 

THIS IS THE CENTRAL KEY 
TO THE CHRISTIAN LIFE: to 
continuously forgive one another.  
We all judge many times a day, and 
thus need to forgive many times a 
day.  See Endnotes #3D “Our 
Weakness,” through #3F.] 

 

4:32 And be kind to one 
another, tenderhearted, 
forgiving each other, just 
as God also in Christ 
forgave you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:1 Be therefore imitators 
of God, as beloved 
children. 
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5:2 And you all continuously live 
your lives in love (#26), even as 
Christ also loved us, and gave 
himself up for us, an offering and a 
sacrifice to God into a sweet-
smelling fragrance. 

[This is another statement linked 
with 4:32.  When we forgive and 
are forgiven, we are transformed; 
and the new “good root” will 
produce the “good fruit” of love. 

#26 agape is the kind of love 
only available from Jesus in us.  See 
Endnote #18, “God’s Kind Of 
Love.”] 

5:3 But sexual immorality, and all 
uncleanness, or covetousness, let it 
not continuously be mentioned 
(passive) among you all, as 
continuously proper to saints; 
 
 
5:4 and filthiness, and foolish 
talking, and coarse wittiness, 
continuously not being 
appropriate; but rather 
thanksgiving. 
 
5:5 For this you all continuously 
are knowing, that every sexually 
immoral person, or unclean person, 
or covetous person, who 
continuously is an idolater, 
continuously has no inheritance in 
the Kingdom of Christ and God. 
 
 

5:2 Walk in love, even as 
Christ also loved you, 
and gave himself up for 
us, an offering and a 
sacrifice to God for a 
sweet-smelling fragrance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:3 But sexual 
immorality, and all 
uncleanness, or 
covetousness, let it not 
even be mentioned 
among you, as becomes 
saints; 
5:4 nor filthiness, nor 
foolish talking, nor 
jesting, which are not 
appropriate; but rather 
giving of thanks. 
 
5:5 Know this for sure, 
that no sexually immoral 
person, nor unclean 
person, nor covetous 
man, who is an idolater, 
has any inheritance in the 
Kingdom of Christ and 
God. 
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5:6 Let no one continuously 
deceive you to empty words. For 
because of these things, the wrath 
of God continuously comes on the 
children of disobedience. 

[The alternative to being 
transformed into the image of Jesus 
is to remain in our sin and to 
experience the operation of God’s 
laws bringing bad consequences 
(“the wrath of God”).  See Endnote 
# 1E, “God’s Laws Bring ‘Good’ or 
‘Bad’”.] 

5:7 Therefore don't continuously 
be partakers together with them. 
 
5:8 For you all were once darkness, 
but now light in the Lord. You all 
continuously live your lives as 
children of light, 
5:9 for the fruit of the Spirit in all 
goodness and righteousness and 
truth, 

[The fruit of the Spirit is a reward 
we receive from applying the blood 
of Jesus to our “bad roots.”  See 
Endnote #4S, “Rewards.”] 

 

5:6 Let no one deceive 
you with empty words. 
For because of these 
things, the wrath of God 
comes on the children of 
disobedience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:7 Therefore don't be 
partakers with them. 
 
5:8 For you were once 
darkness, but are now 
light in the Lord. Walk as 
children of light, 
5:9 for the fruit of the 
Spirit is in all goodness 
and righteousness and 
truth, 
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5:10 continuously proving what 
continuously is well pleasing to the 
Lord. 

[The presence of continuous “good 
fruit” proves that you have a “good 
root” (Jesus) in you, or you could 
not continuously produce “good 
fruit”.  See Endnotes #2A & #2B 
for more on the sanctification 
process.  Also see John 15:4-5.  
Consistent “good fruit” proves we 
have been transformed; and God 
sent His Son to make this possible. 
See Endnote 2F, “Keeping God’s 
Commandments.”   He is happy 
when this happens, because it 
means we are valuing and receiving 
the work of Jesus in our lives.] 

5:11 And continuously have no 
fellowship to the unfruitful works 
of darkness, but rather even 
continuously show them to be 
wrong. 
 
5:12 For the hidden things 
continuously coming to be of 
them it continuously is vile even 
to continuously speak. 
5:13 But all things, continuously 
being shown to be wrong 
(passive) under the light is 
continuously made manifest 
(passive), for everything the light 
continuously is  being made 
manifest (passive). 
 

5:10 proving what is well 
pleasing to the Lord. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:11 Have no fellowship 
with the unfruitful works 
of darkness, but rather 
even reprove them. 
 
 
5:12 For the things which 
are done by them in 
secret, it is a shame even 
to speak of. 
5:13 But all things, when 
they are reproved, are 
revealed by the light, for 
everything that reveals is 
light. 
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5:14 Therefore he continuously 
says, "Awake, the one 
continuously sleeping, and arise 
out of the dead, and Christ will give 
light to you." 
5:15 Therefore you all 
continuously watch carefully how 
you all continuously live your 
lives, not as unwise, but as wise; 
5:16 continuously redeeming 
(#1805) the opportunity, because 
the days of your life (#2250) 
continuously are evil. 

[#1805, exagorazomenoi: “Used of 
our redemption by Christ from the 
curse and yoke of the Law” 
(Zodhiates, page 597).  
 #2250, hemerai: “Specifically the 
time of one’s life, i.e., one’s days, 
years, age, life” (Zodhiates, page 
711). 
 We are faced with trials, and we 
sin every day; and so we need to 
apply the blood of Jesus to every 
root whenever we do sin.  See 
Endnote #4G, “Remove Bitter 
Roots Immediately!”] 

5:17 Through this not 
continuously becoming foolish, 
but continuously understanding 
what the will of the Lord (is). 

[Our sanctification is His will!] 
 

5:14 Therefore he says, 
"Awake, you who sleep, 
and arise from the dead, 
and Christ will shine on 
you." 
5:15 Therefore watch 
carefully how you walk, 
not as unwise, but as 
wise; 
5:16 redeeming the time, 
because the days are evil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:17 Therefore don't be 
foolish, but understand 
what the will of the Lord 
is. 
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5:18 And you all to not 
continuously be made drunk 
(passive) to wine, in which 
continuously is dissipation, but you 
all continuously be being filled 
(passive) in the Spirit, 

[“continuously be being filled 
(passive) in the Spirit” makes it 
clear that Paul is speaking of a 
process, the process of 
sanctification.] 

5:19 continuously speaking to one 
another to psalms, hymns, and 
spiritual songs; continuously 
singing, and continuously making 
melody in the heart of you all, to 
the Lord; 
 
5:20 you all continuously giving 
thanks always concerning all, in the 
name of our Lord Jesus Christ, to 
the God and Father; 
 
 
5:21 continuously being subject 
(passive) to one another in 
reverence to God. 

[Now, since this is a situational 
letter, Paul is here listing ways in 
which the Ephesian church is out of 
order.  What he is going to say is 
very different than the relationship 
of the husband to the wife in the 
ancient world.  There the wife was 
considered to be property, with no 
rights; and the husband could treat 
her any way he wanted.  Paul is 
here wanting to correct that 
situation.] 

5:18 Don't be drunken 
with wine, in which is 
dissipation, but be filled 
with the Spirit, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:19 speaking to one 
another in psalms, 
hymns, and spiritual 
songs; singing, and 
making melody in your 
heart to the Lord; 
 
5:20 giving thanks 
always concerning all 
things in the name of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, to 
God, even the Father; 
 
5:21 subjecting 
yourselves one to another 
in the fear of Christ. 
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5:22 Wives, continuously be 
subject to your own husbands, as to 
the Lord. 
5:23 for this reason, the husband 
continuously is the head of the 
wife, as even Christ the head of the 
assembly, and he continuously is 
savior of the body. 
 
5:24 But even as the assembly is 
continuously subject (passive) to 
Christ, so also let the wives be to 
their own husbands in everything. 
 
5:25 Husbands, continuously love 
your wives, even as Christ also 
loved the assembly, and gave 
himself up for her; 
5:26 that he might sanctify her, 
cleansing to the bath of water in 
word (#4487). 

[#4487, rhema.  “That which is 
spoken.”  “Particularly a word as 
uttered by a living voice.” 
(Zodhiates, page 1262).  Can be 
referring to the Bible as the 
recorded living words of God, but is 
not necessarily limited to the 
written word.  The New Testament 
did not yet exist when this was 
written.  Of course, every spoken 
word we may hear from the Lord 
will never contradict the written 
word He gave to His anointed 
Apostles.] 

 

5:22 Wives, be subject to 
your own husbands, as to 
the Lord. 
5:23 For the husband is 
the head of the wife, and 
Christ also is the head of 
the assembly, being 
himself the savior of the 
body. 
5:24 But as the assembly 
is subject to Christ, so let 
the wives also be to their 
own husbands in 
everything. 
5:25 Husbands, love your 
wives, even as Christ also 
loved the assembly, and 
gave himself up for it; 
5:26 that he might 
sanctify it, having 
cleansed it by the 
washing of water with the 
word, 
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5:27 that he might present her to 
himself glorious, not having spot or 
wrinkle or any such thing; but that 
she may continuously be holy and 
without blemish. 

[“continuously be holy and without 
blemish” speaks of the ongoing 
necessity of the Christians to be 
forgiven and made holy.] 
 

5:28 Even so husbands 
continuously ought to 
continuously love their own wives 
as their own bodies. The one 
continuously loving his own wife 
continuously loves himself. 
 
5:29 For no man ever hated his own 
flesh; but continuously nourishes 
and continuously cherishes her, 
even as the Lord also the assembly; 
 
5:30 because we continuously are 
members of his body, out of his 
flesh and out of his bones. 
5:31 Equally, of this a man will 
leave his father and mother, and 
will be joined (passive) toward his 
wife and the two will be into one 
flesh." 
 
5:32 This mystery continuously is 
great, but I continuously speak into 
Christ and into the assembly. 
 
 
 

5:27 that he might 
present the assembly to 
himself gloriously, not 
having spot or wrinkle or 
any such thing; but that it 
should be holy and 
without blemish. 
 
 
 
5:28 Even so husbands 
also ought to love their 
own wives as their own 
bodies. He who loves his 
own wife loves himself. 
 
5:29 For no man ever 
hated his own flesh; but 
nourishes and cherishes 
it, even as the Lord also 
does the assembly; 
5:30 because we are 
members of his body, of 
his flesh and bones. 
5:31 "For this cause a 
man will leave his father 
and mother, and will be 
joined to his wife. The 
two will become one 
flesh." 
5:32 This mystery is 
great, but I speak 
concerning Christ and of 
the assembly. 
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5:33 However, also even each one 
must thus continuously love his 
own wife as himself; but that the 
wife continuously honor and 
respect her husband. 
6:1 Children, continuously obey 
your parents in the Lord, for this 
continuously is right. 
6:2 "Continuously honor your 
father and mother," which 
continuously is the first 
commandment in promise: 
6:3 "that it may begin to be (#1096) 
well to you, and you will be long-
lived on the earth." 

[#1096 ginomai “primarily meaning 
to being to be, that is, to come into 
existence or into any state;” 
(Zodhiates,page 367).] 

6:4 And the fathers, don't 
continuously provoke your 
children to wrath, but continuously 
nurture them in the discipline and 
instruction of the Lord. 

[This verse is very contrary to 
Roman law under which the 
Ephesians lived.  Under Roman law 
a father had the power of life and 
death over his children.  He had no 
obligation to treat them lovingly.] 

6:5 Servants, continuously obey to 
your masters according to the 
flesh, with fear and trembling, in 
singleness of your heart, as to 
Christ; 
 

 

5:33 Nevertheless each of 
you must also love his 
own wife even as himself; 
and let the wife see that 
she respects her husband. 
6:1 Children, obey your 
parents in the Lord, for 
this is right. 
6:2 "Honor your father 
and mother," which is the 
first commandment with a 
promise: 
6:3 "that it may be well 
with you, and you may 
live long on the earth." 
 
 
 
6:4 You fathers, don't 
provoke your children to 
wrath, but nurture them in 
the discipline and 
instruction of the Lord. 
 
 
 
 
 
6:5 Servants, be obedient 
to those who according to 
the flesh are your masters, 
with fear and trembling, 
in singleness of your 
heart, as to Christ; 
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6:6 not in the way of service only 
when eyes are on you, as men 
pleasers; but as servants of Christ, 
continuously doing the will of God 
out of the soul (#5590); 

[#5590, psuches:  This is a Greek 
word with a range of meanings, but 
it is certain it is not “heart”, which 
is #2588, kardia.  Paul’s intent may 
be revealed in the next verse; “with 
good will.”] 

  6:7 with good will continuously 
doing service, as to the Lord, and 
not to men; 
6:8 knowing that if ever each one 
might do any good, the same he 
will bring to himself from of the 
Lord, whether he is bound or free. 

[Every person will receive blessing 
if they do service as to the Lord.] 

 
6:9 And the masters, continuously 
do the same things toward them, 
continuously giving up 
threatening, knowing that the 
master of you all as well as of 
them continuously is in heaven, 
and there continuously is no 
partiality to Him in His sight. 
 
6:10 Finally, my brothers, 
continuously be being made 
strong (passive) in the Lord, and in 
the power of his inherent strength. 
 

6:6 not in the way of 
service only when eyes 
are on you, as men 
pleasers; but as servants 
of Christ, doing the will 
of God from the heart; 
 
 
 
 
6:7 with good will doing 
service, as to the Lord, 
and not to men; 
6:8 knowing that 
whatever good thing each 
one does, he will receive 
the same again from the 
Lord, whether he is 
bound or free. 
 
6:9 You masters, do the 
same things to them, and 
give up threatening, 
knowing that he who is 
both their Master and 
yours is in heaven, and 
there is no partiality with 
him. 
 
6:10 Finally, be strong in 
the Lord, and in the 
strength of his might. 
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6:11 Put on the whole armor of 
God, toward you all to 
continuously to be enabled to 
stand toward the wiles of the devil. 

[Paul is in the process of making it 
very clear that we cannot do any 
battle in the spiritual realm in our 
own strength.  We need the 
strength of the Lord.  He is now 
going to outline the only way HOW 
that strengthening can occur.] 

6:12 For our combat continuously 
is not toward flesh and blood, but 
toward the principalities, toward 
the powers, toward the world's 
rulers of the darkness of this age, 
toward the spiritual forces of the 
wickedness in the heavenly places. 
6:13 Through this, you all take up 
(#353) the whole armor of God, that 
you may be able to withstand in the 
evil day, and, having done all, to 
stand. 

[#353, analambano, “to take up” 
(Zodhiates, page 153).  This is a 
command to do something 
(imperative mood).  Note the 
difference in the verb here and that 
in verse 6:17.  “Stand” in verse 6:14 
is also commands to do something. 
 These verses about the armor of 
God can be seen as a summary of 
this epistle.  We put it on by being 
transformed into the image of 
Jesus.] 

6:14 You all stand therefore, being 
girded about your loin in truth, 
and having put on the breastplate of 
righteousness, 
 

6:11 Put on the whole 
armor of God, that you 
may be able to stand 
against the wiles of the 
devil. 
 
 
 
 
6:12 For our wrestling is 
not against flesh and 
blood, but against the 
principalities, against the 
powers, against the 
world's rulers of the 
darkness of this age, and 
against the spiritual 
forces of wickedness in 
the heavenly places. 
6:13 Therefore, put on 
the whole armor of God, 
that you may be able to 
withstand in the evil day, 
and, having done all, to 
stand. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6:14 Stand therefore, 
having the utility belt of 
truth buckled around your 
waist, and having put on 
the breastplate of 
righteousness,
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6:15 and having fitted the feet in 
readiness (#2091) of the Good 
News of peace; 

[#2091, “hetoimasia, Preparation or 
a basis . . . This intimates the firm 
and solid knowledge of the gospel 
in which the believer may stand 
firm and unmoved like soldiers in 
their military duty.  The Roman 
soldiers were furnished with shoes 
that had cleats on the soles for this 
purpose” (Zodhiates, pages 666- 
667).] 

6:16 On all, taking up the shield of 
faith, in which you all will be able 
to quench all the arrows having 
been made fiery (passive) of the 
evil one. 
6:17 And you all accept (#1209) 
the helmet of salvation, and the 
sword of the Spirit, which spoken 
word continuously is of God; 

[#1209, dexasthe: “To accept an 
offer deliberately and readily.  To 
take to oneself what is presented or 
brought by another, to receive” 
(Zodhiates, pages 409-410).  This is 
also a command to do something 
(imperative mood), but is very 
different in meaning than to “take” 
as in the WEB and in verses 6:13 & 
6:14.  God has provided for 
salvation and His spoken word, and 
we are to receive what He has 
offered.  We are not alone in this 
battle!] 

 

6:15 and having fitted 
your feet with the 
preparation of the Good 
News of peace; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6:16 above all, taking up 
the shield of faith, with 
which you will be able to 
quench all the fiery darts 
of the evil one. 
6:17 And take the helmet 
of salvation, and the 
sword of the Spirit, which 
is the word of God; 
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6:18 through every prayer and 
petition, continuously praying in 
every occasion in the Spirit, into this 
same, continuously being watchful in 
all perseverance and requests 
concerning all the saints: 
 
 
6:19 and over me, that to me 
utterance may be given (passive) in 
opening my mouth, in boldness to 
make known the mystery of the Good 
News, 
 
 
6:20 for the sake of which I 
continuously am an ambassador in 
chains; that in it I may be bold as is 
necessary (for) me to speak. 
 
6:21 But that you all also may know 
my affairs, Tychicus, the beloved 
brother and faithful servant in the 
Lord, will make known to you all 
what all things I am continuously 
doing; 
 
 
6:22 whom I have sent toward you all 
into this very purpose, that you may 
know about us, and that he may 
comfort your hearts (#2588). 

[#2588, kardias: correctly translated as 
“hearts.”  See my comment under 
verse 6:6 above.] 

 
 

6:18 with all prayer 
and requests, praying 
at all times in the 
Spirit, and being 
watchful to this end in 
all perseverance and 
requests for all the 
saints: 
6:19 on my behalf, that 
utterance may be given 
to me in opening my 
mouth, to make known 
with boldness the 
mystery of the Good 
News, 
6:20 for which I am an 
ambassador in chains; 
that in it I may speak 
boldly, as I ought to 
speak. 
6:21 But that you also 
may know my affairs, 
how I am doing, 
Tychicus, the beloved 
brother and faithful 
servant in the Lord, 
will make known to 
you all things; 
6:22 whom I have sent 
to you for this very 
purpose, that you may 
know our state, and 
that he may comfort 
your hearts. 
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6:23 Peace to the brothers, and love 
with faith, from God the Father and 
the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
 
6:24 The grace with all of the ones 
continuously loving our Lord Jesus 
Christ in incorruption.  
 
Was written (passive) towards 
Ephesians from Rome through 
Tychicus. 

[Note that sometimes my literal 
translation includes additional 
words that are not in the World 
English Bible, or excludes some 
that are in the WEB.  When this 
occurs, it is because the two 
translations are based upon 
different Greek texts, which 
occasionally differ from each 
other.]  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6:23 Peace be to the 
brothers, and love with 
faith, from God the 
Father and the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 
6:24 Grace be with all 
those who love our Lord 
Jesus Christ with 
incorruptible love. Amen. 
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Introduction to Colossians 
 
In this epistle Paul has the process as a major focus.  Since the Epistles 
are “situational” letters (they addressed specific situations going on in 
the various churches), it is apparent that he felt that the Colossians 
needed to be encouraged to keep focused on this miraculous provision 
that Jesus provides for them.  Paul apparently was concerned that 
outside influences were attempting to get the Colossians to fall back 
into legalism instead of being transformed into the image of Jesus.  
His emphasis on this transformation will be evident to you as you read 
this translation and my commentary. 
 
Paul’s emphasis on transformation into the image of Jesus and its 
results is contrasted with keeping the Law of Moses as a way to 
produce good behavior. See Endnote #1H.  You may be surprised at 
how prominent is this message here. 
 
In America we are perhaps even MORE vulnerable to this temptation 
to try to keep the law in our own strength.  We are surrounded by the 
Western Mindset which says that we are in control of our own lives, 
and that our intellect and will power are all that we need to live life.  
It is very hard to not be influenced by this view of life.  It is very 
possible that your church has been influenced by it.  See Endnote 
#8L for more on the Western Mindset. 
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1:1 Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus 
through the will of God, and 
Timothy our brother, 
1:2 to the saints and faithful 
brothers in Christ at Colossae: 
Grace to you and peace from God 
our Father, and the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 
1:3 We continuously give thanks to 
God the Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, continuously praying about 
you all, 
1:4 hearing of the faith of you all 
in Christ Jesus, and of the love 
towards all the saints, 
1:5 because of the hope which is 
continuously being reserved for 
you all in the heavenly realm, of 
which you heard before in the word 
of the truth of the Good News, 
1:6 of the one continuously 
coming into (#3918) you all, and 
even also in all the world, and 
continuously is bringing forth 
fruit and even also in you all, from 
which day you all heard and you 
all knew the grace of God in truth; 

[#3918 pareimi “into, and the acc. of 
person (Col. 1:6)” (Zodhiates, page 
1116).  Jesus continuously coming 
into them is very different than “the 
truth of the Good News which has 
come to you” in the WEB.  His 
presence in them continuously 
brings forth fruit, speaking of 
sanctification and the resulting 
external evidence of it.] 

1:1 Paul, an apostle of 
Christ Jesus through the 
will of God, and Timothy 
our brother, 
1:2 to the saints and 
faithful brothers in Christ 
at Colossae: Grace to you 
and peace from God our 
Father, and the Lord 
Jesus Christ. 
1:3 We give thanks to 
God the Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, 
praying always for you, 
1:4 having heard of your 
faith in Christ Jesus, and 
of the love which you 
have toward all the saints, 
1:5 because of the hope 
which is laid up for you 
in the heavens, of which 
you heard before in the 
word of the truth of the 
Good News, 
1:6 which has come to 
you; even as it is in all 
the world and is bearing 
fruit and growing, as it 
does in you also, since 
the day you heard and 
knew the grace of God in 
truth; 
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1:7 and even as you all learned 
from Epaphras our beloved fellow 
servant, who continuously is a 
faithful servant of Christ over you 
all, 
1:8 the one also declaring to us the 
love of you all in the Spirit. 
 
1:9 Through this, we also, since 
the day we heard, don't cease 
continuously praying over you all, 
and continuously requesting that 
you all may be filled (passive) with 
the knowledge (#1922) of his will 
in all spiritual wisdom and 
understanding, 

[“continuously requesting that you 
all may be filled,” being spoke to 
Christians, obviously is speaking of 
an ongoing process. 
 “Knowledge” is a translation of 
epignosis, Strong’s #1922.  This is 
not an intellectual knowledge, as 
people in our culture would likely 
assume.  It is understanding in your 
spirit, as the rest of the sentence 
reveals.  See Endnote #11, “Aspects 
of Knowing,” for more.] 

1:10 to live your life worthily of 
the Lord into all pleasing in every 
act, you all continuously bearing 
good fruit and continuously 
growing into the knowledge 
(#1922) of God; 

[“continuously bearing good fruit” 
can only be produced by a “good 
root,” which is the result of the 
process of sanctification.  See 
Endnotes #2A & #2B.] 

1:7 even as you learned 
of Epaphras our beloved 
fellow servant, who is a 
faithful servant of Christ 
on our behalf, 
1:8 who also declared to 
us your love in the Spirit. 
 
1:9 For this cause, we 
also, since the day we 
heard this, don't cease 
praying and making 
requests for you, that you 
may be filled with the 
knowledge of his will in 
all spiritual wisdom and 
understanding, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:10 that you may walk 
worthily of the Lord, to 
please him in all respects, 
bearing fruit in every 
good work, and 
increasing in the 
knowledge of God; 
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1:11 Continuously being 
strengthened (passive) with all 
power, according to the might of 
the glory of Him, into all 
endurance and forbearance with 
joy; 

[Because of being filled with the 
presence of God (“knowledge” of 
Him), you can in fact live your life 
pleasing to him.  See Endnote #2F, 
“Keeping God’s Commandments.” 
The infilling mentioned in the prior 
verse gives us the strengthening.] 

1:12 continuously giving thanks to 
the Father, the One making us 
competent into the inheritance of 
the saints in light; 

[It is God who does this work of 
making us competent to inherit 
Christ-like character.  We don’t do 
it.] 

1:13 who did deliver us out of the 
power of darkness, and did 
translate (us) into the Kingdom of 
the Son of His love; 

[This is referring to the one-time 
event of when we made Jesus our 
Lord.] 

1:14 in whom we continuously 
have our redemption, through His 
blood (#129), the forgiveness of our 
sins; 

[This is referring to the ongoing 
process of sanctification.  The WEB 
seems to imply that all our sins are 
already forgiven. 
 This is so simply and briefly 
said that it might be easy to think it 
is a passing thought.  However, it is 
a HUGE CENTRAL MESSAGE.  
See IMPORTANT note below.] 

1:11 strengthened with all 
power, according to the 
might of his glory, for all 
endurance and 
perseverance with joy; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:12 giving thanks to the 
Father, who made us fit 
to be partakers of the 
inheritance of the saints 
in light; 
 
 
1:13 who delivered us out 
of the power of darkness, 
and translated us into the 
Kingdom of the Son of 
his love; 
 
 
1:14 in whom we have 
our redemption, the 
forgiveness of our sins; 
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Very Important Note on Verses 1:13 & 1:14 
 
THIS IS WHY JESUS CAME AND DIED: 

 TO FIRST TRANSLATE US INTO THE KINGDOM 
OF GOD (verse 1:13), to save us.  

 AND THEN TO TAKE AWAY OUR SINS! (verse 1:14). 
To save us.   

 END OF DISCUSSION!  
 
 
 
 
 
In verse 1:13 he makes it clear that “salvation” starts with delivering 
us out of the kingdom of darkness (where we were in bondage to the 
king of darkness), and translating us into the kingdom of God.  We 
now belong to God. 
 

You are not your own, for you were bought with a price  
(1 Corinthians 6:19-20, WEB). 
 

But what then?  In verse 1:14 he explains what happens after we 
become His property.  Yes, we now belong to Him, but we still have 
areas of sin in our being.  In those areas, we are not yet His.  These 
are the “bitter roots” talked about in Endnote #1I.  He still needs to 
save us from those sins.  We “have our redemption through His blood 
(#129, haima), the forgiveness of our sins.”  Then in that particular 
area of our life, we are like Jesus.  See Endnote #13D about forgiving 
and grace. 
 
Jesus’ sacrifice to take away our sin is extensively covered in 
Hebrews Chapter 9.  His death (shedding of His blood) was a 
necessary spiritual sacrifice so that our sins could be washed away. 
#129 haima, is real blood that was shed.  “The blood of Christ, 
therefore, represents the life that He gave for our atonement . . . The 
fact that the blood (His life poured out in sacrifice) of the God-Man, 
the Lord Jesus Christ, was not mere human blood, but divine, and that 
its accomplishment was a supernatural cleansing is clearly 
demonstrated in Acts 20:28 . . . The cleansing is not automatic for all, 

In these two verses, the Apostle 
Paul summarizes Christianity!   
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but it is available for all.  And to show that this blood is the same 
means of forgiveness for all, John says in 1 John 1:9, ‘If we confess 
our sins, he is faithful and just [God’s justice has been satisfied 
through the shedding of Christ’s blood] to forgive us our sins, and to 
cleanse us from all unrighteousness’.” (Zodhiates, pages 92-96).  
“Through His blood” is missing in the WEB.  Huge omission! 

 
Please note the words: “If we confess our sins.”  We have to 
participate by repenting and forgiving (Matthew 6:14), or the 
forgiveness will not occur (Matthew 6:15). 
 
Unfortunately, this process of sanctification is seldom taught in 
church, and seldom emphasized.  Thus it is seldom practiced by 
Christians.  But it is available, and you can experience it. 
   
Kings have total dominion over their subjects.  So now that you have 
given God the title deed to your life (He now owns you), you have 
given Him permission to do His work in your life, which work is the 
process of your transformation into the image of His dear Son.  
Sometimes this process is painful, but He is committed to bringing 
about this miraculous change in you: 
 

Now no chastening seems to be joyful for the present, but painful; 
nevertheless, afterward it yields the peaceable fruit of 
righteousness to those who have been trained by it (Hebrews 
12:11 NKJV). 

 
And you need to keep at it:  
 

continuously work out your own salvation with fear and 
profound reverence (Philippians 2:12, my translation). 

 
Even the Apostle Paul was in process, and had not been completely 
washed of all his sins: 
 

Not that I have already attained, or am already perfected; but I 
press on, that I may lay hold of that for which Christ Jesus has 
also laid hold of me (Philippians 3:12 NKJV). 

 
Paul is an example for us!           
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1:15 who continuously is the image 
of the invisible God, the firstborn of 
all creation. 

[“Firstborn” certainly implies that 
there will be more offspring – us!] 

1:16 That in Him all was created 
(passive), all in the heavens and on 
the earth, the visible and the 
invisible, whether thrones or 
dominions or principalities or 
powers; all through Him and into 
Him has been created (passive). 
 
 
1:17 And He continuously is 
before all, and all in him is held 
together. 
 
1:18 He continuously is the head 
of the body, the assembly (#1577), 
who continuously is the beginning, 
the firstborn out of the dead; that 
He must become continuously in 
all being the highest dignity. 

[#1577, ekklesia.  “The Christian 
community was designated for the 
first time as the ekklesia to 
differentiate it from the Jewish 
community, sunagoge” (Zodhiates, 
page 541).] 

 
 

1:15 who is the image of 
the invisible God, the 
firstborn of all creation. 
 
1:16 For by him all things 
were created, in the 
heavens and on the earth, 
things visible and things 
invisible, whether thrones 
or dominions or 
principalities or powers; 
all things have been 
created through him, and 
for him. 
1:17 He is before all 
things, and in him all 
things are held together. 
1:18 He is the head of the 
body, the assembly, who 
is the beginning, the 
firstborn from the dead; 
that in all things he might 
have the preeminence. 
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Note for verses 1:21 & 1:22: 
#604, apokatallasso, “the restoration of a relationship of peace which 
has been disturbed” (Zodhiates, page 226).  This is not saying that He 
has now forgiven all our sins.  It is saying that despite our sins, our 
relationship with God has been restored through the sacrifice of Jesus.  
Some teach that sin alienates us from God.  This is not true.  If it were 
true, none of us would have a relationship with God, because we all 
sin a lot.  “If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and 
the truth is not in us.  If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to 
forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.  If we 
say that we have not sinned, we make Him a liar, and His word is not 
in us” (1 John 1:8-10 NKJV.  Also see Romans 3:23).

1:19 That all the fullness was 
pleased to dwell in him; 
1:20 and through him to reconcile 
all into himself, whether things on 
the earth, or things in the heavens, 
having made peace through the 
blood of his cross. 

[Paul is in the process of 
emphasizing that Jesus is so 
powerful that He has the power to 
take away our sins, and transform 
us into His image. 
See “Blood of Jesus” and “Cross Of 
Christ” in the Glossary.] 

1:21 And you all in past times 
continuously having been 
alienated (passive) and enemies to 
your mind in your evil works, but 
now he reconciled (#604) 
1:22 in the body of his flesh 
through death, to present you all 
holy and without blemish and 
blameless in the very presence of 
him, 

[See note below.]   

1:19 For all the fullness 
was pleased to dwell in 
him; 
1:20 and through him to 
reconcile all things to 
himself, by him, whether 
things on the earth, or 
things in the heavens, 
having made peace 
through the blood of his 
cross. 
 
 
1:21 You, being in past 
times alienated and 
enemies in your mind in 
your evil works, 
1:22 yet now he has 
reconciled in the body of 
his flesh through death, to 
present you holy and 
without blemish and 
blameless before him, 
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1:23 if indeed you all continuously 
remain to the faith, having been 
grounded (passive) and settled, and 
not being continuously moved 
away (passive) from the hope of the 
Good News of which you all heard, 
the one being proclaimed in all 
creation under heaven; of which I, 
Paul, came to be a minister. 
 
1:24 Now I continuously rejoice in 
my sufferings over you all, and 
continuously fill up on my part that 
which is lacking of the afflictions of 
Christ in my flesh over his body, 
which continuously is the church; 
 
 
1:25 of which I came to be a 
minister, according to the 
stewardship (#3622) of God the 
one being given to me into you all, 
to fulfill the decree of God, 

[#3622, oikonomia, “The position, 
work, responsibility or arrangement 
of an administration, as of a house 
or of property” (Zodhiates, page 
1031).] 

1:26 the mystery having been 
hidden (passive) from the ages and 
from the generations. But now was 
made manifest (passive) to his 
saints, 

[What is this mystery?  Paul 
answers this in the next verse, which 
is profoundly important!] 

1:23 if it is so that you 
continue in the faith, 
grounded and steadfast, 
and not moved away 
from the hope of the 
Good News which you 
heard, which is being 
proclaimed in all creation 
under heaven; of which I, 
Paul, was made a servant. 
1:24 Now I rejoice in my 
sufferings for your sake, 
and fill up on my part 
that which is lacking of 
the afflictions of Christ in 
my flesh for his body's 
sake, which is the 
assembly; 
1:25 of which I was made 
a servant, according to 
the stewardship of God 
which was given me 
toward you, to fulfill the 
word of God, 
 
 
 
1:26 the mystery which 
has been hidden for ages 
and generations. But now 
it has been revealed to his 
saints, 
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1:27 to whom God desired to make 
known what are the riches of the 
glory of this mystery among the 
Gentiles, which continuously is 
Christ in you all, the hope of glory; 

[This mystery is referring to the 
second part of our salvation, the 
process of our transformation into 
the image of Jesus, as Paul says 
here: “which continuously is Christ 
in you all.”  Tragically, this part of 
our inheritance in Christ is still a 
mystery to most of the church, and 
so this transformation is not 
commonly occurring.] 

1:28 whom we continuously 
proclaim, continuously exhorting 
every man and continuously 
teaching every man in all wisdom, 
that we may present every man 
completely blameless (#5046) in 
Christ Jesus; 

[#5046, teleios, “Finished, that which 
has reached its end, term, limit; 
hence complete, full, wanting in 
nothing . . .  When used in a moral 
sense referring to God’s expectation 
of us, it means completely 
blameless.” (Zodhiates, page 1372).  
This is the goal of sanctification. 
Paul realizes this is a mystery, not 
easily grasped with the natural 
mind.  So he has to keep reminding 
the Christians about it.] 

1:29 into which I also continuously 
labor, continuously striving 
according to his working, 
continuously working in me 
mightily. 
 

1:27 to whom God was 
pleased to make known 
what are the riches of the 
glory of this mystery 
among the Gentiles, 
which is Christ in you, 
the hope of glory; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:28 whom we proclaim, 
admonishing every man 
and teaching every man 
in all wisdom, that we 
may present every man 
perfect in Christ Jesus; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:29 for which I also 
labor, striving according 
to his working, which 
works in me mightily. 
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2:1 For I continuously desire to 
have you all know how greatly I 
continuously struggle concerning 
you all, and the ones in Laodicea, 
and for as many as have not seen 
my face in the flesh; 
2:2 that their hearts may be 
comforted (passive), being knit 
together (passive) in love, and into 
all riches of the full assurance of 
understanding, into the knowledge 
(#1922) of the mystery (#3466)  of 
God, both of the Father and of 
Christ, 

[#1922, epignosis, see my comment 
about this” knowledge” in verse 1:9 
and Endnote #11, “Aspects Of 
Knowing.” 
#3466 musterion “Some sacred thing 
hidden or secret which is naturally 
unknown to human reason and is 
only known by revelation of God” 
Zodhiates, page 1000).] 

2:3 in whom continuously are all 
the treasures of the wisdom and of 
the hidden knowledge (#1108). 

[#1108, gnosis.  This word IS what 
we in our culture usually think of as 
“knowledge.”  It is a conscious 
intellectual knowing, as in contrast 
with #1922, epignosis in verses 1:9 
and 2:2.  Greek differentiates 
different kinds of “knowledge,” 
whereas English does not; and yet 
these kinds of knowledge are 
significantly different from each 
other.  See Endnote #11, “Aspects of 
Knowing.”] 
 

2:1 For I desire to have 
you know how greatly I 
struggle for you, and for 
those at Laodicea, and for 
as many as have not seen 
my face in the flesh; 
2:2 that their hearts may 
be comforted, they being 
knit together in love, and 
gaining all riches of the 
full assurance of 
understanding, that they 
may know the mystery of 
God, both of the Father 
and of Christ, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:3 in whom are all the 
treasures of wisdom and 
knowledge hidden. 
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2:4 But this I continuously say 
that no one may continuously 
delude you all in persuasiveness of 
words. 

[Paul’s point is that our gnosis 
knowledge can be deceived, but our 
epignosis knowledge cannot be.] 

2:5 For if I continuously am absent 
to the flesh, yet I continuously am 
together with you to the spirit, I am 
continuously rejoicing and 
continuously seeing your order, 
and the steadfastness of the faith of 
you all into (#1519) Christ. 

[#1519 eis, “with the primary idea of 
motion into any place or thing; also 
of motion or direction to, toward or 
upon any place, thing” (Zodhiates, 
page 521).  This is a dynamic 
relationship of us with and into 
Christ.] 

2:6 Then as you all received Christ 
Jesus, the Lord, continuously live 
your life in (#1722) him, 

[#1722 en “eis implies motion into, 
and ek motion out of, while en, in, 
means remaining in place . . . 
Particularly with the meaning of in 
or within . . . as in a ship” 
(Zodhiates, page 579).  Paul is 
referring to Jesus infilling us, a 
reality, not an idea.  ”Abide in Me, 
and I in you.  As the branch cannot 
bear fruit of itself, unless it abides in 
the vine, neither can you, unless you 
abide in Me“ (John 15:4 NKJV).]  

 
 
 

2:4 Now this I say that no 
one may delude you with 
persuasiveness of speech. 
 
 
 
 
2:5 For though I am 
absent in the flesh, yet 
am I with you in the 
spirit, rejoicing and 
seeing your order, and the 
steadfastness of your 
faith in Christ. 
 
 
 
 
 
2:6 As therefore you 
received Christ Jesus, the 
Lord, walk in him, 
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2:7 having been rooted (passive) 
and continuously being built up 
(passive) in him, and continuously  
being preserved (#950) (passive) 
in faith, even as you all were 
taught, continuously abounding in 
her in thanksgiving. 

[#950 “bebaioo “In the New 
Testament . . . signifying the 
confirmation of a person’s salvation, 
preservation in a state of grace” 
(Zodhiates, page 331). 
 We probably do not know all 
that the Christians were taught 
when Paul was present with them, 
because all that we know for sure is 
what has been written in the 
Epistles; but it is evident in many 
places in the Epistles that the 
ongoing process of continuously 
forgiving and being forgiven (verse 
1:14), resulting in sanctification, was 
a key part of the teaching.]  

2:8 Continuously be careful that 
you all don't let anyone be 
continuously robbing you all 
through the philosophy and vain 
deceit, according to the tradition of 
men, according to the elements 
(#3862) of the world, and not 
according to Christ. 

[#3862, paradosis, “A tradition, 
doctrine or injunction delivered or 
communicated from one to another, 
whether divine . . . or human” 
(Zodhiates, page 1104). 
 Christ in us is a mystery to the 
world, as described in verses 1:26-
28. 
Note is continued on next page.]   

2:7 rooted and built up in 
him, and established in 
the faith, even as you 
were taught, abounding 
in it in thanksgiving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:8 Be careful that you 
don't let anyone rob you 
through his philosophy 
and vain deceit, after the 
tradition of men, after the 
elements of the world, 
and not after Christ. 
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[Note continued from prior page: 
   As you will see in the usual 
English translations of verses 2:12-
15, the mystery of transformation 
into the image of Jesus has indeed 
been hidden.  The Western Mindset 
in the church has kept this hidden.  
See “Western Mindset” in Glossary, 
and Endnote #8L.]   

2:9 That in him all the fullness of 
the Godhead continuously dwells 
bodily, 
2:10 and you all continuously are 
having been made full (passive) in 
him, who continuously is the head 
of all principality (#746) and power 
(#1849). 

[#746, arche, “Spoken of dignity, 
meaning the first place, power, 
dominion . . .   Spoken of the princes 
or chiefs among angels . . .  among 
demons; the powers of the other 
world” (Zodhiates, page 262).  
 #1849, exousia, “As far as right, 
authority, or capability is 
concerned, it involves ability, power, 
strength . . . Exousia (1849) denotes 
the executive power while arche 
(746), rule, represents the authority 
granting the power” (Zodhiates, 
pages 606-607).  It is by His power 
and authority that we can be made 
full.] 

2:11 in whom you all were also 
circumcised (passive) with a 
circumcision not made with hands, 
in the putting off of the body 
(#4983) of the sins of the flesh 
(#4561), in the circumcision of 
Christ; 

[See note on next page.] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:9 For in him all the 
fullness of the Godhead 
dwells bodily, 
 
2:10 and in him you are 
made full, who is the 
head of all principality 
and power; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:11 in whom you were 
also circumcised with a 
circumcision not made 
with hands, in the putting 
off of the body of the sins 
of the flesh, in the  
circumcision of Christ; 
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up of parts and members. . . Metaphorically for a body, meaning a 
whole, aggregate, collective mass” (Zodhiates, pages 1356-1357). 
 #4561 sarx, here meaning “As implying sinfulness, proneness to 
sin, the carnal nature, the seat of carnal appetites and desires, of sinful 
passions and affections” (Zodhiates, page 1280).  So here Paul is 
saying that our “flesh” (what I call our “God-Wannabe,” see 
Endnotes #3D, “Our Weakness,” through #3F and Endnote #7D, 
“”The Bad Part”) produces a “body” of sin (what is called a “bitter 
root,” see Endnotes # 1I, “Bad Roots and Bad Fruit” & #1J).  
These “bitter roots” cause us to sin further.  It is through Christ we 
can “put off” these “bitter roots.”         
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Note for verse 2:11: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

2:12 you all being buried (passive) 
to him in baptism, in which you all 
also were raised together with him 
(passive) through faith in the 
working of God, the one raising 
him from the dead. 
 
2:13 and you all continuously 
being dead in your trespasses and to 
the uncircumcision of your flesh. 
He made you all alive together to 
him, Him forgiving to you all the 
trespasses, 

[See the very important note on the 
next page.  The WEB implies that 
all of our sins are already forgiven 
by mistranslation of the participle 
“forgiving.”  THIS IS A HUGE 
THEOLOGICAL ISSUE.  See note 
on the next page.] 

2:14 wiping out the handwriting in 
ordinances which was against us; 
and he has taken it out of the way, 
nailing it to the cross; 

[See “Cross Of Christ” in the 
Glossary.] 

2:12 having been buried 
with him in baptism, in 
which you were also 
raised with him through 
faith in the working of 
God, who raised him 
from the dead. 
2:13 You were dead 
through your trespasses 
and the uncircumcision of 
your flesh. He made you 
alive together with him, 
having forgiven us all our 
trespasses, 
 
 
 
 
2:14 wiping out the 
handwriting in 
ordinances which was 
against us; and he has 
taken it out of the way, 
nailing it to the cross; 
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VERY IMPORTANT NOTE for verses 2:12-2:15: 
 
Verse 2:13 is frequently translated as “having forgiven us all trespasses.”  
  
This is VERY MUCH IN ERROR! 
The grammar there mis-translated in the WEB as “having forgiven” is a 
Greek ”aorist participle.”  This is a verbal adjective which has more than 
one way of being translated into English, of which “forgiving” is the most 
common, and “having forgiven” is another possibility.  But “having 
forgiven” is not the correct choice here; because to imply that God has 
already forgiven us of all our sins is contrary to huge amounts of the New 
Testament.  If in fact all of our sins have already been forgiven, then the 
whole issue of sanctification, the process of our transformation into the 
image of Jesus, would be unnecessary – we would already be completely 
sanctified. 
 
A more correct translation of this aorist participle would be 
“forgiving.”  “Forgiving” has no time constraint, so this meaning 
coincides with the pervasive ongoing availability of forgiveness of our 
sins.  Our need for ongoing forgiveness of our sins is obvious both 
because it is so clearly expressed in the Epistles and because the need is 
so evident in our experience as sinning people.  
  
“Forgiving” is also the most common translation of an aorist participle.  In 
his Hebrew Greek Key Study Bible, pages 1569-1570, Zodhiates says the 
following about translating an aorist participle: 
 

“Aorist Participle:  The Aorist Participle expresses simple action, as 
opposed to continuous action for the Present Participle.  It does not in 
itself indicate the time of the action.  However, when its relationship to 
the main verb is temporal, it usually signifies action prior to that of the 
main verb.” 

2:15 divesting of power and 
authority the principalities and the 
powers, he made a show of them 
openly, triumphing over them in it. 
 
 

2:15 having stripped the 
principalities and the 
powers, he made a show 
of them openly, 
triumphing over them in 
it. 
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 “Aorist.  The Aorist Tense is used for simple, undefined action.  In 
the indicative mood the time of action is usually past, as distinguished 
from the Imperfect tense, which denotes continuous action in past time.  
Outside of the indicative mood, the aorist is to be distinguished from the 
present tense, which indicates continuous action.  Except in the 
indicative mood, the time of action of an aorist verb is, in all but a few 
cases, nonexistent.” (Underlining is mine.) 
 “Participle: The Participle is a verbal adjective.  It has a wide range 
of possible meanings, some of which can only be inferred from the 
context, but it is often best translated by the English participle, -
ing.” (bold is mine). 

Interestingly, elsewhere in verses 2:12-2:15 the aorist participle is usually 
translated with an ending of “–ing.”  I have underlined the aorist participles 
in my translation of these particular verses so that you can see this.  It is 
strange that sometimes translators added “having” to the participle, and 
sometimes not. 
 
I am taking this amount of space to explain in detail why the common 
translation in verse 2:13 of “having forgiven us all trespasses” is wrong, 
because it relates to a fundamental issue of our life in Christ.  I have found 
that many Christians are confused on this exact point. 
   
If all of our sins were forgiven the moment we gave our lives to Jesus, there 
would be no Christians suffering from depression, or alcoholism, or anger, 
etc. (which are all manifestations of “bitter roots,” which are produced by 
unforgiven sin).  See Endnotes #1I through #1K, and #2A & #2B.  If all 
of our sins were already forgiven, we would all be perfect, just like Jesus; 
and we would always be behaving just like He did.  
  
In writing to Christians, the Apostle John says: “If we say that we have no 
sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.  If we confess our sins, 
He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all 
unrighteousness.  If we say that we have not sinned, we make Him a liar, 
and His word is not in us” (1 John 1:8-10 NKJV). 
 
So for Christians, we do have a process by which our sins can be forgiven, 
but sins were not all removed when we made Jesus our Lord. 
 
And of course the reason for all of this is us “continuously being dead in 
your trespasses” (verse 2:13).  We all sin a lot!   
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2:16 Let no one therefore 
continuously judge you all in food, 
or in drink, or with respect to a 
feast day or a new moon or a 
Sabbath day, 
2:17 which continuously is a 
shadow of the things to come; but 
conversely the body (is) of Christ. 
2:18 Let no one continuously rob 
you all of your prize by a voluntary 
humility and worshipping of the 
angels, continuously dwelling in 
the things which he has not seen, 
being continuously vainly puffed 
up (passive) under his fleshly 
mind, 

[Don’t fall back into legalism.  
Christlikeness is indeed a mystery to 
the world (see verse 1:27), but 
legalism is not.  Legalism is the 
worldly spontaneous method of 
controlling behavior.  This is a 
subtle trap that the WEB sometimes 
falls into, for example verse 3:23.] 

2:19 and not continuously holding 
firmly to the Head, from whom all 
the body, being continuously 
supplied (passive) and being 
continuously knit together 
(passive) through the joints and 
ligaments, grows with God's 
growth. 

[“grows with God’s growth” makes 
it clear this is the process of 
sanctification.  In the next few 
verses, Paul is addressing legalism, 
which is man’s attempt to “be good” 
through his own efforts rather than 
by being transformed into the image 
of Jesus by His blood.] 

2:16 Let no one therefore 
judge you in eating, or in 
drinking, or with respect 
to a feast day or a new 
moon or a Sabbath day, 
2:17 which are a shadow 
of the things to come; but 
the body is Christ's. 
2:18 Let no one rob you 
of your prize by a 
voluntary humility and 
worshipping of the 
angels, dwelling in the 
things which he has not 
seen, vainly puffed up by 
his fleshly mind, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:19 and not holding 
firmly to the Head, from 
whom all the body, being 
supplied and knit together 
through the joints and 
ligaments, grows with 
God's growth. 
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Note for Verse 2:23: #4140, plesmone, “A filling or satisfying as 
with food; also fullness, satiety, indulgence” (Zodhiates, page 1178).  
The “flesh” produces “bitter roots” in us.  These “bitter roots” produce 
“bad fruit.”  The “bad fruit” results from a compulsion that is driven 
by the “bad root,” and will compel us to respond until we satisfy this 
compulsion.  Our will power and the things we try to do in our own 
strength are impotent to satisfy these compulsions.  Paul is here 
addressing legalism.  (Note continued on next page). 

2:20 If you all die with Christ from 
the elements (#4747) of the world, 
why, as though continuously living 
in the world, are you all 
continuously being subject 
(passive) to ordinances? 

[#4747, stoicheion, “Paul calls the 
ceremonial ordinances of the Mosaic 
Law ‘worldly elements’” (Zodhiates, 
page 1314).  See Endnote #12.] 

2:21 "Don't handle, nor taste, nor 
touch" 
2:22 (all of which continuously 
perish from use), according to the 
precepts and doctrines of men? 
2:23 Which things indeed 
continuously appear like wisdom 
in self-imposed worship, and 
humility, and severity to the body; 
but aren't of any value toward the 
satisfying (#4140) of the flesh. 

[See note below and Endnote #12.] 
3:1 If then you all were raised 
(passive) together with Christ, 
continuously seek the things above, 
where Christ continuously is, 
continuously sitting on the right 
hand of God. 

2:20 If you died with 
Christ from the elements 
of the world, why, as 
though living in the 
world, do you subject 
yourselves to ordinances, 
 
2:21 "Don't handle, nor 
taste, nor touch" 
2:22 (all of which perish 
with use), according to 
the precepts and doctrines 
of men? 
2:23 Which things indeed 
appear like wisdom in 
self-imposed worship, 
and humility, and 
severity to the body; but 
aren't of any value 
against the indulgence of 
the flesh. 
3:1 If then you were 
raised together with 
Christ, seek the things 
that are above, where 
Christ is, seated on the 
right hand of God. 
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3:2 You all continuously be 
devoted to the things that are 
above, not to the things that are on 
the earth. 
3:3 For you all died, and your life 
has been and is hidden (passive) 
with Christ in God. 

[Because you now belong to God, He 
will protect you and guide your 
path, see Endnotes # 5A through 
#5C.] 

3:4 When Christ, our life, may be 
made visible (passive), then you 
all will also be made visible 
(passive) with him in glory. 
3:5 Then put to death your members 
(#3196) on the earth: sexual 
immorality, uncleanness, depraved 
passion, evil desire, and 
covetousness, which continuously 
is idolatry; 

[#3196, melos, “In the plural, ta 
mele, the members of the body as 
the seat of the desires and passions” 
(Zodhiates, page 957).  Put to death 
by removing “bitter roots” which 
produce “bad fruit.”  See Endnote 
#4A. 

3:6 through which things' sake the 
wrath of God continuously comes 
on the children of disobedience. 

[Disobedience always brings wrath, 
because God’s laws always work to 
bring life or death, good or bad.  See 
Endnote #1E, “God’s Laws Bring 
‘Good’ or ‘Bad.’”] 

3:2 Set your mind on the 
things that are above, not 
on the things that are on 
the earth. 
3:3 For you died, and 
your life is hidden with 
Christ in God. 
 
 
 
3:4 When Christ, our life, 
is revealed, then you will 
also be revealed with him 
in glory. 
3:5 Put to death therefore 
your members which are 
on the earth: sexual 
immorality, uncleanness, 
depraved passion, evil 
desire, and covetousness, 
which is idolatry; 
 
 
 
 
 
3:6 for which things' sake 
the wrath of God comes 
on the children of 
disobedience. 
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3:7 You all also once lived your 
life in those, when you all lived in 
them; 

[You all had “bad fruit” from “bad 
roots.”  See Endnotes #1I & #1J.] 

3:8 but now you all also put them 
all away: anger, wrath, malice, 
slander, and shameful speaking out 
of your mouth. 

[Again, the way these are put away 
is by the blood of Jesus, not by 
trying hard.  This is emphasized in 
verse 3:10 below.] 

3:9 Don't continuously lie to one 
another, stripping off (aorist 
participle) the old man with his 
deeds, 

[This aorist participle is a verb used 
as an adjective.  Here it refers to a 
single event to continue to do, not a 
one-time event in the past or a 
continuous event.  See commentary 
under verses 2:12-2:15.] 

3:10 and putting on (aorist 
participle) the new man, the one 
continuously being renewed 
(passive) into a full participation 
in the image of the one creating 
him, 

[“putting on” is very different than 
“have put on” in the WEB.  The 
putting on is an ongoing process, not 
an event in the past.  This 
mistranslation of an aorist participle 
in the WEB is very evident here, 
and the next verb (continuously 
being renewed) is not past event, but 
ongoing.  Putting on the new man is 
the process of sanctification.  Also 
see my commentary on verses 2:12-
2:15.] 

3:7 You also once walked 
in those, when you lived 
in them; 
 
3:8 but now you also put 
them all away: anger, 
wrath, malice, slander, 
and shameful speaking 
out of your mouth. 
 
 
 
3:9 Don't lie to one 
another, seeing that you 
have put off the old man 
with his doings, 
 
 
 
 
 
3:10 and have put on the 
new man, who is being 
renewed in knowledge 
after the image of his 
Creator, 
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3:11 where there is continuously 
not Greek and Jew, circumcision 
and uncircumcision, barbarian, 
Scythian, bondservant, freeman; but 
Christ the all, and in all. 
3:12 Put on then, as God's chosen 
ones, holy and having been loved 
(passive), compassions of pity, 
kindness, lowliness, humility, and 
patience; 
3:13 continuously bearing with one 
another, and continuously 
forgiving each other, if any man 
may continuously have a 
complaint against any; even as 
Christ also forgave you all, so you 
all also (do). 

[This is AN ABSOLUTELY 
CRUCIAL statement.  It is a 
description of HOW we are 
transformed into the image of Jesus.  
If you learn nothing else from this 
translation and commentary, 
LEARN AND DO THIS!  See 
Endnotes #2A & #2B for more on 
the sanctification process, and all of 
Endnote #4 “Forgiving Ends These 
Problems,” and Endnote #13E on 
the definition of the Greek words to 
“forgive.”] 

3:14 Yet over all to these, the bond 
of perfection which continuously 
is love. 
3:15 And the peace of God 
continuously rule in your hearts, 
into which also you all were called 
(passive) in one body; and 
thankful ones continuously 
become. 

3:11 where there can't be 
Greek and Jew, 
circumcision and 
uncircumcision, 
barbarian, Scythian, 
bondservant, freeman; 
but Christ is all, and in 
all. 
3:12 Put on therefore, as 
God's chosen ones, holy 
and beloved, a heart of 
compassion, kindness, 
lowliness, humility, and 
perseverance; 
3:13 bearing with one 
another, and forgiving 
each other, if any man 
has a complaint against 
any; even as Christ 
forgave you, so you also 
do. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:14 Above all these 
things, walk in love, 
which is the bond of 
perfection. 
3:15 And let the peace of 
God rule in your hearts, 
to which also you were 
called in one body; and 
be thankful.
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3:16 the word (#3056) of Christ 
continuously dwell in you all 
richly; in all wisdom continuously 
teaching and continuously 
admonishing one another to psalms, 
hymns, and spiritual songs, 
continuously singing in grace in 
the hearts of you all to the Lord. 

[#3056, logos, “The Word of God, 
meaning divine revelation and 
declaration” (Zodhiates, page 924). 
Because the world around us gives a 
very different message than the 
truth of what Jesus does for us, and 
in us, we need to encourage each 
other in the word of God.  This 
word is more than just the Bible, 
though it would include it.  The 
Bible as we have it did not yet exist 
when Paul wrote this.] 

3:17 And whatever you all may 
continuously do, in word (#3056) 
or in deed, (do) all in the name of 
the Lord Jesus, continuously giving 
thanks to God the Father, through 
him. 

 [Always let the “good fruit” be 
from the “good root” of Jesus in you 
all, giving thanks to God for making 
this possible.  In verses 3:18-3:22 
Paul will list the good fruit, which is 
how you will be able to tell if you 
have the “good root” of Jesus in 
you, or if you still need more 
transformation.  He is definitely 
NOT giving us rules to follow with 
our own will power.] 

3:18 Wives, continuously submit 
to your husbands, as is fitting in the 
Lord. 

3:16 Let the word of 
Christ dwell in you 
richly; in all wisdom 
teaching and 
admonishing one another 
with psalms, hymns, and 
spiritual songs, singing 
with grace in your heart 
to the Lord. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:17 Whatever you do, in 
word or in deed, do all in 
the name of the Lord 
Jesus, giving thanks to 
God the Father, through 
him. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:18 Wives, be in 
subjection to your 
husbands, as is fitting in 
the Lord. 
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Note for verse 3:23: 
#5590, psuche, “In the New Testament, usually meaning the vital 
breath, the life element through which the body lives and feels, the 
principle of life manifested in the breath” (Zodhiates, page 1494). 
 “Continuously” is a very important word in verses 3:18-3:22.  If 
our activity is through our own effort, we cannot possibly do these 
things continuously.  If our activity is “good fruit” from the “good 
root” of Jesus in us, we will by this new nature spontaneously 
continuously act the way Paul is describing.  This behavior must come 
from deep inside us as “good fruit,” not the result of a determination 
of our will power as implied in the WEB where it says “work 
heartily.”  IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU GRASP THIS 
PROFOUND DISTINCTION.  See Endnotes #1D through #1G and 
#2D through #2F.  

3:19 Husbands, continuously love 
your wives, and don't continuously 
be bitter (passive) towards them. 
3:20 Children, continuously obey 
your parents in all things, for this 
continuously is well pleasing to 
the Lord. 
3:21 Fathers, don't continuously 
provoke your children, so that they 
won't continuously be discouraged. 
3:22 Servants, continuously obey 
in all things those who are your 
masters according to the flesh, not 
just when they are looking, as men 
pleasers, but in singleness of heart, 
continuously fearing God. 
3:23 And whatever you all 
continuously do,  continuously 
work out of your soul (#5590) as 
to the Lord, and not to men, 

[See note below.] 

3:19 Husbands, love your 
wives, and don't be bitter 
against them. 
3:20 Children, obey your 
parents in all things, for 
this pleases the Lord. 
3:21 Fathers, don't 
provoke your children, so 
that they won't be 
discouraged. 
3:22 Servants, obey in all 
things those who are your 
masters according to the 
flesh, not just when they 
are looking, as men 
pleasers, but in singleness 
of heart, fearing God. 
3:23 And whatever you 
do, work heartily, as for 
the Lord, and not for 
men, 
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       3:24 You all having perceived 
from the Lord you all will receive 
the reward of the inheritance 
(#2817); for you all are 
continuously slaves to the Lord 
Christ. 

[#2817, kleronomia, “Divine 
salvation, considered both promised 
and already bestowed, is designated 
an inheritance in the New 
Testament so far as man, the heir, 
obtains possession of it (1 Peter 
1:4)” (Zodhiates, page 867).  The 
term “salvation” refers to both the 
one-time event of making Jesus your 
Lord, and the ongoing process of 
transformation into the image of 
Jesus.  See comments under verses 
1:13 and 1:14.] 

3:25 But the one continuously 
doing wrong will receive harm, 
and there continuously is no 
partiality. 

[Sin brings bad consequences.  
Always.  It is simply the way that 
the spiritual realm works.  See 
Endnote #1E “God’s Laws Bring 
‘Good’ or ‘Bad’”.] 

4:1 Masters, continuously give to 
your servants the just and equal, 
knowing that you all also have a 
Master in heaven. 
 
 
4:2 You all continue steadfastly to 
prayer, continuously watching 
therein with thanksgiving; 
 
 

3:24 knowing that from 
the Lord you will receive 
the reward of the 
inheritance; for you serve 
the Lord Christ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:25 But he who does 
wrong will receive again 
for the wrong that he has 
done, and there is no 
partiality. 
 
 
 
4:1 Masters, give to your 
servants that which is just 
and equal, knowing that 
you also have a Master in 
heaven. 
 
4:2 Continue steadfastly 
in prayer, watching 
therein with 
thanksgiving; 
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4:3 You all continuously praying 
together for us also, that God may 
open to us a door of the word, to 
speak the mystery of Christ, 
because of which I am also in 
bonds (passive); 
4:4 that I may reveal it as I 
continuously ought to speak. 
4:5 You all continuously live your 
lives in wisdom toward those who 
are outside, continuously 
redeeming the time. 
4:6 Your speech always be in grace, 
having been seasoned (passive) to 
salt, you all to know how you all 
continuously ought to 
continuously answer to each one. 
 
4:7 All my affairs will be made 
known to you continuously by 
Tychicus, the beloved brother, and 
faithful servant, and fellow 
bondservant in the Lord. 
 
4:8 whom I sent to you all into this 
very purpose, that he may know 
your circumstances and he may 
comfort your hearts, 
 
4:9 together with Onesimus, the 
faithful and beloved brother, who 
continuously is out of you all. 
They will make known to you all 
everything that is going on here. 
 

4:3 praying together for 
us also, that God may 
open to us a door for the 
word, to speak the 
mystery of Christ, for 
which I am also in bonds; 
4:4 that I may reveal it as 
I ought to speak. 
4:5 Walk in wisdom 
toward those who are 
outside, redeeming the 
time. 
4:6 Let your speech 
always be with grace, 
seasoned with salt, that 
you may know how you 
ought to answer each one. 
4:7 All my affairs will be 
made known to you by 
Tychicus, the beloved 
brother, faithful servant, 
and fellow bondservant in 
the Lord. 
4:8 I am sending him to 
you for this very purpose, 
that he may know your 
circumstances and 
comfort your hearts, 
4:9 together with 
Onesimus, the faithful 
and beloved brother, who 
is one of you. They will 
make known to you 
everything that is going 
on here. 
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4:10 Aristarchus, my fellow 
prisoner, continuously greets you 
all, and Mark, the cousin of 
Barnabas (concerning whom you 
received directions (#1785), "if he 
comes to you all, receive him"), 

[#1785, entole, “Charge, 
commission, direction” (Zodhiates, 
page 594).  In some cases this Greek 
word does refer to a 
“commandment,” but here that 
would be too harsh of a translation.  
Paul is not here equating his 
directions to a commandment of 
God.]    

4:11 and Jesus, the one 
continuously being called 
(passive) Justus. These 
continuously are my only fellow 
workers into the Kingdom of God 
who are of the circumcision, men 
who have been (passive) a comfort 
to me. 
4:12 Epaphras, the one out of you 
all, a servant of Christ, 
continuously greets you all, 
always continuously striving over 
you all in his prayers, that you all 
may stand perfect and  having been 
filled (passive) in all the will of 
God. 
4:13 For I am continuously 
testifying to him, that he 
continuously has great zeal over 
you all, and for the ones in 
Laodicea, and the ones in 
Hierapolis. 
 

4:10 Aristarchus, my 
fellow prisoner, greets 
you, and Mark, the 
cousin of Barnabas 
(concerning whom you 
received commandments, 
"if he comes to you, 
receive him"), 
 
 
 
 
 
4:11 and Jesus who is 
called Justus. These are 
my only fellow workers 
for the Kingdom of God 
who are of the 
circumcision, men who 
have been a comfort to 
me. 
4:12 Epaphras, who is 
one of you, a servant of 
Christ, salutes you, 
always striving for you in 
his prayers, that you may 
stand perfect and 
complete in all the will of 
God. 
 
4:13 For I testify about 
him, that he has great 
zeal for you, and for 
those in Laodicea, and for 
those in Hierapolis. 
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4:14 Luke, the beloved physician, 
and Demas continuously greet you 
all. 
4:15 You all greet the brothers in 
Laodicea, and Nymphas, and the 
assembly that is in his house. 
 
 
4:16 And when this letter may be 
read (passive) among you all, you 
all cause it to be read (passive) also 
in the assembly of the Laodiceans; 
and that you all also read the letter 
out of Laodicea. 
 
4:17 And you all tell Archippus, 
"Continuously take heed the 
ministry which you have received 
in the Lord, that you continuously 
fulfill it." 
4:18 The salutation of me, Paul, to 
my own hand: continuously 
remember my bonds. Grace be with 
you all. Amen.  Written (passive) 
from Rome through Tychicus and 
Onesimus. 

[The “majority manuscripts” 
include this ending to the Epistle, 
and the WEB doesn’t.  Of course, 
leaving this out does not leave out 
any important theological 
statement.] 

 
 
 
 
 

4:14 Luke, the beloved 
physician, and Demas 
greet you. 
4:15 Greet the brothers 
who are in Laodicea, and 
Nymphas, and the 
assembly that is in his 
house. 
4:16 When this letter has 
been read among you, 
cause it to be read also in 
the assembly of the 
Laodiceans; and that you 
also read the letter from 
Laodicea. 
4:17 Tell Archippus, 
"Take heed to the 
ministry which you have 
received in the Lord, that 
you fulfill it." 
4:18 The salutation of 
me, Paul, with my own 
hand: remember my 
bonds. Grace be with 
you. Amen. 
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Introduction To James 
 
This epistle is generally accepted to have been written by James, the 
natural brother of Jesus. 
 
Without a doubt, James is the most misunderstood book in the New 
Testament.  A major misunderstanding of the book is thinking that it 
is saying that we need to try hard to be good.  Martin Luther hated 
this book, because it seemed to him that this was what James was 
saying; and such a message would be in direct contradiction to 
Luther’s mantra of “faith alone.” 
 
But trying hard to produce good behavior is NOT what James is 
saying.  He is advocating that we be transformed into the image of 
Jesus, because then the “good fruit” (good behavior) will 
continuously spring forth from Jesus’ presence inside us (the “good 
root”).  The continuous good behavior is the outward evidence, the 
proof, that the person has been transformed.  James knew this truth, 
and appeared to assume that his readers would also know how to 
forgive and be forgiven in order to become like Jesus.  
 
Without an understanding of the central importance of sanctification 
(the process of our transformation into the image of Jesus, also called 
the process of being saved), it is easy to conclude that James is 
promoting self-effort as a way to prove we have faith.  Most English 
translations seem to have this self-effort as the message.  Presumably 
the translators were influenced by the Western Mindset, which 
assumes that we do life through intellect and will power.  See 
Endnote #8L for more on the Western Mindset.  With these 
translation errors, no wonder Christians read it this way; and then, 
thinking that the Lord is telling them to produce good behavior, they 
try to be good with their will power – and of course fail over and over 
again.  It is tragic.  See Endnote #1D. 
 
The Good News is that we can be transformed into the image of Jesus, 
and then good behavior will spontaneously occur.  Hopefully, my 
translation and commentary will help you to see this.
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1:1 James, a servant of God and of 
the Lord Jesus Christ, to the twelve 
tribes which are in the Dispersion: 
Greetings. 
1:2 Count it all joy, my brothers, 
when you all might fall into 
various trials (#3986), 

[#3986 peirasmos “Trial, temptation, 
putting to the test” (Zodhiates, page 
1135).  Definitely an unpleasant 
experience.] 

1:3 continuously knowing that the 
testing of the faith of you all 
continuously produces endurance. 
1:4 But continuously let endurance 
have its perfect work, that you all 
continuously may be perfect and 
complete, continuously lacking in 
nothing. 

[Why would someone find joy in an 
unpleasant experience, as in verse 
1:2?  This seems ridiculous.  James 
answers this in verses 1:3 & 1:4: 
trials are what motivate us to do the 
hard work of forgiving and being 
forgiven-the sanctification process.  
See Endnote #5L “The 
Sanctification Process Can Feel 
Grievous.”  And this process 
requires persistence.  See verses 1:6-
1:8 
   This can be viewed as joyful 
because of the result.  It is the 
ONLY WAY to experience rest and 
peace from Jesus residing in a 
“good root.”  See Endnotes #2A & 
#2B on the transformation process. 
 In verse 1:4, ”continuously may 
be perfect” makes it clear James is 
referring to sanctification.] 

 

1:1 James, a servant of 
God and of the Lord Jesus 
Christ, to the twelve tribes 
which are in the 
Dispersion: Greetings. 
1:2 Count it all joy, my 
brothers, when you fall 
into various temptations, 
 
 
1:3 knowing that the 
testing of your faith 
produces endurance. 
1:4 Let endurance have its 
perfect work, that you 
may be perfect and 
complete, lacking in 
nothing. 
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Note on verse 1:5: #4678: The Greek word here translated as 
“wisdom” is sophias.  As with many words, it has a broad range of 
meaning.  To the Greek culture it meant something very different than 
it means here for Christians.  Here it means in part: “In respect to 
divine things, wisdom, knowledge, insight, deep understanding, 
represented everywhere as a divine gift . . . Specifically of insight 
imparted from God in respect to the divine counsels” (Zodhiates, page 
1301).  In context with the previous verses, sophias seems to be a 
divine impartation that makes us “perfect and complete” – God is the 
only one that can bring about this transformation.  Our culture says 
that “wisdom” is an intellectual event.  Be sure to not jump to that 
conclusion here.  

1:5 But if any of you is 
continuously lacking (passive) 
wisdom (#4678), let him 
continuously ask of God, 
continuously giving to all liberally 
and without continuously 
reproaching; and it will be given 
(passive) to him. 

[See note below.] 
1:6 But let him continuously ask in 
faith, continuously without any 
doubting, for the one continuously 
doubting has been like a wave of 
the sea, continuously being driven 
(passive) by the wind and 
continuously being tossed 
(passive). 

[See Endnote #5M “Persistence Is 
Required.”]  

1:7 For continuously let that man 
not think that he will receive 
anything from the Lord. 

1:5 But if any of you lacks 
wisdom, let him ask of 
God, who gives to all 
liberally and without 
reproach; and it will be 
given to him. 
 
 
 
1:6 But let him ask in 
faith, without any 
doubting, for he who 
doubts is like a wave of 
the sea, driven by the wind 
and tossed. 
 
 
 
 
1:7 For let that man not 
think that he will receive 
anything from the Lord. 
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1:8 A double-minded, doubting 
man (is) unstable in all his ways. 
 
1:9 But let the low degree brother 
be continuously boasting in his 
high position; 
1:10 But the rich man (is) in the 
low degree of him, because like the 
flower in the grass, he will pass 
away. 
 
1:11 For the sun arises with the 
scorching heat, and did wither the 
grass, and the flower of it falls off, 
and the beauty of its appearance 
perished. So also the rich man in 
his pursuits shall be made to fade 
away (passive). 
 
1:12 Blessed is the man 
continuously enduring trial, that 
when he has been becoming tested, 
he will receive the crown of life, 
which the Lord promised to the 
ones continuously loving him. 

[This is a parallel with Hebrews 
12:5-11, explaining how the Lord 
disciplines us so that we can be 
partakers of His holiness.] 

1:13 Let no man continuously say 
when he is continuously being 
tested (passive), "I am 
continuously being tested 
(passive) from God," for God 
continuously is incapable of being 
tempted to do evil, but He 
continuously tempts no one. 

1:8 He is a double-
minded man, unstable in 
all his ways. 
1:9 But let the brother in 
humble circumstances 
glory in his high position; 
1:10 and the rich, in that 
he is made humble, 
because like the flower in 
the grass, he will pass 
away. 
1:11 For the sun arises 
with the scorching wind, 
and withers the grass, and 
the flower in it falls, and 
the beauty of its 
appearance perishes. So 
also will the rich man 
fade away in his pursuits. 
1:12 Blessed is the man 
who endures temptation, 
for when he has been 
approved, he will receive 
the crown of life, which 
the Lord promised to 
those who love him. 
 
 
 
1:13 Let no man say 
when he is tempted, "I 
am tempted by God," for 
God can't be tempted by 
evil, and he himself 
tempts no one. 
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1:14 But each one is continuously 
being tested (passive) by his own 
strong desire, he is continuously 
being drawn away (passive) and 
continuously being enticed 
(passive). 
1:15 Then the strong desire, 
seizing and holding (him) fast, 
continuously brings forth sin; and 
the sin, having been (passive) full 
grown, continuously brings forth 
death. 

[The “bad roots” compel us (create a 
“strong desire”) to “bad fruit” 
(sinful behavior).  See Endnotes #1A 
& #1B, “The Power Of The Spirit 
Realm,” and #1I & #1J, “Bad Roots 
and Bad Fruit.”] 

1:16 Don't continuously be 
deceived (passive), my beloved 
brothers. 
1:17 Every good gift and every 
perfect gift continuously is from 
above, continuously coming down 
from the Father of lights, with 
whom there continuously is no 
variableness, nor turning shadow. 

 [Jesus inside us continuously 
produces “good fruit.”  This is a 
“good gift.”  See Endnotes #2A & 
#2B for more on the sanctification 
process.] 

1:14 But each one is 
tempted, when he is 
drawn away by his own 
lust, and enticed. 
 
 
1:15 Then the lust, when 
it has conceived, bears 
sin; and the sin, when it is 
full grown, brings forth 
death. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:16 Don't be deceived, 
my beloved brothers. 
 
1:17 Every good gift and 
every perfect gift is from 
above, coming down 
from the Father of lights, 
with whom can be no 
variation, nor turning 
shadow. 
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1:18 Being willing, He brought us 
forth by the word of truth, into us 
to continuously be a kind of first 
fruit of his creatures. 

[“the word of truth” is the truth that 
Jesus came to take away our sin!  
And then we become like Him – “a 
kind of first fruit.”] 

1:19 So, then, my beloved brothers, 
continuously let be every man 
swift to hear, slow to speak, and 
slow to anger; 
1:20 for the anger of man 
continuously doesn't produce the 
righteousness of God. 

[Anger is evidence that a person has 
committed the sin of judging, and has 
thus at that moment had a “bitter root” 
planted inside.  See Endnote #3C, “The 
Sinful Judging Is Destructive.”] 

1:21 Therefore, putting away all 
filthiness and overflowing of 
wickedness, in humility receive 
(#1209) the implanted (#1721) word 
(#3056), continuously being able 
to save your souls. 

[Whenever we have judged, we need to 
forgive so we can be forgiven, and have 
the “bitter root” removed by Jesus, and 
receive His Spirit implanted in us.  

#1209, dechomai, "To accept an 
offer deliberately and readily. To 
take to oneself what is presented or 
brought by another, to receive... 
(C)...To receive, admit with the 
mind and heart, i.e., by implication 
to approve, embrace, follow" 
(Zodhiates, pages 1209, 1210. 
 #1721 emphutos ”Inborn, 
implanted, engrafted from another 
source (James 1:21)” (Zodhiates, page 
579).  Note continued on next page.]  

1:18 Of his own will he 
brought us forth by the 
word of truth, that we 
should be a kind of first 
fruits of his creatures. 
 
 
1:19 So, then, my 
beloved brothers, let 
every man be swift to 
hear, slow to speak, and 
slow to anger; 
 1:20 for the anger of 
man doesn't produce the 
righteousness of God. 
 
 
 
 
1:21 Therefore, putting 
away all filthiness and 
overflowing of 
wickedness, receive with 
humility the implanted 
word, which is able to 
save your souls. 
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[Note continued from prior page. 
 #3056, logos.  This word has a wide 
range of meaning..  Here it cannot be 
referring to the Bible, because it did not 
yet exist.  Here it “stands for the 
preincarnate Christ, the spiritual, divine 
nature” (Zodhiates, page 925). 
 These two words together (#1721 
emphutos and #3056, logo) are speaking 
of having Jesus implant His Spirit in our 
“honeycomb,” “continuously being able 
to save your souls, ”here is  spoken to 
Christians, so it can only be referring to 
the ongoing process of sanctification.  
 “See Endnotes #2A & #2B on the 
sanctification process.  Also see Endnote 
#4A, “Forgiving Ends These Problems.”] 

1:22 But continuously be doers of 
the word, and not only hearers, 
continuously deluding your own 
selves. 

[“Doers of the word” here refers to 
forgiving and being forgiven.  The “good 
root” (Jesus in us) will produce “good 
fruit” (desired behavior).   
 As you can clearly see from the 
prior verse, this verse IS NOT 
ADVOCATING SELF-EFFORT to obey 
the Law, as Martin Luther thought.   
 See Endnotes #4P “Forgiving Is 
Miraculous,” and #1H “There Are Two 
Ways To Stop Bad Behavior.”] 

1:23 That if anyone continuously is 
a hearer of the word and not a doer, 
he is like a man continuously 
looking at his natural face in a 
mirror; 
1:24 for he saw himself, and has 
gone away, and immediately forgot 
what kind of man he continuously 
was. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:22 But be doers of the 
word, and not only 
hearers, deluding your 
own selves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:23 For if anyone is a 
hearer of the word and 
not a doer, he is like a 
man looking at his natural 
face in a mirror; 
1:24 for he sees himself, 
and goes away, and 
immediately forgets what 
kind of man he was. 
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1:25 But the one looking into the 
perfect law of freedom, and is 
remaining, not becoming a hearer 
who forgets, but a doer of the work, 
this man will be blessed in what he 
does. 

[Jesus is the only One who can set us free 
from our sins.  We need to “be a doer of 
the work:” forgive and be forgiven 
whenever we sin, and then we will always 
produce “good fruit” from the “good 
root,” and be blessed because of it.  This 
is NOT promoting self-effort.  
DO  NOT forget to do this work of 
forgiving and being forgiven. 
 See Endnote # 1F, “The System That 
Has Enough Power,” and #4G, “Remove 
Bitter Roots Immediately!” regarding 
being transformed into the image of 
Jesus.]  

  1:26 If anyone among you all 
continuously thinks himself to 
continuously be religious while not 
continuously bridling his tongue, 
but is continuously deceiving his 
heart, the religion of this one (is) 
fruitless (#3152). 

[#3152, mataios, "Vain, empty, 
fruitless, aimless.  It is building 
houses on sand, chasing the wind, 
shooting at stars, pursuing one's own 
shadow" (Zodhiates, page 948). 
 Being able to continuously bridle 
the tongue is “good fruit” from a 
“good root.”  If this is not present, 
then the person has not been 
sanctified in that area.  Trying to be 
good in our own strength is indeed 
fruitless.  See Endnote #1I “Bad 
Roots And Bad Fruit.”] 

 
 

1:25 But he who looks 
into the perfect law of 
freedom, and continues, 
not being a hearer who 
forgets, but a doer of the 
work, this man will be 
blessed in what he does. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1:26 If anyone among you 
thinks himself to be 
religious while he doesn't 
bridle his tongue, but 
deceives his heart, this 
man's religion is 
worthless. 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Note For Verse 1:27: 
The Greek word here translated as “religion” is threskeia (Strong’s # 
2356).  It means to worship God.  It may also “thus refer only to 
ceremonial service or worship as Paul refers to the religion of the Jews 
(Acts 26:5).  James refers to pure religion (James 1:25, 27), indicating 
there is also an impure religion, which would be external worship but 
not the practice of that which God demands of man.” (Zodhiates, page 
742).  Impure religion would be legalism: attempting to produce 
“good fruit” ourselves by will power.  Keep in mind that James was 
an Apostle to the Jews, and so these hearers were mostly people who 
were used to trying to keep the law with their willpower under the 
Law of Moses. 
 
Here James is saying that pure religion (transformation of our “bitter 
roots” into the image of Jesus through forgiveness of our sins) will 
continuously produce the listed “good fruit.”  This is the “New 
Covenant” provision which replaced the “Old Covenant” of the Law 
of Moses. 
 
Martin Luther hated the book of James because he thought it was 
advocating good works by self-effort, which was at odds with his 
theology of “faith alone.”  However, James is not advocating self-
effort to be good.  When James speaks of how a person should act, he 
is describing the “good fruit” that can only continuously come from a 
“good root.”  See Endnotes #2D, “Inside-Out!,” through #2F, 
“Keeping God’s Commandments.” 
 

1:27 Pure religion (#2356) and 
undefiled before our God and Father 
continuously is this: to 
continuously visit the fatherless and 
widows in their affliction, (and) to 
continuously keep himself 
unstained from the world. 

[See note below.] 
 

1:27 Pure religion and 
undefiled before our God 
and Father is this: to visit 
the fatherless and widows 
in their affliction, and to 
keep oneself unstained by 
the world 
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2:1 My brothers, don’t hold the faith 
of our Lord Jesus Christ of glory in 
favoritism. 
 
2:2 For if a man with a gold ring, in 
fine clothing, may enter your 
synagogue, a poor man in filthy 
clothing also may enter; 

[Note the Greek word for synagogue is 
sunagoge #4864.  Here “ It is used to 
designate the assembly of Jewish 
Christians” (Zodhiates, page 1334).  
James was an apostle to the Jews.]   

2:3 and you may pay special 
attention to the one continuously 
wearing fine clothing, and you all 
may say, "You continuously sit 
here in a good place;" and you all 
may tell the poor man, "Stand 
there," or "Continuously sit under 
my footstool;" 
2:4 haven't you all made a 
distinction among yourselves, and 
you all became judges, of evil 
thoughts?  

[If we judge, we sin.  We sin because 
we are then doing what only Jesus 
Christ has a right to do.  
Unfortunately, we do this 
frequently; and so we then need the 
blood of Jesus to take away the sin 
each time.  See Endnotes #3A 
through #3F regarding judging.] 

2:5 Listen, my beloved brothers. 
Didn't God choose the poor ones of 
this world rich in faith, and heirs of 
the Kingdom which he promised to 
the ones continuously loving him? 
 

2:1 My brothers, don't 
hold the faith of our Lord 
Jesus Christ of glory with 
partiality. 
2:2 For if a man with a 
gold ring, in fine 
clothing, comes into your 
synagogue, and a poor 
man in filthy clothing 
also comes in; 
 
2:3 and you pay special 
attention to him who 
wears the fine clothing, 
and say, "Sit here in a 
good place;" and you tell 
the poor man, "Stand 
there," or "Sit by my 
footstool;" 
2:4 haven't you shown 
partiality among 
yourselves, and become 
judges with evil 
thoughts? 
 
 
 
 
2:5 Listen, my beloved 
brothers. Didn't God 
choose those who are 
poor in this world to be 
rich in faith, and heirs of 
the Kingdom which he 
promised to those who 
love him? 
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      2:6 But you all have dishonored the 

poor man, not the rich who 
continuously oppress you all, and 
they continuously drag you into 
the courts? 

[In that time and culture the only ones 
who were rich were those with political 
connections.] 

2:7 Don't they continuously 
blaspheme the honorable name, the 
one being called upon (#1941) 
(passive) over you all? 

[#1941 epikaleo “To call upon.” 
(Zodhiates, page 628). 
 Who is the “one being called 
upon”?  This is one person who is 
gender neuter.  Man and Jesus 
Christ are always masculine, and a 
human is either masculine or 
feminine.  The Holy Spirit is the only 
one that is neuter.]   

2:8 However, if you all 
continuously accomplish to 
perfection the royal law, according 
to the Scripture, "You will love 
(#25) your neighbor as yourself," 
you all continuously do well. 

[#25 agapao.  This is the kind of love that 
only comes from God.  We cannot 
produce this.  It needs to be implanted in 
us.  See Endnote #18, “God’s Kind Of 
Love.” 
 The verb translated as “you will 
love” is not an order.  It is a statement of 
fact in the future (the verb form is future 
active indicative).  See Endnote #2F 
“Keeping God’s Commandments” and 
Endnote #9, “The Two Great 
commandments Of Jesus.”  If you 
agapeo love continuously, it is evidence 
that you have been transformed into the 
image of Jesus.] 

 

2:6 But you have 
dishonored the poor man. 
Don't the rich oppress 
you, and personally drag 
you before the courts? 
 
 
2:7 Don't they blaspheme 
the honorable name by 
which you are called? 
 
 
 
2:8 However, if you 
fulfill the royal law, 
according to the 
Scripture, "You shall love 
your neighbor as 
yourself," you do well. 
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2:9 But if you all continuously 
show partiality, you all 
continuously commit sin, 
continuously being continuously 
convicted by the law as 
transgressors. 
2:10 For whoever will keep the 
whole law, but will fall into sin in 
one (point), he has become guilty of 
all. 

[This means that if you do not keep 
the whole law (which you cannot do), 
you will unquestionably reap bad 
stuff from your sin: “For the wages 
of sin is death” (Romans 6:23).  
There is no mercy to keep this from 
happening.  Then see verse 2:14.] 

2:11 For the one saying, "You 
might not commit adultery," also 
said, "You might not commit 
murder." But if you do not commit 
adultery, but you murder, you have 
become a transgressor of the law. 

[You cannot possibly avoid sinning if you 
are trying to keep the law with 
willpower.  You can only keep the law by 
having been transformed into the image 
of Jesus.  See Endnote #1F, “The System 
That Has Enough Power.” 
 The words here translated as 
“might not” are aorist subjunctive.  A 
subjunctive describes “what may (or 
might) be.  In other words, it is the mood 
not of reality but of possibility or 
probability” (Mounce, page 289.). 
 “You murder” is future indicative, 
which is a statement of fact in the future. 

 

2:9 But if you show 
partiality, you commit 
sin, being convicted by 
the law as transgressors. 
 
 
2:10 For whoever keeps 
the whole law, and yet 
stumbles in one point, he 
has become guilty of all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:11 For he who said, 
"Do not commit 
adultery," also said, "Do 
not commit murder." 
Now if you do not 
commit adultery, but 
murder, you have become 
a transgressor of the law. 
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2:12 So you all continuously speak, 
and thus continuously do, as ones 
continuously being about to 
continuously be judged (passive) 
through the law of freedom. 
 
2:13 For uncompassionate 
judgment (#2920, by God) to the 
one not doing mercy (#1656), and 
mercy (#1656) continuously 
triumphs over judgment (#2920). 

[Judging by man and not doing mercy 
are the same thing.  Judging is being 
unmerciful. 
  #2920 krisis “Specific sentence of 
punishment or condemnation.” 
(Zodhiates, page 890). 
  #1656 eleos “Mercy, compassion, 
active pity” (Zodhiates, page 564). 
 This verse is saying the same thing 
as Luke 6:37: “Judge not, and you shall 
not be judged.  Condemn not, and you 
shall not be condemned.  Forgive, and you 
will be forgiven.”   
 The prior verse says Christians “will 
be judged through the law of freedom.”  
The law of freedom is forgiveness of our 
sins.  And the forgiveness triumphs over 
our judgments and their bondage.  
 “Salvation is undeserved mercy 
obtained by man because of Christ’s 
work, and the rewards are man’s 
deserved mercy in proportion to the 
believer’s mercifulness on earth” 
(Zodhiates, Hebrew Greek Key Study 
Bible, page 1510. 
 The literal Greek of this verse is 
hard to translate into smooth English, 
but the meaning seems clear.] 

2:12 So speak, and so do, 
as men who are to be 
judged by a law of 
freedom. 
 
 
2:13 For judgment is 
without mercy to him 
who has shown no mercy. 
Mercy triumphs over 
judgment. 
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2:14 What advantage (is it), my 
brothers, if ever a man 
continuously claims to 
continuously have faith, but may 
continuously not to continuously 
have works? The faith is not 
continuously able to save (#4982) 
him? 

[Here to “save” (sozo, #4982), is not 
referring to the one-time event, because 
this epistle is written to Christians.  
Therefore it must be referring to the 
ongoing process of sanctification.  See 
Endnotes #2A & #2B for more on the 
sanctification process.  Continuous good 
behavior is evidence of this 
transformation, and transformation 
depends upon having faith in Jesus’ 
ability to forgive our sins.  If a person’s 
continuous behavior has not changed, the 
person has not had faith in what Jesus 
does, and then forgiven and been 
forgiven.] 

2:15 Yet if ever a brother or sister 
may continuously be naked and 
may continuously be continuously 
lacking (passive) of the 
nourishment of the day, 
2:16 but someone out of you all 
may say to them, "You all 
continuously go away in peace, you 
all continuously be warmed 
(passive), and you all continuously 
be satisfied (passive);" yet you all 
not give to them the necessities of 
the body, what advantage (is it)? 

[James is not advocating legalism.  
He is saying that if you have been 
sanctified, the evidence will be that 
you will be merciful to the needy.  
The next verse will make this 
clearer.] 

2:14 What good is it, my 
brothers, if a man says he 
has faith, but has no 
works? Can faith save 
him? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:15 And if a brother or 
sister is naked and in lack 
of daily food, 
 
 
2:16 and one of you tells 
them, "Go in peace, be 
warmed and filled;" and 
yet you didn't give them 
the things the body needs, 
what good is it? 
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2:17 Thus also faith, if it may 
continuously not have works, it 
continuously is dead according to 
itself. 

[James is saying that if there are not 
continuously good works manifest in 
a person’s life, they have not been 
transformed into the image of Jesus.    
He is NOT saying that we should try 
hard with our will power to do good 
works.] 

2:18 But someone will say, "You 
continuously have faith, and I 
continuously have works." Show to 
me your faith without works, and I 
out of my works will show to you 
my faith. 

[We must have faith that we can be 
transformed into the image, and then 
trust God to produce the good 
behavior.  See Endnote #4R, 
“Entrusting God With Our 
Behavior.”] 

2:19 You continuously believe that 
God continuously is one. You 
continuously do well. The demons 
also continuously believe, and 
continuously shudder in 
fear. 
2:20 But are you continuously 
willing to know, o vain man, that 
faith apart from works continuously 
is dead? 

[If there are not good works (“good 
fruit”) then transformation into the 
image of Jesus has not occurred.] 

 
 
 

2:17 Even so faith, if it 
has no works, is dead in 
itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:18 Yes, a man will say, 
"You have faith, and I 
have works." Show me 
your faith without works, 
and I by my works will 
show you my faith. 
 
 
 
 
 
2:19 You believe that God 
is one. You do well. The 
demons also believe, and 
shudder. 
 
 
2:20 But do you want to 
know, vain man, that faith 
apart from works is dead? 
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2:21 Wasn't Abraham our father 
justified (#1344) (passive) out of 
works, offering up Isaac his son on 
the altar? 

[#1344, dikaioo  “in the NT the verb 
dikaioo, to justify, never means to 
make anyone righteous or to do 
away with his violation of the law, by 
himself bearing the condemnation 
and the imposed sentence” 
(Zodhiates, page 463).   
We need Jesus to pay for our sins.  
He needs to save us from the death 
that sin brings.  James is NOT 
SAYING that we can be justified by 
doing good works.  That would be 
legalism, and would be contrary to 
the central message of the New 
Testament.] 

2:22 That you continuously see 
that faith continuously worked 
together with his works, and out of 
the works faith was made complete 
(passive) (#5048); 

[“made complete” is Greek teleioo, 
#5048.  “To complete, make perfect by 
reaching the intended goal” (Zodhiates, 
page 1373).  The works proved that 
Abraham had faith.  If he had not had 
faith, he would not have been willing to 
sacrifice his son.] 

2:23 and the Scripture was fulfilled 
(passive), the one continuously 
saying, "Yet Abraham believed 
God, and it was accounted (passive) 
to him into righteousness (#1343);" 
and he was called (passive) friend 
of God. 

[#1343, dikaiosune is a noun 
meaning righteous, the result of the 
verb #1344 dikaioo in verse 2:21 
above.] 

2:21 Wasn't Abraham our 
father justified by works, 
in that he offered up Isaac 
his son on the altar? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:22 You see that faith 
worked with his works, 
and by works faith was 
perfected; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:23 and the Scripture 
was fulfilled which says, 
"Abraham believed God, 
and it was accounted to 
him as righteousness;" 
and he was called the 
friend of God. 
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2:24 Indeed now you continuously 
see then that out of works, a man is 
continuously justified (#1344) 
(passive), and not only out of faith. 

[This is NOT saying that by doing good 
works we are justified.  “Out of works” 
here is saying that continuous good 
works are evidence of transformation.  
Again, a “good root” will always 
produce “good fruit.”  The “good fruit” 
is evidence that there is a “good root.”   
If there is no “good fruit,” then there is 
not a “good root” (Jesus in the 
“honeycomb” of the person).  See 
Endnotes #2A & #2B regarding “The 
Honeycomb.”] 

2:25 But also In the same way, 
wasn't Rahab the prostitute also 
justified (passive) (#1344) out of 
works, receiving the messengers, 
and sending them out to a different 
way? 
2:26 For just as the body apart from 
the spirit is continuously dead, thus 
also faith apart from works is 
continuously dead. 

[Faith that Jesus can transform will 
always result in good works once the 
person has applied the blood of 
Jesus.  Therefore, if there are no 
good works, faith was not present.] 

3:1 Not many of you all begin to be 
teachers, my brothers, knowing that 
we will receive heavier judgment. 
 
 
 
 

 

2:24 You see then that by 
works, a man is justified, 
and not only by faith. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2:25 In the same way, 
wasn't Rahab the 
prostitute also justified by 
works, in that she 
received the messengers, 
and sent them out another 
way? 
2:26 For as the body apart 
from the spirit is dead, 
even so faith apart from 
works is dead. 
 
 
 
 
3:1 Let not many of you 
be teachers, my brothers, 
knowing that we will 
receive heavier judgment. 
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3:2 For in many things we all 
continuously stumble. If anyone 
doesn't continuously stumble in 
word, this one (is) a perfect man, 
able to bridle the whole body also. 

[We all sin many times a day (we 
“continuously stumble”).  Therefore, 
we need to forgive and be forgiven 
many times a day.  This propensity 
to sin is part of our fallen nature, 
what I call our “God-wannabe.”  See 
Endnotes #3D through #3F.] 

 
3:3 Behold, we continuously put 
bits into the mouths of the horses 
so that they may continuously obey 
us, and we continuously guide their 
whole body. 
3:4 Behold, the ships also, 
continuously being so big and 
continuously being driven by fierce 
winds, are continuously guided 
(passive) by a very small rudder, 
wherever the impulse of the 
helmsman may continuously wish. 
3:5 So the tongue continuously is 
also a little member, and 
continuously boasts greatly. See a 
small fire continuously lights how 
great a forest. 
 

3:2 For in many things 
we all stumble. If anyone 
doesn't stumble in word, 
the same is a perfect man, 
able to bridle the whole 
body also. 
 
 
 
 
 
3:3 Indeed, we put bits 
into the horses' mouths so 
that they may obey us, 
and we guide their whole 
body. 
3:4 Behold, the ships 
also, though they are so 
big and are driven by 
fierce winds, are yet 
guided by a very small 
rudder, wherever the pilot 
desires. 
3:5 So the tongue is also 
a little member, and 
boasts great things. See 
how a small fire can 
spread to a large forest! 
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3:6 And the tongue (is) a fire. The 
world of iniquity among our 
members. Thus the tongue is 
continuously set down, which 
continuously defiles the whole 
body, and continuously setting on 
fire the course of the species, and is 
continuously being set on fire 
(passive) from Gehenna (#1067). 

[Here “gehenna” is the Greek word 
geenna (#1067).  “In the NT Ganenna is 
presented always as the final place of 
punishment into which the wicked are 
cast after the last judgment.  It is a place 
of torment both for body and soul” 
(Zodhiates, page 361).  We are 
compelled to this bad behavior by our 
“God-Wannabe,” our fallen nature.  See 
Endnotes #7A through #7F.] 

3:7 For every nature of animal, 
bird(s), creeping thing(s), and 
thing(s) in the sea, has 
continuously been tamed (passive), 
and has been tamed (passive) to the 
human nature. 
3:8 But nobody is continuously 
able to tame the tongue of humans. 
(It is) untamable evil, full of 
deadly poison. 
3:9 In it we continuously bless the 
God and Father, and in it we 
continuously curse men, the ones 
having become according to the 
likeness of God. 
3:10 Out of the same mouth 
continuously comes forth blessing 
and cursing. My brothers, these 
things ought not thus to 
continuously be. 

3:6 And the tongue is a 
fire. The world of iniquity 
among our members is 
the tongue, which defiles 
the whole body, and sets 
on fire the course of 
nature, and is set on fire 
by Gehenna. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:7 For every kind of 
animal, bird, creeping 
thing, and thing in the 
sea, is tamed, and has 
been tamed by mankind. 
 
3:8 But nobody can tame 
the tongue. It is a restless 
evil, full of deadly 
poison. 
3:9 With it we bless our 
God and Father, and with 
it we curse men, who are 
made in the image of 
God. 
3:10 Out of the same 
mouth comes forth 
blessing and cursing. My 
brothers, these things 
ought not to be so. 
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3:11 Does any spring continuously 
send out from the same opening the 
fresh and the bitter? 
3:12 Can a fig tree, my brothers, 
continuously to yield olives, or a 
vine figs? Thus no spring (is able) 
to yield both salt and fresh water. 

[If we have a “good root,” it will 
always only continuously produce 
“good fruit.”  If that is not what we 
continuously do, then there is not a 
“good root” producing the 
sometimes good and sometimes bad 
fruit.] 

3:13 Who (is) wise and 
understanding among you all? Let 
him show out of his good conduct 
his deeds in gentleness of wisdom. 

[This is NOT saying that by will 
power we are to produce “good 
conduct.”  That would be contrary to 
James’ message.  Rather it is saying 
that good conduct is evidence of the 
gentleness of Jesus in a “good root,” 
and the wise and understanding one 
forgives and is forgiven.] 

3:14 But if you all continuously 
have bitter jealousy and only self 
interest in the heart of you all, 
don't continuously boast and don't 
continuously lie against the truth. 
3:15 This wisdom continuously is 
not continuously coming from 
above, but earthly, sensual, and 
demonic. 
3:16 For where jealousy and rivalry 
(are), there is tumult and every evil 
deed. 

[“Bad fruit” from “bad roots.”] 

3:11 Does a spring send 
out from the same 
opening fresh and bitter 
water? 
3:12 Can a fig tree, my 
brothers, yield olives, or a 
vine figs? Thus no spring 
yields both salt water and 
fresh water. 
 
 
 
3:13 Who is wise and 
understanding among 
you? Let him show by his 
good conduct that his 
deeds are done in 
gentleness of wisdom. 
 
 
 
 
3:14 But if you have 
bitter jealousy and selfish 
ambition in your heart, 
don't boast and don't lie 
against the truth. 
3:15 This wisdom is not 
that which comes down 
from above, but is 
earthly, sensual, and 
demonic. 
3:16 For where jealousy 
and selfish ambition are, 
there is confusion and 
every evil deed. 
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3:17 But the wisdom from above 
continuously is indeed first pure, 
then peaceful, gentle, reasonable, 
full of mercy and good fruits, 
without partiality, and without 
hypocrisy. 

[“Good fruit” from a “good root.”  
See Endnotes #2A & #2B.] 

 
3:18 But the fruit of righteousness is 
continuously sown in peace in the 
ones continuously making peace. 

[In these two verses it is clear that the 
“good fruits” in verse 17 is “good fruit” 
from a “good root.”  Verse 18 adds to 
that meaning with “in the ones 
continuously making peace.”  This is not 
talking about behavior, but what is 
coming up from inside these ones, from 
the “good root” of Jesus in them.] 

4:1 From what place do wars and 
fightings among you all (come 
from)? Don't they come from out of 
your pleasures of the continuous 
warring in your members? 

[Answer: this “bad fruit” comes 
from the “bad roots.”  See Endnote 
#1I, “Bad Roots And Bad Fruit.”] 

4:2 You all continuously long after 
and continuously don't have. You 
all continuously kill and 
continuously covet, and 
continuously are not able to 
obtain. You all continuously fight 
and continuously make war. You 
all continuously don't have, but 
because to continuously ask you all 
(do) not. 

3:17 But the wisdom that 
is from above is first 
pure, then peaceful, 
gentle, reasonable, full of 
mercy and good fruits, 
without partiality, and 
without hypocrisy. 
 
 
3:18 Now the fruit of 
righteousness is sown in 
peace by those who make 
peace. 
 
 
 
 
 
4:1 Where do wars and 
fightings among you 
come from? Don't they 
come from your pleasures 
that war in your 
members? 
 
 
4:2 You lust, and don't 
have. You kill, covet, and 
can't obtain. You fight 
and make war. You don't 
have, because you don't 
ask. 
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4:3 You all continuously ask, and 
don't continuously receive, because 
you all continuously ask evily, so 
that you may spend it in your 
pleasures. 
4:4 You adulterers and adulteresses, 
don't you all know that friendship of 
the world continuously is enmity of 
God? Whoever then wants to be a 
friend of the world continuously is 
being made (passive) enemy of 
God. 

[“Being made (passive)” is the 
antithesis of “makes himself” in the 
WEB.  By wanting to be a friend of 
the world puts us in bondage to the 
prince of the world (the Devil).  He 
then makes us an enemy of God.] 

4:5 Or do you all continuously 
think that the Scripture 
continuously says in vain, "The 
Spirit who lives in us continuously 
yearns towards jealousy"? 
4:6 But he continuously gives more 
grace. Therefore it continuously 
says, "God continuously resists the 
proud ones, but continuously gives 
grace to the humble." 
4:7 You all be being subject 
(passive) therefore to God. You all 
resist the devil, and he will flee 
from you all. 

[When a “bad root” is removed and 
then filled with Jesus, the Devil has 
no place where he can influence you.  
Then greater is He that is in you 
than he that is in the world (1 John 
4:4).] 

4:3 You ask, and don't 
receive, because you ask 
with wrong motives, so 
that you may spend it for 
your pleasures. 
4:4 You adulterers and 
adulteresses, don't you 
know that friendship with 
the world is enmity with 
God? Whoever therefore 
wants to be a friend of the 
world makes himself an 
enemy of God. 
 
 
 
 
4:5 Or do you think that 
the Scripture says in vain, 
"The Spirit who lives in 
us yearns jealously"? 
 
4:6 But he gives more 
grace. Therefore it says, 
"God resists the proud, 
but gives grace to the 
humble." 
4:7 Be subject therefore to 
God. But resist the devil, 
and he will flee from you. 
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4:8 You all draw near to God, and 
he will draw near to you all. 
Cleanse your hands, you sinners; 
and purify your hearts, you double-
minded. 

[“purify your hearts” is referring to 
sanctification.  Remove all “bitter 
roots” of sin so that you will be not 
be double-minded: that you can 
actually continuously do the good 
that you want to do.  This process 
continues as long as we live.  See 
Endnote #4R, “Entrusting God With 
Our Behavior.”] 

4:9 Lament and mourn, and weep. 
Let your laughter be being turned 
(passive) to mourning, and your joy 
to gloom. 

[The sanctification process can be 
hard work, but is a good work.  See 
Hebrews 12:11.  Also see Endnote 
#5L, “The Sanctification Process 
Can Feel Grievous.”] 

4:10 You all be being humbled 
(#5013) (passive) in the sight of the 
Lord, and he will exalt you all. 

[#5013 tapeinoo “With the idea of 
contrition and penitence toward 
God” (Zodhiates, page 1366) Note 
that here the word is passive, which 
says that we are humbled by 
something outside ourselves.  It is 
clear that here it is by God.  In the 
WEB it is translated as active, 
something we do, which is a very 
different meaning.  We cannot truly 
humble ourselves.  If we try to do it 
ourselves, we are faking it. 
 See Humility in the Glossary, 
and 1 Peter 5:6.]   

4:8 Draw near to God, 
and he will draw near to 
you. Cleanse your hands, 
you sinners; and purify 
your hearts, you double-
minded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:9 Lament, mourn, and 
weep. Let your laughter 
be turned to mourning, 
and your joy to gloom. 
 
 
 
 
 
4:10 Humble yourselves 
in the sight of the Lord, 
and he will exalt you. 
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4:11 You all don’t continuously 
speak against one another, brothers. 
The one continuously speaking 
against a brother and continuously 
judging his brother, continuously 
speaks against the law and 
continuously judges the law. But if 
you continuously judge the law, 
you continuously are not a doer of 
the law, but a judge. 

[Judging a brother results in 
speaking against them – a classic 
case of “bad fruit” from a “bad 
root.”  See Endnote #3A, “Judging 
Causes Problems.”] 

4:12 Only one continuously is the 
lawgiver, the one continuously 
being able to save and to destroy. 
Who continuously are you to 
continuously judge another? 

[“Judge not and you shall not be 
judged.  Condemn not, and you shall 
not be condemned.  Forgive, and you 
will be forgiven” (Luke 6:37).   
 “Any slander or judgment of a 
brother implies an attitude of 
superiority reserved solely for God, 
who is the omnipotent Lawgiver and 
Judge" (Adamson, p. 177)." 
 James 4:12-16 links these two 
sets of sin: judging and being self-
willed. 
 See Endnote #4A, “Forgiving 
Ends These Problems.”] 

4:13 Continuously come now, the 
one continuously saying, "Today 
or tomorrow we may go into this 
city, and we will spend a year there, 
we will trade, and we will make a 
profit." 

4:11 Don't speak against 
one another, brothers. He 
who speaks against a 
brother and judges his 
brother, speaks against 
the law and judges the 
law. But if you judge the 
law, you are not a doer of 
the law, but a judge. 
 
 
 
 
 
4:12 Only one is the 
lawgiver, who is able to 
save and to destroy. But 
who are you to judge 
another? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:13 Come now, you who 
say, "Today or tomorrow 
let's go into this city, and 
spend a year there, trade, 
and make a profit." 
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4:14 You all who continuously 
don't know of the tomorrow. For 
what (is) your life? For you 
continuously are a vapor, 
continuously appearing for a little 
time, and then continuously being 
disappeared (passive). 
4:15 Instead you all ought to 
continuously say, "If the Lord may 
will, and we will live, and we will 
do this or that." 
4:16 But now you all continuously 
glory in your boasting. All such 
boasting continuously is evil. 

[As Christians, God is the One in 
control of our lives.  See Endnote 
#5A through #5C, “God Is On Your 
Side,” and Endnote # 5O, “A 
Change of Attitude Results From 
This New Awareness.”  Also see note 
at Romans 2:23 about boasting.] 

4:17 To the one therefore knowing 
to continuously do good, and 
continuously not doing (it), to him 
it continuously is sin. 

[For what I am doing, I do not 
understand.  For what I will to do, 
that I do not practice; but what I hate, 
that I do (Romans 7:15).  When we 
know the good we should do, but 
can’t do it, this then is “bad fruit” 
from a “bad root.”  A spiritual force 
is binding us from doing good, and 
our intellect and will power are 
impotent to do the good works.  See 
Endnotes #1C through #1E, “We 
Have Made A Huge Mistake,” and 
#14B “Symptom” (Fruit) Versus 
“Cause” (Root).] 

4:14 Whereas you don't 
know what your life will 
be like tomorrow. For 
what is your life? For you 
are a vapor, that appears 
for a little time, and then 
vanishes away. 
4:15 For you ought to 
say, "If the Lord wills, 
we will both live, and do 
this or that." 
4:16 But now you glory 
in your boasting. All such 
boasting is evil. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4:17 To him therefore 
who knows to do good, 
and doesn't do it, to him 
it is sin. 
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5:1 Now continuously bring the 
rich ones.  You all weep, 
continuously howling on the 
misery continuously coming on 
you all. 
5:2 Your wealth is rotted and your 
garments become moth-eaten. 
 
5:3 Your gold and your silver have 
been corroded (passive), and their 
corrosion will be into a testimony to 
you all, and will eat your flesh like 
fire. You all have laid up your 
treasure in the last days. 
 
 
5:4 Behold, the wages of the 
laborers, the ones mowing your 
fields, the ones having been 
defrauded of what belongs to him 
(passive) from you all, is 
continuously crying out, and the 
cries of the ones reaping have 
entered into the ears of the Lord of 
the angelic hosts. 
5:5 You all live luxuriously on the 
earth, and you all live in pleasure. 
You all nourish your hearts as in a 
day of slaughter. 
 
5:6 You all have condemned, you 
all have murdered the righteous one. 
He continuously doesn't resist to 
you. 
 

5:1 Come now, you rich, 
weep and howl for your 
miseries that are coming 
on you. 
 
5:2 Your riches are 
corrupted and your 
garments are moth-eaten. 
5:3 Your gold and your 
silver are corroded, and 
their corrosion will be for 
a testimony against you, 
and will eat your flesh like 
fire. You have laid up 
your treasure in the last 
days. 
5:4 Behold, the wages of 
the laborers who mowed 
your fields, which you 
have kept back by fraud, 
cry out, and the cries of 
those who reaped have 
entered into the ears of the 
Lord of Armies. 
5:5 You have lived 
delicately on the earth, 
and taken your pleasure. 
You have nourished your 
hearts as in a day of 
slaughter. 
5:6 You have condemned, 
you have murdered the 
righteous one. He doesn't 
resist you. 
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5:7 You all be patient therefore, 
brothers, until the coming of the 
Lord. Behold, the farmer 
continuously waits for the precious 
fruit of the earth, being patient upon 
Him, until he may receive the early 
and late rain. 
 
5:8 You all also be patient. You all 
establish your hearts, because the 
coming of the Lord is near. 
 
5:9 Don't continuously grumble, 
brothers, against one another, so that 
you may not be judged (passive). 
Behold, the judge stands before the 
door. 
5:10 Take, brothers, for an example 
of suffering and of patience, the 
prophets who spoke in the name of 
the Lord. 
 
5:11 Behold, we continuously call 
them blessed the ones who 
continuously enduring. You all 
have heard of the endurance of Job, 
and you all have perceived the Lord 
in the outcome, that the Lord is 
continuously full of compassion 
and mercy. 
 

5:7 Be patient therefore, 
brothers, until the coming 
of the Lord. Behold, the 
farmer waits for the 
precious fruit of the earth, 
being patient over it, until 
it receives the early and 
late rain. 
5:8 You also be patient. 
Establish your hearts, for 
the coming of the Lord is 
at hand. 
5:9 Don't grumble, 
brothers, against one 
another, so that you won't 
be judged. Behold, the 
judge stands at the door. 
5:10 Take, brothers, for 
an example of suffering 
and of patience, the 
prophets who spoke in the 
name of the Lord. 
5:11 Behold, we call them 
blessed who endured. You 
have heard of the patience 
of Job, and have seen the 
Lord in the outcome, and 
how the Lord is full of 
compassion and mercy. 
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5:12 But above all things, my 
brothers, don't continuously swear, 
neither by heaven, nor by the earth, 
nor by any other oath; but 
continuously let your "yes" be 
"yes," and your "no," "no;" so that 
you all don't fall under judgment. 

[Note “fall under judgment” is about 
the judgment of the Lord, not 
judgment of another person.] 

5:13 Is any among you all 
continuously suffering (#2553)? Let 
him continuously pray. Is any 
continuously cheerful (#2114)? Let 
him continuously sing praises. 

[#2553 kakopatheo, “To suffer evil or 
afflictions, to be afflicted” (Zodhiates 
page 809). 
 #2114 euthumeo, “To be of good 
cheer, of a cheerful mind” 
(Zodhiates, page 673). 
 Since #2553 and #2114 are set in 
comparison to each other, James is 
here talking about 
emotional/spiritual status, not 
physical health.] 

 

5:12 But above all things, 
my brothers, don't swear, 
neither by heaven, nor by 
the earth, nor by any 
other oath; but let your 
"yes" be "yes," and your 
"no," "no;" so that you 
don't fall into hypocrisy. 
 
 
5:13 Is any among you 
suffering? Let him pray. 
Is any cheerful? Let him 
sing praises. 
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Note for Verse 5:15:        
“The prayer of faith” is forgiving and having faith that Jesus will 
forgive your sin. 
 #4982 is sozo, which means “To save, deliver, make whole, 
preserve safe from danger, loss, destruction” (Zodhiates, page 1353).  
This is the word usually referring to being saved from sin, which fits 
the context of the rest of the verse.   
 #2577, kamno: “Primarily to work, be weary from constant work 
(Heb. 12:3; Sept. Job 10:1).  When used in connection with astheneo 

5:14 Is any among you all 
continuously weak (#770)? Let 
him call for the elders of the 
assembly, and let them pray over 
him, anointing him in oil in the 
name of the Lord, 

[#770 astheneo.  “Without strength, 
powerless, sick.  To lack strength, be 
infirm, weak, feeble . . . Figuratively 
of the mind, to be feebleminded, 
fainthearted, timid . . . to doubt, 
hesitate, vacillate, as meaning weak 
or double-minded, spoken of those 
whose minds are easily disturbed” 
(Zodhiates, page 273-274).  This 
word appears 18 times in the 
Epistles.  Three times it is clearly 
referring to physical sickness, and 
14 times not, and then this 
occurrence.  In context here it 
means both physical and 
emotional/spiritual issues.  See 
#4982 sozo in the following verse. 

5:15 and the prayer of faith will 
save (#4982) the one continuously 
weary (#2577), and the Lord will 
raise him up. And if he 
continuously may have having 
done sins, he will be forgiven 
(passive). 

[See Note below.] 

5:14 Is any among you 
sick? Let him call for the 
elders of the assembly, 
and let them pray over 
him, anointing him with 
oil in the name of the 
Lord, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:15 and the prayer of 
faith will heal him who is 
sick, and the Lord will 
raise him up. If he has 
committed sins, he will 
be forgiven. 
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(770), to be sick, it suggests the common accompaniment of sickness, 
weariness of mind which may hinder physical recovery (James 5:15)” 
(Zodhiates, page 817). 
 This is a profound statement.  By using sozo and kamno  together, 
James is saying that sin may be the cause of spiritual/emotional 
suffering, and also of physical suffering.  There is no question that sin 
can affect a person physically. 
 In Verse 5:16 he makes it clear that spiritual/emotional suffering 
is always the result of sin.  BUT OUR SINS CAN BE FORGIVEN!   
 
      Transformation Translation         World English Bible 
  

5:16 Continuously confess your 
offenses (#3900) to one another, 
and you all continuously pray over 
one another, that you all may be 
healed (#2390) (passive). The 
petition of a just one continuously 
acting continuously is 
continuously very strong. 

[#3900, paraptoma, “It is used of sin 
in general” (Zodhiates, page 1113). 
 #2390, iaomai, “To heal, cure, 
restore to bodily health. . . 
Metaphorically, of moral diseases, 
to heal or save from the 
consequences of sin” (Zodhiates, 
page 753). 
 It is very important to see that 
we need each other to pray for each 
other.  This makes the healing 
prayer powerful.  Jesus said: “For 
where two or three are gathered 
together in My name, I am there in 
the midst of them” (Matthew 18:20 
NKJV.  Somehow, gathering 
together is very powerful.] 

5:17 Elijah was a man with like 
emotions to us, and in prayer he 
prayed of no rain, and it didn't rain 
on the earth for three years and six 
months. 

5:16 Confess your 
offenses to one another, 
and pray for one another, 
that you may be healed. 
The insistent prayer of a 
righteous person is 
powerfully effective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5:17 Elijah was a man 
with a nature like ours, 
and he prayed earnestly 
that it might not rain, and 
it didn't rain on the earth 
for three years and six 
months.
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5:18 And he prayed again, and the 
sky gave rain, and the earth brought 
forth her fruit. 

[Verses 5:17 and 5:18 say that 
prayer is powerful, and can truly 
heal us.  James has been saying this 
can apply to both physical and 
spiritual/emotional healing 
(sanctification).] 

5:19 Brothers, if any among you 
may wander from the truth, and 
someone might turn him back, 
 
5:20 let him continuously know 
that the one turning back a sinner 
out of deception (#4106) of his 
way will save a soul out of death, 
and will cover a multitude of sins 

[#4106 plane.  “A wandering out of 
the right way.  In the NT, used only 
figuratively meaning error.  (I) 
Delusion, false judgment or opinion. 
. . (II) In an active sense, deceit, 
fraud, seduction to error and sin. . . 
(III)  Of conduct meaning 
perverseness, wickedness, sin” 
(Zodhiates, pages 1165-1166) 
 When James here refers to “a 
sinner,” he is not referring to non-
believers.  Verse 5:19 makes this 
clear.  “Save a soul out of death” 
therefore is not referring to hell or 
eternal damnation.  Rather he must 
be referring to saving a soul out of 
the consequences of sin, which are 
described as death in Romans 6:23.  
See Endnote #1E, “God’s Laws 
Bring ‘Good’ or ‘Bad.’”] 

 

5:18 He prayed again, and 
the sky gave rain, and the 
earth brought forth its 
fruit. 
 
 
 
 
5:19 Brothers, if any 
among you wanders from 
the truth, and someone 
turns him back, 
5:20 let him know that he 
who turns a sinner from 
the error of his way will 
save a soul from death, 
and will cover a multitude 
of sins. 
 



 
  

Endnote #1A 
 

 The Power Of The Spirit Realm  
 God’s Laws At Work  
 

For what I am doing, I do not understand.  For 
what I will to do, that I do not practice; but what I 
hate, that I do (Romans 7:15). 

These words haunt many of us.  This is the common experience of all 
those who are trying to please the Lord, who want to walk in His 
ways. 
 
God knows that you continually fail, and He wants it to be different.  
He wants so much to set you free from this bondage that He sent Jesus 
to make it possible. There is a clear and profound reason why we are 
all stuck doing what we don't want to do, and I will now go on to 
explain why. 
 

Endnote #1B 
 
The Reality God Created 
When God created the universe, He created it to operate in an orderly 
way in accordance with unchangeable laws.  There are three aspects, 
or realms, to the reality we experience: 

1. The physical 
2. The spiritual 
3. The psychological 6  

                                            
6   Some would call this the realm of the "soul."  However, I have avoided using 
the word "soul" because it is loaded with meaning to many Christians.  It is 
usually perceived as referring to something negative or sinful.  But in the Bible 
"soul" has many meanings, some referring to something sinful, but often not.  
What I am referring to here is not "bad," but rather is simply an aspect of life 
which is based upon our own strengths and abilities and natural tendencies.  As 
with the physical world, in and of itself, the psychological realm carries no moral 
significance.  It just exists. 
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The Physical Realm 
We can all see the orderliness of the physical realm.  The physical 
laws, such as those of physics, chemistry, and mathematics, are 
unchangeable.  We may not fully understand them, and we may 
misapply them, but they still operate.  Since the New York Trade 
Center Towers fell in the terrorist attack, there are studies going on to 
understand what was wrong with their design that allowed them to 
fall.  These studies are being done in order to see if we can learn 
something that will prevent such collapses in buildings of the future.  
We can learn how to prevent it because the laws of physics are 
constant.  There are no exceptions.  Nobody thinks the Towers fell 
because something went wrong with the laws of physics. 
 
If I were to go onto the roof of my house, convinced that I can fly, 
flap my arms really hard and step off the roof, I would make a 
discovery.  I would then discover myself lying on the ground with a 
broken leg.  It wouldn’t matter whether I knew about the law of 
gravity or not.  It wouldn’t matter if I understood it, or whether I 
agreed with it, or whether I believed in it.  It wouldn’t matter how 
much faith I had that gravity didn’t apply to me.  My broken leg 
wouldn't mean God was angry with me.  I didn’t break God’s law, all 
I did was demonstrate it.  The law of gravity is constant.  There are 
no exceptions. 
 
The Spiritual Realm 
The spiritual realm (another aspect of reality) is just as orderly as is 
the physical realm, and it always operates according to unchangeable 
laws and principles.  God told us about these laws in the Bible.  His 
commandments are simply a description of how the spiritual realm 
operates.  When He said not to lie, He was saying, "Please don’t lie; 
because if you do, something bad will happen to you."  It is the same 
as God saying, “Please don’t step off the roof, because something bad 
will happen if you do.”   In the physical realm, nobody ever defied the 
law of gravity.  The spiritual realm is just as sure, and so nobody ever 
gets away with anything.  There is always a consequence.    
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The law of God always operates. 7  Disobeying God’s warning is what 
we call sin.  When we sin, we will always reap harmful consequences.  
The consequences are often less immediate and less easy to connect 
to our specific misdeed than when we are reaping from physical laws, 
but they are just as sure. 
 
The Psychological Realm 
The third aspect of reality is the psychological realm.  The 
psychological realm operates in accordance with our own powers and 
abilities.  Habit patterns, our intellect, and our own willpower are 
aspects of the psychological realm.  Our willpower has been given to 
us as a tool to manage this 
psychological realm, and it has 
authority there.  If I have a habit 
of brushing my teeth without 
flossing, and I decide to start 
flossing, I can generally succeed in doing so.  I may forget from time 
to time, but eventually the new habit pattern will be established.  I 
experience victory. 
 

Endnote #1C 
 
We Have Made A Huge Mistake 
But we have made a huge mistake, because we have believed that our 
willpower also has authority in the spiritual realm.  However, our 
willpower only has authority in the psychological realm.  We cannot 
overcome or defy the physical laws or spiritual laws with our 
willpower. 
 
Our willpower is impotent in defying the laws of the physical realm, 
and it was never given to us for this purpose.  We cannot fly by 
flapping our arms.  We cannot lift a 500 pound weight.  We discover 
that no matter how much we want to lift it, we can't.  We can will it, 
but we cannot perform it. 

                                            
7   What I am referring to as "God's laws" are the true ways that God set up the 
spiritual realm to operate.  Man's additions do not have the same power.  We may 
or may not accurately understand God's laws; but since they are true, they operate 
whether or not we know them or understand them. 

Disobeying God's 
warning is what we call 
"sin." 
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What is perhaps harder to understand is that our willpower is as 
impotent in the spiritual realm as it is in the physical realm.  It was 
never given to us for the purpose of managing the spiritual realm.  We 
discover this impotence when we try to do a spiritually impossible 
task, like obeying the laws of God.  We discover that no matter how 
hard we want to do the good that 
we ought to, we cannot.  We can 
"will" it, but we cannot perform 
it. O wretched man that I am 
(Romans 7:24).  Our failure to 
do the good that we want to do 
is not due to a lack of willpower, it is due to our misunderstanding 
about reality.  We are under the illusion that we ought to be able to 
"will" it and thus do it. 

 
  

When we try to use our 
willpower to control the 
physical or spiritual 
realms, we fail. 
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To imagine the relative power of our willpower and the operation of 
God’s laws (the spiritual realm), picture an ant standing on a highway.  
A huge truck is coming his way at full speed, and the ant thinks he 
can stop the truck by standing up and blocking its movement with his 
body. 

 
 

            
     

    
     

   
   
 
  

STOP! ------
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The ant's degree of failure is at the same level as our failure to stop 
the operation of God’s laws with our own willpower!  Yet we have 
been under the delusion that we can do so.  And much worse, we think 
that God has expected us to be able to do so! 
 
Unfortunately, we have often been led into striving by teachings that 
imply that we are supposed to be 
able to live up to the higher 
standards, as delineated in the 
Sermon on the Mount in 
Matthew, Chapter 5.  However, 
this is not what Jesus is telling 
us to do.  Rather, He is telling us 
that we cannot possibly do it with our own willpower.  

  
"For I say to you, that unless your righteousness exceeds the 
righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, you will by no 
means enter the kingdom of heaven" (Matthew 5:20). 

 
What was the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees?  It was their 
willpower!  And we need a righteousness that exceeds willpower.  
Jesus goes on to say that the only way we can truly keep the laws of 
God is to be changed into His image:  
 

“Therefore you shall be perfect, just as your Father in heaven 
is perfect” (Matthew 5:48, I added the bold). 

 
Jesus did not say, “You shall behave perfectly," but rather He said, 
"You shall be perfect" (be like Me).  We will have a new existence, a 
new nature.  We will be like Him!  "Being" like Jesus leads to, and 
results in, "behavior" like Jesus.  
 

 Endnote #1D 
 
The Illusion Of Our Willpower 
One of the great tragedies in our Western culture is the elevation of 
our willpower and our intellect to the throne of our life.  We think that 
the only things we can trust are these two faculties.  The heart, and 

Jesus did not say that 
you should "act" like 
Him, but that you should 
"be" like Him. 
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anything that we cannot consciously understand or control (such as 
our emotions) are seen as untrustworthy, or even perhaps as bad.  We 
are stuck in this delusion.  Our trust is so firmly entrenched in our 
willpower and intellect that whenever we are in need, without 
thinking we automatically rely on our willpower and intellect. 
The bumper sticker that says "Just Say No" is a perfect example of 
this.  If people who were hooked on 
drugs could "Just Say No," many 
would.   Many try - and fail, over 
and over again.  Their failure is the 
result of "trying hard" to quit - 
making a decision with their 
intellect and relying on their 
willpower to bring it to pass. 8    
They are doomed to failure because 
of what we have just seen about 
God's laws.  This misunderstanding 
is a big problem, and it is rampant 
in the Church. The Bible makes very powerful statements regarding 
the illusion of our will. F

9  It is a universal flaw in mankind to think 

                                            
8   In The Bondage of the Will, Martin Luther makes the point that our willpower 
has no authority in the spiritual realm.  He says, "That is to say, man should 
realize that in regard to his money and possessions he has a right to use them, to 
do or to leave undone, according to his own 'free-will' - though that very 'free-will' 
is overruled by the free-will of God alone, according to His own pleasure.  
However, with regard to God and in all that bears on salvation or damnation, he 
has no 'free-will,' but is a captive, prisoner and bondslave, either to the will of 
God, or to the will of Satan" (page 107). 
 Paul says that to try to keep the Law in our own power sets in motion a curse 
in the spiritual realm, and Jesus is the only one who can end that curse: For as 
many as are of the works of the law are under the curse; for it is written, "Cursed 
is everyone who does not continue in all things which are written in the book of 
the law, to do them."  But that no one is justified by the law in the sight of God is 
evident, for "The just shall live by faith."  Yet the law is not of faith, but "The man 
who does them shall live by them."  Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the 
law, having become a curse for us (for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who 
hangs on a tree.)" (Galatians 3:10-13). 
9    Romans 7:7-25 makes an especially potent and clear statement regarding the 
futility of trying to use your willpower to keep the law. 

  

Our trust is so firmly 
entrenched in our 
willpower and 
intellect that 
whenever we are in 
need, without 
thinking we 
automatically grab 
those "tools." 
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we can manage our own life in our own strength.  It is so automatic, 
insidious, and covert that we don't even realize what we are doing.1 0 F

10
 

  
We may now be tempted to say, "What’s the use?  If I can’t stop the 
operation of God’s laws which are impelling me to do what I don’t 
want to do, I might as well give up."  But there is a way to obey the 
Lord.  We just need to understand the provision that Jesus has made 
for us and make use of it.  Let me give another example. 
 
Another huge truck is speeding down the highway.  A traffic jam lies 
ahead, and the truck driver needs to stop the truck quickly.  Does he 
open the door and drag his foot on the pavement to stop the truck?  Of 
course not.  He doesn’t have within himself the power to stop the 
truck.  What he does do is to decide to press the brake pedal, and then 
to act by actually pressing it.  This activates a powerful brake system, 
which has been provided for just such a purpose, and the truck comes 
to a stop.  The driver didn’t stop the truck by his own power, but he 
did need to do the following: 
 

1. Recognize the problem. 
2. Believe in the brake system. 
3. Decide to activate the system. 
4. Act by physically pushing the brake pedal. 

 
That was his job as the driver.  If he didn't act, there would be a mess.  
In this same way, in spiritual matters, we have to: 
 

1.  Recognize the problem. 
2.  Believe in the powerful provision Jesus has given us to stop the 
operation of God's laws against us. 
3.  Use our willpower to decide to activate the provision. 
4.  Act by praying. 
  

                                            
10  There is a popular teaching that God strengthens our will so that we can obey 
Him (“The Purpose Driven Life” by Rick Warren, page 180).  There is no 
scriptural basis for this, and this view tends to set us into striving.  The Lord wants 
us to be like Him, not to act like Him.  
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As you can see, our willpower does have a part to play in our being 
set free, but it is not the force or power that brings it about.  I will 
elaborate on this process of being set free in the next few chapters. 
 
Endnote #1E 
 
God's Laws Bring "Good" Or "Bad" 
God has provided a system that has sufficient power to stop the 
operation of God’s laws that are bringing destruction, frustration, and 
failure into our life.  However, before we can activate it, we first need 
to understand more about how God’s laws cause us to do the things 
that we hate. 

When God created the spiritual realm, there were two possible ways 
for a person to exist.  If we align our lives with what brings good 
things (we "obey the Law"), we receive good consequences 
(blessings).  When Adam and Eve walked in the Garden of Eden in 
obedience to God, life was good. 
 
On the other hand, if we align our lives with what brings bad things 
(we "disobey the Law"), we experience bad consequences (curses).  
When Adam and Eve disobeyed God and ate of the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, bad things resulted. 
 
Blessings always flow when we are aligned with His laws.  All of us 
are reaping blessings in certain areas of our life.  For example, my son 
was having financial problems shortly after he graduated from 
college.  He had recently made a decision to follow Jesus, and I spoke 
to him about tithing.  He said, "Dad, how can I give ten percent off 
the top of my paycheck?  I can't pay my bills as it is."  But he believed 
what the Bible said and began to tithe.  Immediately, and to my son's 
astonishment, his financial problems ended.  He has continued to 
tithe, and the Lord has continued to bless his finances.  A word of 
caution is in order.  Having money is not always good, and not having 
money is not always bad.  This will become clearer as you read more 
chapters. 
 
We don't want the blessings to stop.  We want more of them.  As we 
align ourselves with the way the spiritual realm is constructed for 
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blessings, we receive blessings.  Therefore it is important for us to 
know how the spiritual realm works for blessing so that we can 
receive more good. 
 
On the other hand, we also need to understand how the spiritual realm 
works against us when we sin, so that we can stop the bad things from 
continuing to happen in our lives. 
 
When we sin, we set in motion God’s laws against us.  We will surely 
reap what we sow.   We don’t sow corn and reap cotton.  We don’t 
sow sin and reap blessings.  We sow sin and reap bad consequences. 

 
There are, of course, many ways that we can sin, and they all have 
consequences. 11  

  
The most destructive consequences are the sinful behaviors that we 
don’t want to do.  We are impelled to do them by the operation of 
God’s law, and as a result, our willpower is completely unable to free 
us from this bondage. 12  Paul reveals the answer to our bondage to 
these consequences when he writes: 
 

                                            
11   Galatians 5:19-21 gives a partial list of possible sins: adultery, fornication, 
uncleanness, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, 
outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissentions, heresies, envy, murders, 
drunkenness, revelries, and the like. 
       1 Corinthians 6:9-10 lists more sins: Neither . . . homosexuals, nor 
sodomites, nor thieves, nor covetous . . . nor extortioners will inherit the kingdom 
of God. 
        My purpose is not to try to give an exhaustive list of sins, but to give 
common examples. 
12  In fact, trying to stop the operation of God’s laws in our life with our own 
willpower is not just foolish and ineffective, it is sin.  “And since all pursuit, even 
the perverted sort, is, in intention, pursuit of life, this means seeking life where it 
is not – in the created world.  For to deny God as Creator is to turn away from 
Him to the creation . . . Hence, the ultimate sin reveals itself to be the false 
assumption of receiving life not as the gift of the Creator but procuring it by one’s 
own power, of living from one’s self rather than from God” (Bultmann, Theology 
of the New Testament, Part II, page 232). 
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O wretched man that I am!  Who will deliver me from this body 
of death?  I thank God – through Jesus Christ our Lord! 
(Romans 7:24-25).  

 

Endnote #1F 
 
The System That Has Enough Power 
For us to have victory over the destruction, frustration, pain, and 
 failure in our life, God had to provide a system that had sufficient 
power.  In fact, for us to be set free requires a miracle! 13 
 
Jesus was sent by the Father to provide a way out for us.  He came to 
take away our sins.  His blood is the only cure for sin, and sin is what 
is causing our problem.  When we pray, as we repent, 14 forgive, and 
are forgiven, Jesus pays off our debt and takes it upon Himself.  The 
negative consequences resulting from the sin will continue into 
eternity, but Jesus will take over bearing the weight of that, and we 
are set free.  For us, in regard to this particular sin, it is as though we 
had never committed it.  The bad behavior going on in our life as a 
consequence of our sin ceases to happen. 
. 

  

                                            
13  Then the question is, how do we become like Jesus?  The answer is, it takes a 
miracle.  “It means that free, ethical obedience can have its origin only in miracle, 
quite in keeping with the view that from the fetters of flesh and sin man must be 
freed to obedience by the deed of God” (Bultmann, Theology of the New 
Testament, Part II, page 337).  We need a legal transaction to take place in the 
spiritual realm if we are to be like Jesus.  So being saved into God's kingdom and 
being changed into His image are miracles.  They are both things that no man can 
accomplish through his or her own strength and ability. 
14  To repent means, in part, "implying pious sorrow for unbelief and sin and a 
turning from them unto God and the gospel of Christ . . . Jesus draws a picture of 
the true penitent person.  Such is assured of the forgiveness of the Father" 
(Zodhiates, The Complete Wordstudy Dictionary, New Testament, page 969-970). 
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Endnote #1G 
 
The "Blood" And The "Cross" 
I will often refer to Jesus' "blood" and His "cross."  Some writers 
admonish us to "take it to the cross," or to "apply the blood."  
References to "blood" and "cross", either in combination or 
separately, are short-hand ways of referring to the whole provision 
that God made for us, through the sacrifice of Jesus, to forgive us our 
sins and cleanse us from unrighteousness (1 John 1:9).  This is 
activating our sanctification.  The  provision is God's way of setting 
us free from our own sin and its consequences which resulted from 
our following in the footsteps of Adam and Eve. 
   
Even though Jesus paid the penalty for our sin when He died on the 
cross 2000 years ago, we need to do something to bring the benefits 
of that provision into our lives. 15  He has offered to pay our debt for 
us, but we need to accept it in a 
specific circumstance.  We need to 
apply this provision purposefully to 
a particular sin for it to have an 
effect.  Only when we take specific 
action (we pray to repent and are 
forgiven), do we benefit from the 
provision He has already made for 
forgiveness of our sins.  In my 
previous example, the truck driver had to press the brake pedal to 
engage the powerful brake system built into the truck.  I will write 
more about how to pray in the next few chapters. 
 
Suppose some generous person placed $1,000 in my checking 
account.  When I write a check, I benefit from the money.  As long as 
I don't know about the money being there, or as long as I don't believe 
it is there, or as long as I don't decide to make a withdrawal and act 

                                            
15   Please note that when I sin, this does not mean I am then going to hell.  If that 
were the case, heaven would be empty, as we all sin and fall short of the glory of 
God (Romans 3:23).   Our sin does have negative consequences, but we will still 
go to heaven (1 Corinthians 3:15). 

Since the thing 
causing our ongoing 
problem is sin, there 
is only one cure, and 
that is the blood and 
the cross of Jesus. 
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by writing a check on that account, this money is of no benefit to me.  
It could remain unused in my account until the day I die.  So it is with 
the gift God gave us in the sacrifice of Jesus.  We need to know that 
the provision is there.  We also need to know how to apply it to our 
real life struggles, and we need to act. 
 

Endnote #1H 
 

There Are Two Ways To Stop Bad Behavior 
When we recognize undesirable behavior, we have probably thought 
there was only one way of stopping it.  But it should now be clear that 
there are two ways, because there are two possible sources of the bad 
behavior, the psychological realm and the spiritual realm.  To stop the 
undesirable behavior we need to use the "tool" that is effectual in that 
particular realm. 
 
If we have "tried" to change our behavior by using our willpower 
(psychological realm), but the bad behavior (bad fruit) has continued, 
we have simply been using the wrong "tool."  Since our willpower 
was ineffective, we now know we are dealing with a spiritual problem 
and we need to use the appropriate tool - the blood of Jesus.  In the 
past we may have thought the only option available was our 
willpower. 
 
Our willpower is not trash, nor is it useless.  It has a job to do, but its' 
area of authority is in the psychological realm, not the spiritual realm.  
Both a watchmaker's screwdriver and a sledgehammer have a 
purpose.  One would not be very successful in splitting wood with a 
watchmaker's screwdriver, nor be very successful in repairing a watch 
with a sledgehammer.  We need to use the right tool for the job at 
hand. 
 
See the following page for an illustration of the two alternatives you 
have at your disposal to stop undesirable behavior. 
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Two Alternatives 
For Changing Bad Behavior 

 
Recognize undesirable behavior 
 
Consider two possible sources: 

 
        

  
 
 

(#1)  (#2)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Psychological 
Realm 

 
Habit/impulse 

 
 

Undesirable 
behavior 

 
Decide to do better 

 
Willpower 

 
 
Desirable behavior 

Spiritual Realm 
 

Sin (bad root) 
 
 

Undesirable behavior 
(bad fruit) 

                
Decide to do better 

 
Blood of Jesus 

(become like Him) 
 

 
Desirable behavior 

(good fruit) 
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Undesirable behaviors that have their source in the spiritual realm are 
rigid, compelling, and powerful; and they resist our efforts to 
overcome them.  We are stuck, are at their mercy, and feel defeated. 
16  These behaviors that are destructive (what I will call bad behavior, 
or bad fruit) can either be acts that hurt others, or they can be 
codependent behaviors that hurt us.  See examples of these behaviors 
in the following footnote.17  
 

Endnote #1I 
 
“Bad Roots” And “Bad Fruit”   
When we sin and plant an area of wounding in our heart, the sin 
dwelling in that area can be called a "bad root."  By their very nature, 
“bad roots” produce "bad fruit," whereas "good roots" produce "good 
fruit." 
 
 
 

                                            
16   John 8:34-36, Most assuredly, I am saying to you, Everyone who habitually 
commits sin is a slave of sin.  But the slave does not abide in the house forever.  
The Son abides forever.  If therefore the Son make you free, you shall be free 
individuals in reality.  (Wuest, page 233).  The verb "commit" is the Greek present 
participle form, which expresses continuous or repeated action.  So when we are 
reaping from a bad root over and over, we are a slave to it - a slave has no choice 
but to obey his master.  But Jesus can set us free from this bondage. 
17   These rigid behaviors come in many forms, and I will list some to illustrate.  
Perhaps as you scan this list, you will find at least one that applies to you.  
Addictions are common examples of bad fruit, such as work-aholism, gambling, 
television, computer games, overeating, alcohol, drugs, pornography, promiscuity, 
adultery.  Some bad fruit is relational, such as compulsion to control or 
manipulate, verbal abuse, blaming others, always being the one that is at fault, 
lack of intimacy, romance problems, sexual problems, not being thoughtful, not 
spending time with loved ones, lack of empathy, lack of emotion, hard 
heartedness, people pleasing, being compelled to be "nice," anger or being 
passive, being obsessed with one's appearance or what other people will think, 
fear of meeting new people, lying.  Other examples are compulsive behaviors, 
being greedy or miserly, financial problems or being overly thrifty, being driven 
by anxiety or fear, occult involvement.  Bad fruit is compulsive, rigid, extreme, 
and beyond our conscious control. 
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"Even so, every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree 
bears bad fruit.  A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a 
bad tree bear good fruit  . . . Therefore by their fruits you will 
know them." (Matthew 7:17-18, 20). 

   
The bad things happening in our lives, including bad behavior, are 
"bad fruit" from a "bad root."  There is no bad fruit without a bad root 
being present.  A bad root always produces bad fruit, and a good root 
always produces good fruit.  The root produces fruit after its own 
kind.  There are no exceptions.  Bad behavior never comes from a 
good root, and good behavior never springs from a bad root. 
 
Bad fruit is compulsive, rigid, extreme, and beyond our conscious 
control. 
 

Endnote #1J 
 
Track Backward From-“Fruit”-To-“Root” 
Once you realize that your willpower is impotent to stop the bad 
behavior, you can recognize that you are dealing with a spiritual 
problem in your life (bad fruit).  Then you must find the source (the 
bad root). You must track backward from the bad fruit to the bad root 
(from the behavior to the cause).  
 
The following story illustrates 
how a person's bad behavior is 
connected to sin.  Mike had an 
angry father.  When Mike was a 
little boy, his father sinned 
against Mike by abusing him verbally and physically.  Mike hated the 
abuse and judged his father for it.  Mike's father used to lose his 
temper and beat Mike, and much to his dismay, as an adult he found 
himself losing his temper and beating his own son, just like his father 
did to him.  Mike hates the sinful behavior he is absolutely impelled 
to do, but he can't stop it, no matter how hard he tries.  In truth, he is 
being impelled to do these sinful things by the operation of God's law.  

Bad fruit always comes 
from a bad root. 
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He has a bad root (the Bitter Root Judgment he made as a little boy) 
that is producing the bad fruit 18 (the present sinful behavior that he 
hates). 

 
Once You Identify The “Bad Root,” Then Pray 
Once you identify the bad root, 
you need to pray about it.  There 
is no other cure.  Without 
prayer, (repenting and being 
forgiven) there is no forgiveness 
of sin. I will talk more about 
how to appropriate Jesus' provision in Endnote #4 ("Forgiving Ends 
These Problems"). 
 
When the bad root is gone, a bad tree no longer is present to produce 
the bad fruit.  An apple tree can illustrate this principle.  An apple tree 
bears apples.  If we pick the fruit off an apple tree, apples will grow 
back.  The tree will not replace the apples we picked with peaches, 
but with more apples.  When we see an apple, we know that it came 
from an apple tree, not a peach tree.  When the apple tree is removed, 
there are no more apples produced. 
 
When the bad root is gone, a bad tree no longer exists to produce the 
bad fruit. 
 

Endnote #1K 
 

Isn’t “Bad Fruit” Sin?  
I have been emphasizing healing bad roots (which are sin), but bad 
fruit is also sin.  Mike's bad root (judging his father) was sin.  In 
addition, his bad fruit (abusing his own son) was also sin, and it 
needed to be forgiven by Jesus.  We need to hate our bad fruit and 
want it to change.  But it is important to understand the difference 
between the fruit and the root so that the bad behavior stops recurring.  
                                            
18   In Hebrews 12:15 the Bible uses the term 'the root of bitterness' for 
something that can spring up and cause problems and affect many: looking 
carefully lest anyone fall short of the grace of God; lest any root of bitterness 
springing up cause trouble, and by this many become defiled;   

Steps for applying Jesus' 
provision 
1. Find the root 
2. Pray 
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In my example, Mike does need to repent of his current abusive 
behavior (pick off the fruit); but if he stops there, it will simply happen 
again (grow back).  The only way to stop this cycle he hates is to deal 
with his childhood judgment against his father (dig up the bad root).  
I will address this whole process in more detail in Endnote #3, 
"Judging Causes Problems," and Endnote #4, "Forgiving Ends These 
Problems." 
 
Since “bad fruit” always comes from a “bad root,” and “good fruit” 
always comes from a “good root,” the only way to stop the tree from 
bearing “bad fruit” is to remove the “bad root” and substitute the 
"good root" (Jesus). 
 
In the Church we have 
primarily been fruit inspectors, 
and we have focused on 
picking off the bad fruit.  This 
is important, since the bad fruit 
is sin.  But we have failed to 
understand the necessity of 
removing the bad root, and so 
we have failed in our Christian walk, over and over again: what I hate, 
that I do (Romans 7:15).  The provision that Jesus made for removing 
our sin must be applied to the root and not just to the fruit to be 
effectual in setting us free. 
 
Please be aware that once our heart has been cleansed by Jesus, and 
the reaping in the spiritual realm has been stopped, there may still be 
some residual consequences in the world around us from our previous 
sins.  For instance, Mike's own children will likely still be angry with 
him and will have judged him for his past abusive behavior towards 
them.  They are therefore wounded and will need to be healed by 
Jesus.  In addition, his past abusive behavior may have led his wife to 
divorce him.  Then, even though he has been healed, his family may 
remain broken. 
  

To stop the bad cycle, 
the blood of Jesus needs 
to be applied, but to the 
root rather than just to 
the fruit. 
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Endnote #2A 
 

The Process Of Transformation 
It Is Possible 

 
A subtle but profound misunderstanding of what we are like inside 
has made it difficult for many Christians to see how there can be sin 
inside themselves.  There is a prevalent view that implies that inside 
we are like a jar, a container with a single compartment.  Therefore, 
when we give our life to Jesus, He forgives our sins and the jar is now 
clean.  Now that we are pure on the inside, we should be able to act 
pure on the outside. 

The reason this view is erroneous is that, unfortunately, this is never 
the way it works.  I know of no one, including myself, for whom life 
has been this way.  And it was not that way for Paul when he wrote 
the book of Romans (specifically, all of Chapter 7) for us. 19 

The truth is that inside we are more like a honeycomb than a honey 
jar.  We have many compartments inside, not just one.  Some of the 
compartments contain Jesus, and those are like the "good roots" 
referred to in Scripture, and which I referred to in Endnote #1.  These 
“good roots” produce “good fruit.”  

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, 
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. . .   
(Galatians 5:22-23). 

 
And this “good fruit” is always produced by “good roots.”

                                            
19  Romans 7:15-17, For what I am doing, I do not understand.  For what I will 
to do, that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do.  If, then, I do what I will 
not to do, I agree with the law that it is good.  But now, it is no longer I who do it, 
but sin that dwells in me. 
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"Even so, every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree 
bears bad fruit.  A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a 
bad tree bear good fruit. . . Therefore by their fruits you will 
know them." (Matthew 7:17-18, 20). 

 
However, some of the compartments still contain bad roots.  These 
bad roots produce bad fruit, as I have previously mentioned, and they 
are still present and continue to produce bad fruit even after we 
become a Christian.  These bad roots are shown as dark spots in the 
following honeycomb diagram. 
 
 

 
                             Honeycomb                Honey Jar 
 

Endnote #2B 
 
We need to allow Jesus into each compartment of the "Honeycomb" 
that has darkness in it.  This transformation is a process, not a one-
time event. 
 
This is the sanctification process 
which is addressed in so many 
places in the Bible.  Bringing 
Jesus into each compartment is 
the process of being changed 
into His image.  

This transformation is a 
process, and not a one-
time event. 
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Once Jesus has taken up residence in that particular place in our 
"Honeycomb," He produces the good fruit automatically, because 
Jesus can do nothing but produce good fruit.  It is His nature.  As He 
takes over that part of our heart, His nature actually becomes ours in 
that area, not just positionally (by virtue of our rebirth), but as actual 
fact.  This good root, that now resides in that part of our 
"Honeycomb", then produces good fruit.  
 
For instance, if we have struggled with lying, we have found that 
trying hard not to lie hasn't 
worked (trying implies use of 
our willpower).  We find 
ourselves still lying.  We need to 
find the bad root.  Perhaps we 
realize that our father lied to us, 
and we judged him for it (we sinned by judging him).  This bad root 
is causing our bad fruit.  When we deal with the bad root and replace 
it with the life of Jesus, we find we just don’t lie anymore. 20  There 
is now good fruit, which is evidence of Jesus in that place in us.  It is 
now so natural not to lie that we may not even be aware that we are 
different, because it is a new “us." 21  Does this sound too good to be 
true?  Believe me, it is true.  Better yet, believe Jesus when He said, 
 

"Therefore you shall be perfect, just as your Father in heaven 
is perfect" (Matthew 5:48, I added the bold). 

 

                                            
20  In the next few Endnotes I will explain how to take out the” bad root” and 
replace it with a good one.  Here I am simply showing the necessity for this 
change to happen.  
21   God will change you inside, and thus cause you to do what He does.  Ezekiel 
36:27: I will put My Spirit within you and cause you to walk in My statutes, and 
you will keep My judgments and do them.  God will not coerce, compel, or require 
you to do it, because you can't.  He knows He must do it in you.  It is not a 
question of "if" He will do it.  It is a question of "how" this can become reality in 
you. 

. 

Jesus' nature actually 
becomes ours in that 
particular area in us. 
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When Jesus cleanses one 
compartment of the Honeycomb, it 
does not mean that all the 
compartments are clean.  Other bad 
roots will undoubtedly remain, and 
they will be causing other bad fruit.  
We need to continue being 
transformed as God shows us areas 
in our heart that need healing.  This is what Paul meant when he said, 
 

work out your own salvation with fear and trembling; for it is 
God who works in you both to will and to do for His good 
pleasure (Philippians 2:12-13). 

 

Endnote #2C 
 
Ripeness 
All of us want to be completely healed and set free right now.  Once 
you discover that healing and relief from your pain and bad fruit is 
possible, you don’t want to wait.  You may wonder why this process 
has to take the rest of your life.  Doesn’t God want you healed? 
 
You need to be patient.  Jesus is directing your sanctification process, 
and He is proceeding as fast as possible.  You are not behind schedule.  
We may want Him to go faster; but if He is going slowly, you can be 
assured He is acting slowly for a 
good reason.  For instance, if the 
bad root relates to a very 
traumatic event, the memory of 
the event may be deeply buried.  
Your defenses buried it 
specifically so you wouldn't have 
to re-live it.  To see it again before 
you are prepared might cause you to be re-traumatized.  Because God 
loves you, He wants you healed, not wounded further.  Before 
revealing such a root to you, He spends time preparing you.  He will  

We need to keep on 
being transformed as 
God shows us areas 
in our heart that need 
healing. 

Jesus is directing your 
sanctification process. 
If He is going slowly, it 
is because that is what 
is best for you. 
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not let you see it until you will be able to see it without again being 
wounded.  God's process will have made you ripe to deal with this 
root. 
 
"Ripeness" is like picking apples.  If you try to pick an apple before 
it is ripe, it is difficult to pull off the tree, and you are likely to damage 
the branch.  However, ripe apples fall off easily in your hand.  So the 
Lord ripens you so that when you pray (when you apply the blood of 
Jesus), it is easy.  Then the process brings healing.  But you can't rush 
your healing any more than you can speed the ripening of the apples 
on a tree. 
 

Endnote #2D 

Inside-Out! 

"If you love Me, keep My commandments" (John 14:15). 

When we read a scripture like this, we tend to strive to keep His 
commandments, because we want to please God.  We want Him to 
know that we love Him, and it seems as though this scripture is telling 
us that the way we can prove our love for him is to keep His 
commandments.  How can one reconcile this with what we have been 
discovering about our inability to keep His commandments in our 
own strength (that is, with our willpower)? 
 
Fortunately, Jesus clearly explains what He meant in the context 
surrounding the above scripture.  The explanation is in John 15:5, 
which is sandwiched between two scriptures that talk about keeping 
His commandments. 
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"He who has My commandments and keeps them, it is he who 
loves Me.  And he who loves Me will be loved by My Father, 
and I will love him and manifest Myself to him" ( John 14:21). 
" I am the vine, you are the branches.  He who abides in Me, 
and I in him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do 
nothing" (John 15:5, I added the bold). 24F

22 
"If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My love, 
just as I have kept My Father's commandments and abide in 
His love" (John 15:10). 

 
What could be clearer than 
"without Me you can do 
nothing?"  Keeping this in 
mind, then John 15:10 is saying 
something like, "If you keep My 
commandments this is evidence 
that you have been changed into My image, because on your own you 
could not do it.  When you have My nature, you love the Father in 
exactly the same way that I do."  Jesus loves the Father because that 
is His nature.  The reason that we can be thrown into striving to keep 
God's commandments is that we are confused about how we go about 

                                            
22  John 15:1-10, “I am the true vine, and My Father is the vinedresser.  Every 
branch in Me that does not bear fruit He takes away; and every branch that bears 
fruit He prunes, that it may bear more fruit.  You are already clean because of the 
word which I have spoken to you.  Abide in Me, and I in you.  As the branch 
cannot bear fruit of itself, unless it abides in the vine, neither can you, unless you 
abide in Me.  I am the vine, you are the branches.  He who abides in Me, and I in 
him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing.  If anyone does not 
abide in Me, he is cast out as a branch and is withered; and they gather them and 
throw them into the fire, and they are burned.  If you abide in Me, and My words 
abide in you, you will ask what you desire, and it shall be done for you.  By this 
My Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit; so you will be My disciples.  As 
the Father loved Me, I also have loved you; abide in My love.  If you keep My 
commandments, you will abide in My love, just as I have kept My Father’s 
commandments and abide in His love.” 

Our Christian life is 
meant to be lived from 
the inside-out, not from 
the outside-in. 
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pleasing God.  We focus on our behavior (keeping the 
commandments) rather than the cause of the behavior (our heart 
condition).  We try to keep the commandments in order to prove that 
we love God.  That is backwards. 
 

Endnote #2E 
 
We can only please God by first being changed into the image of Jesus 
in our "Honeycomb," and then we will keep the commandments 
because that is now our new nature. 25F

23   The heart has to change first, 
and then the behavior will change.  Changing our behavior does not 
change our heart. 26F

24  1 John 4:19 says,  
 

We love him because He first loved us.  
  

This is the direction of the flow, from God to us, not the other way 
around.  If you are not clear on this, you can misread many scriptures. 
 
 
 

                                            
23  John 15:10, "If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My love, just as 
I have kept My Father’s commandments and abide in His love."   We will do it 
just like He did.  Was the Father’s love of Jesus conditioned on His behavior?  No, 
it is clear that Jesus was filled with the Holy Spirit, and what He did was the result 
of the presence of God in Him.  "Most assuredly, I say to you, the Son can do 
nothing of Himself, but what He sees the Father do; for whatever He does, the Son 
also does in like manner” (John 5:19). 

In these scriptures in John in which God's love seems to be conditional, Jesus 
is actually saying that we will be keeping His commandments as a result of His 
presence (His love) abiding in us, because it will be an overflow of a heart that has 
been changed.  Then John 15:10 would be saying something like, “He who keeps 
My commandments (the symptom or good fruit) must have My love abiding in 
him (the cause or the root), or he couldn’t do it.” 

When Jesus says we should keep His commandments He is simply saying that 
is how we can tell whether there is a good or a bad root inside. 
24   Our behavior is the evidence of our heart condition, and it actually expresses 
what is in our heart.  But it is not the basis, of our heart condition. (Hulbert, 
Lesson 68). 
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 I would suggest that you read John 14:15 through 15:17 in your Bible 
to get the full flow of what Jesus is saying. 25 
 
Let me illustrate this with a 
parallel.  Imagine that I break 
my leg.  It hurts, so I take a 
painkiller, and it hurts less (I 
manipulate the symptom).  
But the leg is still broken (the 
cause).  If I neglect the painkiller, it hurts a lot.  If the doctor said that 
a healthy leg shouldn't hurt, I would agree.  If mine weren't broken, it 
wouldn't hurt.  But saying my broken leg shouldn't hurt doesn't keep 
it from hurting. The only way for my leg pain to go away (the 
symptom, or bad fruit) is for my broken leg (the cause, or bad root) to 
heal (be changed to a good root). 
 
Similarly, when I commit a sin that plants a bitter root, there is a 
wound in my heart.  The bitter root causes emotional pain and I have 
bad fruit, so I try to act differently (I manipulate the symptom).  But 
it doesn't work very well, because there is a wound, a bad root, inside 
me (the cause).  When Jesus says that I should keep His 
commandments, I would agree.  It is like the doctor saying a healed 
leg shouldn't hurt.  If I didn't have the bad root in my heart, the bad 
behavior wouldn't happen.  But saying I should keep His 
commandments does not make it possible as long as Jesus isn’t 
abiding in that particular area of my heart (my heart is wounded).  The 
only way I can keep the commandments (the symptom) is for my 
wounded heart (the cause, or bad root) to be healed and for Jesus to   
take up residence there (the bad root to be changed to a good root). 
 

                                            
25  Trying hard to obey God in our own strength is sin because we are under the 
illusion that we can do God's job.  We are subtly taking God's place.  Hopefully 
you can now see that when we are reaping bad things in our life it is the 
consequence of sin.  Jesus is the only One who can stop this.  This tendency for us 
to try to keep the Law in our own strength is a subtle and deadly trap.  For a more 
detailed discussion of why trying hard to keep the Law is sin, see “The Primal 
Sin” in Endnote #7F. 

God's commandments 
are a way of measuring 
whether we have a bad 
root or good root inside. 
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The symptom is not the cause.  We have had it backwards, and have 
focused on the symptom (the fruit outside) and not the cause (the root 
inside). 
 

Endnote #2F 
 
Keeping God's Commandments 
When Jesus says that we should keep His commandments He is 
simply saying that is how we can tell whether there is a bad root inside 
us.  Be careful not to be confused about this.  The emphasis is never 
on the fruit, but is always upon the root.  Focusing on the bad fruit 
can set us to striving to keep the commandments with our willpower 
- and thus doom us to failure.  It is a subtle but deadly trap, and we so 
easily stumble on this stumbling stone. 26 
 
There are many scriptures that can be misunderstood if we confuse 
the fruit with the root.  The book of James has some significant 
examples of these kinds of  scriptures, such as:   
 

 Thus also faith by itself, if it does not have works, is dead 
(James 2:17). 

 You see then that a man is justified by works, and not by faith 
only (James 2:24). 

 
These scriptures are simply saying that if there are no "works" (no 
good fruit) this is evidence that there is no "faith" (no good root).  
They are not mandating "trying" with our willpower.  Good fruit is all 
about outward evidence (our behavior), whereas good roots are all 
about the cause (condition of our heart). 
  

                                            
26   but Israel, pursuing the law of righteousness, has not attained to the law of 
righteousness.  Why?  Because they did not seek it by faith, but as it were, by the 
works of the law.  For they stumbled at that stumbling stone (Romans 9:31-32). 
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So when we find it difficult to obey a commandment of the Lord, we 
are stuck in producing "bad fruit." The Apostle Paul describes our 
situation: For what I will to do, that I do not practice; but what I hate, 
that I do (Romans 7:15). 
 

We then have three choices: 
1. We can ignore the command. 
2. We can try to obey the command in our own strength (our 

willpower) - - - The Destructive Path shown below. 
3. We can have the Lord deal with the bad root through 

forgiving and being forgiven (apply the blood of Jesus) - - 
- The Healing Path shown below. 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

The Destructive Path 
Bad fruit 

(inability to keep 
commandment) 

 
Try hard to obey  

(Willpower) 

 
 

Bad root remains 
 
 
 
 
 
Bad fruit continues 

The Healing Path 
Bad fruit 

(inability to keep 
commandment) 

 
Repent, forgive & 
receive forgiveness 

(bad root uprooted) 

 
 

Good root has 
replaced bad root 

(infilling of Jesus) 
 

 
Good Fruit 
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Endnote #2G 
 
We Plant New Bad Roots 
The healing path is to bring Jesus into each bad root in our 
"Honeycomb."  Unfortunately we also frequently plant new bad roots 
inside. 
 
There are many ways that we all sin and thus plant more bad roots in 
our "Honeycomb."  However, the sin that produces most of the 
damage and destruction in our lives is the sin of judging. 27  Jesus 
singled out this sin when He said, 
 

"Judge not, that you be not judged.  For with what judgment 
you judge, you will be judged; and with the same measure you 
use, it will be measured back to you" (Matthew 7:1-2). 

 
When we judge another, we will surely reap bad consequences. 28  
When we plant a bad root in our "Honeycomb" by judging, we can 
call the bad root a "bitter root" and the action of judging a "Bitter Root 
Judgment." 29  I will frequently use these terms in the rest of the book.  
In the next Endnote it will become more clear why this particular sin 
of judging is so serious and so destructive. 
 
 
 

                                            
27 There are many ways that we sin, but the sin that is usually behind all the other 
sins is the sin of judging.  The sin of judging plants the “bitter roots” that compel 
“bad fruit” (many kinds of sin).  This is so because when we judge, we are taking 
God’s place as the judge.  Only He gets to do that.  We have in us this propensity 
to want to be like God from the Garden of Eden.  See Endnote #7 for more on 
this propensity.  Because it is so central, Rudolf Bultmann calls it the “primal sin.”  
For more on why judging is so central, see Endnote #7F.  
28 Galatians 6:7, Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man 
sows, that he will also reap. 

Luke 6:37, "Judge not, and you shall not be judged.  Condemn not, and you 
shall not be condemned.  Forgive, and you will be forgiven." 

Read Endnote #3, "Judging Causes Problems," for more on this. 
29  Hebrews 12:15: lest any root of bitterness springing up cause trouble, and by 
this many become defiled. 
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 Endnote #2H 
 
Not Just For A Sick Few 
Now that you understand the truth about bad fruit and bad roots, it 
should be clear that this process is not something for only a few 
Christians who are really sick emotionally.  We all sin and fall short 
of the glory of God (Romans 3:23), and Jesus died to set all of us free 
from this bondage.  This process of being changed into the image of 
Jesus, is the normal walk for all Christians.
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Endnote #3A 
 

Judging Causes Problems 
We All Sin Frequently By Judging 

 
If I were to comment that my neighbor never mows his lawn and that 
his yard is always a mess, somebody may say to me, "Don't be so 
judgmental."  Am I judging?  Am I sinning?  It is certainly important 
for us to know the answer to these questions so that we can avoid 
sinning, and thus creating problems for ourselves as a result.  Of 
course there are other sins besides "judging," but this particular sin 
causes the most problems in our lives. 
 

Endnote #3B 
 

There Exists Both "Good" And "Bad" Judging 
"Judging" is not always sin.  The Bible talks about four types of 
judging.  Three types are "good" judging, and thus are not sin.  One 
type is "bad" judging, which is sin. 

What is confusing is that the Bible uses the same Greek word to refer 
to all four types, and so one must rely on the context to discern which 
type is being referred to in a given passage. 

"Good" judging: 
1. The judging that Jesus does.  Since He is the just and 

righteous Judge Who has been appointed to this position, He 
has a right to do this.  
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2. The judicial authority 30that is to be exercised corporately 
by the Church in regard to members of the Church.  Judging 
in this context is appropriate and ordained by God.  

3. An activity that we are supposed to engage in as individual 
Christians.  An English word that would perhaps be more 
appropriate for this function would be “discernment."  We are 
to use wisdom and to exercise discernment.  It is not only 
permissible to see the negative in a situation or a person, we 
are encouraged to do so.  

4. "Bad" (sinful) judging 
The fourth type of judging is the type of judging that we are 
not supposed to do as individual Christians.  This type of 
judging by us is sin.  When we do this type of judging, we are 
seeing the negative in a situation or a person, but we are also 
setting ourselves up as the judge, jury, and hangman. 31  

 

  

                                            
30    1 Corinthians 5:12-13, For what have I to do with judging those also who 
are outside?  Do you not judge those who are inside?  But those who are outside 
God judges.  Therefore "put away from yourselves that evil person."  The whole 
section, 1 Corinthians 5:1-6:9, concerns this issue. 

 
31    Matthew 7:1-2, Judge not, that you be not judged.  For with what judgment 
you judge, you will be judged; and with the same measure you use, it will be 
measured back to you. 

Luke 6:37, Judge not, and you shall not be judged.  Condemn not, and you 
shall not be condemned.   Forgive, and you will be forgiven. 

Romans 14:4, Who are you to judge another's servant?   To his own master 
he stands or falls.  Indeed, he will be made to stand,  for God is able to make 
him stand. 

James 4:11-12, Do not speak evil of one another, brethren.  He who speaks 
evil of a brother and judges his brother, speaks evil of the law and judges the 
law.  But if you judge the law, you are not a doer of the law but a judge.   
There is one Lawgiver, who is able to save and to destroy.  Who are you to 
judge another? 
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Endnote #3C 
 
The Sinful Judging Is Destructive 
There are, of course, many ways we can sin.  However, of all the sins 
that we commit, this "bad" judging is the sin that causes the most 
problems in our lives. When we find ourselves doing the things that 
we hate, the root that is causing this bad fruit is almost always a 
judgment. 
 

. . . lest any root of bitterness springing up cause trouble, and 
by this many become defiled (Hebrews 12:15). 

 
Considering the size of the problem this sin causes, surely it must be 
a very serious issue. 

The problem has its source in the Garden of Eden.  When the serpent 
said: 

For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be 
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil” 
(Genesis 3:5).  

 Adam and Eve took this bait because they were deceived by the great 
deceiver.  Perhaps they thought it would be good to have their eyes 
opened.  We don’t know why, but we do know it was contrary to what 
God had told them.  In doing this, they were trying to be like God.  
Satan knew all about rebellion against God, because this was also his 
big transgression.  

Therefore, when we judge another we are taking the place of Jesus, 32  
and of course this is a very serious transgression.  Jesus is the only 
one who has the right to judge.  So when we judge, we are usurping 
God’s place. When we do this, we are violating the first Great 

                                            
32 James 4:11-12, . . . He who speaks evil of a brother and judges his brother, 
speaks evil of the law and judges the law.  But if you judge the law, you are not a 
doer of the law but a judge.  There is one Lawgiver who is able to save and to 
destroy.  Who are you to judge another? 
      Romans 14:4, Who are you to judge another's servant?  To his own master he 
stands or falls . . . 
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Commandment: You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
with all your soul, and with all your mind (Matthew 22:37).  There is 
only one God, and it isn't us!  We are doing the judging because we 
do not trust God to take care of us and to hold others accountable 
when they trespass against us (and therefore wound us).  We feel we 
must take the law into our own hands; because if we don’t do it, we 
believe that nobody will. 
All major problems in our human life have their roots in the Garden 
of Eden, and in the two great commandments of Jesus. 0F

33  God has 
truly explained spiritual reality to us in such simple terms! 
 

Endnote #3D 
 
Our Weakness 
Why do we all judge so quickly?  It is a part of our fallen nature ( I 
discuss this aspect of our nature in Endnote #7, "The Bad Part Of 
You."  When we perceive that we have been wounded, we always 
automatically react with bitterness, judgment, and blame.  For 
instance, picture yourself in your kitchen cutting up a carrot.  The 
phone rings, and you lose your concentration and cut your finger 
instead of the carrot.  What is your immediate response?  Do you 
blame the carrot?  Do you blame the dull knife?  Do you blame your 
spouse for not sharpening the knife?  Do you blame the person who 
called you?  Or do you blame yourself, saying something like this, 
"You dummy.  Why weren’t you paying more attention to what you 
were doing?" 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                            
33   Matthew 22:36-40, "Teacher, which is the great commandment in the law?"  
Jesus said to him, "You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all 
your soul, and with all your mind.  This is the first and great commandment.  And 
the second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as yourself.  On these two 
commandments hang all the Law and the Prophets." 

 

Stop for a minute and think about what your 
response would be. 
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Blaming myself, which is judging myself, was always my typical 
response. 
 

Endnote #3E 
 
Why couldn't the cut finger just be something that happened?  Why 
did somebody or something have to be at fault?  The answer is 
because it is our fallen nature to judge.  This is the problem.  Daily 
we plant numerous roots of bitterness.  Since life in this fallen world 
entails lots of wounding, we do a lot of judging.  It is automatic, and 
we have done it before we consciously know it.  Because we have 
planted many roots of bitterness, we are reaping much bad fruit.  
Tragically, as long as we walk this earth, we will never lose this 
tendency to automatically react to wounding with bitterness, 
judgment and blame.  This tendency is an integral part of our fallen 
human nature. 

 
In the church, there have been controversies about this tendency to 
sin, and what to call it.  The term "flesh" is the most common term in 
the New Testament, but this word can be confusing.  The Greek word 
translated into English as “flesh” is sarx (Strong’s # 4561).  What is 
confusing is that sometimes sarx means something bad, but 
sometimes it does not.  For example, my right thumb is “flesh,” but it 
has no moral significance.  In order to avoid this confusion, I am going 
to coin my own term for when sarx is referring to this tendency to 
judge (take God’s place as judge).  I will call this tendency our "God-
wannabe." 

Endnote #3F 
 
Our “God-Wannabe” Arrives 
When Adam and Eve disobeyed God and ate of the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, bad things resulted.   
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Satan’s temptation was:  

“For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be 
opened and you will be like God” (Genesis 3:5, underlining is 
mine). 

When Adam and Eve ate of the forbidden fruit, there was planted in 
mankind a tendency to want to take God’s place.  This impulse is 
exactly what got Satan kicked out of heaven. 
This tendency to want to take God’s place and to run our own lives 
still exists in all of humanity, because we are descendants of Adam 
and Eve. 34 

 
 We take God’s place whenever we judge another. 
 

  Judge not, and you shall not be judged.  Condemn not, and you 
shall not be condemned.  Forgive, and you will be forgiven (Luke 
6:37). 

 
We all judge, and we do it often.  If you think you don’t do it, there is 
one sure way to discover the truth.  Ask yourself, do you do the things 
that you hate to do?  Is there bad fruit in your life?  If there is bad 
fruit, there are roots of bitterness in you. 
 
Fortunately, you now have a way to clean up the mess.    As often as 
you judge, you can forgive and be forgiven.  The bad root can be 
pulled out as soon as it is planted. 

 

 Endnote #3G 
 
How Can You Tell The Difference? 
How can you tell if the judging you have just done is good or bad?  
At first glance this may seem terribly confusing.  Fortunately, the 
Lord has provided a very simple way to tell the difference. 

                                            
34 See Endnote #7, “The Bad Part Of You” for more on your “God-wannabe.” 
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Suppose I live in a small town and I am thinking about going into 
business with a certain man.  I check around and find out that this 
person has a reputation for being dishonest, and so I decide not to go 
into business with him.  I have judged (discerned) as I am supposed 
to do. 

Alternatively, suppose I live in the small town and I am thinking about 
going into business with a certain man.  Without first checking around 
and discovering his reputation, I go into business with him.  After the 
business starts I discover that he is not honest.  By the time I can get 
myself out of the business deal it has cost me $100,000.  I am now in 
possession of the same information (that he isn't honest) as in the first 
example, but you can be sure that in this situation I have done the bad 
type of judging.  How can I tell that I have done the bad judging?  
Every time I think about that "jerk" I feel like strangling him.  Every 
time I think of him I become very angry and upset.  He wounded me, 
and I judged him for it. 

On the other hand, in the first example, I am probably not upset with 
the man, because I didn't judge him wrongly.  After all, he didn't 
wound me.  I am at peace. 

How can I tell whether I have judged someone in the way that I am 
not supposed to?  I feel it.  I can absolutely feel the bitterness of the 
bitter root that has been planted in my "honeycomb." 

When I realize that I have judged him in the way that I am not 
supposed to, I can forgive him and be forgiven by Jesus (see Endnote 
#4 on forgiving).  Then I no longer feel like calling him a "jerk." 
 
A "Splinter" 
We can feel the planting of a bitter root, because there is built into us 
a sensitivity to wounding in our heart.  A parallel to this would be 
when we get a splinter in our finger.  There is built into us a sensitivity 
to physical wounding.  When a splinter gets lodged in our finger, we 
know it is there because we feel it.  When we remove the splinter, our 
body will know that and will tell us by a feeling of relief of the 
discomfort.  Likewise, when we remove the bitter root, our heart will 
know that and will tell us (if we are listening) by a feeling of peace in 
place of the bitterness. 
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Denial 
Most of the time we can tell whether we have judged another person 
by the feeling.  However, there are times when we will not feel 
bitterness towards the one who wronged us.  When a wound we have 
received is particularly severe, we may have built a defense to protect 
us from feeling the pain related to it.  For instance, a girl may have 
been abused by her father, and yet have no sense of her rage towards 
him.  The pain she felt at the time was too big to live with, so she cut 
herself off from the feeling.  We call this sort of defense mechanism 
"denial."  She truly does not even know she is angry inside.  However, 
it will still be possible to discover there is a Bitter Root Judgment 
inside.  In this sort of situation, because the wounding was large, there 
will be "bad fruit" in her life that will indicate the presence of a "bad 
root;" and so she can track backwards from the "bad fruit" to the "bad 
root." 
 

Endnote #3H 
 
Perceived Wounding 
I have made the statement that we always automatically respond to 
perceived wounding with bitterness, judgment, and blame.  It doesn't 
matter whether the other person actually, factually, wounded us.  
What counts is that we feel that they did. 

For instance, suppose I was abandoned by my parents when I was a 
small child.  This is a real wounding, and has made me sensitive to 
abandonment.  Then as an adult, suppose a friend of mine declines to 
go to a ballgame with me, telling me he is too tired.  I feel abandoned 
and judge him, because it seems to me he was making an excuse.  
Later I find out the friend was coming down with the flu, and he really 
had wanted to go to the game with me. 

There was no actual wound inflicted by my friend, but I wrongly 
perceived there was, so I judged.  My prior wounds and judgments 
make me more sensitive, and they affect how I perceive and react to 
other peoples' behavior. 
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As the Lord heals these wounded 
areas, I will react less often, because I 
will perceive less wounding less 
often.  However, this change should 
not be confused with my built in God-
wannabe's tendency to react with 
bitterness, judgment and blame.  I 
don't react less now because that 
tendency has gone away or is being 
healed.  I react less because I perceive 
wounding less often.  The next time I 
am actually wounded by someone, I 
will discover that my tendency to judge has not gone away, because I 
will again find myself judging.  The sequence that occurs is as 
follows: My friend declines my invitation.  I perceive that I have been 
wounded (abandoned).  This automatically triggers my judging, 
which plants a root of bitterness in my heart.  I then feel abandoned, 
making me aware, after the fact, that  the root of bitterness has been 
planted inside. 
 
Unfortunately, the more bad roots we have, the more bad fruit we 
have.  This is why "judging" is so damaging to us.  To make matters 
worse, the longer a bad root grows inside us, the bigger it gets, the 
more entrenched it is, and the more difficult it is to eradicate.  The 
bigger the root, the more pervasive is the bad fruit. 
 

Endnote #3I 
 
It Is God’s Mercy That We Feel Emotional Pain! 
If we did not feel the emotional pain, we wouldn’t know there is 
something wrong inside, and the sin would remain in us.  When we 
die, we will go to the Great White Throne Judgment, and there all our 
sins will be placed before us.  Scripture doesn’t tell us what the 
negative consequences will be, but there is a strong implication that 
we would be better off without those sins.  Since the sins that have 
been washed away by Jesus during our lifetime will not be there, we 

It is therefore 
important to realize 
that what is going 
wrong in our life is 
not because of what 
others did to us, but 
it is because of our 
bitter reaction to 
what they did. 
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won’t have to pay the price for them at the last judgment. 35 Because 
the Lord takes the long view, including eternity, He wants to have the 
opportunity to forgive our sins here, in this life, before we face the 
Last Judgment.  Of course, our unforgiven sins will not keep us out 
of heaven.  We will still be saved, but we will suffer loss.  
    
We do not know when our life on earth will end.  But as time goes by 
the end of our life draws nearer.  It therefore becomes more and more 
urgent that we give our sins to Jesus.  God therefore increases the 
pain, and our burdens get harder to carry until we get desperate 
enough to seek the cause.  We need to forgive now so we won’t have 
to pay later. 

  

Endnote #3J 
 
God Changes Us Into His Image 
I have talked about the place of our willpower, and the fact that in 
Western culture our willpower has been placed upon the throne of our 
lives.  This view is so subtle, pervasive, and automatic that it can 
sneak into our thinking undetected.  For example, some Bible teachers 
try to explain that the way to walk out the Christian life is for God to 
strengthen our will so that we can obey.  These teachers believe that 
our willpower is the tool to bring victory.  But what God intends is 
for us to be changed into His image.  It is a miracle.  When He 
removes a bitter root and comes to live in that place in us, obeying 
Him is automatic and effortless.  In fact, it is so effortless that we may 
not even realize that we are behaving differently.  The good root 
produces good fruit, because it can do nothing else.
  

                                            
35  1 Corinthians 3:9,13-16, For we are God's fellow workers; you are God's 
field, you are God's building . . . each one's work will become clear; for the Day 
will declare it, because it will be revealed by fire; and the fire will test each one's 
work, of what sort it is.  If anyone's work which he has built on it endures, he will 
receive a reward.  If anyone's work is burned, he will suffer loss; but he himself 
will be saved, yet so as through fire.  Do you not know that you are the temple of 
God and that the Spirit of God dwells in you?  Here "work" does not refer to 
"effort," but to the product.  Your character is the product, the "building" (verse 9) 
the "temple" (verse 16).  Underlining is mine.   
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Endnote #4A 
 

Forgiving Ends These Problems 
Jesus Can Set You Free 

 

Forgiveness Is Essential 
We have seen that "judging" is what plants the bitter roots in our heart 
that causes us to have bad fruit in our lives.  This is a serious 
condition, and we need a way to be set free from the influence of these 
bitter roots.  Forgiving and being forgiven by God is the cure.  It is 
the only way that the bitter root is pulled out and replaced by a good 
root, which is the presence of Jesus in us. 
God has told us a great deal about why forgiveness is essential. 

 
1. Forgiveness is important because God said so.  

“And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil 
one.  For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory 
forever.  Amen.  For if you forgive men their trespasses, your 
heavenly Father will also forgive you.  But if you do not forgive 
men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your 
trespasses” (Matthew 6:13-15 NKJV).  In this, because it is His 
kingdom and power and glory, He has the power to forgive our sins 
if we first forgive others.  

2. Jesus is the only Judge of the universe.  When we judge, we attempt 
to take His place.  God is not happy about this. 

3. Forgiveness is important for us.  When we judge another, we sin 
and this plants a bitter root in 
our heart.  This bitter root 
will produce bad fruit.  There 
is only one cure for this, and 
that is the forgiveness in 
Jesus.  He shed His blood to 
take away our sins.    We need His blood to wash away this sin of 
judging so we don’t have to reap the resulting consequences that 
come about from the operation of God's laws.  The only way to 
accomplish this is to forgive (from our heart) the one who wounded 
us, and then to be forgiven by Jesus.  When He forgives us, He 
pays the debt we owe in the spiritual realm, and we are set free 

Forgiveness is the only 
way we can be changed 
into the image of Jesus. 
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from the consequences we would otherwise have to pay for our 
debt. 36  If we don’t forgive (from our heart), we won’t be forgiven 
by God (though this sin will not send us to hell). 37  If we are not 
forgiven by God, we will continue to do the things we hate (we will 
continue to experience the reaping from the operation of God’s 
laws).  There simply is no other way to be set free. 

 
The consequences of sin are so overwhelmingly too large for us to 
stop that we need something from outside the natural course of this 
world to set us free: in other words, a miracle. 38  What Jesus does for 
us when He provides forgiveness of sin is such a miracle.  It is a legal 
transaction that occurs in the spiritual realm, and it washes away the 
debt we owe and removes the bitter root inside us.  Once the bitter 
root has been removed, and Jesus has moved into that place in our 
heart, good fruit begins to grow from this new good root. 39 
 
  

                                            
36  Galatians 1:3-4, Grace to you and peace from God the Father and our Lord 
Jesus Christ, who gave Himself for our sins, that He might deliver us from this 
present evil age, according to the will of our God and Father, 

Hebrews 9:28, so Christ was offered once to bear the sins of many. 
1 John 2:2, And He Himself is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours 

only but also for the whole world. 
37  Matthew 18:35, "So My heavenly Father also will do to you if each of you, 
from his heart, does not forgive his brother his trespasses.” 

Mark 11:25, “And whenever you stand praying, if you have anything against 
anyone, forgive him, that your Father in heaven may also forgive you your 
trespasses.” 

Luke 6:37, “Judge not, and you shall not be judged.  Condemn not, and you 
shall not be condemned.  Forgive, and you will be forgiven.”  

Ephesians 4:32, And be kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving one 
another, event as God in Christ forgave you. 

38   “The biblical concept of a miracle is that of an event which runs counter to the 
observed processes of nature” (Elwell, Evangelical Dictionary of Theology,  page 
723). 
39   See Matthew 12:33-35 and Luke 6:43-45. 
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Endnote #4B 
 
What Does It Mean To Forgive? 
There are two common obstacles that often make it difficult for us to 
forgive.  The first obstacle is that we misunderstand what God meant 
by "forgive."  "Forgive" is a word that is so common among 
Christians that we think we know what it means.  However, most of 
us were taught what this word means by the world around us, and so 
the meaning we have attached to it may not be the same as what God 
is referring to when He tells us to forgive.  Sometimes this 
misunderstanding gets in the way of our being able to forgive others 
in the process of our healing. 
 
For instance, many of us have heard something like, “Forgive and 
forget."  We try to do that, and we find we can’t forget what the person 
did to us.  Then we think we haven’t forgiven.  Or perhaps somebody 
has hurt us, and we may believe that forgiving means we need to again 
make ourselves vulnerable to that person.  Then something inside us 
resists forgiving, because we are sure the person will wound us again.  
Then we find it difficult to forgive. 
 
However, God loves you and He will not ask you to do something 
that is not good for you, or is dangerous or destructive to you.  Once 
you understand what God meant when He told you to forgive, you 
will find it much easier to forgive from your heart.  Your 
misunderstanding of what it means to forgive may have been keeping 
you in bondage 
.  

Endnote 4C 
 
What Forgiveness Is NOT 
Forgiveness is not the following: 
1. It is not saying the person did not transgress or hurt us, when he 

or she in fact did. 
2. It is not relieving the other person of their responsibility, such as 

making excuses for their actions.  For example, “My parents 
couldn’t help it," or “They did the best they could," or “I’d have 
done the same thing if I had been in their shoes.” 
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3. It is not forgetting what the other person did.  We can’t forget, but 

the hurt can be removed from the memory, and we can be forgiven 
for our judging. 

4. It is not trusting the other person again when he or she is still 
unsafe – becoming vulnerable to the person again may not be 
wise. 

5. It is not a “feeling."  Rather, forgiving is a decision.  However, 
when forgiveness has been accomplished we will feel differently 
about the other person whenever we think of them. 

6. It is not saying or pretending we weren’t hurt and/or that we 
weren’t angry; or ignoring the hurt feeling because we aren’t 
supposed to be angry.  Rather, we need to process our feelings, 
not suppress them.  

 

 Endnote #4D 
 
What Forgivess Is 
Forgiveness is deciding not to hold the other person in debt. 40  
Unforgiveness says, “You unjustly hurt me, and you owe me a debt.  
I will make you pay.”  Forgiveness says, “Even though you hurt me 
and owe me a debt, I am writing it off.  You owe me nothing.  It is 
not my place to make you pay, and I release you to the judgment of 
Jesus.  He is the just Judge, and He will rightly decide the case.  If 
there is any penalty, He will collect it.” 41  Forgiveness does not say, 

                                            
40  Grace means: "graciousness (as gratifying) of manner or act (abstract or 
concrete) literally, figuratively, or spiritually; especially the divine influence upon 
the heart, and its reflection in the life: including gratitude" (Strong's, page 77).  
The second meaning of the verb is to forgive! (C. Brown, The New International 
Dictionary of New Testament Theology, Vol  2, page 122). 

It appears that when we forgive, we are connecting with (or acting like, or 
coming into unity with) God's nature rather than man's nature (the tendency to 
respond to perceived wounding with bitterness, judgment, and blame). 

". . . 'dead through our trespasses, made alive together with Christ, by grace 
(chariti) you have been saved'  (2:5); 'by grace . . . through faith . . . the gift of 
God' in opposition to 'not your own doing . . . not because of works, lest any man 
should boast' (2.8f)" (C. Brown, Vol 2, page 122, commenting on Ephesians 2:5-
2:8ff). 
Romans 12:19, Beloved, do not avenge yourselves, but rather give place to 
wrath; for it is written, "Vengeance is Mine, I will repay" says the Lord. 
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“Go get 'em, God.  You make him pay.”   Such a statement clearly 
reveals bitterness still lodged in the heart.  See Endnote #13E for 
more on the definition of the word “forgive.” 
 

Endnote #4E 
 
A Second Obstacle To Forgiving 
In addition to misunderstanding what forgiveness really is, there may 
be a second obstacle to forgiving.  We may fear that if we give up our 
resentment we won't be protected.  We may believe that a wall of 
resentment will protect us.  This is, of course, a lie.  Holding the 
resentment causes us to suffer.  Later in life we will then struggle with 
trusting God to be our protector.  But in reality, He is the only one 
who can protect us. 
 

Endnote #4F 
 
We Are The Ones Who Suffer 
If we do not forgive, we are the ones who suffer.  God is a just judge, 
which means that no one ever gets away with anything, ever, 
anywhere.  Not everyone believes this, but it is true.  The law of God 
is inescapable, and whatever we sow, we will surely reap, 
 

Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man 
sows, that he will also reap (Galatians 6:7). 42

                                            
 Therefore “If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him a 
drink; For in so doing you will heap coals of fire on his head.” 
42   Note that this is not an exception to the fact that God protects us in ways we 
don't know.  We may be protected from reaping from some of our sins while we 
are here on earth, but all our un-repented sins will be placed before us at the Great 
White Throne judgment.  We will still be saved, though we will suffer loss (1 
Corinthians 3:15).  Exactly what "loss" means is not explained in the Bible, but 
God knows.  Since He loves us, He wants to protect us from this "loss."  That is 
why He is so diligent in getting us to repent of our sins during our lifetime here on 
earth.  He takes the long, eternal view. 
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Endnote #4G 
 
Remove Bitter Roots Immediately! 
Bitter roots are easier to eradicate if we remove them soon after they 
are planted.  The longer they are allowed to grow, the larger the root 
system becomes and the more difficult they are to pull out.  Gardeners 
understand this.  When a weed first comes up in a garden, it is small 
and frail.  It can be plucked out easily.  However, if one neglects the 
garden for some time, pulling the weeds is a big job.  The roots of the 
weeds have then become large and entrenched, and sometimes a large 
hole has to be dug in order to remove them.  Healing is easier if you 
remove a bitter root as soon as it is planted. 
 
Another thing happens if we 
neglect to keep up with our 
"weeding."  If we allow the sins to 
pile up, eventually they become 
too obvious to ignore.  People who 
have lived in the country know 
what a septic tank is.  It is a big 
cement tank buried underground 
into which the wastewater from a 
house runs.  There the waste goes 
through a natural process of cleansing, but some types of waste stay 
in the tank and gradually fill it up.  Periodically it needs to be pumped 
out, or it overflows and makes a smelly mess.  Our hearts are a bit like 
septic tanks.  If we don't keep our own pumped out, it eventually fills 
up with junk, overflows and makes a mess.  It is therefore important 
that we pump ours out every time some waste enters it.  In other 
words, we need to forgive every time we judge so that our own "septic 
tank" (our heart) stays clean. 
 

Endnote #4H 
 
Who Do We Need To Forgive? 
There are probably many people we need to forgive.  Psychotherapy 
and Christian counseling have both tended to focus on relationships 

Because forgiving is so 
important, we need to 
remove every obstacle 
that prevents us from 
accomplishing it, and 
we need to be diligent 
in accomplishing it. 
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with our parents and our siblings.  Without a doubt these relationships 
were impactful, and the roots of bitterness resulting from being 
wounded by them cause major problems for us.  But we frequently 
judge other people, such as the other driver, the rude waitress, etc. 
 
We can also judge inanimate objects.  I frequently judge my 
computer.  I need to forgive and be forgiven by the Lord.  That may 
sound stupid, because my computer has no life.  But when I judge, the  
problem is in me, not the computer; and so I can have a bitter root 
towards my computer. 
 
However, the deepest hurts, the greatest emotional pain, and the most 
devastating fruit comes from judging God and judging ourselves.  
 

Endnote #4I 
 
How We See God 
Our childhood experience with our parents (or to a lesser degree, other 
primary care givers) powerfully affects our adult relationship with 
God. 
 
God ordained a very special position for our parents.  We are 
spiritually connected to them, and their love and protection are 
essential for us.  Because of this special place they have, they are our 
first and most foundational experiences with authority. 
 
In whatever ways they fail in their duties as parents (and all parents 
fail to some degree), we judge them.  These judgments and 
expectations then taint our view of all authorities.  Since God is the 
"ultimate parent," we see God as being like our parents. 
 
If our parents were mean, or violent, or judgmental, we now expect 
God to be that way.  We can know all the verses in the Bible that tell 
us God loves us and tenderly cares for us, and yet somehow we find 
ourselves being afraid of Him. 
 
On the other hand, if parents are neglectful, we don't expect God to 
be interested in us.  In some ways, when neglect is the problem, it is 
more difficult to recognize our parents' impact on our relationship 
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with God than if parents had been mean or violent.  This is my story.  
My problem is that I grew up having to fend for myself; and so when 
I confront a problem, I tend to just jump in and solve it myself.  It 
doesn't occur to me to look to Him; because at a subtle but profound 
level, I am not aware of His presence. 
 
But He is present.  He isn't like my parents.  Since my misperception 
is based upon my Bitter Root Judgments, forgiving is the only way 
for me to get free to see God as He really is.  For me, now whenever 
I recognize I have been unaware of His presence (and He has to help 
me to see this), I need to forgive my parents, and then also forgive 
God, because I have judged Him as being neglectful of me. 
 
Believing that God is like our parents is a deep, pervasive, and very 
subtle root in all of us.  Look for this pattern in your life.  
  
For more detail on this, see the chapter, "How We See God" in 
Transformation of the Inner Man by John and Paula Sandford. 
 

Endnote #4J 
 
Importance Of Forgiving God 
Somehow it seems weird to forgive God, because He did not do 
anything wrong!  And perhaps it is scary to think that we may have 
blamed Him.  But I believe that all of us have judged Him in some 
way.  
 
It is important to recognize that for us to have judged another does not 
mean that person actually wronged us.  What is important is that we 
perceive that he or she has wronged us.  For instance, we may feel 
that an individual has rejected us, and we may have become angry and 
judged him.  Then we may find out later that the person did not reject 
us at all. Even though he didn’t actually wrong us, we still need to 
forgive him and be forgiven.  Discovering that the person had not 
actually rejected us will not remove the bitter root that we planted.  
The discovery that he did not actually reject us may make it easier to 
forgive, but it does not remove the bitter root that was planted when 
we judged him.  Though we wrongly perceived the rejection, a legal 
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transaction still occurred in the spiritual realm, and that sin needs to 
be paid for by Jesus, or we will surely experience the bad fruit from 
the bitter root. 
This is the way it is with God.  He did not do anything wrong, but 
when we judged Him, we thought He had.  For instance, if as a child 
we were abused, it is very likely that when the abuse was happening 
we judged God for not protecting us.  Though we may not be 
consciously aware of this judgment, we will reap from this bitter root 
until we forgive Him. 
 

Endnote #4K 
 
Importance Of Forgiving Yourself 
It may also seem strange to recognize that you have judged yourself.  
In addition, forgiving and asking for forgiveness for judging yourself 
may seem very unusual and unnatural.  But Paul said that God is the 
only one who has a right to judge you.  You do not have this right.43  
I will explore this issue in other details here in Endnote #4K.  Here I 
simply want to point out that your relationship with yourself is very 
important.  You need to repair it where it is damaged, and you need 
to live with yourself in a new and loving way. 
. 
I have counseled people who have been working on their Inner 
Healing for years and who have forgiven every person imaginable, 
and yet they were still suffering great emotional pain.  I have found 
that the key for these people is that they had judged themselves and 
have not forgiven and been forgiven. 
 

                                            
43  1 Corinthians 4:3-5, In fact, I do not even judge myself.  For I know of nothing against myself, yet 
I am not justified by this; but He who judges me is the Lord.  Therefore judge nothing before the time, 
until the Lord comes, who will both bring to light the hidden things of darkness and reveal the counsels 
of the hearts.  Then each one's praise will come from God. 
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In fact, all the people I have ever 
counseled have judged themselves 
to some degree!  I was a bit 
astounded when I first realized this.  
Self-judgment is often under-
emphasized in Inner Healing, and 
my mentors did not teach about this. 
 
Remember the example in 
Endnotes #3D and #3E where I cut 
my finger when I was cutting up carrots.  When I would say to myself, 
"You dummy, why weren't you paying more attention to what you 
were doing?", that was a self-judgment.  I used to judge myself in that 
way very frequently.  Many of us do this sort of thing to ourselves 
regularly.  If you do this, you need to realize this self judging is very 
destructive.  

  
When people say, "Ed, this is really weird, speaking to myself and 
asking myself to forgive me."  To this statement I simply respond, 
"When you cut yourself instead of the carrot and say, 'You dummy', 
who are you talking to?"  Inevitably they say, "To myself."  You see, 
we all speak to ourselves regularly, but it is frequently harsh and 
judgmental talk.  The thing that feels weird about speaking to 
ourselves in forgiveness is not that we are talking to ourselves, but 
that we are saying nice things.44 

  

Endnote #4L 

Elements For Accomplishing Forgiveness 

There are certain elements involved in walking through the process 
of forgiving when we have judged:  

                                            
44  This conversation with myself restores the relationship I have with myself, but it doesn't stop the 
reaping from God's laws.  So I also have to forgive and be forgiven by God for my judging. 

First recognizing that 
we have judged 
ourselves, and then 
walking out the 
healing of it, is one 
of the biggest keys 
to Inner Healing. 
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1. Recognition: First, we need to recognize that we have judged 

(sinned).  Denial and fear can often interfere with our ability to 
see what we have done. 

2. Confession: Then we need to confess that we have sinned.  Speak 
to God verbally about this whole process. 

3. Repentance: This means to turn away from the sin.  We need to 
hate the sin and want to no longer repeat it. 

4. Forgiveness:  We need to make a decision to forgive, and then 
forgive from our heart. 

5. Accept forgiveness from God.  Sometimes another person needs 
to verbalize to us that God has forgiven us before we are able to 
accept this fact. 

6. Ask the Lord to fill that place in our heart with His presence.  We 
need Him to take up residence in that place that had previously 
contained bitterness, judgment, and blame. 

7. Ask the Lord to bless the other person.  If we find this difficult 
to do, then it is likely that forgiveness has not been fully 
accomplished. 

8. Restitution:  Sometimes we need to do something extra for the 
other person, to walk an extra mile.  Our relationship with the 
Lord has already been restored through prayer, but in some 
situations we need to do something for the other person in order 
to restore our relationship with them.  This is the purpose of 
restitution.  It will  bless the other person if you feel led to do this.  

 

Endnote #4M 
 
How To Pray 
Forgiveness must come from the heart to be effectual:  
 

So My heavenly Father 
also will do to you if each 
of you, from his heart, does 
not forgive his brother his 
trespasses (Matthew 
18:35).  
 

Jesus always looks on the heart, not the behavior, and we can't fool 
Him.  Therefore it is always important that we pray as we feel led by 

It is always important 
that we forgive from 
our heart as the living 
Lord leads, rather 
than recite a rote 
prayer. 
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the living Lord, and NOT simply recite a rote prayer, as though it were 
a magical formula. 
 

Endnote #4N 
 
The Importance Of Words 
Please be aware of the important position that words have in our 
prayers of forgiveness.  For some reason, God set up the universe in 
such a way that words have power.  Then God said, "Let there be 
light"; and there was light (Genesis 1:3).  The words that I speak bring 
my thoughts into  reality.  Once they are spoken, it is as though a legal 
contract has been signed, or a legal event has happened, in the 
spiritual realm.  The words can be "bad" and bring about difficulty 
(for example judging), or they can be "good" and bring about life (for 
example blessing someone).  
 
 Though the Bible doesn't explain to us why words have power, it 
does make the fact abundantly clear, that they do have great power. 
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Sample Prayer 
A prayer regarding your dad might go something like this: 
 
“Father God, I come to You in the blessed name of Jesus. 
I realize that I have judged my father, and I have inside me a root  
 of bitterness. 
 
I am sorry that I did this, and I don’t want that awful thing in me 
anymore. 
Dad, I forgive you for _____________________(the offense). 
Lord, I ask you to forgive me for judging and thus planting this root  
     of bitterness. 
Forgive me for taking Your place as the judge. 
I ask you to come into that place in me, remove that ugly thing from  
 me and wash me clean with your blood.  Cleanse me in  
 every place where that bitterness existed. 
Lord, I ask you to come into that place and fill all those places  
 with Your presence. 
Lord, I ask that you would bless my Dad. 
Amen. 
 
But please do not simply recite this as a rote prayer.  Just speak what 
the Lord gives you to say. 
 

Endnote #4O 
 
How To Forgive God And Yourself 
Accomplishing forgiveness of God and of yourself is very similar to 
forgiving others who are close to us.  In the case of close, important 
relationships, we not only want to stop the reaping from our Bitter 
Root Judgment, we also want to restore the relationship.  If I have 
judged my wife, this attitude has probably affected my behavior 
towards her.  Since she is a sensitive person, my new tainted behavior 
will hurt her.  Then I not only need to forgive her to remove the bitter 
root, I also need to take responsibility for my behavior and ask her to 
forgive me. 
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As another example, imagine that 
your best friend completely forgets 
about your birthday.  You are hurt 
by this, and you begin to withdraw 
from the relationship.  Your friend 
can tell that you are angry, but 
doesn't know why.  When you 
realize that you have judged him (or 
her), you need to pray as mentioned 
previously (See Endnote #4L,  
"Elements Involved In 
Accomplishing Forgiveness").  
This takes care of the spiritual 
aspect of the problem, but now you need to restore your relationship 
with him.  You need to go to your friend, confess that you have judged 
him, and have allowed your bitterness to affect how you have treated 
him.  Then you ask him to forgive you for withdrawing, and your 
friendship is restored. 
 
In a similar way, when you have judged God or yourself, you likewise 
need to resolve the problem in the spiritual realm as well as the 
problem in the relationship.  After all, these are the two most 
important relationships you have, and judgments interfere with these 
intimate relationships.  You need these two relationships to be loving, 
open, and intimate, or life will not go well. 
 
For example, suppose you judge yourself when you cut yourself 
instead of the carrot, as in the prior example.  When you realize you 
have done this, you confess this to the Lord, forgive yourself and are 
forgiven by God.  Then you need to restore your relationship with 
yourself by speaking to yourself, saying something like, "Forgive me 
for judging you and calling you a dummy."  You say exactly the same 
things you would say to your close friend when he or she forgot your 
birthday. 
 

  

In the case of close 
relationships, when 
you judge you have 
two things to do: 
1. Resolve the 

problem in the 
spiritual realm. 

2. Restore the 
relationship with 
the other person. 
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Endnote #4P 
 
Forgiving Is Miraculous 
My Dog Story 
 
I am a jogger, and I live on the side of a mountain.  In the winter it is 
icy, and I can't run here; because I will fall and break something.  
Therefore I drive 4 miles to town.  There is a street that is about 1 1/2 
miles out and 1 1/2 miles back that is plowed and sanded and does not 
have much traffic.  That is my running track in the winter. 
 One day a few years ago I was almost at the far end of the run 
when two mid-sized dogs ran out after me.  I have learned that you 
don't run from dogs, so I turned on them and I shouted, 
 "Hey, you get back there." 
 They skidded to a stop.  The owner was a woman who was 
standing on the sidewalk.  She said, 
 "Hey, don't talk to my dogs like that." 
 I said, "Lady, you have to be kidding me.  We are in town, 
there is a leash law here.  Your dogs shouldn't be here in the street." 
 She called her dogs and went inside. 
 As I continued my run, I was very upset. 
 I thought, "This is the only convenient place I have to run, and 
I'm not going to let them spoil that.  What will I do about it?  I know 
what.  I have a foot long steel bar in my garage.  I'll carry that.  Then 
when they come out, I'll take care of them." 
 Then I thought again.  It wasn't really the dogs' fault, and I'd 
probably get in trouble if I hurt them.  Then what can I do instead? 
 "I know what I'll do," I thought.  "I'll carry my cell phone.  
Then when they come out after me, I'll grab one of them by the collar 
and call the dog warden.  Then she'll get a ticket, and that should fix 
her." 
 I finished my run, drove home, showered and dressed, and 
went to my office.  As I sat down, I was still chewing over this 
situation.  As I grumbled over it, I got the distinct impression that the 
Lord was tapping me on the shoulder.  I knew what He wanted: He 
wanted me to forgive the woman.  I didn't want to forgive her, and 
argued with the Lord. 
 "But she was so thoughtless.  She had no right to let her dogs 
loose, etc, etc, etc." 
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 Eventually I realized I was going to lose the argument.  I 
reluctantly agreed to forgive her, though I still didn't want to.  I was 
fully convinced I was right, and she was wrong. 
 Initially as I prayed it was pretty mechanical and wooden.  
However, as I prayed, gradually I calmed down; and the forgiveness 
became more real.  I forgave her, asked the Lord to forgive me for 
judging her.  I asked Him to take out the bitter root I had just planted, 
to cleanse that place, and to fill it with His Holy Spirit. 
 As I prayed, I began to recognize that she had a permanent 
scowl on her face.  It also occurred to me that a healthy person would 
have said something like, 
 "I'm sorry, sir.  Are you alright?  Did my dogs scare you?"  
 I realized that she was a wounded and unhappy person.  I felt 
compassion for her, and I began to pray for her.  I suspected that she 
might not know the Lord, and I began to pray for her salvation. 
 Suddenly it was as though I was struck by lightning.  The 
change in my mindset was stark.   I realized that I was now seeing her 
the way the Lord sees her.  I wasn't praying for her salvation because 
it was the "Christian thing to do."  I was praying for her because I saw 
her pain and neediness. 
 
 I realized that a miracle had occurred! 
  
Before I prayed, I was a bit nuts.  I was 
on the throne, she was wrong, and I was 
sure I was right.  I was in the mind of the 
"flesh." (my God-wannabe).  Bad fruit 
(my plans to make her pay) was coming 
from that bitter root. 
 
After I prayed, I saw her neediness and wounding.  I was now seeing 
her as Christ saw her.  I now had the mind of Christ.  Jesus was now 
in me where the bitter root had previously been planted, and that new 
good root was producing good fruit (my compassion for her).  I wasn't 
trying to see her with eyes of compassion.  I simply did. 
 
When we forgive and Jesus forgives us, a miracle occurs.  It is not 
something we can accomplish on our own.  We can repress our anger, 

I realized that 
a miracle had 
occurred! 
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or try to be nice; but we can't change what is inside us.  Only the blood 
of Jesus can accomplish that change.  And He does it!  He came and 
died and rose again to make this possible. 
 

Endnote #4Q 
 
How Do You Know You Have Forgiven? 
The way you can then tell if you have accomplished forgiveness is to 
listen inside to how you feel.  If the bitterness is gone, you did it.  If 
not, you may have to pray some more.  God is faithful, and will let 
you know if you are finished with this issue.  At that point you will 
feel peace. 
 

Endnote #4R 
 
Entrusting God With Our Behavior 
The truth is that good behavior (fruit) can only come from a good root 
inside, not from my striving. Unfortunately, it is not easy for us to 
entrust God with the job of changing our behavior.   Let me explain. 
 
We all have a tendency to distrust whatever we cannot control.  Since 
we cannot control our inner life (that which is below our level of 
consciousness), we distrust whatever comes up from inside us.  We 
believe that we need to be the watchman who monitors and controls 
our behavior.  We also tend to be under the illusion that we can decide 
what we want to do, and then accomplish it.  In fact, many of us have 
been misled by the church to believe that any bad behavior is a 
conscious "choice" we made. 
 
Most of us have tried to live like this, and have discovered major areas 
of our lives where this has not worked.  Most of us haven't known 
about another way to live that does work. 
 
I have just been writing about the alternative.  This new way involves 
recognizing that this persistent bad behavior comes from bad roots 
(roots of bitterness) in our "Honeycomb," and that good behavior 
comes from good roots.  It requires recognition that only the blood of 
Jesus, and not our effort, can change us.  Therefore, the only way to 
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have enduring good behavior is to remove the bad roots by forgiving 
and being forgiven, and then to invite the Holy Spirit to come into 
those places (to become a good root inside us). 
 
Unfortunately, you will likely find it to be very uncomfortable to 
abandon the old philosophy and live life in the new way.  It is foreign 
to all of us, and requires a lot of trust.  It is important for you to 
recognize that you will have to wrestle with this difficulty.  We all do.  
But be assured that the blood of Jesus works. 

 
Endnote #4S 
 
Rewards 
Not only did God provide a way for us to clean up our messes, He 
also made the experience rewarding.  When we apply the blood of 
Jesus, we experience peace and liberty.  The Holy Spirit then resides 
in that place in our heart, having washed us clean from our sin.  
Consequently, in this life, in place of bitterness and suffering, we then 
receive a rewarding experience: 
 

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, 
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control. 
(Galatians 5:22-23). 

 
Isn't this what we all want?  Read the Appendix A, "Experiences And 
Testimonies" in my book “I Will Give You Rest” as an 
encouragement that the Lord is our healer, and He rewards us with 
peace when He sets us free. 
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Endnote #5A 
 

God Is On Your Side 
 
Knowing that our sins set in motion God's laws, and therefore every 
sin brings negative consequences, can make us very anxious.  The 
power and inevitability of the operation of God's laws revealed in the 
following scriptures can haunt us:  
 

Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man 
sows, that he will also reap (Galatians 6:7). 
 
For with what judgment you judge, you will be judged; and 
with the same measure you use, it will be measured back to 
you (Matthew 7:2). 
 

What happens if I don't get it right?  What happens if I fail to catch 
every sin and have it forgiven?  We may feel alone and hopeless, and 
may be set into striving to make sure we don't miss anything.  We 
may then become discouraged, despondent, even desperate when we 
fail to catch every sin. 
 
If the spiritual universe was simply mechanical and automatic, we 
would indeed be in trouble.  If at this moment we were to reap the just 
consequences of every sin we ever committed, we would be 
overwhelmed.  The pain and bad fruit in our lives would be 
unbearable. 
 

Endnote #5B 
 

God Is Protecting Us 
Fortunately for us, God actively intervenes in this process.  For His 
children, God holds back most of the accumulated reaping that we 
would otherwise experience.  He loves us and does not want us 
overwhelmed or destroyed. 
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We see this easily when we think of children.  For example, when 
children are very small, we put them in a crib with side rails.  We do 
this to protect them from falling out of bed and getting hurt.  However, 
there comes a time when we expect them to be able to sleep without 
falling out of bed. 
 
We also provide "baby sitters" for our children when they are small.  
Otherwise, while we are gone they might hurt themselves, or perhaps 
burn the house down.  We take care of them in this way because we 
know they are not yet ready to handle the responsibilities of looking 
after themselves.  Eventually they will have matured enough to handle 
greater responsibilities, and we can then leave them alone and expect 
them to be responsible.  In fact, they will eventually want to take care 
of themselves.  Then we no longer should protect them to the same 
degree.  They need to grow and practice exercising the new 
responsibilities while we are still available to coach them. 
 
God protects us in a similar way.  He only allows us to reap what will 
help us, what will motivate us to pursue our healing.  He only allows 
us to experience what we are ready to handle, so that the experience 
will bring about good in our lives, rather than destruction. 
 

The trials that you have had to bear are no more than people 
normally have.  You can trust God not to let you be tried 
beyond your strength, and with any trial he will give you a 
way out of it and the strength to bear it (1 Corinthians 10:13, 
The Jerusalem Bible, underlining is mine). 

 

Endnote #5C 
 

God Is Raising His Children 
As parents, most of us do the best we can in raising our children, but 
we don't do it perfectly.  However, God is the perfect parent. 

 
For they (our earthly parents) indeed for a few days chastened 
us as seemed best to them, but He for our profit, that we may 
be partakers of His holiness (Hebrews 12:10). 
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God is your Father, and He is raising you like a good father raises a 
child.  God speaks in relationship terms, because most of us have been 
raised in families, and many have been parents.  Thus He is speaking 
about relationships, with which you can likely relate, because He 
wants you to understand experientially what your relationship with 
Him is like. 
 
Those of us who are parents know how much we love our children.  
We also know that when they were little we were much wiser than 
they were, and hopefully we had their best interests at heart as we 
raised them.  Sometimes they did not understand all the reasons why 
we were disciplining them as we were, and usually they were not 
happy with the discipline.  In fact, the discipline had to be unpleasant 
or it would be ineffective. 
 
We also realized that one-year-old children cannot perform as five-
year-old children.  Schools do not expect as much of first graders as 
they do of ninth graders.  In the mean time, as they gradually grow, 
we need to do for them what they cannot do for themselves.  However, 
it is up to us as parents to decide what they can or cannot do.  Parents 
also need to challenge their children to help them to grow up into 
mature and responsible adults.  If parents were to do everything for 
their children, they would grow up to be lazy, spoiled, self-centered, 
and immature.  But if children are properly mentored, they grow up 
to be mature. 
 
So it is with God.  He is raising you for your good.  He is wiser, and 
He has a special plan for your life.  He knows what you need at any 
stage of your life.  For example, all of you who have walked with the 
Lord for some time have discovered that you can't "get away with" as 
much as you could when you were first saved.  The level of 
accountability for your sins has obviously increased. 
 
Before you gave your life to Jesus, you were not God's child, and you 
were in rebellion against Him.  At that time He let you go your own 
way, and you were not under His protection.60F 
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You were in the world and of the world, and Satan was the one who 
had authority over you.  However, when you responded to God's 
invitation and made a choice to turn your life over to Jesus, 45 you 
became God's child.  At that moment reality changed for you.61F

46
 

 
When you made that choice you gave Him permission to raise you as 
He saw best.  At that time you probably didn’t know the full impact 
of your decision.  But from the moment you made Jesus your Lord, 
He had your permission to do whatever it took to direct you to 
maturity.  
 

Endnote #5D 
 

God Does Not Afflict You 
It is important for you to know that God does not afflict you.  
Otherwise you might be angry at Him and judge Him, and that 
wouldn't be good for you.  God allowing you to reap some of the just 
consequences of your own sin is very different than God afflicting 
you.  In the example of raising my son, if I had been the one afflicting 
him, I would be the one taunting him and making fun of him.  I would 
be pointing out to all of his friends his inadequate clothing and being 
sure to point out his immaturity and irresponsibility.  That would be 
an awful thing to do!  Can you imagine doing that to your own child? 
 
God specifically tells us that He won't do this to us. 
 

Happy the man who remains steadfast under trial, for having 
passed that test he will receive for his prize the gift of life 
promised to those who love God.  No one under trial or temptation 

                                            
45  Ephesians 2:11-13, Therefore remember that you, once Gentiles in the flesh-who are called 
Uncircumcision by what is called the Circumcision made in the flesh by hands-that at that time you 
were without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the covenants 
of promise, having no hope and without God in the world.  But now in Christ Jesus you who once were 
far off have been brought near by the blood of Christ.   
 
46  Romans 8:16, The Spirit Himself bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God,  
      1 Corinthians 6:19, Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in 
you, whom you have from God, and you are not your own? 

Ephesians 1:13, In Him you also trusted, after you heard the word of truth, the gospel of your 
salvation; in whom also, having believed, you were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise, 
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should say, "I am being tempted by God"; for God is untouched 
by evil, and does not himself tempt anyone.  Temptation arises 
when a man is enticed and lured away by his own lust; then lust 
conceives, and gives birth to sin; and sin full-grown breeds death.  
Do not deceive yourselves, my friends.  All good giving and every 
perfect gift comes from above, from the Father of the lights of 
heaven.  With him there is no variation, no play of passing 
shadows.  Of his set purpose, by declaring the truth, he gave us 
birth to be a kind of firstfruits of his creatures (James 1:12-18, 
New English Bible). 

 
The above scripture touches on God's purpose in allowing trials in our 
lives.  He says, he gave us birth to be a kind of firstfruits of his 
creatures.  He also implies that this is a good thing: All good giving 
and every perfect gift comes from above.  But what does this really 
mean? 
 

Endnote #5E 
 

What Is The Purpose Of Your Life? 
Does your life have a purpose, or is it just a series of random events 
that will be over when you die?  As a Christian, what does God expect 
of you?  Does He have a plan for you?  Have you ever asked yourself 
questions like: 

 
 Why do bad things happen to "good" people? 
 Why do I suffer? 
 Why does life sometimes seem to not go my way? 
 Why do my plans so often not work out? 
 Will I go to hell because I sin? 
 Am I pleasing God? 
 Why am I not prospering? 
 Why don't I feel satisfied and fulfilled? 
 What is the purpose of my life? 

 
Truly, life is frustrating and confusing when you don't know what 
God's plan is for you and what He wants from you. 
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Endnote #5F 
 
Possible Purposes For Your Life 
In reading the Bible it is possible to come up with quite a challenging 
list of things that Christians are supposed to do with their lives. 
 

"The List" 
  We are to: 

 love God. 
 worship God. 
 love others. 
 preach the Gospel. 
 bring others into the Kingdom. 
 live a "good" life. 
 be a good witness to the world. 
 be changed into the image of God. 
 resist evil. 
 pray for one another. 

 
This is an overwhelming list, and yet it isn't even exhaustive.  It seems 
even more overwhelming when we have been striving to live up to 
any part of it.  Most of us have tried very hard, and we have not been 
very successful.  It may even seem impossible.  The Apostle Paul 
experienced this same struggle. 
 

For what I am doing, I do not understand.  For what I will to 
do, that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do. . . O 
wretched man that I am!  Who will deliver me from this body 
of death? I thank God - through Jesus Christ our Lord! 
(Romans 7:15, 24-25). 

 
Paul understands our struggle, and here he is saying that Jesus can 
deliver us from this cycle of trying and failing, trying and failing 
again.  But how can this happen? 
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Endnote #5G 
 

Jesus Kept The Whole "List" 
Jesus kept the whole "List."  How did He manage to do this?  He did 
it because it was His very nature, and therefore He did it effortlessly 
and perfectly.  A fish swims and a bird flies.  They don't have to think 
about it, they just do it.  It is their nature.  Jesus lived perfectly because 
he was without sin. 
 
Then Jesus says that we are to do the same works as He did! 
 

"Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me, the 
works that I do he will do also; and greater works than these 
he will do, because I go to My Father" (John 14:12). 

 
Endnote #5H 
 

How Can We Possibly Keep "The List?"     
How can we possibly keep "The List" when we find it so difficult to 
keep one or two of the items?  It sounds impossible.  Jesus was able 
to keep "The List" because it was His nature.  That is also the only 
way we can keep it.  We need a new nature.  In our "Honeycomb" we 
need to be changed into the image of Jesus.  When we have been 
changed, we too can keep "The List."  As we are in the process of 
being changed into His image, we will each incrementally gain His 
nature; and we will then behave as He does, step by step.  As each 
segment of our "Honeycomb" (see Endnote #2B) is cleansed and 
inhabited by Jesus, the new "good root" (Jesus) will produce "good 
fruit." In that specific area of our lives, our character has been 
transformed. 47 

                                            
47  "The kind of character development which happens in the soul is His primary 
interest and purpose" (Sandford, Restoring the Christian Family,  page 5). 
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Endnote #5I 
 

Why Does God Want This For You? 
We don't know all the reasons why God wants you changed into the 
image of Jesus, but He does reveal some of the reasons. 
 
1. He loves you.  As a result of this love, He gave His Son to make 

it possible for you to be set free from the just consequences of 
your sins.  He hates sin, because it causes His children to suffer.  
He wants this cycle of sin and death to stop.48 

2. You are here to be changed into the image of Jesus in order to be 
prepared to rule and reign with Him in eternity.   You need to be 
like Him to be trustworthy so that you can carry out this 
assignment.49 
 

                                            
48  John 3:16, For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, 
that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have everlasting life. 
       Romans 8:2, For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has made me free 
from the law of sin and death. 
49   Matthew 19:28, So Jesus said to them, 'Assuredly I say to you, that in the 
regeneration, when the Son of Man sits on the throne of His glory, you who have 
followed Me will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel. 
. 

 The primary thing that God wants is to change 
us into the image of Jesus.  He doesn't want us 
to act like Jesus.  He wants us to be like Jesus.  
When we "be" like Him, we will then "act" like 
Him. 

 The good root (Jesus in us) will then produce 
good fruit. 
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3. He wants companions, beings that have freely chosen Him, 

despite the fact that in many ways it would have been easier not 
to choose Him. 50 

 
As you can see, God made provision for you not only to go to heaven 
and to live with Him for eternity, but He also made provision for you 
in this life. 
 

Endnote #5J 
 

Being “Saved” Has Two Meanings 
 
1. The first meaning refers to the one-time event that occurred when 

you made Him Lord of your life.  At that moment you turned over 
to Him the "title deed," the ownership rights, to your life.  We call 
this event such things as: becoming a Christian, being born again, 
or "justification."  This event happens at the point in time when 
you believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and receive Him into your 
life.66F

51  

                                            
50  Romans 8:18, For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not 
worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us.  
       2 Timothy 2:12, If we endure, we shall also reign with Him.  If we deny Him, 
He also will deny us. 
       Revelation 3:21, To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me on My 
throne, as I also overcame and sat down with My Father on His throne. 
       Revelation 20:4, And I saw thrones, and they sat on them, and judgment was 
committed to them.  And I saw the souls of those who had been beheaded for their 
witness to Jesus and for the word of God, who had not worshiped the beast or his 
image, and have not received his mark on their foreheads or on their hands.  And 
they lived and reigned with Christ for a thousand years. 
51   Romans 10:9, that if you confess with your mouth the Lord Jesus and believe 
in your heart that God has raised Him from the dead, you will be saved. 
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From then on, you belong to God.67F

52  You are a member of His 
family68F

53, a child of His, 54 and thus He has permission to do 
whatever He wants to in your life.  
Because He loves you, whatever He does is always for your best 
interest.69F  He knows how to take care of those who belong to Him. 

 
2. The second meaning of being “saved” refers to the ongoing 

process that then takes place 
in which you are being 
changed into His image.  We 
call this process 
"sanctification," or 
discipleship, or growing in 
Godliness, or being 
transformed into the image of 
Jesus.  This is a lifetime 
process, and is sometimes 

                                            
52  1 Corinthians 6:19-20, . . .and you are not your own?  For you were bought 
at a price; 

 1 Corinthians 7:22-23, Likewise he who is called while free is Christ's slave.  
You were bought at a price; 
53 Galatians 4:3-7, Even so we, when we were children, were in bondage under 
the elements of the world.  But when the fullness of the time had come, God sent 
forth His Son, born of a woman, born under the law, to redeem those who were 
under the law, that we might receive the adoption as sons.  And because you are 
sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into your hearts, crying out, 'Abba, 
Father!'  Therefore you are no longer a slave but a son, and if a son, then an heir 
of God through Christ. 
54  Hebrews 12:5-12, And you have forgotten the exhortation which speaks to you 
as to sons: 'My son, do not despise the chastening of the Lord, nor be discouraged 
when you are rebuked by Him; for whom the Lord loves He chastens, and 
scourges every son whom He receives.'  If you endure chastening, God deals with 
you as with sons; for what son is there whom a father does not chasten?  But if 
you are without chastening, of which all have become partakers, then you are 
illegitimate and not sons.  Furthermore, we have had human fathers who 
corrected us, and we paid them respect.  Shall we not much more readily be in 
subjection to the Father of spirits and live?  For they indeed for a few days 
chastened us as seemed best to them, but He for our profit, that we may be 
partakers of His holiness.  Now no chastening seems to be joyful for the present, 
but painfuls; nevertheless, afterward it yields the peaceable fruit of righteousness 
to those who have been trained by it. 

Your sanctification is 
God's major goal for 
you, and He spares no 
resources to bring this 
about.  Everything else 
in your life is 
secondary to this goal. 
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called “Inner Healing," though this particular term does not 
appear in the Bible.  Your sanctification is His major goal for you, 
55 and He spares no resources to bring this about.  Everything else 
in your life is secondary to this goal.70F You may have some other 
goal in life, such as happiness, or abundance, or a life without 
difficulties.  If you don't achieve these other goals, it can be 
frustrating and confusing.  However, it is only confusing because 
you don’t see God’s priority in that moment, because you have 
your eyes on the wrong goal.  You may also want to read about 
"justification" and "sanctification" in the Glossary.  

 
Recognize that the "one-time" event does not change you into the 
image of Jesus (being sanctified).  It only puts you into a legal 
position for God to take you on your journey of being sanctified.71F

56 
 

  

                                            
55  Hebrews 12:10-11,  For they indeed for a few days chastened us as seemed best 
to them, but He for our profit, that we may be partakers of His holiness.  Now no 
chastening seems to be joyful for the present, but painful; nevertheless afterward it 
yields the peaceable fruit of righteousness to those who have been trained by it. 
       James 1:2-4, My brethren, count it all joy when you fall into various trials, 
knowing that the testing of your faith produces patience.  But let patience have its 
perfect work, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking nothing. 
56  Philippians 3:12, Paul, speaking of himself (a Christian) Not that I have 
already attained, or am already perfected; but I press on, that I may lay hold of 
that for which Christ Jesus has also laid hold of me. (Underlining is mine). 
       Philippians 2:12-13, Paul, speaking to people who clearly have already been 
saved  (the one-time event, also called "justification"), says: Therefore, my 
beloved, as you have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much 
more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and trembling: for it is 
God who works in you both to will and to do for His good pleasure (Underlining 
is mine) 
       It is important to note that the Greek tense of work out (present imperative) 
denotes a command to do something in the future which involves continuous or 
repeated action.  In other words, it is a process that occurs over time. 

"By sanctification is meant the continued transformation of moral and spiritual 
character so that the life of the believer actually comes to mirror the standing 
which he or she already has in God's sight.  While justification is an instantaneous 
act giving the individual a righteous standing before God, sanctification is a 
process making the person holy or good (Elwell, page 875). 
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Endnote #5K 
 

God Is Very Personal With You 
The events that happen in your life as a Christian are not random, or 
impersonal consequences of your sin, nor are they pointless.  They 
are God's personal, loving  attention to your life. 57 
Keep in mind that the Lord’s paramount goal is to change you into 
the image of Jesus, and everything else is secondary. 58 Just as good 
parents have to allow their children to suffer difficulties if they are to 
mature, so God allows the trials you go through in order to bring about 
the transformation you need. 59  He knows each of us and carefully 

                                            
57  Hebrews 4:14-16, Seeing then that we have a great High Priest who has 
passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession.  
For we do not have a High Priest who cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, 
but was in all points tempted as we are, yet without sin.  Let us therefore come 
boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in 
time of need. 
58  If life is going well for us, and if we then think it is because we have no sin in 
us, we are deluded.  There is none righteous, no, not one (Romans 3:10). 
       We all sin many times daily, and we have done so all of our lives; though we 
may be unaware of these areas of sin until the Lord shows them to us.  If we say 
that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us (1 John 1:8). 
       Consequently, if Satan had free access to all areas of sin in each of us, we 
would be destroyed by him immediately.  After all, he hates us and would miss no 
opportunity to oppress one of God’s children.  As water entering a leak in a boat, 
Satan would enter into us through any crack available.  Since our own “boat” 
leaks like a sieve (lots of sin), and since Satan doesn’t overwhelm and sink us 
immediately, there must be something else keeping him out.  God’s boat doesn’t 
leak, and we are in His boat. 
       Since this total destruction does not come upon us, there must be something 
restraining Satan.  This restraint is God’s protecting us in many ways, most of 
which we are not even aware.  He knows how to protect His children.  See also: 
Ps 23:1-6, 27:1-6, 91:1-16;Is 26:3-4, 41:10; 43:1-10; 2 Cor 1:10; 2 Tim 1:12; Heb 
7:25; 1 Pet 4:19; Jude 24. 
59  Hebrews 4:14-16, Seeing then that we have a great High Priest who has 
passed through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession.  
For we do not have a High Priest who cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, 
but was in all points tempted as we are, yet without sin.  Let us therefore come 
boldly to the throne of grace, that we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in 
time of need. 
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designs each of our training programs to fit us perfectly.  He knows 
our level of maturity.73F 
 

Endnote #5L 
 

This Sanctification Process Can Feel Grievous 
Now no chastening seems to be joyful for the present, but 
painful; nevertheless afterward it yields the peaceable fruit of 
righteousness to those who have been trained by it (Hebrews 
12:11). 
 

Unfortunately, this process of being changed into His image is very 
difficult.  If everything in our life went smoothly, we would become 
spoiled, self-centered, and greedy.  We can see this in children who 
are not properly disciplined by their parents.  This tendency is also 
illustrated in the Old Testament and the history of the nation of Israel. 
 

 When King David began to prosper and experience a life of ease, 
he sinned with Bathsheba. 

 King Solomon had the throne handed to him, and he always 
experienced a life of ease and luxury.  He sinned mightily.  For 
example, he had 700 wives and 300 concubines, and his wives 
turned away his heart (1 Kings 11:3).  He also greatly oppressed 
the people (1 Kings 12:4). 

 When God gave prosperity to the people of Israel, they strayed 
from God because they felt self-sufficient.  They only came back 
to Him when threatened with destruction.  This happened many 
times in their history.  He warned them about this tendency in 
Deuteronomy 6:12: then beware, lest you forget the Lord who 
brought you out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage. 
74F

60   
 
The apostle Paul is also an example of God using Satan to bring about 
eventual blessing.  Paul says of himself, 

                                            
60  Also read Jeremiah Chapter 25, Ezekiel Chapter14, Deuteronomy Chapter 28, 
and Deuteronomy 6:10-12; 32:15 for more examples of Israel's waywardness. 
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And lest I should be exalted above measure by the abundance of 
the revelations, a thorn in the flesh was given to me, a messenger 
of Satan to buffet me, lest I be exalted above measure.  Concerning 
this thing I pleaded with the Lord three times that it might depart 
from me.  And He said to me, 'My grace is sufficient for you, for 
My strength is made perfect in weakness'.  Therefore most gladly 
I will rather boast in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may 
rest upon me  (2 Corinthians 12:7-10). 

 
Clearly, the Lord knew that Paul might become "exalted" 
(huperairomai, "to become haughty") because of the special things 
that he experienced; and it was clearly implied in this passage that it 
was within the Lord's power to remove the "thorn."  But He didn't 
remove it, because it was in the best interest of both Paul and the cause 
of Christ for which Paul labored that the "thorn" remain.75F

61
 

 
Therefore, each of us needs tests, trials, and discomfort to achieve 
God's goal for us, because these things motivate us.  God undoubtedly 
wishes that He did not have to allow us to be afflicted and thus 
experience pain, but He knows He must if we are to be transformed.  
I am also convinced that He uses the minimum amount of pain and 
challenge necessary to accomplish the change, but He does use every 
bit of pressure that is necessary to accomplish His purpose.  He is 
more interested in our character than in our being free from pain.76F

62
 

 

                                            
61 Many times we do not see what God is doing in our life until after the fact.  This 
has happened many times in my life.  Often I was not very happy about what was 
going on in my life at the time; but afterward I was awed by what the Lord was able 
to do - usually in me.  I have learned that when I encounter difficulties in my life, 
the correct question for me to ask is, "Lord, what are you wanting to do in me 
through this trial?" 
  Job is another person who suffered so that his character could be changed.  

 
62  Hebrews 12:10-11, For they indeed for a few days chastened us as seemed 
best to them, but He for our profit, that we may be partakers of His holiness.  Now 
no chastening seems to be joyful for the present, but painful; nevertheless 
afterward it yields the peaceable fruit of righteousness to those who have been 
trained by it. 
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Again, keep in mind that as Christians we are in a special relationship 
with God.  We are now His children and we have given Him 
ownership of our life77F

63.  There will be times when we, like Paul, 
would rather not be experiencing the pain; but God is more interested 
in our character than in our comfort.  Those who are not members of 
God's family do not have the same level of protection from evil.  Since 
God does not "own them," He therefore does not have the same 
freedom to operate in their lives. 
 

Endnote # 5M 
 
Persistence Is Required  

 
“Keep on asking and it will be given you; keep on seeking and you 
will find; keep on knocking (reverently) and the door will be 
opened to you.  For every one who keeps on asking receives, and 
he who keeps on seeking finds, and to him who keeps on knocking 
it will be opened” (Matthew 7:7-8, Amplified Bible).  

 
As the Amplified Bible here reveals, the Greek verbs in this passage 
denote continuous action.  You will at times become discouraged, and 
you may wonder why the battle continues, and perhaps wonder if it is 
worth it. 64  At that moment it may seem too hard.  But God knows 
this, and He will not let you be tested beyond that which you are 
able.65   

                                            
63 1 Corinthians 6:19-20: Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the 
Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from God, and you are not your own?  
For you were bought at a price; therefore glorify God in your body and in your 
spirit, which are God's. 
64 Galatians 6:7-9, Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man 
sows, that he will also reap.  For he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap 
corruption, but he who sows to the Spirit will of the Spirit reap everlasting life.  
And let us not grow weary while doing good, for in due season we shall reap if we 
do not lose heart. 
651 Corinthians 10:13, No temptation has overtaken you except such as is 
common to man; but God is faithful, who will not allow you to be tempted beyond 
what you are able, but with the temptation will also make the way of escape, that 
you may be able to bear it. 
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As Jesus said: 
 

 “And let us not grow weary while doing good, for in due season 
we shall reap if we do not lose heart” (Galatians 6:9).   

 
He is there with you in these battles, and He is going to use the hard 
times to bring forth gold in your life.  

 

Endnote #5N 
 

What About The Devil? 
God is sovereign, and He is greater than the Devil. God protects those 
who belong to Him.  So as God's child, Satan does not have access to 
you unless God allows it.  God sometimes even uses Satan to 
accomplish His purposes. 78F

66
 

  
There are Christians who believe it is their job to rebuke the Devil all 
the time.  They see a demon behind every negative thing that happens 
to them, and they believe it is totally up to them to stand against the 
Devil (in the name of Jesus, of course).  It is as though they are naked 
and alone; and if they don't protect themselves, nobody else will.  This 
is based upon a misunderstanding of Scripture, and this tendency may 
be evidence of striving, performance and a need to control.  Their 
view is totally different than the view I am presenting. 
 
You do need to recognize that there is an enemy and many demons.  
Usually, however, where there are no roots of bitterness, demons have 
no access to you.  For most people, their problems are not primarily 
demonic.  When you gave your life to Jesus, you became His 
property, and He became your protector.79F

67  When demons do have 
access, it is because God is allowing this in order to accomplish His 

                                            
66 See Footnote #58.  Also see Endnote #8 I regarding the lie of dualism, which 
gives a false picture of the battle between God and Satan. 
67   2 Tim 1:12, For this reason I also suffer these things; nevertheless I am not 
ashamed; for I know whom I have believed and am persuaded that He is able to 
keep what I have committed to Him until that Day. 
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purpose.  There are, in fact, times when God's purpose is for you to 
practice using your authority to command demons.  When Paul 
commanded the demon in Acts 16:16-18,80F

68 he first walked by the 
situation for many days before he acted, so he obviously did not 
command demons every time he saw evil.  Evidently, Paul only acted 
when God told him to. 
 

Endnote #5O 
 
A Change Of Attitude Results From This New 
Awareness 
Once you realize that God is active in all the troubles you face, your 
whole attitude will change.  Instead of fighting against what He is 
doing, you will tend to ask, "OK, Lord, I don't like this at all.  But 
what are You trying to change in me through this miserable 
experience?"  This explains a scripture that many of us have hated: 

 
My brethren, count it all joy when you fall into various trials, 
knowing that the testing of your faith produces patience.  But 
let patience have its perfect work, that you may be perfect and 
complete, lacking nothing (James 1:2-4).  

  

                                            
68  Acts 16:16-18, 23, 30, Now it happened, as we went to prayer, that a certain 
slave girl possessed with a spirit of divination met us, who bought her masters much 
profit by fortune-telling.  This girl followed Paul and us, and cried out, saying, 
"These men are the servants of the Most High God, who proclaim to us the way of 
salvation."  And this she did for many days.  But Paul, greatly annoyed, turned and 
said to the spirit, "I command you in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her." 
And he came out that very hour . . . And when they had laid many stripes on them, 
they threw them into prison, commanding the jailer to keep them securely . . . And 
he brought them out and said, "Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" 
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Now that you understand what God is doing in your life, this verse 
makes perfect sense!  I used to have comfort, peace, and financial 
prosperity as my life's goals.  At that time I thought that if I had 
enough faith, then my life should be smooth sailing.  But it seemed to 
me that God would keep going by in a motorboat making waves on 
my placid lake.81F

69  At that time I would get angry whenever my life 
didn't go well.  I used to resist what was going on, thinking it shouldn't 
be happening.  I would either be angry with God or I would wonder 
what I had done wrong that had caused the problem. This perspective 
had a tendency to put me in a performance mode by thinking that if I 
do right (by the power of my will, of course), things will go well in 
my life.  If I don't do right, then things will not go well.  That view is 
in error for a New Testament believer. This erroneous perspective 
eliminates God's active participation in my life.  In truth, worrying 
and striving are not necessary.  I just need to listen, trust, and obey.  
 

  
                                            
69  Romans 5:3-10, And not only that, but we also glory in tribulations, knowing 
that tribulation produces perseverance; and perseverance, character; and 
character, hope.  Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been 
poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who was given to us.  For when we 
were still without strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly.  For scarcely 
for a righteous man will one die; yet perhaps for a good man someone would even 
dare to die.  But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were 
still sinners, Christ died for us.  Much more then, having now been justified by His 
blood, we shall be saved from wrath through Him.  For if when we were enemies 
we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much more, having been 
reconciled, we shall be saved by His life.   
 Note that here "saved" refers to the sanctification process, or transformation 
(in addition to our final salvation and to the consequences of the great white 
throne judgment of Revelation 20:12).  

Revelation 3:18-21, "I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, 
that you may be rich; and white garments, that you may be clothed, that the shame 
of your nakedness may not be revealed; and anoint your eyes with eye salve, that 
you may see.  As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten.  Therefore be zealous and 
repent.  Behold, I stand at the door and knock.  If anyone hears My voice and 
opens the door, I will come in to him and dine with him, and he with Me.  To him 
who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me on My throne, as I also overcame and 
sat down with My Father on His throne."  
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Endnote #5P 
 

Sin Has Consequences 
Does the fact that God is committed to our sanctification mean it is 
alright to sin?  After all, we may conclude, He will protect us from 
the consequences of our sin.  But keep in mind that God is actively in 
charge of our process.  If we begin to think we are so insulated from 
the consequences of our sin that we can sin and get away with it, God 
will know this and discipline us accordingly.  God looks on the heart, 
and we can't fool Him.  He is gracious to the repentant, but committed 
to our sanctification.  If we are being casual about sin, we are not 
being like Jesus, and so He will go to work on correcting our 
misperception. 
 

Moreover the law entered that the offense might abound.  But 
where sin abounded, grace abounded much more, so that as 
sin reigned in death, even so grace might reign through 
righteousness to eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.  
What shall we say then?  Shall we continue in sin that grace 
may abound?  Certainly not!  How shall we who died to sin 
live any longer in it? (Romans 5:20-6:2). 

 
Because God is actively in charge 
of our sanctification, reaping from 
our sin is not simply a mechanical 
consequence, and the 
consequences are not random.  
Sometimes He causes us to reap 
what we sow, because that is what 
we need to pay attention to at that 
moment.  At other times He 
protects us from the consequences of a sin, because that is not what 
He is working on in our life at that time.  The consequences are not to 
punish us, but to lead us to healing (to being changed into the image 
of Jesus). 
 

  

The consequences 
God allows are not to 
punish us, but to lead 
us to healing (to 
being changed into 
the image of Jesus). 
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Endnote #5Q 
 

If We Resist 
It is true that if we drag our feet or rebel against the lesson He is giving 
us, it will be harder for us.  Then we will have to endure more 
suffering.  Since He is determined to heal us, He will persist in 
bringing trials until we do respond.  On the other hand, if we listen 
and obey, then the trial can end, because it has accomplished its 
purpose.  This is one very important reason why we must understand 
the purpose of our trials, so that we will not fight against what God is 
doing, or attempt to evade his discipline. 
   
We can do it the easy way, or the 
hard way. Saul discovered this on 
the road to Damascus.  He had 
been persecuting the early church 
and was obviously ignoring any 
messages from God.  God had to 
roll out the "big guns" to get his 
attention.  Jesus appeared in a 
bright light, and Saul fell to the 
ground. 

And Saul said, "Who are You, Lord?"  And He said, "I am Jesus, 
Whom you are persecuting.  It is dangerous and it turns out badly 
for you to keep kicking against the goad - that is, to offer vain and 
perilous resistance" (Acts 9:5, Amplified Bible).  

 
In that moment, God got Saul's attention.  Saul was terrified!  
Trembling and astonished he asked, Lord, what do You desire me to 
do? (Acts 9:6, Amplified Bible).  Saul believed, and then he obeyed 
what Jesus told him to do. 
 
There can, of course, also be natural consequences to things that we 
do in ignorance, or willfully, or because of weakness.  Examples of 
natural consequences would be destruction to our health through 
smoking or overeating, or physical injury from risky behavior.  If we 
suffer such consequences, it may not have anything to do with God's 
plan for us, or His training.  These consequences may simply be the 

God is actively in 
charge of our lives, 
and the consequences 
we experience from 
our sins are not 
random.  They are to 
motivate us so as to 
lead us to healing. 
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natural consequences of physical laws.  Even in these areas, however, 
God will do everything He can to warn us about the problem, and He 
will find a way to use these experiences as part of our process of being 
transformed. 
 
God only expects us to deal with the areas of sin that He knows we 
are ready to work on.  In other words, He has a plan for our lives, He 
has our lives under His control, and He only lets us pay the 
consequences for those sins that He wants us to deal with right now.  
That is part of the mystery.  He has a unique and a dynamic plan for 
each of us, and it is ever changing as we grow.  That is why a formula 
doesn't work. 
 

Endnote #5R 
 

The Christian Walk Is Not A Set Of Rules - 
We Have A Living God 
It is important to guard against trying to reduce God to a formula, 
using the Bible as a rulebook.  Putting Him in a box this way often 
happens so subtly that we are not even aware of it.  For instance, when 
I am faced with a problem in my life, I go to the Bible to find an 
answer.  This is good.  But this quest for His guidance can go astray. 
 
The following is a real story.  A Christian woman was married to a 
non-Christian.  Of course, she badly wanted her husband to receive 
Jesus.  She read Acts 16:31, spoken to the Philippian jailer through 
the Apostle Paul: "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be 
saved, you and your household."  She assumed this is a "rule," a 
general principle and a universal truth that then applies to everybody 
who will believe it.  So she meditated on this verse and tried her best 
to believe that it was true for her husband.  

  
She prayed this every day, over and over.  However, her husband 
remained unsaved, year after year.  What went wrong?  Wasn't she 
praying hard enough?  Didn't God inspire Paul to speak those words?  
Didn't she believe God's Word?  Was the Devil in the way?  The flaw 
in her understanding was that this verse was a word of truth from the 
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Lord spoken about a particular "household" at a specific point in time.  
God, in His foreknowledge, knew that this statement to the Philippian 
jailer would come to pass.  But nowhere does the Bible imply that this 
word is universally true for all people, in all generations. 
 
Years ago, I made this same type of mistake.  At that time my 
insurance business was struggling.  I had been taught that God wants 
us to have plenty, as stated in 3 John 1:2: Beloved, I pray that you may 
prosper in all things and be in health, just as your soul prospers.  I 
mistakenly understood that if I would believe this verse to apply to 
me, I would prosper.  So I tried to believe this and prayed over and 
over that this was true for me.  However, instead of improving, my 
business problems persisted.  In fact, strange things happened to 
thwart my business plans.  It became obvious to me that it was God 
who was causing my business to struggle.  I was mystified, and I was 
angry with God because He wasn't answering my prayer as I had 
assumed He promised. 
 
What went wrong?  Didn't God inspire John to write those words?  
Yes, He did; but they were not necessarily directed at me at that 
moment in my life.  As a matter of fact, I have since discovered that 
God was redirecting my life.  He wanted me out of the insurance 
business and into counseling.  Had I made lots of money, it might 
have been very difficult for me to give that up for a less lucrative 
calling.  I now thank Him for doing it His way. 
 
I was taking the Bible as a legalistic rulebook, and that particular 
scripture as a formula.  When I did this, I was mistakenly seeing God's 
Word as an object, not as an expression of a living, present God. 2F

70   
By reducing God to a set of rules, I was subtly denying His active, 
living presence in my daily life. 
 
Our living God will give us the guidance we need, when we need it.  
But we need to be seeking His guidance and to be listening for His 
directions, because He speaks in many diverse ways.  Sometimes He 
                                            
70 Rudolf Bultmann refers to this tendency to turn God's word into a rule-book as 
to "objectivize God and His actions."   (Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, 
page 83).  
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will even direct our lives when we are not open to His leading. 3F

71  His 
direction will always be specific to us for that time in our life, will 
promote what is good for us, and will always be in line with His 
character. 

 
Endnote #5S 
 
Who Is In Control? 
There can be another hidden implication in this mistake in the 
misguided use of Scripture.  I may think that if I can understand how 
God's system works, I can use the system to get what I want.  I then 
think that all I have to do is to find a scripture that says what I want it 
to say, believe it, and I will have it.  One reason I may fall for this trap 
is because this puts me back in control.  I want to be in control of my 
own life, because at some level I don't trust God to take care of me. 
 
However, despite my need to control, 
God is not my errand boy.  He is actually 
the One who is actively in control of my 
life, and that is a very good thing! 
 

Endnote #5T 
 

Profoundly Different, But True! 
The view I am presenting may be profoundly different than what you 
have believed.  As a new Christian, I was greatly interested in what 
my new life was all about, and I 
wondered what I was supposed to 
be doing.  I wanted so much to obey 
God.  Unfortunately, I heard 
preaching that confused me.  From 
one teacher I would be told that our 
main duty was to preach the 
                                            
71  As with Paul on the road to Damascus, sometimes God will get our attention 
even when we are not seeking and listening.  We can do it the easy way, or the 
hard way.  

God loved me too 
much to let me 
succeed in my 
delusion that I can do 
it myself. 
 

Despite my need 
to control, God is 
not my errand boy 
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Gospel.  I tried that, but failed miserably.  Another teacher 
emphasized loving God.  I tried that, but knew I was doing that 
inadequately.  At one time or another, I tried to do most of the things 
on "The List." 5F

72  I wanted so much to please God, but kept falling 
short. 
 
However, as time went by and I began to see what God really wanted 
from me, I experienced great relief.  God knew I couldn't do those 
things in my own strength.  He knew that the only way I could obey 
Him was for Him to change me into the image of Jesus.  I then realized 
how confused I had previously been. 
 
If you have tried to obey Him and failed, this new understanding will 
bring great relief and will be life-giving to you.  As you begin to read 
the New Testament through the eyes of this new perspective, God's 
plan for you will make sense, and you will be able to see that His plan 
for you is possible to fulfill!  In fact, you might be a bit surprised at 
how prominently the Bible presents this glorious provision He has 
made for your transformation. 
 
Most of these Endnotes will be devoted to showing you how you can 
become like Jesus; and revealing the amazing, miraculous provisions 
God has established through Jesus, so that this transformation can 
happen in you. 
 

Endnote #5U 
 

Why It Is So Important To Know About God's 
Plan For Your Life 
The reason that I have just devoted an entire chapter to the issue of 
God's plan for His children is because it is so highly important.  
  
His plan for you is the very foundation for your Christian life here on 
earth, and everything I have written in this book depends upon this 
understanding.  You can either resist what He is doing, or cooperate. 

                                            
72  See Endnote #5F for “The List.” 
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Key Points: 
 For many, the awareness that God is in charge of every aspect of 

their life will require a huge shift in perspective as to how they 
view themselves and their life as a Christian.  Unfortunately, at a 
very deep but subtle level, we tend to perceive God as being in the 
same mold as our parents.  If they were neglectful, we have 
trouble knowing deep inside that He is proactive in our lives.  If 
parents were angry, we have trouble knowing that He is gentle 
and loving.  See Endnote #4I for more on "How We See God." 

 This walk is not just for a sick few, but rather it is the normal life 
for every Christian. 

 The goal of Inner Healing is not simply to remove your pain, but 
it has the larger goal of changing you into the image of Jesus.  Pain 
is simply a motivator. 

 Inner Healing is a new way of 
life, living in a new way every 
day for the rest of your life.  You 
cannot go back to your old way of 
living or you will again be stuck. 

 Inner Healing is the very core of God's plan for your life.  Life 
will only go well if you are pursuing His plan for you. 

 
God is personally committed to this process in each of His children.  
He tailor makes the plan for each 
individual, and He personally 
oversees it as it proceeds.  Our 
sanctification is not a mechanical 
or random process, so we can 
rest in the sure knowledge that 
our loving Father is in charge. 

 
What then shall we say to these things?  If God is for us, who can 
be against us?  He who did not spare His own Son, but delivered 
Him up for us all, how shall He not with Him also freely give us 
all things?  Who shall bring a charge against God's elect?  It is 
God who justifies.  Who is he who condemns?  It is Christ who 

We can rest  
in the  sure knowledge 
that our loving Father is 
in charge of our life. 

Inner Healing is the 
very core of God's 
plan for your life. 
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died, and furthermore is also risen, who is even at the right hand 
of God, who also makes intercession for us.  Who shall separate 
us from the love of Christ?  Shall tribulation, or distress, or 
persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? . . . Yet 
in all these things we are more than conquerors through Him who 
loved us (Romans 8:31-35, 37). 
 

 
It is a hostile world, but not a hostile God.   
God is on your side!
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Endnote #6A 
 

The Good Part Of You 
You Are Not All Bad 

 
In the deep recesses of your being, how do you feel about yourself?  I 
am not talking about your accomplishments or the image you present 
to the world, but how you feel deep down inside about yourself.  For 
instance, 

 
 Do you tend to see others as better and more capable than you? 
 Do you always feel “less than” others? 
 Do others seem to you to be more worthy of happiness and 

prosperity? 
 Do you have a "poverty mentality?"  (A poverty mentality is the 

expectation that you will never have more than the minimum 
necessary to live on, and that you are not worthy of more). 

 Are you too easily embarrassed? 
 Are you petrified to speak in front of a group? 
 Do you live in fear of being rejected? 
 Do you often feel like a worm? 

 
It may surprise you to know that most of us would answer "yes" to 
many of these questions!  Most assuredly, I was one of them. 
 
Why would you feel this way?  Is there nothing good that dwells in 
you?  Do you therefore need to "die to self?"  After all, if you are 
"bad," this would explain why you feel like a worm. 
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Endnote #6B 
 
Who Does God Say We Are? 
God doesn’t agree with this view we may have of ourselves.  He is 
very clear about this.  We are made in His image.127F  You are.  I am.  It 
is not just God in us that is good (though there are also places like 
that).  There are places in each of us that are purely "us," that are a 
part of who we are, that are good.  8It is not just the Holy Spirit in us 
that is good.  When God said, "Let Us make man in Our image, 
according to Our likeness" (Genesis 1:26). 9F

73  He did not say, "Let Us 
make man to be Us."  We are 
separate creatures from Him.  
We are unique, but made in His 
image.  He is the pattern, but we 
are not Him, and He is not us. F

74  
This reality may be difficult for 
many to grasp, since there has 
been so much teaching and 
preaching about how awful we are. 
 

Our Treasure Inside 
There have been many labels placed on this part of us that is made in 
God’s image.  I wanted to avoid all those labels, because they all carry 
“baggage” from prior usage.  I chose to call this part of us our 
“Treasure Inside.”  Nobody else has used this term, so it is free from 
misunderstanding.  And that part of us is most definitely a “treasure.” 
 

We Have A Treasure Inside 
"'Above all else, guard your heart' (Prov. 4:23).  We usually hear 
this with a sense of 'keep an eye on that heart of yours,' in the way 
you'd warn a deputy watching over some dangerous outlaw, or a 
bad dog the neighbors let run.  'Don't let him out of your sight.'  
Having so long believed our hearts are evil, we assume the warning 

                                            
73 When speaking of "Us" in this passage, God is referring to the Holy Trinity. 
74   Some say that our spirit is the "good part," but that view does not match 
Scripture.  See Endnote #15A for more information on this issue. 

You are not a worm.  
You are made in the 
image of God, and that 
Good Part of you still 
exists inside you. 
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is to keep us out of trouble.  So we lock up our hearts and throw 
away the key, and then try to get on with our living.  But that isn't 
the spirit of the command at all.  It doesn't say guard your heart 
because it's a criminal; it says guard your heart because it is the 
wellspring of your life, because it is a treasure, because everything 
else depends on it. . . Above all else?  Good grief - we don't even 
do it once in a while. . . We live completely backward.  'All else' is 
above our hearts.  I'll wager that caring for your heart isn't even a 
category you think in. . . But God intends that we treat our hearts 
as the treasures of the kingdom, ransomed at tremendous cost, as 
if they really do matter, and matter deeply" (Eldredge, pages 207-
208). 
 

Endnote #6C 
 

His Image Did Not Leave Us When Adam And 
Eve Sinned 
We are made in His image, 75 and His image still dwells in us.132F

76  
Theologians do not disagree regarding the fact that the image of God 
dwells in us now.  Where there is dispute is in regard to exactly what 
constitutes the Good Part and what makes up the Bad Part.  This 
dispute is not likely to be resolved until Jesus comes again, because 
the Scripture is not specific enough to tell us.  Fortunately, we don’t 
need to know in detail, because Jesus knows.  The key point for us to 

                                            
75  Genesis 1:26-27 says the following: Then God said, "Let us make man in Our 
image, according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over the fish of the sea" 
. . . So God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; 
male and female He created them. 
76   One might be tempted to say here that the image of God was in man before the 
fall, but after the fall, we were totally corrupted. However, Genesis 9:6, speaking 
after the fall, says: Whoever sheds man's blood, by man his blood shall be shed; 
for in the image of God He made man.   So it is evident that the image of God still 
resided in man after the fall. 

James 3:9 says the following, referring to the tongue: With it we bless our God 
and Father, and with it we curse men, who have been made in the similitude of 
God.   So, the image of God still resided in people in the time of James.  
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realize is that there is, here and now, a good part in each of us that is 
made in the image of God! F

77  
 

Endnote #6D 
 

Humility And Pride 
Humility is a word that is frequently misused.  Often humility is 
viewed as recognizing what a worm I am, and how bad I am.  "I am 
just an old sinner."  But humility really means to see myself the way 
God sees me.  When Jesus walked the earth He was humble, and yet 
He did not see Himself as a worm.  He did not see Himself as less 
than He was, nor more than He was.  He saw Himself as God the 
Father saw Him.  He was the only begotten Son and He was God, but 
He was not God the Father.  He did the will of the Father, not His own 
will (Matthew 26:39), because God the Father was preeminent.  
 
Humility is about truth.  We are not to see ourselves as more than we 
are, nor less than we are.  Certainly, to see the truth about who we are 
in comparison with who God is eliminates the possibility of prideful 
boasting on our part.  And yet, we are valuable because we are 
valuable to God. 4F

78  At the same time, it is important that we find out 
who the unique person is that God made us to be.  To recognize our 

                                            
77  This "good part" is what I am calling the Treasure Inside, and it is the core of 
our being.  It is a gift from God, and it can't be changed.  Everybody who has 
children knows that each child was born with certain gifts and propensities.  
Children are not simply raw material to be shaped into any form we choose.  If 
they sense that they are unacceptable to us, they will try to change in order to 
please us.  Because their Treasure Inside can't be changed, they will fail in their 
attempt to become acceptable, and they will begin to see themselves as fatally 
flawed. 
       Psalm 139:13-14: For You formed my inward parts; You covered me in my 
mother's womb.  I will praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made; 
marvelous are Your works, and that my soul knows very well.  My frame was not 
hidden from You, when I was made in secret, and skillfully wrought in the lowest 
parts of the earth.  This is hardly the description of a creature that is "all bad." 
78  Romans 5:8:  But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we 
were still sinners, Christ died for us.  See also Ephesians 2:4-6, 2 Thessalonians 
2:16, 1 John 4:10. 
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strengths that He gave us as a gift is not prideful or wrong.  Pride says 
that we did something to earn it.  Gifts by their very nature are not 
earned.  They are freely bestowed on us and are dependent on the 
giver, not the receiver.  So our strengths are free gifts bestowed on us, 
not things we manufactured or earned by our own effort.79  Pride is to 
see myself as more than I am.  See Endnote #7K for more on pride. 
 

Endnote #6E 
 

Why Do We See Ourselves As Worms? 
Let me try to explain why so many of us feel badly about ourselves.  
For some of us, we got constant messages from our parents that we 
weren't worth much.  Most importantly, our parents did not give us 
messages that confirm the truth about our worth and our Treasure 
Inside - we were victims of a trauma from neglect. 80  To the degree 
that we were neglected and not given the love we needed, this 
destroyed our sense of being loveable and worthwhile.  To some 
degree this wounding is present in every person, because none of us 
had perfect parents. 
  

                                            
79  "Today I understand vocation" (what I do) "quite differently - not as a goal to 
be achieved but as a gift to be received.  Discovering vocation does not mean 
scrambling toward some prize just beyond my reach but accepting the treasure of 
true self I already possess.  Vocation does not come from a voice 'out there' 
calling me to become something I am not.  It comes from a voice 'in here' calling 
me to be the person I was born to be, to fulfill the original selfhood given me at 
birth by God" (Palmer, page 10).    

80   For more on the trauma of neglect, read Chapter 10 of my book “I Will Give 
You Rest.” 
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Other Voices  
Our siblings likely also gave us 
these same messages that did not 
confirm our worth.  Since they 
were raised in the same home, 
they also suffered the trauma of 
neglect.  In such a home there is 
competition for the few crumbs of 
The Blessing which are available 
in the family.  Each child is trying 
to raise himself above the others, because if he can feel superior to 
another child, he won’t feel so badly about himself at that moment. 
 
I have an older sister who was also very wounded by neglect.  She 
was three years older than I, was a brilliant student, and was much 
larger than I was.  When I was growing up she would set traps for me 
and play tricks on me to prove how much better she was, and she used 
to beat me up and take my stuff.  She used to make fun of me, and 
called me “Shrimpo," because for much of our time growing up I only 
came up to her shoulder.  She did all of these things to make herself 
feel a little better about herself, and what she said and did tore me 
down even further.  Her message just added to my already fragile self-
image. 
 
Our culture also tells us how unworthy we are.  The other children are 
doing the same thing as our siblings – competing for the crumbs of 
blessing that are available.  Our culture is obsessed with being 
Number One, and competing to be Number One is seen as a 
wonderful thing!  Since by definition there can only be one Number 
One, that makes the rest of us “losers."  And those who are Number 
One in football are probably not Number One in math, or art, or 
perhaps anything except athletics.  Thus they too are “losers."  
Therefore we are all losers, and most of us feel that way about 
ourselves.  It is a cultural sickness, and is beautifully described as such 
by Alfie Kohn in his book, No Contest. 6F

81
 

 

                                            
81  See Kohn, Alfie, in the bibliography. 

The voices that 
wounded us are: 
1. Parents 
2. Siblings 
3. Our culture 
4. The church 
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Interestingly, when we compare ourselves with others, the areas 
where we aren’t as good as the others are what impact us.  Ironically, 
when we become Number One at something, it seems hollow.  The 
good feeling of having achieved this victory is fleeting, and we still 
feel badly about ourselves, because we focus on those areas where we 
fall short.  God is clear about this: but they measuring themselves by 
themselves, and comparing themselves among themselves, are not 
wise (2 Corinthians 10:12, KJV). 
 
The Church has also tended to focus on the bad, giving us the 
impression that there is nothing good that dwells in us. 
 
One scripture presented in support of this is Romans 7:18: For I know 
that in me, (that is in my flesh) nothing good dwells.   It is in my flesh 
only that nothing good dwells, and these teachers assume this refers 
to all of my natural being.  But flesh (Greek sarx) is another fuzzy 
Greek word.  A detailed study reveals that my flesh, as referred to in 
this scripture, is only a part of me, not all of my being.  Read Endnote 
#7, “The Bad Part Of You” for more on this.  Jeremiah Chapter 17 is 
often raised as proof that nothing good dwells in me. 82   Again, we 

                                            
82  Jeremiah, Chapter 17 says in part, “The heart is deceitful above all things, 
And desperately wicked; Who can know it?” (verse 9)   As I have said earlier, we 
really can't specify that it's my heart where the wickedness lies. I cannot say with 
biblical authority exactly what part of me is deceitful and desperately wicked, 
because the Hebrew word here translated into English as "heart" is translated as 
many inner parts of me in other parts of the Old Testament. It is the translators’ 
choice to use “heart," but there are several other options.  Therefore the best I can 
really say in translating this verse in Jeremiah is something more like, 
"Somewhere deep inside of man there is a place that is deceitful above all things 
and desperately wicked; who can know it?"  Going beyond this is speculative.  

Likewise, I can also only say that somewhere deep inside me there is a part of 
me that is made in the image of God.  When faced with such doubt about the exact 
meaning of a word, we need to rely on other areas of the Word of God to clarify 
the meaning, if that is indeed possible.  Some issues mentioned in the Bible will 
always remain fuzzy.  
        Further evidence that Jeremiah 17 is not referring to my Treasure Inside is 
the destruction that occurs in my life when I see myself as all bad.  Admittedly 
this is only indirect scriptural evidence, but it is very powerful evidence; because 
it is true that whenever I align myself with God’s truth, blessings flow.  When I 
align myself with a lie, curses occur.  This is simply the way God’s laws work. 
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are faced with a fuzzy word, the Hebrew word leb.  There is 
significant doubt that Jeremiah is referring to our entire inner man.  
Further evidence we see of our own awfulness is that we are not living 
up to the standards laid out for us by the church. F

83   Deep inside we 
know we are falling short, and we feel that others are more successful 
as Christians.  I then think, "I am surely bad." 
 
So we believed all these voices that surrounded our formative years.  
Certainly, we think, they can’t all be wrong.  From all of this we 
receive our identity.  We see ourselves as bad. 84 
 
But these voices are all wrong.  God sees us differently, and He is 
always right. 
 

Endnote #6F 
 

How Can We See Ourselves As God Sees Us? 
Many other teachers and authors have made lists of scriptures that tell 
us how much God loves us, how valuable we are in His sight, how we 
are His children, etc.  They encourage us to meditate on this list, with 
the implication that this exercise will convince us of who we really 
are.  While it is very important to know how God feels about us, 
meditating on such a list (with our head) will not change how we feel 
about ourselves.  Those of you that have tried this know how 
ineffective, frustrating, and discouraging this is.  In our head we know 
how God see us, but the messages fail to make the journey to our 
heart.  Our feelings don’t change. 

                                            
83 In many Christian circles, and indeed in our culture itself, there is a subtle but 
profound distrust of everything that comes up from inside us.  Therefore, we 
attempt to consciously monitor and control our behavior with our intellect and 
willpower.  Whenever we do this we are falling into the trap of striving, and are 
doomed to fail.  Instead, we need to recognize there is a good part inside us that is 
our friend, learn to discern his or her voice, and follow that leading.  Indeed, there 
is also a "bad part" inside us (read Endnote #7), but that voice is very different 
than the voice of our Treasure Inside.  Also see Endnote #8J on this 
misperception. 
84  See Endnotes #6A - #6C regarding the misperception that you are all "bad." 
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Then how can you change how you feel about yourself?  That is what 
these Endnotes are intended to show you.  If you read them and walk 
it out, you will begin to see yourself as God sees you, because the 
living God will show you.  As you begin to feel His love, the lies 
about how bad you are will be 
washed away.  Remember that 
judging yourself causes the 
wound which triggers the Big 
Hurt (See Endnote #8O for an 
explanation of this), and this 
happens because this bitter root is 
so contrary to how God intended 
for you to see yourself. 
 

  

For you to be 
sanctified, all that is 
"you" does not have to 
die.  You are not rotten 
to the core. 
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Endnote #7A 
 

The Bad Part Of You 
Your God-wannabe 

 
For I know that in me (that is, in my flesh) nothing good 
dwells; for to will is present with me, but how to perform what 
is good I do not find  (Romans 7:18). 

 
This scripture makes it clear that the "bad" part of me can be termed 
my "flesh."  When the Bible uses the term “flesh," most of us 
immediately jump to the conclusion that what is being referred to is 
our entire self, and it is “bad."  We think that "flesh" always causes us 
to be engaged in sinful behavior, such as fornication, drunkenness, or 
idolatry (Galatians 5:19-21). 
 
However, it may surprise you to know that when the Bible uses the 
term "flesh," it is not always talking about a "bad" thing.  For example, 
when the Bible said that Jesus came in the flesh, did He come in 
something that was "bad?"  Since He was sinless, He couldn’t 
possibly be a part of something that was sinful. 0F

85 
 

Every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the 
flesh is of God, and every spirit that does not confess that 
Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is not of God. (1 John 4:2-
3). 

 

                                            
85 Romans 1:3, concerning His Son Jesus Christ our Lord, who was born of the 
seed of David according to the flesh,. 
       1 Peter 3:18, For Christ also suffered once for sins, the just for the unjust, 
that He might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh but made alive by 
the Spirit, 

1 Peter 4:1, Therefore, since Christ suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves 
also with the same mind, for he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin, 

2 John 1:7, For many deceivers have gone out into the world who do not 
confess Jesus Christ as coming in the flesh.  This is a deceiver and an antichrist. 
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The Lord also spoke to the people of Israel and said, 

 
Then I will give them one heart, and I will put a new spirit within 
them, and take the stony heart out of their flesh, and give them a 
heart of flesh  (Ezekiel 11:19). 

 
It is evident from the context that the "heart of flesh" that the Lord 
was going to give them is a good thing, not a bad thing. 
 

Endnote #7B 
 

When "Flesh" Is Not Bad 
In fact, there are several ways that “flesh” (the Greek word sarx) in 
the Bible refers to something that is not “bad."  What follows are 
primarily New Testament references, which were written in Greek. 
 
1. Flesh can refer to our entire person. 
2. Flesh can refer to the physical part of man. 
3. Flesh can refer to our creatureliness and frailty, the fact that we 

are finite and vulnerable. 
4. Flesh can refer to something that is purely natural 
  or external. 1F

86
 2F

87 
 
  

                                            
86   Rudolf Bultmann adds to the variety of the meanings of sarx:  “In fact, like 
psyche and pneuma . . . sarx  can even be used to designate the person himself.”  
And, “Thus, sarx  can mean the whole sphere of that which is earthly or natural . . 
. Or, differently said, ‘to live’ or ‘to walk in the flesh’ means nothing else than 
simply ‘to lead one’s life as a man,' an idea which in itself does not involve any 
ethical or theological judgment but simply takes note of a fact; not a norm but a 
field or a sphere is indicated by ‘in the flesh” (Bultmann, Theology of the New 
Testament, Part II, pages 233, 234, 235-236). 
87   See Endnote #15F for more details concerning the meaning of sarx. 
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Endnote #7C 
 

“Fuzzy” Words 
In our Western world we like to think our words are precise tools 
which we can use to understand perfectly what someone else is 
saying.  We tend to transfer this concept to the Bible and to the 
languages in which it was written.  With accurate definitions we can 
clearly understand Scripture.  But often words are not so precise. 

Have you ever wondered why biologists, anthropologists, and other 
scientists use such long words to specify a certain species (for 
instance, "saintpaulia ionantha" for "African violet")?  They do this 
so that when they talk with other scientists, they know exactly what 
species is being discussed.  They do this because many English words 
have numerous meanings, some meanings of a given word being 
unrelated to each other. 

 
For instance, the English noun "round" has several possible meanings.  
When hunting, or on the firing range, it refers to one thing (a bullet).  
When in a bar drinking, it refers to something else (drinks for 
everyone).  It would be a good idea if the bartender did not confuse 
these two meanings when you ask for a "round."  Otherwise it might 
hurt a lot. 

 
Many of the important concepts in the Bible are explained using fuzzy 
words (since that was all that was available to the writers).  Then how 
can we understand what the author is telling us?  We can gain an 
accurate understanding by paying attention to the "context," to what 
the writer is talking about at the moment.  The bartender needs to 
recognize that the person wants to buy drinks.  The manager of the 
firing range needs to recognize that the person wants some 
ammunition. 

Sarx (the Greek word for "flesh") is one of those fuzzy words. It is 
unfortunate and confusing that the word “flesh” has such a wide range 
of meanings.  But with careful study of the context of various biblical 
passages in which the word is used, we can better understand what 
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the writer is trying to say. We always must be on guard so that we do 
not apply the wrong meaning in a given context or situation. F

88 

Endnote #7D 
 

The Bad Part 
In the New Testament sometimes the term “flesh” does not mean 
something bad, but in other passages it does mean a bad thing in us.  
When "flesh" is referring to the "Bad Part," it can be referring to one 
of three possibilities.   

 

 

It may be a surprise to you that to try to be good by your own 
willpower is not just futile, it is in fact sinful.  The tendency to do this 
comes out of your “flesh” – the "Bad Part." F

89  

                                            
88  Also see “Context” in the Glossary for a discussion of the importance of 
context when encountering a "fuzzy" word. 

 
89   In Jesus' day the Pharisees were not trying to be bad (# 1 in the box above), 
but they were trying to be good (# 2 above).  They were trying diligently (with 
their own willpower) to obey the Law.  Yet Jesus told them they were of their 
father the Devil (John 8:44), and they were white washed tombs full of dead men's 
bones (Matthew 23:27-28).  In other words, Jesus said they were not only failing 
to keep the Law, but they were full of sin in trying to do so.  Continued next page. 

When "flesh" is referring to the "Bad Part," it can 
be referring to one of three possibilities: 
 
1. Sensuality or lawlessness.  Here it means a 

disregard for God's moral standards. 
2. Trying hard to be good! 
3. Our tendency to respond to perceived 

wounding, judgment, and blame. 
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Endnote #7E 
 

The Common Denominator 
Behind all three of these tendencies of the Bad Part is a common 
theme.  All of these tendencies are based upon a “self-reliant attitude 
of the man who puts his trust in his own strength and in that which is 
controllable by him.” F

90  There is something in us, in our "flesh," 
which wants to be God.  This is what happened in the Garden of Eden: 
Satan told Eve, "For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes 
will be opened, and you will be like God" (Genesis 3:5).  Eve and 
Adam believed Satan and ate of the fruit.  From that moment on, we 
humans have had the tendency to want to be our own god.  That is the 
dynamic behind the "Bad Part" of each of us, which is one of the uses 
of the word “flesh."  
 
Endnote #7F 
 

The Primal Sin 
This desire to take God's place, to be our own god, is foundational to 
our difficulties in this life.  This desire and drive is therefore the 
"Primal Sin"---the bedrock of our sinful side. 

 

                                            
       The Pharisees were under the delusion that they had in themselves the 
strength to obey the Law.  As we have seen, this is a subtle but profound way of 
taking God's place.  When we are reaping from the operation of God's law, we are 
in fact impotent (see Endnote #1D).  To think that we have the power to stop this 
reaping is demeaning to God.  If we could do it ourselves, Christ died in vain. 

 Also see Endnote #14A for scriptures that clearly show that trying to keep the 
Law in our own strength is sin. 
90  Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part I, page 240. 
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"For just this is the essence of 
flesh: the essence of the man 
who understands himself in 
terms of himself, who wants to 
secure his own existence . . .  
This then is sin: rebellion 
against God, forgetting that man 
is a creature, misunderstanding 
oneself and putting oneself in 
God's place" (Bultmann, 
Existence and Faith, page 
81)."But man misunderstands 
himself and puts himself in the place of God.  And every man 
comes out of a history that is governed by this misunderstanding.  
He comes out of a lie; he is determined by the flesh whose power 
he cannot break.  Were he to imagine that he could break it, he 
would assume that he does have himself in his own power after 
all and would thereby repeat the primal sin" (Bultmann, Theology 
of the New Testament, Part I, page 83). 91 

 
  

                                            
91  "The primal sin is not an inferior morality, but rather the understanding of 
oneself in terms of oneself and the attempt to secure one's own existence by means 
of what one himself establishes, by means of one's own accomplishments "  
(Bultmann, Existence & Faith, page 81). 

"And since all pursuit, even the perverted sort, is, in intention, pursuit of life, 
this means seeking life where it is not - in the created world.  For to deny God as 
Creator is to turn away from Him to the creation . . . Hence, the ultimate sin 
reveals itself to be the false assumption of receiving life not as the gift of the 
Creator but procuring it by one's own power, of living from one’s self rather than 
from God” (Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part I, page 232).  
 

For me to try to be 
good by my own 
willpower is not just 
futile, it is in fact 
sinful; and the 
tendency to do this 
comes out of my 
“flesh” – the "Bad 
Part." 
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Endnote #7G 
 

My God-wannabe Builds The Wall 
In Endnote #8M I refer to The Wall that separates me (my Head) 
from myself (my Treasure Inside).  This Wall closes me off from an 
awareness of the living God who dwells in me.  The Wall is a spiritual 
barrier 92 made up of Bitter Root Judgments and Inner Vows, both of 
which spring from this same bad 
place in me - my tendency to take 
God's place.  When I judge, I am 
taking God’s place as judge.  When I 
make an Inner Vow, I am deciding to 
take care of myself, because I don’t 
trust God to do it.  I am deciding to 
run my own life, because in that 
"Bad Part" of me (my flesh) I don’t 
trust God; and I have the delusion 
that I can do it better.  
 
This exact tendency has created difficulties in my own life.  My 
parents were unavailable and not trustworthy to meet my needs.  So I 
learned to trust only in myself, and I made a decision to do it myself.  
What makes this even more insidious is that our culture so highly 
values independence, and this ability to be self-sufficient is seen as a 
good thing.  I certainly saw it this way. 

 
Also, if my parents had met my needs, I would now find it easy to 
trust those in charge.  I would now find it easy to trust that Jesus is 
active in my life, and that He is looking after my needs.  I would not 
now think I am alone in my struggles, as I often do.  Fortunately, God 
is now at work repairing this in me! 
 
As with many things, we need freedom.  We need to be able to act on 
our own behalf when this is appropriate, and to be able to be 
dependent when this is appropriate.  When we make an Inner Vow, 

                                            
92   For more information on the building of “The Wall” see Endnote #8M. 

I need to have the 
blood of Jesus ever 
available to me, so 
that He can clean up 
the mess that my 
God-wannabe keeps 
making inside me. 
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as I did (“I will always have to do it myself”) we have lost freedom.  
Then it is very difficult to be dependent when it is appropriate.  Then 
it feels very uncomfortable to really trust another person to meet our 
need.  In fact, living independently is probably so automatic that we 
don't give it a thought.  We just do it.  Because of this wound in me, 
God has had to work very hard in getting me to trust Him and to 
depend on Him. 
 
My reaction to my parents planted Bitter Roots in me.  My "God-
wannabe," the "Bad Part" that impelled me to react as I did, is a part 
of my fallen nature.  I will never lose the tendencies that spring from 
this "Bad Part" as long as I walk this planet.  In addition, because it is 
a part of my very being, it operates so automatically that it has done 
its work before I am aware of it.  Therefore, I need to have the blood 
of Jesus ever available to me so that He can clean up the mess that my 
God-wannabe keeps making inside me. 
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Endnote #7H 
 

Don't "Throw The Baby Out With The 
Bathwater" 
When we judge ourselves, or try to "die to self," it is because we have 
come to see everything hidden inside us as "bad."  Everything seems 
to be in one "container."  Since pain and the impulse to bad behavior 
come from someplace "inside," we conclude that everything "inside" 
is "bad." 
 
However, below our level of consciousness there are at least three 
areas, which are symbolized by the containers in the diagram that 
follows. 
 
This diagram is an over-simplification of what we are like inside, 
presented to help you understand that everything inside us is not the 
"Bad Part."  There is much more.  Because Scripture is not precise 
about it, I cannot be dogmatic about everything that is inside each of 
these "containers," nor that there are only three "containers" hidden 
inside.  But I can with the backing of Scripture say that there is a Good 
Part, there is a Bad Part, and these two parts do not constitute all there 
is.  I can also infer that there is a part somewhere inside that contains 
good roots and bad roots.  We are incredibly complex inside, and the 
Lord is the only one who knows the whole picture.  What is most 
important is to know that there is both a "Bad Part" and a "Good Part" 
inside us. 
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There Are Multiple Places Inside Us 
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You will see a similarity between the left side of this diagram and 
what I talked about in Endnote #6, “The Good Part Of You.” 
 
When we judge ourselves, we confuse the Treasure Inside (the "Good 
Part," the image of God in us) with the God-wannabe ("Bad Part") 
and with the Bitter Roots (the black places in the "Honeycomb").  We 
lump all these together.  We therefore condemn everything hidden 
inside us.  We literally "throw the baby out with the bath water."  The 
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"Good Part" (the image of God in us that is innocent) gets condemned 
along with the part(s) that are guilty. 
 
Understanding that there are several parts hidden in us will facilitate 
treating each part appropriately.  Our Treasure Inside and our God-
wannabe (Flesh) can't be changed (or "healed").  They will always be 
what they were from the moment that Adam and Eve fell. 

. 
On the other hand, the "Honeycomb" (discussed in Endnote #2, on 
the transformation process), can be healed.  It is in a sense the "battle 
ground" where darkness and light compete.  When, because of the 
influence of our God-wannabe, we judge, a Bitter Root is planted in 
our Honeycomb.  However, this damage can be repaired by forgiving 
and being forgiven by Jesus.  The Bitter Root can thus be changed 
into a good root through the blood of Jesus.  Then light wins over 
darkness.  Then the new good root will produce good fruit. 
 
Finally, the image of God in us needs to be affirmed and loved.  Love 
is the "fuel" that our Treasure Inside runs on.  This is why it is so 
devastating to judge and to hate that part.  Jesus said to love ourselves, 
and the implication is that then life will go well.  Our “Treasure 
Inside” is the aspect of ourselves we are to love.  He would certainly 
not tell us to love our “God-Wannabe” which is indeed bad.  
 

Endnote #7I 
 

Where Does "Die To Self" Fit In? 
There is a perspective that says that we should "die to self."  This 
view, while not uncommon in churches, often has destructive results.  
Many who advocate and teach this perspective often correctly say 
there is a part of us that does need to die and be reborn in the likeness 
of Jesus.  However, the destruction in "die to self" comes about 
through a misunderstanding of what is meant by "self."  These 
students get the impression this means that everything inside them is 
bad and needs to "die."  In other words, in the diagram in Endnote 
#7H above, everything below the "Level of Consciousness" needs to 
"die." 
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When this misunderstanding exists, though they are believers in 
Jesus, these students are prone to "The Big Hurt" (See Endnote #8O), 
and feel defeated.  They develop a deep distrust of everything inside 
them - they "throw out the baby with the bathwater."  Their Treasure 
Inside does not need to be obliterated, because he or she is made in 
the image of God (and therefore thrives on love).  In fact, being a part 
of the person's essence, it is impossible to eliminate the Treasure 
Inside.  These believers are wounded and miserable because they are 
doing exactly the opposite of what they need to do - they are hating 
rather than loving their Treasure Inside (Matthew 22:39).  Because 
their Treasure Inside is real, he or she continues to "speak" to them by 
sending up pain.  Thus they attempt to build The Wall 93 in order to 
suppress all that is inside.  
 

Endnote #7J 
 

Creating An Insolvable Dilemma 
To the degree that they succeed in building The Wall, they experience 
all the problems that The Wall creates.  To the degree they do not 
succeed, they feel guilty and condemned.  It is an insolvable dilemma, 
because either way they lose.  They become miserable and defeated. 
 
As I have previously shown, when we attempt to gain an 
understanding of biblical principles, a great deal of what we struggle 
with is based upon a misunderstanding of what a particular word 
means.  These misperceptions are understandable for a couple of 
reasons.  Since so many of the theological words we use have such 
broad ranges of meaning, how do we know which meaning applies in 
a particular passage?  And there are always difficulties in translating 
from Greek to English.  In addition, our popular culture and the New 
Age have redefined some words that would otherwise be useful.  In 
order to avoid such a tragic misunderstanding, I would recommend 
not using the phrase "die to self."  It would be much more accurate 

                                            
93  See Endnote #8M for more on “The Wall.” 
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and fruitful to speak about Jesus pulling out the bitter roots and 
replacing them with His presence inside. 149F

94 
 

Endnote #7K 
 

Pride 
In much of the church, one of the greatest sins that one is to avoid 
committing is the sin of pride.  In this case, the use the term "pride" 
is meant to describe the human tendency to want to be our own God.  
I think this is misleading, or perhaps even dangerous, because the 
word "pride" is then usually understood to mean "I am really 
something great." 0F

95  Therefore, to eliminate "pride" means to come 
to the place where "I am nothing."  Consequently, to label a person's 
flaw as "pride" is to put him or her on a quest to see themself as 
"nothing."  As I have just been discussing, people are not "nothing."  
They are made in the image of God.  Seeing themselves as "nothing" 
aggravates the already present low esteem of self that most people 
have, and perhaps paradoxically brings about building of The Wall, 
and further wounding and destruction inside.  Ironically, seeing 
themselves as nothing will likely impel people into arrogant behavior, 
as a means of not feeling like a worm.  Most braggarts are like this. 
 
Arrogant behavior (or "pride") is a sin, 1F

96 whereas the "Bad Part" I 
have just described is our sin-nature, our God-wannabe.  The sin of 

                                            
94 "Die to self" appears nowhere in the New Testament, and is in fact contrary to 
the clear teachings of the Bible.  See Endnote #12 for more details on "die to 
self." 
95   Webster's Dictionary defines "proud," in part, as "having or displaying 
excessive self-esteem."  The word "pride" is, in part, defined as "the quality or 
state of being proud: inordinate self-esteem." 
96   It is interesting that the term "pride" is very rare in the New Testament.  It 
only appears three times (Strong's, page 840).  Apparently the New Testament 
writers did not see it as a major issue to be addressed.  In light of this low 
emphasis, it is interesting how much emphasis the Western church has placed on 
the need to not be "proud."  In contrast to this, sexual sins like "fornication" and 
"adultery" are addressed dozens of times in the New Testament. 
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"pride" can be repented of and washed in the blood of Jesus. F

97  Then 
it is gone.  It no longer exists as far as God is concerned. On the other 
hand, what I have described as our God-wannabe is not "pride."  It is 
something much deeper, and it has nothing whatsoever to do with how 
we feel about ourselves.  It is a part of our very nature as a result of 
the fall, and it is in every human being.  There is nothing we can do 
to remove it.  It will be present as long as we live on this earth; and it 
is present in people whose "self-esteem" is practically zero. 

 
Endnote #7L 
 

Legalism 
Legalism is deadly.  Legalism is the process of trying to please God 
by keeping His rules, by trying to live a holy life through our 
willpower.  However, if our “bad behavior” is bad fruit from a bad 
root, attempting to keep the rules is worse than futile.  It is sin.  Our 
God-wannabe will impel us to try to do it ourselves.  Therefore, when 
we are told what we are supposed to do without being taught HOW 
the blood of Jesus can change us inside, we are actually being 
encouraged to sin!  It is because of this deadly trap that Jesus was so 
hard on the scribes and Pharisees.
 

 

  

                                            
97  Isaiah 43:25, "I, even I, am He who blots out your transgressions for My own 
sake; and I will not remember your sins."   

Jeremiah 31:34b, "For I will forgive their iniquity, and their sin I will 
remember no more." 
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Endnote #8A 
 

There Is A War Going On 
 
It would be helpful if I could directly observe the presence of a “bad 
root” inside me.  After all, if I observe that my hair needs combing, I 
can then comb it.  If I see that my hands are dirty, I can wash them.  
Unfortunately, we cannot directly observe a “bad root.”  It resides 
below our level of consciousness. 
 
For some reason, the Lord created us with both a “Conscious Self,” 
and a “Non-conscious Self.”  The diagram below is offered to help to 
make this clear: 
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that).  There are places in each of us that are purely "us," that are a 
part of who we are, that are good.  It is not just the Holy Spirit in us 
that is good.  When God said, "Let Us make man in Our image, 
according to Our likeness" 
(Genesis 1:26).  He did not say, 
"Let Us make man to be Us."  We 
are separate creatures from Him.  
We are unique, but made in His 
image.  He is the pattern, but we 
are not Him, and He is not us.  This reality may be difficult for many 
to grasp, since there has been so much teaching and preaching about 
how awful we are.  It is this image of God in us that I am calling our 
“Treasure Inside.”  
 
Scripture is clear that our “Treasure Inside” exists.  What I have listed 
are some of the attributes that God placed in there, though there are 
undoubtedly more.  98  

  
In this diagram I am not implying that our personal spirit is God.  
However, for Christians it is true that God does dwell in our Non-
conscious Self. 
 

Endnote #8B 
 

How We Can Perceive 
We cannot directly observe what is going on below our level of 
consciousness.  Our “Treasure Inside” is in our Non-conscious Self, 
and he or she observes what is going on in there.  God installed a 
signal system whereby our “Treasure Inside” can inform our 
Conscious Self of what is occurring below our level of consciousness.  
That signal system is made up of our emotions and other subtle senses 
and awarenesses. 99   

                                            
98 For more on your “Treasure Inside,” also see Endnote #6. 
99  This is a very robust signal system, with many facets.  A few examples are: 
emotions, intuition, creativity, empathy, dreams, visions, the voice of God.  

Your “Treasure Inside” 
exists, and is made in 
the image of God! 
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Our cars have “oil lights” on the dashboard.  That has been provided 
so that we can know about the oil level in the engine without us having 
to directly look into the oil pan.  There is a sensor in the engine that 
observes that oil level.  If the oil level gets below a certain point, the 
sensor sends a signal to the “oil light” to turn on, so that we can know 
the oil is low.  It is a way that the car says “ouch.”  Then we can pull 
over to the side of the road and add some oil. 
 
There are several other things that are also important for us to know 
about the status of the car.  Therefore there is also a temperature 
gauge, a battery light, a “handbrake on” light, a “door open” light, etc.  
Each is necessary to give us specific important information. 
 
Likewise, the messages that our “Treasure Inside” sends up to our 
Conscious Self are also specific to an important condition going on 
below our Level of Consciousness.  That way we can consciously do 
the appropriate thing to fix the situation. 
 
If we ignore the “oil light” in our car, something really bad is 
eventually going to happen to the engine.  When the engine freezes 
up, we will be able to consciously and directly know that the engine 
had needed oil. 
 
Pilots who fly in the dark or in clouds need to trust their instruments.  
Their instruments give them information that they would otherwise 
have no way of knowing.  When they cannot actually see the horizon 
with their naked eye, their own other physical senses can fool them.  
If they don’t trust their instruments, lots of bad things can happen -  
such as going around in circles or crashing into the ground.  Because 
it is so important that they trust their instruments, pilots have to go 
through extensive training so that they understand what the 
instruments are telling them, and to 
trust them. 
 
My “Treasure Inside” is my friend, 
who knows what is going on below 
my level of consciousness and tells 
me about it.  I need to learn what 

My “Treasure Inside” 
is my friend who tells 
me what is going on 
in my Non-conscious 
Self. 
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those messages are saying, and to trust them; because it is always 
important information.  If I don’t listen to them or trust them and take 
corrective action, bad things can end up happening; because there is 
a war going on below my level of consciousness. 
 

Endnote #8C 
 

The Nature Of The War Inside Us 
Unfortunately, below my level of consciousness there is residing 
another entity besides my “Treasure Inside:” my “God-wannabe” 
(see Endnote #7 for more details on the “God-wannabe”). 
 
Whereas my “Treasure Inside,” a godly presence, wants to worship 
and commune with God; my “God-wannabe,” an evil presence, hates 
God and wants to take His place.  
 
My “God-wannabe” has declared war on God, and wants to have 
dominion over me.  He is made in the image of Satan, and entered 
into mankind in the Garden of Eden.   
 
Both my “Treasure Inside” and my “God-wannabe” are unchangeable 
in nature.  They will both exist in me exactly as they are until the day 
I go to be with the Lord.   
 
On the other hand, my “Honeycomb” is the battleground between the 
two.  It contains both “good roots” and “bad roots,” and these roots 
can be transformed from “good” to “bad,” and vice versa.  The 
diagram below illustrates these multiple places. 
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Endnote #8D 
 

How The War Progresses 
Because it wants to become lord of my life, my “God-wannabe” 
attacks and plants a “bad root” in my “Honeycomb.”  That “bad root” 
then causes problems for me by producing “bad fruit.” 100 
 
For Christians, what is supposed to happen is that my “Treasure 
Inside” sees the damage going on, and sends up a distress signal (the 

                                            
100   The presence of our “God-wannabe” in us does not imply that we are 
“demon-possessed.”  Demons are separate entities from us.  They are fallen 
angels, whereas our “God-wannabe” is part of us; because we are members of 
Adam’s race.  
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“oil light” comes on).  Since my will power (a psychological attribute) 
has no authority to regulate or control what is going on inside my 
Non-conscious self,  I need a solution that will occur below my level 
of consciousness to remove the “bad root.”  As I discussed in the last 
chapter, I can apply the blood of Jesus to the “bad root,” and thus have 
Jesus replace the “bad root” with His presence.  He is well capable of 
doing this; but I need to take conscious action to bring that about.  I 
need to “put oil in the engine” by applying the blood of Jesus. 
 
Another metaphor might help make this clear.  In my physical body, 
there is also a constant battle going on.  There are entities that are 
intent on destroying my health (viruses, germs, toxins, etc.).  Because 
of the presence of these destructive forces, the Lord gave me an 
immune system whose job it is to identify and destroy these attackers.  
In some situations my immune system needs a helping hand.  Suppose 
I have an infection.  I can consciously recognize that through the 
physical symptoms, and then decide to take an antibiotic to overcome 
the infection.  However, I cannot by conscious force of will make the 
infection go away. 
 
Likewise, if I discover that I have a “bad root” inside, I can 
consciously decide to apply the blood of Jesus to it. 101  But I cannot 
by conscious force of my will make the “bad root” go away. 

   
In both the case of the war going on in my physical body and that 
going on in my Non-conscious self, I do need to become consciously 
aware that there is a problem so that I can decide to apply the 
appropriate “cure.” 
 
To succeed at this I need to do all of the following: 

 
1. I need to sense, and to pay attention to, the signal sent up from 

my body or my “Treasure Inside.” 
2. I need to understand what that signal is telling me. 

                                            
101 Again, when I speak of applying the blood of Jesus, I am referring to the 
process of forgiving, being forgiven, having Jesus cleanse that place in my 
“Honeycomb,” and fill that place with His presence. 
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3. I need to trust that it is telling me the truth. 
4. I need to apply the appropriate “cure:” (the anti-biotic, or the 

blood of Jesus to the “bad root”).   
 

Endnote #8E 
 

Not Knowing About Two Presences 
As the diagram illustrates, there are two presences below our level of 
consciousness.  As a child, we didn’t know that.  So when we 
misbehaved, for instance by hitting another child, we were properly 
disciplined for doing that “bad” thing.  We concluded that “I” did a 
bad thing.  We blamed ourselves, and usually decided that everything 
below our level of conscious control was fickle and unreliable and 
“bad.”  Our “Treasure Inside” was condemned along with our “God-
wannabe.”  We “threw the baby out with the bathwater.”  Our culture, 
and possibly our church, reinforced that perspective.  So we tried as 
best we could to ignore or to control every message coming up from 
our Non-conscious Self. 
 

Endnote #8F 
 

How To Lose The War 
The way to lose the war is to ignore the “oil light” when it comes on.  
If I ignore the signal coming up from my “Treasure Inside,” or don’t 
understand what it is telling me, 
and/or don’t trust that it is telling 
me the truth, I won’t be able to 
apply the “cure.”  If I don’t apply 
the “cure,” the damage will 
remain there.  If it is allowed to 
remain, the ‘bad root’ will begin 
to grow.  Like a tumor, it will keep spreading unless it is destroyed. 
 
Be assured that the objective of my “God-wannabe” is to win the war.  
He will always continue to attack and plant many more “bad roots.”  
If I still don’t take corrective action, he continues to gain more and 

Not paying attention to 
the signals from your 
“Treasure inside” 
allows bad things to 
happen. 
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more influence in my Honeycomb.  More and more “bad fruit” will 
begin to manifest. 
 
Eventually the damage grows to the point where it produces serious, 
observable problems in my life – for instance I might develop 
uncontrollable anger, or depression, or alcoholism, or a host of other 
problems. 
 

Endnote #8G 
 

Which Is More Important? 
Which is more important: your Conscious Self or your Non-conscious 
Self?  That is like asking which is more important: your heart or your 
liver?  The answer is that you have both because you need both.  Your 
heart cannot do what your liver does, and your liver cannot do what 
your heart does. 
 
Similarly, your Conscious attributes have a job to do, and so do your 
Non-conscious attributes.  Your Conscious attributes cannot do what 
your Non-conscious attributes do, and vice versa. 
 
In our culture, it is easy for us to see what your Head is good at: 
rational thinking and decision making.  I won’t elaborate on this, 
because you are well versed in this. 
 
What is not so evident is the importance and purpose for your Non-
conscious self.  Science even recognizes the importance of your Non-
conscious Self: 
 

“Huge amounts of evidence support the view that the ‘conscious 
self’ is in fact a very small portion of the mind’s activity.  
Perception, abstract cognition, emotional processes, memory, and 
social interaction all appear to proceed to a great extent without 
the involvement of consciousness.  Most of the mind is 
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nonconscious. . . To put it another way, we are much, much more 
than our conscious processes.”  102 

 
Part of that “much more” in this quote is the presence of God in your 
Non-conscious Self.  As I have shown in the prior diagram, the 
presence of God is prominent in your Non-conscious Self.  He has 
created your “Treasure Inside” in 
His image.  When you became a 
Christian, He sent His Holy Spirit to 
dwell below your level of 
consciousness; and God is actively 
communicating with you through 
these faculties.   
 
In other words, below your level of consciousness you have at 
your disposal the wisdom and presence of God.   
 
Just think of that! 
 
You need to respect both your Conscious Self and your Non-
conscious self.  You need all of those attributes to live your life, and 
that is why God gave them all to you.  If you try to use the wrong 
attribute in a given situation, life will not go well. 
  

                                            
102  Siegel, page 263.   

In your Non-
conscious self, you 
have access to the 
wisdom and 
presence of God! 
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Endnote #8H 
 
Both Presences Below Our Level Of 
Consciousness Seek To Influence Us  103 
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Note that I have labeled the influence of these presences as being 
“impulses and perceptions.”  I have done this because when the “mind 
of the Spirit” is in ascendance, we see things through those eyes and 
are impelled to act in life giving, Godly ways (Galatians 5:22-23).  On 

                                            
103   The purpose of this diagram is simply to illustrate that there is within each of 
us both godly and ungodly entities, and they are each seeking to influence us.  The 
diagram is not intended to try to be an exhaustive dissection of the great 
complexity inside us.  Truly, we are fearfully and wonderfully made. 
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the other hand, when the “mind of the flesh” (“God-wannabe”) is in 
ascendance, we see things through those eyes and are impelled to act 
in ways that are sinful (Galatians 5:19-21).    The Apostle Paul 
described the war and the fruit from it: 
 

For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the 
flesh; and these are contrary to one another, so that you do not 
do the things that you wish (Galatians 5:17). 

 
See Endnote #4P for an example of this in my own life. 
 
 

Endnote #8I 
 

The Lie Of Dualism 
Many religions allude to a dualism in the spiritual world, of a war 
between the good and the bad, between light and darkness.  But this 
is a false picture of reality.  God created all, and he sustains all.  I don't 
know if Satan breathes, as we do.  But if he does, his next breath is 
dependent upon the Lord.  It is not an equal battle. 

"Dualism.  A theory in interpretation which explains a given 
situation or domain in terms of two opposing factors or principles.  In 
general, dualisms are twofold classifications which admit of no 
intermediate degrees" (Elwell, p.334).    In other words, dualism 
usually assumes a great deal of similarity between the opposing 
parties, and a great deal of equality in their powers and ability.  But 
this equality is profoundly not true about God and Satan. 

 
"Christian theology generally accepts a modified moral dualism, 
recognizing God as supremely good and Satan as a deteriorated 
creature bent everywhere upon the intrusion of evil.  This, 
however, is not dualism in the sense of its usual definition, since 
Christian theology does not consider Satan to be ultimate or 
original, and sees him ultimately excluded from the universe" 
(Elwell, p.334). 
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 Endnote #8J 
 

A Couple of Myths 
In our culture, there are a couple of myths that I want to expose. 
 

1. We tend to view our Conscious Selves as completely rational 
and reliable. 

2. We see our Non-conscious Selves as fickle and unreliable. 
 

First Myth:   
Whether we know it or not, or like it or not, our conscious perception 
of reality is powerfully influenced by what goes on below our level 
of consciousness.   
 
For example, suppose you tell a friend about a very personal problem 
you are having, and the friend reveals this confidential information to 
others.  Would you be angry?  Would this affect how you feel about 
that friend?  Would you like to “give them a piece of your mind?” 
 
With your logical mind (Head) you may argue that it is wisdom to re-
evaluate your relationship.  That would also be true; but is that what 
has influenced how you feel about them?  Can you see how your 
rational perception has been influenced? 
 
Or suppose that someone you know is on a football team.  During the 
game, how do you feel about the players on the other team?  Are you 
rational or non-emotional about them?  Of course not.  You are likely 
feeling very aggressive towards them, whereas you would not feel 
that same way if you just met one of them in a store. 
 
It is impossible for us to be consciously neutral (completely rational) 
in emotionally powerful situations.  The conditions in our 
“Honeycomb,” that cause us to feel our emotions, powerfully 
influence our conscious mind.  Science has proven this: 
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“Emotion directly influences the functions of the entire brain and 
body, from physiological regulation to abstract reasoning” 
(Siegel, page 132). 

 
Therefore, when our emotions come up (and despite how hard we may 
try not to feel them), both our “thinking” and our behavior are 
influenced.  “Bad roots” that cause strong emotions give us strong 
impulses to “bad fruit.”  Sometimes the impulses are too strong to 
resist. 
 

Second Myth: 
We also tend to view our Non-conscious Selves as unreliable.  We 
don’t trust what we sense.  One of the reasons is that we lump all of 
our Non-conscious attributes together.  We realize that we are 
sometimes impelled to do good things, and sometimes we are 
impelled to do bad things.  We tend to think that all those 
contradictory impulses come from the same source – “me.”  We don’t 
realize that there are two presences inside, and therefore two voices. 

 
A second reason that we don’t trust the signals coming up from inside 
is that we don’t understand the language of our emotions.  We were 
never taught this by anybody.  It would be like me trying to fly an 
airplane on instruments.  I have no training, and would undoubtedly 
crash and burn. 
 
A third problem is that we haven’t known what to do about the signals 
when we do hear them; because we haven’t known how to apply the 
blood of Jesus to the “bad roots.”  Without knowing how to cure the 
problem when we hear about it, listening to the unpleasant feelings is 
painful; and we don’t want to continue to hear them. 
 
The bottom line is that the messages we receive from inside our Non-
conscious Self are not unreliable or fickle.  They accurately tell us 
what is going on inside there.  Unfortunately, there is a war going on, 
and the messages give us strategic information about how the battle 
is going. 
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Endnote #8K 
 

A Big Mistake 
Hopefully you can now see that if we distrust every message that 
comes up from our Non-conscious self, and thus try to use our “head” 
to rule our life, we get into trouble.  Our “bad roots” grow and 
dominate more and more of our life. 
 
Therefore, if somehow we can be convinced to ignore the signals 
coming up from our “Treasure Inside,” our “God-wannabe” will have 
free reign, and we will be losing the war. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Endnote # 8L 
 
A Cultural Deception 
For those of us that live in the Western World, we have an overarching 
hurdle that makes it difficult for us to win the spiritual war. 
 
In the Western World it is fully accepted that the only faculties that 
we need to do life are our conscious faculties of our will and our 
intellect – what I have labeled as 
“Head” in the prior diagram 
(Endnote #8H).  This cultural 
influence cripples us in our ability 
to win the spiritual war that is 
going on, because it never occurs 
to us to question the previously 
mentioned two myths. 
 
We are told that our “head,’ our conscious self, is all that matters.  
Everything around us tells us that is how life is done.  Consider the 

If we can be convinced to ignore the 
“signals” from our Treasure Inside, we will be 
losing the war! 

In Western culture 
we have been 
convinced that we 
can control our life 
with our intellect 
and will power. 
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sources we view as “authorities” that tell us this.  Among them are:  
our parents, our friends, our schools, the radio, TV, the internet, the 
books we read, the church, and our English translations of the Bible.   
 
We are told that when a person has had a painful life of alcohol or 
drugs or other addictions that that person has made “bad choices,” 
meaning that they could have chosen to live life differently; when the 
truth is their struggles are spiritual, being “bad fruit” from “bad roots” 
(see Endnote #1I).  This is terribly condemning for these struggling 
people to be told. 
 
This Western viewpoint is as subtle as the air around us.  We don’t 
think about it, and are not consciously aware of it.  Consequently it 
influences us without our realizing that it is doing so.  Therefore we 
don’t question whether or not it is true.  After all, how could 
everybody be wrong? 
 
The fact is. not “everybody” is this wrong.  Eastern cultures are not 
as crippled in this way.  They have a much more intimate sense of 
what is going on inside them.  This was very true of the Hebrews in 
Jesus’ day.  This difference in belief is one of the reasons why English 
translations of the New Testament are inaccurate in some ways.  The 
authors of the New Testament had a very different world view than 
we do.  Consequently, the English translators subconsciously 
sometimes miss what the writer is saying.  The authors of the New 
Testament were inspired by God, and God is not stuck in our Western 
Mindset. 
 
God is not the only one who says that the Western Mindset is in error.  
Even science says this.   Dr. Daniel Siegel, a medical researcher says 
the following:  
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"Huge amounts of evidence support the view that the 'conscious 
self' is in fact a very small portion of the mind's activity . . . most 
of the mind is nonconscious.  To put it another way, we are much, 
much more than our conscious processes" (Siegel, The 
Developing Mind, page 263). 

 
 This statement is, of course, based upon scientific investigation, not 
Scripture.  However, science and theology must converge if the 
science is solid; because good science only uncovers the truths about 
God's creation.  In this case the evidence is so overwhelming that 
misinterpretation by scientists of this issue is unlikely. 
 
It is very important that you become consciously aware of this 
Western Mindset, because it is almost certain that is how you have 
been conditioned to view life, and how you have tried to manage your 
own life, including your Christian life.  Hopefully, these Endnotes 
have shown you why you cannot manage your life with your own 
willpower.  Likewise, hopefully my translation and commentary have 
helped you to see that the real issues of life are below your level of 
consciousness, and beyond your ability to consciously control them. 
 
A great tragedy occurs when we think that we can manage our lives 
with our willpower and intellect.  We try this, and we fail.  Then we 
feel like failures. We can’t understand why we fail.  Maybe we don’t 
have enough faith.  Then we try even harder.  Then the harder we try, 
the more we fail.  We think we are lousy Christians.  After all, we 
think it works for everybody else. 
 
The truth is, the Western Mindset doesn’t work for anybody.  It causes 
us to lose the spiritual war going on inside.  Again, the Apostle Paul 
directly addressed this failure: 
 

For what I am doing, I do not understand.  For what I will to do, 
that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do . . . O wretched 
man that I am!  Who will deliver me from this body of death?  I 
thank God - - through Jesus Christ our Lord (Romans 7:15, 24-
25). 
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Also read all of Endnote #1 for why the Western Mindset causes us 
to fail in running our lives. 

  
Endnote #8M 
 

Building “The Wall” 
When we disparage everything that is below our level of 
consciousness, we wall off what is below our lever of consciousness.  
This is a very disabling situation.  Because we are not able to utilize 
those attributes that are below our level of consciousness, we are 
unable to be fully human.  I refer to this obstruction as “The Wall.” 
 
God intended for us to be whole so 
that we can truly be like Him.  We 
need all of the attributes that are in 
both our Head and our Treasure 
Inside.  Neither part is bad, and 
neither part is superfluous.  
Sometimes we need to analyze a 
situation with our intellect and then 
simply go and do it.  Sometimes we need to listen to the messages 
from our Treasure Inside and act on what they tell us.  However, what 
I will refer to as The Wall interferes with our ability to hear these 
internal messages.  The Wall wasn’t supposed to be there, and you 
can see from the diagram in the next endnote, Endnote #8N that when 
The Wall is present our access to our Treasure Inside is inhibited.  In 
this case we have to try to live all aspects of our life from our Head, 
and we may not even be aware that the Treasure Inside exists.  
Without access to those attributes inside, we fail in some aspects of 
our life. 
 
For instance, a wife may be complaining that her husband can't 
communicate with her.  She expects him to know what is going on 
inside her, yet she does not communicate her needs directly.  Her 
husband is very frustrated because he is not a "mind reader."  He asks 
himself, "How in the world am I supposed to know what she is feeling 
when she does not seem to know herself?" 

When we are shut off 
from our non-
conscious self, I refer 
to that blockage as 
“The Wall.”  
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The problem comes about because the husband is cut off from his 
Treasure Inside.  In that place inside he does feel her pain and does 
know what is going on inside her.  There is ongoing communication 
between her Treasure Inside and his Treasure Inside.  However, the 
awareness of that information never makes it through his Wall to his 
conscious mind (his Head).  He becomes frustrated, and his wife does 
not feel heard.  Because of the presence of The Wall in him, the 
marriage is much less intimate and rewarding than God meant it to 
be. 
 
It is also quite likely that the wife also has a Wall, and therefore she 
too may not have a clear awareness of what her own needs are. 
 
When The Wall is built, in a sense the person has buried his or her 
humanity. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Endnote #8N 
 

Separation From God 
The living Lord communes with our personal spirit.  We are designed 
to have a personal relationship with Him through this part of our 
Treasure Inside.  When we can hear God's voice, we will be reliably 
guided by Him and prevented from sinning.  We will be able to 
discern Satan's traps and accurately identify the deceptions of the 
World.  Satan loses. 
 
However, when we have shut ourselves off from our Treasure Inside, 
we become unaware of God's presence.  We are separated from Him 
by The Wall, and our ability to hear Him is impaired (sometimes 

 

The Wall is a big problem for us, because it prevents 
us from being whole.  We are unable to access 
those important gifts which are inside. 
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totally)!  This is the greatest tragedy that results from the building of 
The Wall.  I believe that building The Wall is Satan’s favorite scheme, 
because he loves to see us cut off from God.  When we are cut off 
from God, we have to rely on our intellect, which is ill-equipped to 
discern good and evil, right and wrong.  Satan can then lead us into 
all types of error.  Satan wins. 
 
Unfortunately, history is filled with examples of people who are cut 
off from their Treasure Inside.  Some examples are the Crusades, the 
Inquisition in the Middle Ages, and the Holocaust.  These tragedies 
could not have happened if people had been able to hear the living 
God, because the Holy Spirit would prevent them from hurting other 
people in these cruel ways.  The Holy Spirit was in agony over the 
pain being inflicted on the victims, and spoke to the hearts of those 
inflicting the abuse.  But The Wall in these perpetrators prevented the 
message from getting through to the conscious faculties in their Head.  
They were unaware of the pain they were inflicting. 
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Diagram Showing How The Wall Cuts Us Off 
From The Living God 

 
 
       
 

 
 
 
        
      
 
 
 
 

Wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

In this diagram I am not implying that our personal spirit is God.  
However, for Christians it is true that God does dwell in our Treasure 
Inside.106F

104  Here I am simply illustrating the fact that though God does 
dwell inside us and speaks to us, we may not be able to consciously 
commune with Him, because The Wall gets in the way. 
 
  

                                            
104  John 14:17: the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it 
neither sees Him nor knows Him; but you know Him, for He dwells with you and 
will be in you. 
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Endnote #8 O 
 
The Big Hurt 
The reason The Wall gets built is because there are a lot of painful 
signals being sent up to our Conscious Self.  We want to get away 
from them.  If they are temporary (for example the pain from when 
our pet dog dies), then no problem.  But if the painful signals persist 
(for example if we are constantly criticized by our parents), we need 
to do something to not be in agony all the time.  We build The Wall 
to stop the pain. 
 
We are meant to be unified with our Treasure Inside.  In fact, we are 
meant to love that part! 
   
Jesus said to love God and love our neighbor as ourselves (Matthew 
22:37-39).  If that is how we live, then life will go well for us.  He did 
NOT say to love God and love our neighbor and hate ourselves, or 
reject ourselves.  If that is indeed how we relate to ourselves, life will 
not go well for us.  And it doesn’t! 
 
An unfortunate thing happens if we build a wall between our 
Conscious Self and Non-conscious Self.  When we reject that part of 
us, that hurts our Treasure Inside.  After all, that is the human and 
caring part of us.  The painful signal that our rejected Treasure Inside 
sends up can be excruciating.  That is the pain that causes people to 
turn to addictions to cover it up, and is the huge pain of depression.  
Because it can be so debilitating, I call that pain “The Big Hurt.” 
 
The cure for this pain is to begin to love ourselves.  How that ruptured 
relationship can be restored is beyond the scope of these Endnotes.  
See Endnote #4O for information about the restoration of your 
relationship with your Treasure Inside.  Also, you can read more 
about this healing in my book “I Will Give You Rest.”    
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Endnote #9 
 

The Two Great “Commandments”  
Of Jesus: 

 
Jesus said to him, “’You shall love the Lord your God with all 
your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind.’  This is the 
first and great commandment.  And the second is like it: ‘You shall 
love your neighbor as yourself.’  On these two commandments 
hang all the Law and the Prophets” (Matthew 22:37-40). 

 
Keeping in mind the fact that only by being transformed into the 
image of Jesus can we produce “good fruit,” how can it be that Jesus 
would command us to do something which we are incapable of 
performing? 
 
This interesting question can be answered by analysis of the Greek 
verbs used. 
 
Greek does indeed have an “imperative” form (“mood”) for the verbs.  
In the “imperative” mood, the verb is giving a command to do 
something (Mounce, page 311).  A parent telling a child “Go to sleep” 
would be in the imperative mood, because the parent is commanding 
the child to stop messing around and to go to sleep. 

 
Another verb form (“mood”) is called the “indicative.”  The 
“indicative” means that the verb is expressing a statement of fact. 
 

“Mood refers to the relationship between the verb and reality.  A 
verb is in the indicative if it is describing something that is, as 
opposed to something that may or might be (Mounce, page 124).  

 
“You need to sleep” would be in the indicative mood, because it is a 
fact that all people need to sleep. 
In all four places where these two great “commandments” of Jesus 
are referred to in the New Testament (Matthew 22:37-39; Mark 
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12:30-31; Romans 13:9; Galatians 5:14), the verb “mood” is 
“indicative,” not “imperative”!  Since the verb form is the same 
every place these “commandments” appear, it is probable that the 
writers did not make a mistake in their choice of “mood.” 

 
The verb form also refers to something in the future; so based upon 
the grammar, Jesus is actually saying something like: “In the future, 
you will love God,” as a statement of fact. 

 
How can this be?  How can He know that is what we will do in the 
future?  Why would He be telling us to do something that we can’t 
do?  I would propose that there is an answer to these interesting 
questions about Jesus’ “commandments.”  The only solution that 
takes into account these issues is that He is saying that when we are 
transformed into the image of Jesus, we will love God; because Jesus 
loves God.  Through His provision for us, this can indeed be a fact in 
the future. 

 
“I am the vine, you are the branches.  He who abides in Me, and 
I in him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing” 
(John 15:5). 

 
He spoke his two “commandments” before His crucifixion, so He had 
no way of really explaining this to his hearers in a way they could 
understand.  In a sense, one might call it a prophecy of what He was 
going to provide for humanity, but the provision was not yet available 
at the time He spoke these words in the Gospels. 
 
If my supposition is to be plausible, there is one more loose end to 
tuck in.  When Jesus spoke these words, he was answering a question 
(probably proposed as a trap) by the Jewish leaders: “Teacher, which 
is the great commandment in the law?”  After giving His statement, 
Jesus said “On these two commandments hang all the Law and the 
Prophets.”  Since these were “commandments” both by context and 
by Jesus’ statement, doesn’t this all mean that these things he said 
were commands to us as something we are to do?  Yet, if this is true, 
how do we reconcile this with John 15:5 above? 
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I think there is a very plausible solution to this problem.  The English 
translations all translate the Greek noun entole (Strong #1785) as 
“commandment.”  However, that is only one possible meaning of that 
Greek word.  Another possible meaning is “of the precepts of Christ 
relative to the orderly management of affairs in religious assemblies; 
the moral precepts of Christ and his apostles” (Thayer, page 1793).  A 
“precept” is: “a command or principle intended as a general rule of 
action” (Webster’s).  Entole certainly makes room for Jesus’ 
statement to be a statement of spiritual fact, or principle, rather than a 
command to do something. 

   
I would propose to you that Jesus was probably saying something 
like: “In the future, when you have been transformed into My image, 
you will love God, and your neighbor, and yourself.”  This would 
certainly be a statement of a spiritual fact or principle, entole.  It is 
also true that the only way the “law and the prophets” can in fact be 
fulfilled in a person’s life is through transformation of the person into 
the image of Jesus.  Such a solution to the problems with these verses 
pulls all the seemingly contradictory pieces together.  

  
And much more than that, this explanation means that Jesus knew 
what His mission was on earth, and how He was going to be able to 
fulfill the prophecies about Himself: 

 
“The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me, because He has anointed Me 
to preach the gospel to the poor; He has sent Me to heal the 
brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives and recovery of 
sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are oppressed; to 
proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord” (Luke 4:18-19). 

 
There is no other way that we can be set free from sin than through 
the blood of Jesus! 
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Endnote #10 
 

Faith Of Christ 
 
The truth is that good behavior (fruit) can only come from a good root 
inside, not from my striving. Unfortunately, it is not easy for us to 
entrust God with the job of changing our behavior.   Let me explain. 
 
We all have a tendency to distrust whatever we cannot control.  Since 
we cannot control our inner life (that which is below our level of 
consciousness), we distrust whatever comes up from inside us.  We 
believe that we need to be the watchman who monitors and controls 
our behavior.  We also tend to be under the illusion that we can decide 
what we want to do, and then accomplish it.  In fact, many of us have 
been misled by the church to believe that any bad behavior is a 
conscious "choice" we made. 
 
Most of us have tried to live like this, and have discovered major areas 
of our lives where this has not worked.  Most of us haven't known 
about another way to live that does work. 
 
This new way involves recognizing that this persistent bad behavior 
comes from bad roots (roots of bitterness) in our "Honeycomb," and 
that good behavior comes from good roots.  It requires recognition 
that only the blood of Jesus, and not our effort, can change us.  
Therefore, the only way to have enduring good behavior is to remove 
the bad roots by forgiving and being forgiven, and then to invite the 
Holy Spirit to come into those places (to become a good root inside 
us). 
 
Unfortunately, you will likely find it to be very uncomfortable to 
abandon the old philosophy and live life in the new way.  It is foreign 
to all of us, and requires a lot of trust.  It is important for you to 
recognize that you will have to wrestle with this difficulty.  We all do.  
But be assured that the blood of Jesus works. 
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Our Faith 
 

And be found in him, not having mine own righteousness, which 
is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ, the 
righteousness which is of God by faith (Philippians 3:9, KJV). 

  
Read this scripture carefully.  It says that our “righteousness which is 
through the faith of Christ.”  When we forgive and are forgiven, we 
are doing something that is foolishness to the world’s way of thinking.  
The world thinks we need to exercise our will power to behave 
correctly (the law).  But this scripture (and many others) makes it 
clear that we need the faith of Christ in order to be cleansed of our 
sins, and thus to become the righteousness of God. 
 
Notice that here it speaks of the faith of Christ, not the faith in Christ!  
This is a profound statement.  The Greek here translated as “of” Christ 
is what is called the “genitive case.”  It means possession.  So the faith 
here referred to is a possession of Jesus.  He is the source of this faith, 
and it has to come from Jesus to us.  This faith is not something that 
we have to crank up or somehow make happen. 
 
When we take His word for His promise to forgive us when we first 
forgive, we are opening up the gate for His faith to enter in.  Then we 
have faith that is “of Christ.” 
 
There are 8 places in the Epistles where “faith of Christ” appears.  
There are an additional 6 places where the writer does in fact speak 
of “Faith in Christ.”  Presumably then he is speaking of something we 
already have at that point.  Faith in Christ puts less emphasis on Jesus 
and more on us, but does show that 
we also have a part to play. 
 
Unfortunately, in some English 
translations of the Bible, they say 
“faith in Christ” in all 14 places.  
This wording is unwarranted.  In 
English the difference is one word 
(“of” or “in”), but in Greek the 

“Faith of Christ” 
carries a profound 
message about the 
nature of the faith we 
need in order to be 
sanctified.   
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difference is unmistakable.  The “case” carries through both “faith” 
and “Christ.”  They must match.  The genitive case is translated as 
“of,” and the dative case is translated as “in.”  Greek has real genius 
in it so that it is hard to mess up the grammar, and thus the true 
meaning. 
 
In my opinion, “faith of Christ” carries a profound message about the 
nature of the faith we need in order to be sanctified.   
 
The scriptures with genitive case (“of”): Rom. 3:22, Gal 2:16 twice, 
Galatians 3:22, Eph 3:12, Phil 3:9, Jas 2:1, Rev 14:12.  Scriptures with 
dative case (“in”): Act 24:24, Gal 3:26, Eph 1:15,Col 1:4, Col 2:5, 
2 Tim 3:15.
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Endnote #11 
 

Aspects Of Knowing 
When we read in the Bible about “knowing” God, we can easily 
misunderstand that to mean intellectual “knowledge.” We will likely 
do this; because in our Western culture, we have been conditioned to 
that viewpoint.    However, when we come to this conclusion, we may 
be missing out on the true meaning of the scriptures.  There is in fact 
a broad spectrum of ways of “knowing,” and I will illustrate that as 
follows: 
 
Depths Of “Knowing” Pittsburgh 

_____>_____>_____>_____>_____>______ 
saw on         read   saw           saw   stayed            lived there 
a map         article pictures           travelogue    overnight        10 years 

 
Depths Of “Knowing” God 

_____>_____>_____>_____>_____>______ 
first believed    read about felt His           was healed       heard His         met Him  
in Him          Him in Bible living Spirit       by Him    audible voice   face to face 
 
 

Can you see that there is a huge difference between “reading about 
God in the Bible,” and “meeting Him face to face?”  
 

A Problem In English Translations 
If my chart was in New Testament Greek, there would be six 
different words used to describe these various depths of “knowing” 
Pittsburgh.  English is much more limited.  In English, all these 
various depths would be described by the one word, “know.” 
 
Because of this limitation of English, in an English translation of the 
Bible, we can’t discern how deep is the “knowing.”  We have lost 
valuable information in the translation. 
 
As you will see, the differences in the depth of “knowing” are very 
important for us as we seek to understand God's Word as written in 
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the New Testament.  The Amplified Bible has tried to work around 
this problem by using several English words or a phrase to reveal the 
full meaning of the Greek word being translated. 
 
English has two forms of the one word: the verb “know,” and the 
noun “knowledge.”  Greek has about 17 words! 
 
These 17 Greek words are variations of the following two root words:  
 
1. Ginosko (1097): To know, in a beginning or completed sense 
(Zodhiates, page 372). 
2. Oida (1492): This word group is divided between two uses.  
Based upon the context, about half the time this word group is 
translated as forms of “to see”, and the other half the time it is 
translated as “to know.” 
 

“The contrast between ginosko and oida (1492), is that the first 
often suggests an acquired knowledge, but oida suggests intuitive 
knowledge, that is, I know what I know because I am what I am. 
. . In John 13:7 the Lord Jesus said to Peter, “What I do [the 
washing of his feet] you do not know [intuitively because you are 
not what you will one day be in order to understand the deeper 
significance of My actions] now, but thou shalt know hereafter 
[gnose, it will be shown to you, it will be explained to you and 
then you will understand” (Zodhiates, page 374). 

 
These are complex words with many shades of meaning.  Zodhiates 
devotes two full pages to ginosko, and 2 1/2 pages to oida, so my brief 
overview will of necessity be incomplete.  My intent herein is to only 
capture the main meanings as they relate to the topic of this book. 
 

"The contrast between oida and ginosko is apparent in John 13:7, 
'Jesus answered and said unto him, What I do thou knowest not 
now [ouk oidas, i.e., you do not know intuitively]; but thou shalt 
know hereafter [gnose, the fut. mid. indic. of ginosko, to 
experientially know].'  Peter could not believe and perceive on his 
own that Jesus who was omnipotent would allow Himself to be 
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put to death by others, but he would understand it all when he saw 
it taking place before his eyes" (Zodhiates, page 509). 

 
The following scriptures illustrate the difference between the ginosko 
and the oida word groups (note that the words in brackets do not 
appear in the NKJV translation, but I inserted them to reveal the word 
group to which they belong). 
 Hebrews 8:11: "None of them shall teach his neighbor, and none 
his brother, saying, 'Know [ginosko] the Lord,' for all shall know 
[oida] Me, from the least of them to the greatest of them." 
 1 Corinthians 8:1-2: "Now concerning things offered to idols: 
We know [oida] that we all have knowledge [ginosko].  Knowledge 
[ginosko] puffs up, but love edifies.  And if anyone thinks that he 
knows [oida] anything, he knows [ginosko] nothing yet as he ought 
to know [ginosko]." 
 
One Form Of The Ginosko Word Group Is Of Great 
Importance 
Epiginosko (1921) is related to ginosko, and it is very important verb 
in the New Testament.  It is usually translated into English as “know.” 
The noun form is epignosis (1922), and it is usually translated as 
“knowledge.”  These two Greek words are relatively rare, only used 
a total of 31 times in the Epistles. 
 

Wherever these two words were used, the writer had a very 
special meaning in mind. 

 
Typically, lexicons define epiginosko as “to gain or receive full 
knowledge of, become fully acquainted with” (Zodhiates, page 
624), and epignosis is defined as “a knowledge ‘which perfectly 
unites the subject with the object’;” (Vines, Volume 2, page 299). 
 
As illustrated in my prior chart, “Living in Pittsburgh for 10 years” is 
a more thorough knowledge than “saw Pittsburgh on a map;” but it is 
still humanly acquired knowledge. 
 
Epiginosko refers to a “knowing” that God imparts to us.  The 
noun form is epignosis, and it means “knowledge” that we receive 
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directly from God.  It is not something we study or figure out.  It 
is based upon “God’s profound knowledge” that comes directly 
from Him to us. 
  
Epignosis is the kind of “knowledge” that Paul gained through his 
encounter with Jesus on the road to Damascus (Acts 9:3-6).  The 
whole course of Saul’s life was revolutionized.  Epignosis affects us 
at our deepest levels, and it is life changing. 
 
1 Corinthians 13:12 reveals this important meaning most 
unmistakably (the following scriptures are all in the King James 
Version): 

 
“Now I know (ginosko) in part, but then shall I know (epignosko) 
even as also I am known (epignosko)” (parentheses are mine). 

 
The Greek words makes it clear that God knows us perfectly, and 
“then” we will also have His perfect, profound knowledge about 
ourselves.  Knowing which Greek words were used greatly enhances 
our understanding of this passage. 
 
In the following scriptures I have translated epignosis as “God’s 
profound knowledge” so you can see how important are these words. 
 Ephesians 1:17: “That the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the 
Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation 
in God’s profound knowledge:” (God has to impart it). 
 Colossians 3:10: And have put on the new man, which is renewed 
in God’s profound knowledge after the image of Him that created 
him:” (God does the renewing). 
 1 Timothy 2:4: “Who will have all men to be saved, and to come 
unto God’s profound knowledge of the truth.” (God wants to do this 
in everyone). 
 
Therefore, these particular scriptures should not motivate us to more 
Bible Study (although Bible study has its place), but should impel us 
to diligently seek a closer relationship with our living God.  He is our 
only source of such “knowledge.”  We are deeply and truly dependent 
on Him! 
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Summary 
The major danger in the use of “know” or “knowledge” to 
translate all 17 Greek words is that in our Western culture, people 
automatically, subconsciously equate “knowledge” with 
intellectual understanding.  Therefore, many scriptures that 
actually have deeper and more diverse meanings will always 
impel Western people to seek more intellectual understanding.  
They miss out, because in fact much of the “knowledge” 
mentioned in the New Testament can never be obtained by study 
or analysis.   With this misunderstanding of Scripture, people can 
become frustrated, disappointed, or unfulfilled; because no 
matter how hard they study, they never acquire the “knowledge” 
they are seeking. 
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Endnote #12 
 

"Die To Self" – Where Does That Fit In? 
There is a perspective that says that we should "die to self."  
Unfortunately, this view produces deadly results!  As I have 
mentioned, there are some who teach this that don't really mean that 
everything inside a person has to die, but their listeners often hear 
something different.  On the other hand, there are those who teach 
"die to self" who really do mean that everything inside a person has 
to die.  This teaching typically says that it is "godly" to ignore your 
own needs and to always put them aside in order to serve others.  You 
may have heard of the priority of living advocated by some: 

First God. 
Second, others. 
Then you. 

 
In fact, to want your legitimate needs met is labeled as "selfish."  This 
perspective is often taught by those who have an extreme desire to 
"be good," and to serve the Lord.  They then present "dying to self" 
as living radically for the Lord, as being totally sold out to Him.  
  
Because it is taught with such zeal for the Lord, it may sound very 
good.  However, those who have attempted to follow this teaching 
have found it to be destructive to them, and it truly is.  There are good, 
solid, biblical reasons why it is destructive. 

 
1. First, the phrase "die to self" sounds very religious, but it appears 

nowhere in the New Testament.  Whenever we get outside the 
Bible we are on dangerous ground.  Death (apothnesko, Strong # 
599), when used in a spiritual sense (not physical) means 
"separation."  In the New Testament it thus refers to the necessity 
to die to (be separation from) sin (Romans 6:2-11); the old man 
or body of sin (Romans 6:6); the law (Romans 7:6, Gal. 2:19); and 
the world (Gal. 6:14; Col. 2:20).  Conspicuously absent is "self."  
I don't "die" in the sense of being obliterated.  Sin in me "dies" in 
that I am separated from it.  Also see Romans 14:7-8; Gal 2:19-
21; 2 Corinthians 5:14-15; Colossians 3:3.  You will note that the 
opposite of "die" is "live" (zao, Strong #2198).  We are joined to 
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Christ (1 Corinthians 6:17, Eph 2:1), which is the opposite of 
separation.  

 
2. Second, this teaching sets us to strive with our own will power to 

deny and bury our own needs and desires.  To try to do it in our 
own power is sin, so such teaching is actually encouraging us to 
sin.  Sin always brings destruction.  In this case, one of the side 
effects is to make us feel like the wretched man of Romans 7:24, 
as we try so hard, but fail over and over again to accomplish this 
"dying."  O wretched man that I am!  Who will deliver me from 
this body of death?  We are miserable because we are constantly 
aware of our "selfish" feelings.  We can't seem to be able to purge 
them. 

 
3. Third, the Bible does not tell us to always put aside our own 

needs. In fact, to strive to follow the Lord in this way is actually 
discouraged.  Self-chastisement is not what God has called us to, 
Colossians 2:23, These things indeed have an appearance of 
wisdom in self-imposed religion, false humility, and neglect of the 
body, but are of no value against the indulgence of the flesh.  
When we do lay down our life for others, it must be out of love, 
not self-abasement, Romans 15:1-2, We then who are strong 
ought to bear with the scruples of the weak, and not to please 
ourselves.  Let each of us please his neighbor for his good, leading 
to edification.   The Bible tells us to put others' needs on the same 
level as our own, not above them.  Philippians 2:4, Let each of 
you look out not only for his own interests, but also for the 
interests of others. (Underlining is mine).  If we try to keep this 
command (or any other of God's commands) with our own 
willpower, we are actually sinning, and we will fail in our attempt.  
If we find ourselves having difficulty loving others, we need to 
see this as bad fruit and look for the bad root.  We can only keep 
the laws of God if the desirable behavior is good fruit out of the 
good root, and the good root is Jesus living in that part of our 
heart. 
 

4. Fourth, this teaching causes us to judge as "bad" what God 
created and called "good" (refer to the diagram on Endnote #7H 
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& #8C which illustrates our multi-faceted nature). The common 
misperception of "Die to self" is typically based upon a 
misperception of who we are, upon the idea that Romans 7:18 says 
there is nothing good that dwells in me.  But this scripture makes 
it clear that "nothing good" dwells in only a part of me, and here 
Paul calls that part "my flesh."  Romans 7:18, For I know that in 
me (that is in my flesh) nothing good dwells.   As I explain in 
Endnotes #6A “The Good Part of You,” through #6F, there is 
a part of me that is made in God's image.  That part is a part of 
"me," and it is good.  The problem is that "die to self" does not 
differentiate between the part of me that is "good" and the parts 
that are "bad" (my God-wannabe, and the bitter roots in my 
"Honeycomb"); and so "die to self" results in throwing out the 
Good Part along with the bad parts.  The bitter roots do need to 
"die," and the God-wannabe will never change from being "bad," 
but the Good Part has to be loved to fullness of life.  As the Lord 
commanded, I am to love myself (Matthew 22:39).  Otherwise I 
suffer. 
 

5. Finally, trying to "die to self" always backfires and sets us up to 
be more "selfish," not less.  Ignoring our legitimate needs is like 
saying to a person who is thirsty, "Ignore your thirst."  If the 
person tries to ignore it, they don't become less thirsty; they 
become more and more thirsty.  Eventually they will do almost 
anything, even "bad" things, to get a drink of water.  That is the 
way it works with all of our many needs.  We are needy creatures, 
because God made us that way.  If our legitimate needs are not 
met in a legitimate way, then the need will grow and grow, and 
eventually we will be willing to accept inappropriate substitutes 
in order to quench our thirst.  The unfortunate consequences that 
result are things such as affairs, promiscuity, lying, inability to 
empathize with another person, and bragging (and many more).  
These "selfish" behaviors are emotions "coming out sideways."  
So admonishing a Christian to "die to self" will always backfire!  
See Endnote #16 on the importance of emotions.
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Endnote #13A 
 

God Is Committed  
To Your Sanctification 

 
 John 17:11,12,15, "Now I am no longer in the world, but these 
are in the world, and I come to You.  Holy Father, keep through Your 
name those whom You have given Me, that they may be one as We 
are.  While I was with them in the world, I kept them in Your name.  
Those whom You gave Me I have kept; and none of them is lost except 
the son of perdition, that the Scripture might be fulfilled . . . I do not 
pray that You should take them out of the world, but that You should 
keep them from the evil one." 
 Philippians 1:6, being confident of this very thing, that He who 
has begun a good work in you will complete it until the day of Jesus 
Christ; 
 2 Thessalonians 3:3, But the Lord is faithful, who will establish 
you and guard you from the evil one. 
 1 Peter 1:5, who are kept by the power of God through faith for 
salvation ready to be revealed in the last time. 
 Jude 1-2, Jude, a bondservant of Jesus Christ, and brother of 
James, to those who are called, sanctified by God the Father, and 
preserved in Jesus Christ: Mercy, peace, and love be multiplied to 
you.
 

Endnote #13B 
 
Being Made Holy 
We can not make ourselves holy.  Only God can do this.  The step by 
step process of removing our bitter roots and replacing them with the 
risen Jesus is the only process by which we can be made holy. 
 Scripture makes it clear that the first step in being made holy is to 
become the property of God, For as many of you as were baptized 
into Christ have put on Christ (Gal. 3:27).  Then there is the ongoing 
process of being changed into the image of Jesus, put on the Lord 
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Jesus Christ (Rom. 13:14).  The second command is dependent upon 
the first action having already taken place.  We could never do the 
second command on our own.  Our success in it is dependent upon 
the miraculous provision that God made for those who have made 
Jesus their Lord (the first of these commands). 
 

For what the law could not do in that it was weak through the flesh, 
God did by sending His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, on 
account of sin: He condemned sin in the flesh, that the righteous 
requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us who do not walk 
according to the flesh but according to the Spirit (Romans 8:3-4). 
 
This only I want to learn from you: Did you receive the Spirit by 
the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith?  Are you so foolish?  
Having begun in the Spirit, are you now being made perfect by the 
flesh? (Gal. 3:2-3). 
 

Sanctification is this process whereby we are changed into the image 
of Jesus.  It is an ongoing procedure that God is orchestrating that 
will take the rest of our life to accomplish. 
 

For both He who sanctifies and those who are being sanctified are 
all of one, for which reason He is not ashamed to call them 
brethren (Hebrews 2:11).  For by one offering He has perfected 
forever those who are being sanctified (Hebrews 10:14). 

 
God is changing us into His image one piece at a time, one bitter root 
at a time, one Honeycomb compartment at a time.  See Endnotes #2A 
& #2B for more detail on this process. 
 
So the walking out of Inner Healing is the sanctification process the 
Bible talks about extensively: bringing Jesus into each of the pockets 
of bitterness, often one little pocket at a time; having Him cleanse that 
place, and then asking Him to take up residence there.  This is a 
miracle only Jesus can do.  It involves both death of the old root and 
resurrection of the new root.  Then this transformed root will bear 
good fruit in our life.  It can then do nothing else! 
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Endnote #13C 
 

Your Sanctification Is A Journey 
If you make the mistake of thinking that your healing is a one-time 
event, and that you do not need to change your way of living, then 
you will not be successful in 
being healed.   You cannot go 
back to your old way of living 
and expect life to be different 
than it was before.  If you do go 
back to your old ways, you will 
find yourself again stuck.  It will 
seem to you that your healing didn’t work and that God failed you. 
However, your healing is a journey, not a destination.  There is no 
quick fix. 
 

Stand fast therefore in the liberty by which Christ has made us free, 
and do not be entangled again with a yoke of bondage (Galatians 
5:1). 

 
On the other hand, if you continue, moment by moment, diligently 
listening to your Treasure Inside and cooperating with what the Lord 
is doing, you will continue to be healed and blessed by the Lord. 

Endnote #13D 
 

By Forgiving We Put Ourselves In Position To 
Receive God's Grace 
Grace means: "graciousness (as gratifying) of manner or act (abstract 
or concrete) literally, figuratively, or spiritually; especially the divine 
influence upon the heart, and its reflection in the life: including 
gratitude" (Strong's, p.77).  The second meaning of the verb is to 
forgive! (C. Brown, Vol 2, p.122). 
 
It appears that when we forgive, we are connecting with (or acting 
like, or coming into unity with) God's nature rather than man's 

The Key: 
Moment by moment live 
the rest of your life from 
the inside-out. 
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nature (the tendency to automatically react to perceived 
wounding with bitterness, judgment, and blame). 
 
". . . 'dead through our trespasses, made alive together with Christ, by 
grace (chariti) you have been saved'  (2:5); 'by grace . . . through faith 
. . . the gift of God' in opposition to 'not your own doing . . . not 
because of works, lest any man should boast' (2.8f)" (C.Brown, Vol 
2, p.122, commenting on Ephesians 2:5-2:8ff)). 
 
This redemption we have is the forgiveness of sins (Col. 1:14; 2:14; 
Eph. 1:7; 4:32).  But this does not mean that now we are expected to 
live a Godly life as a mandate, or as a condition for remaining in 
Christ.  It is quite the reverse.  As Jesus works His miracle in us 
through His forgiveness, a new good root (Jesus) is implanted in us; 
and by its nature it will now produce good fruit (Godly behavior).  If 
the bad behavior has not changed, the bad root has not yet been 
successfully removed. 
 
James talks a lot about this.  For example: For as the body without the 
spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also. (James 2:26).  Faith 
(Christ in us) produces good works.  If there is not good behavior, 
then there is not a good root inside us. 
 
See the Glossary for a discussion of the words "faith" and "grace." 
 

Endnote #13E 
 

Definition Of The Word “Forgive” 
 
What Does The English Word Mean? 
Webster's Dictionary defines "forgive" as follows: 
1. to cease to feel resentment against (an offender); PARDON 

(one's enemies). 
2. (a)  to give up resentment of or claim to requital for (an insult). 

 (b) to grant relief from payment of (a debt). 
To "requite" means: 
1.  (a) to make return for: REPAY. 
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     (b) to make retaliation for: AVENGE 
2. to make suitable return to for a benefit or service or for an injury. 
 
Synonym: reciprocate (Webster's, pp 484, 1002). 
 
 

What Do The Several Greek Words Mean? 
We have seen that with the English word "judge" there is only one 
Greek word used for several types of judging, and we need to look at 
the context to tell the difference.  The situation is very different for 
the English word "forgive."  In this case there are several Greek words 
are translated into the English word "forgive," and the various Greek 
words have different shades of meaning.  
 
Aphiemi (#863) 
The most commonly used Greek word that is translated as "forgive” 
is aphiemi, and it occurs frequently (142 times) in the New Testament.  
Interestingly it is only translated "forgive" 45 times.  The other 97 
times it is translated as various forms of "to send forth," such as 
"leave," "send away,"" let alone," "forsake," "yield up," "lay aside," 
"remit," "put away," "give up a debt," "let go," "keep no longer." 
(Strong, p.17; Thayer, pages 88-89; Wigram, pages 97-98).  This 
Greek word appears in the following scriptures: 
 
Matthew 6:12-14,  "And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our 
debtors.  And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the 
evil one.  For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory 
forever. Amen.  For if you forgive men their trespasses your heavenly 
Father will also forgive you." 
 Matthew 18:34-35,  "And his master was angry, and delivered 
him to the torturers until he should pay all that was due to him.  So 
My heavenly Father also will do to you if each of you, from his heart, 
does not forgive his brother his trespasses." 
 Mark 11:25,  "And whenever you stand praying, if you have 
anything against anyone, forgive him, that your Father in heaven may 
also forgive you your trespasses." 
 Luke 17:3,  "Take heed to yourselves.  If your brother sins against 
you, rebuke him; and if he repents, forgive him." 
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Charizomai (#5483) 
The next most commonly used Greek word is charizomai, which 
occurs 21 times, 10 times translated "forgive," and 8 times "freely 
given."  The word implies to do something pleasant or agreeable, to 
do a favor, to show one's self to be gracious, kind, benevolent (Thayer, 
p.665; Wigram, pages 796-797).  This Greek word appears in the 
following scriptures: 
 
 Ephesians 4:32, And be kind to one another, tenderhearted, 
forgiving one another, even as God in Christ forgave you. 
 Colossians 3:13, bearing with one another, and forgiving one 
another, if anyone has a complaint against another; even as Christ 
forgave you, so you also must do. 
 
Aphesis (#859) 
The third word, aphesis, occurs 17 times, but only 6 times as 
"forgiveness" (pardon of sins; properly, the letting them go as if they 
had not been committed) (Thayer, p.88).  The other occurrences are: 
as "remission" (of their penalty) 9 times, as "deliverance" once, and 
as "liberty" once (Wigram, p.97).  It appears in the following scripture 
as "forgive": 

 
 Ephesians 1:7,  In Him we have redemption through His blood, 
the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of His grace 

 
Apolu (#630) 
 Finally, the Greek word apolu occurs 67 times, but only once as 
"forgive."  The other occurrences are as "put away" (as in divorce), 
"send away," "loose," "set at liberty," or "release" (Thayer, pages 65-
66; Wigram, p.75).  The one time it does occur as "forgive" is a very 
important occurrence, where Jesus says in Luke 6:37: "Judge not, and 
you shall not be judged.  Condemn not, and you shall not be 
condemned.  Forgive, and you will be forgiven."  This quote is from 
the Sermon on the Mount.  
 It is interesting that the account recorded by Matthew of the same 
sermon (Matthew 6:14) uses aphiemi  instead of this word (apolu) to 
convey the idea of "forgive."  Obviously the intent in both passages 
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is to convey the identical meaning.  This use of two different Greek 
words to convey the same meaning therefore enriches our 
understanding of what Jesus really meant when He spoke this.   
 In Classical Greek (the common usage outside the New 
Testament) these words tend to mean "the voluntary release of a 
person or thing over which one has legal or actual control;" ". . . to 
release from a legal bond;" ". . . also to let go unpunished, to allow in 
the sense of personal leniency or indulgence" (Brown, Vol. 1, pages 
697-698). 
 The reason for going into this much detail in regard to the English 
word "forgive," is that it is a very important concept.  Words are often 
not precise tools, especially when one translates one language into 
another.  One can reasonably assume that some shades of all the above 
meanings need to be included in our understanding of what it means 
to forgive.  Seeing the context in which each of these words appears 
enhances our understanding. 
 In reading these verses there are three things that we can see: first, 
it becomes apparent that when we forgive, it means the person really 
did transgress against us, and they really do owe us something, or at 
least we think so.  The Greek word translated "debts" in Matthew 6:12 
(opheilema) carries the idea of a legal debt, something owed (Strong, 
p.53).  However, we are told to forgive this debt anyway, and not 
expect repayment. 
 Second, it is also apparent that we can decide to forgive, or we 
wouldn't be told to do so; although we need God's help to accomplish 
it (Sandford, Restoring The Christian Family, 1979, p.305). 
 And third, it is evident that there is a close connection between 
"forgiving" and "judging."  In fact, it appears that JUDGING AND 
FORGIVING ARE OPPOSITES.  When another person 
transgresses us, we have a tendency to judge them.  Otherwise there 
would be no reason to forgive. 
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Endnote #14A 
 

Trying To Be Good 
Why It Doesn’t Work 

 

When Will Power Doesn’t Work 
“To the category of conduct ‘according to the flesh’ belongs 
above all zealous fulfillment of the Torah; it does so because 
the man supposes he can thereby achieve righteousness before 
God by his own strength . . . This passage” (Philippians 3:3-7) 
“makes it especially clear that the attitude which orients itself 
by ‘flesh’, living out of ‘flesh’, is the self-reliant attitude of the 
man who puts his trust in his own strength and in that which is 
controllable by him” (Bultmann, Theology of the New 
Testament, Part II, page 240). 

 
"If, now, the demand of the 'commandment' is this 'you shall 
not desire', its intent is to snatch man out of his self-reliant 
pursuit of life, his will to rule over himself. When it is further 
said that by this very demand, sin has awakened, that rests upon 
a conviction that man fundamentally strives in the wrong 
direction. The life that the Torah offers him (v. 10: 'for life')" 
(Romans 7:10) "he wants to attain himself, by his own power" 
(Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part II,  page 250). 

 
What shall we say then?  Is the law sin?  Certainly not!  On the 
contrary, I would not have known sin except through the law.  
For I would not have known covetousness unless the law had 
said, "You shall not covet."  But sin, taking opportunity by the 
commandment, produced in me all manner of evil desire.  For 
apart from the law sin was dead.  I was alive once without the 
law, but when the commandment came, sin revived and I died.  
And the commandment, which was to bring life, I found to bring 
death.  For sin, taking occasion by the commandment, deceived 
me, and by it killed me.  (Romans 7:7-11). 
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Without the understanding of the fact that to try to be good in my own 
strength is an automatic (and sinful) response coming from my God-
wannabe ("flesh"), Romans 7:7-11 above is very confusing.  
However, it should now be clear that sin (my flesh) took opportunity 
when I found out what God expected (the law) and triggered in me 
the striving in my own strength (my willpower) to keep the law.  This 
brought death to me, because this striving is sin!  And the 
commandment, which was to bring life, I found to bring death (verse 
10).  It killed me (verse 11). 
 
There are many other scriptures that could be cited, because the 
redemption that we have from the law through our Lord Jesus Christ 
is such a central truth of the Gospel.  Our problem is probably that we 
have always thought of the "flesh" as only being connected with 
sensuality or lawlessness.  But this is the least subtle and insidious of 
the three aspects of the" flesh."  The other two (trying to be good, and 
our tendency to respond to perceived wounding with bitterness, 
judgment and blame) are the ones that kill most Christians.  They are 
able to kill us because they are so automatic, so subtle, and we haven't 
known about them! 
 

When Will Power Can Work 
What I have talking about up to here is trying to be good when we 
have a “bad root” producing “bad fruit” (which is compulsive and 
automatic).  When this is what is going on, my will power is 
powerless to continuously produce good behavior.  See Endnotes 
#1A through #1I.  However, if we don’t have a “bad root” 
producing bad behavior, then we can produce good behavior with 
our will power.  We then have the freedom to do this because there 
is not a spiritual force working against us. 
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Endnote #14B 
 
“Symptom” (Fruit) Versus “Cause” (Root) 
We can confuse “symptom” with ”cause” in the Sermon on the 
Mount.  We can think that God is commanding us to do certain things 
by scriptures such as: 

 
“Not everyone who says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord’ shall enter the 
kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father in 
heaven . . . And then I will declare to them, ‘I never knew you; 
depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness!'" (Matthew 
7:21,23). 

 
“and the rain descended, the floods came, and the winds blew and 
beat on that house; and it did not fall, for it was founded on the 
rock.  But everyone who hears these sayings of Mine, and does not 
do them, will be like a foolish man who built his house on sand; 
and the rain descended, the floods came, and the winds blew and 
beat on that house; and it fell.  And great was its fall” (Matthew 
7:25-27). 

 
Therefore, to him who knows to do good and does not do it, to him 
it is sin (James 4:17). 
 

It sure sounds like God is commanding us to do certain things, doesn’t 
it?  And there are many, many scriptures that are worded like this. 
 
But Jesus just finished saying that we could not do these things by our 
willpower (controlling or suppressing the symptom in our own 
strength).  We can only do these things if we “be” like Jesus, as stated 
in Matthew 5:48 (changing the cause).  So these types of scriptures 
are just making a statement of fact: if we are like Jesus, we will behave 
like Him.  We can observe the condition of our heart by what we do.  
The only way to change what we do is to change the condition of our 
heart, not through our own effort. 
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This can be illustrated in the above three scriptures.  In Matthew 7:21-
23, quoted above, when we find ourselves acting like Him, and are no 
longer lawless (the symptom), this is evidence that we have entered 
the Kingdom of heaven; and we will have a righteousness that 
exceeds the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, because we 
have been changed into His image in that place in our heart (the 
cause). 
 
In Matthew 7:25 quoted above, if the wind and rain do not wash away 
our house (the symptom), this is evidence that we have built our house 
on the Rock (the cause). 
 
In James 4:17 quoted above, if we don’t do the good that we know to 
do (the symptom), then this is evidence that there is sin in our heart 
(the cause). 
 
The behavior, sinful or righteous, is simply outward evidence of what 
is inside.  We have believed, and lived, as though the Christian life is 
from the outside-in, when in reality, it is inside-out. 
 
1 John 2:29, in the interlinear translation by Berry, Ye know that 
everyone who practises righteousness of him has been begotten.  
Rienecker states the following about the tense of has been begotten, 
"perfect passive indicative (of) to bear, passive to be borne.  The child 
exhibits the parents' character because he shares the parents' nature 
(Stott)" (Rienecker, p.789). 
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Endnote #15A 
 
Mankind Is Multifaceted 
I am elaborating on the issue of our complexity as human beings, 
because it is important for you to know that we are indeed 
multifaceted.  Because the Bible is not an anatomy book, it is not as 
scientifically specific as we in our culture would like.  As a result, 
there have been many theories about the makeup of man   One 
commonly held view is that mankind consists of three parts: body 
(soma), soul (psyche), and spirit (pneuma).  One chief proponent of 
this view was Watchman Nee, but there have been many others.  This 
view forces one to see the "Good Part" as the "spirit."  After all, if 
"body" is bad, and "soul" is bad, then "spirit" is the only choice left.  
However, this three-part view is questionable in its adequacy to 
explain many scriptures. 

 
"In defining the concept soma, the place to begin is the naïve 
popular usage in which soma means body - as a rule, man's - which 
in a naïve anthropological view can be placed in contrast with the 
'soul' or the 'spirit' (1 Thess. 5:23; I Cor. 5:3; 7:34)." (Bultmann, 
Theology of the New Testament, Part II, page 193). 

 
"The various possibilities of regarding man, or self, come to light 
in the use of the anthropological terms soma, psyche, and pneuma" 
(body, soul, and spirit).  "Man does not consist of two parts, much 
less of three; nor are psyche and pneuma special faculties or 
principles (within the soma) or a mental life higher than his animal 
life.  Rather, man is a living unity.  He is a person who can become 
an object to himself.  He is a person having a relationship to 
himself (soma).  He is a person who lives in his intentionality, his 
pursuit of some purpose, his willing and knowing (psyche, 
pneuma).  This state of living toward some goal, having some 
attitude, willing something and knowing something, belongs to 
man's very nature and in itself is neither good nor bad." 
(underlining is mine).   (Bultmann, Theology of the New 
Testament, Part II, page 209). 
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"Man is to be treated as a unity.  His spiritual condition can not be 
dealt with independently of his physical and psychological 
condition, and vice versa . . . Man is a complex being.  His nature 
is not reducible to a single principle" (Erickson, page 539).  

 

Is Our "Spirit" The Good Part, And Our 
"Soul" The Bad Part? 
Some say that our "spirit" is the Good Part of us and our "soul" is the 
fallen part.  It would be convenient if it were that simple, but 
unfortunately it's not.  Pneuma (Greek for spirit) is a "fuzzy" word 
with a wide range of meanings, some of which are definitely not 
"good," and sometimes are even equated with psuche (soul). This 
debate over the details of the nature of man has been going on in the 
Church since the time of Jesus, and each side has scriptures to back 
up their view.  This is an issue that probably cannot be settled from 
Scripture, because all of the words describing the inner parts of 
humanity are "fuzzy" words. "Body," "soul," "spirit," "mind," "flesh," 
"heart," and "life" are all words that have a wide range of meaning in 
Scripture, and so it is problematic to try to nail down exactly what 
meaning is intended in a given passage. 105  Therefore we cannot say 
with certainty either that the "Good Part" is limited to our personal 
spirit, or that it is not.  
 
This uncertainty may seem like a very unsatisfactory state of affairs.  
Fortunately, from the standpoint of a practical walking out of our 
                                            
105 This uncertainty is why I have stayed away from these "fuzzy" and 
controversial words in defining the "good part."  It is also why I have not 
attempted to describe every aspect of what we are like inside.  For instance I have 
described the "Treasure Inside" by listing characteristics that are undeniably 
"good," and "flesh" by characteristics that are undeniably "bad."  I cannot go 
beyond that with assurance that I am accurate.  These descriptions of mine are not 
exhaustive and do not include every trait of a human being, nor have I attempted a 
detailed description of how they interact in every scenario. 

Since theologians over the centuries have not been able to come into agreement 
about the details, I certainly am not qualified to settle the argument.  Fortunately, 
we do not need to have answers to this level of detail to live our Christian life. 

See Glossary for definitions for some of these words. 

 See Endnote #7C for more on "fuzzy words." 
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Christian life, we don't need to know exactly what word to attach to a 
specific function.  What is important for us to know is that there is a 
place deep inside us that is "bad," a place that is "good," other parts 
that have no moral significance, and that these places are intertwined 
in a complex unity that makes up a human being. 106 
 
This debate is not that simple, and the only answer we can get from 
Scripture is that sometimes "spirit" is "good," sometimes it is "bad," 
and sometimes it has no moral character.  Likewise for "soul." 
 
An example which illustrates the difficulty of saying with certainty 
that our "spirit" is good and our "soul" is bad, is the following portion 
of a discussion of the Greek word psyche (soul). 
 

"In Lk. 1:46 soul is used in parallel with spirit.  Both have here the 
meaning of the whole inner man, in contrast to the outward aspect 
of lips and speech. Above all, the soul is spoken of here in a sense 
which goes beyond the world of Greek thought.  It is the seat of 
the religious life and of man's relationship to God" (C. Brown, 
Volume 3, pages 683-684). 

 
Luke 1:46-47:  And Mary said: "My soul magnifies the Lord, and 
my spirit has rejoiced in God my Savior." 

 
Pneuma (spirit) has a wide range of meaning (Berry, page 121): 

1) properly, the wind, or the air in motion 
2) the human spirit 
3) a temper or disposition of the soul 
4) any intelligent, incorporeal being  

 

                                            
106  I have found that when a person believes that their personal spirit is the only 
"good part," it is destructive.  There are clearly parts of my natural man that are 
not "bad," such as my awareness of my need for a drink of water.  Intuitively we 
know this, and so the implication that everything in my "soul" is bad is very 
destructive, because it is not true; and our Treasure Inside knows that and is 
wounded by the accusation and the condemnation.  See Erickson, pp 536-539, for 
more details on the view that man is a complex unity. 
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Similarly, as defined by Thayer (pages 520-523): 

1) a movement of air 
2) the spirit, i.e. the vital principle by which the body is 

animated 
3) a spirit, i.e. a simple essence, devoid of all or at least all 

grosser matter, and possessed of the power of knowing, 
desiring, deciding, and acting 

4) God's power and agency 
5) univ. the disposition or influence which fills and governs the 

soul of any one; the efficient source of any power, affection, 
emotion, desire, etc. 

 
Pneuma is sometimes not "good": 

"Thus as the heights and depths of human existence are 
experienced mankind's spirit is drawn to either God or the devil; it 
receives blessing or the subtle influences of evil and ultimate 
condemnation."  (Elwell, page 1041). 
 

 

Endnote #15B 
 

Recovering Your "Buried Treasure" 
Being changed into the image of Jesus is simply uncovering who you 
really are.  You were created in the image of God; but because of a 
sinful world and the part of you that is sinful, the image of God in you 
became buried.  As the bitter roots are healed and The Wall 107 comes 
down, you again become who you are, who God made you to be and 
always intended you to be.  Being changed into His image does not 
mean that your uniqueness becomes obliterated.  You do not become 
a non-person. 
 
Parker Palmer expresses this view of the "Good Part" as follows: 
 "She did not show up as raw material to be shaped into whatever 

image the world might want her to take.  She arrived with her own 
gifted form, with the shape of her own sacred soul" (page 11). 

                                            
107  See Endnote #8M for more on “The Wall.” 
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 "We arrive in this world with birthright gifts - then we spend the 

first half of our lives abandoning them or letting others disabuse 
us of them . . . we spend the second half trying to recover and 
reclaim the gift we once possessed" (page 12). 

 "What a long time it can take to become the person one has always 
been!" (page 9). 

 "Self-care is never a selfish act - it is simply good stewardship of 
the only gift I have, the gift I was put on earth to offer to others" 
(page 30). 

 "She decided, 'I will no longer act on the outside in a way that 
contradicts the truth that I hold deeply on the inside.  I will no 
longer act as if I were less than the whole person I know myself 
inwardly to be" (page 33). 

 "God asks us only to honor our created nature, which means our 
limits as well as potentials" (page 50). 

 "This is the God who, when asked by Moses for a name, 
responded, 'I am who I Am' (Exodus 3:14), an answer that has less 
to do with the moral rules for which Moses made God famous 
than with elemental 'isness' and selfhood.  If, as I believe, we are 
all made in God's image, we could all give the same answer when 
asked who we are: 'I Am who I Am,' One dwells with God by 
being faithful to one's nature.  One crosses God by trying to be 
something one is not.  Reality-including one's own-is divine, to be 
not defied but honored" (page 51). 

 ". . . it often takes the eyes of others to help us see.  Our strongest 
gifts are usually those we are barely aware of possessing.  They 
are a part of our God-given nature, with us from the moment we 
drew first breath, and we are no more conscious of having them 
than we are of breathing" (page 52). 

 
Your life is about being who you are, not who you think you should 
be! 
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Endnote #15C 
 

You Are Not "Erased" As Jesus Fills You 
Commenting on 1 Corinthians 10:16:  
 "The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the communion of 

the blood of Christ?  The bread which we break, is it not the 
communion of the body of Christ?". . .  "Similarly, koinonia in 1 
Cor 10:16 means 'participation' in the body and blood of Christ 
and thus union with the exalted Christ.  This fellowship with 
Christ comes about through the creative intervention of God.  It 
happens through the transformation of man to the very roots of his 
being.  It is birth into a new existence, and can be expressed by 
the contrast of life and death.  This new existence is not a 
divinization in the sense of mysticism and the mystery religions, 
but incorporation in Jesus' death, burial, resurrection, and glory.  
It is not the elimination or fusion of personality but a new 
relationship based on the forgiveness of sins" (C. Brown, Vol 1, 
page 643, underlining is mine). 

 

 Koinonia (translated as "communion" above, meant "union with."  
"This fellowship with Christ comes about through the creative 
intervention of God.  It happens through the transformation of man 
to the very roots of his being.  It is a birth into a new existence, and 
can be expressed by the contrast of life and death.  This new 
existence is not a divinization in the sense of mysticism and the 
mystery religions, but incorporation in Jesus’ death, burial, 
resurrection and glory.  It is not the elimination or fusion of 
personality, but a new relationship based on the forgiveness of 
sins" (C. Brown, Vol 1, page 643).  
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Endnote #15D 
 

Am I All Bad? 
Sometimes the messages that "I am all bad" are a bit subtle, and so 
can be confusing.  But this is NOT true.  For instance, there are clearly 
parts of my natural man that are not "bad," such as my awareness of 
my need for a drink of water.  Intuitively we all know this, and so the 
implication that everything in me is bad is very destructive.  Because 
it is not true, my Treasure Inside (which is not "bad") is wounded by 
the accusation and the condemnation. 
 
Seeing myself as made up of three parts (body, soul, and spirit) can 
easily lead to this mistake.  If I am made of three parts, and I have to 
decide which one is “bad," “soul” gets the nod.  But it isn’t that simple 
(Note that in the three part view of man the Greek word soma = body,  
psyche = soul,  and pneuma = spirit).  
 

“Likewise, the wish (1 Thess. 5:23) that ‘your spirit and soul and 
body may be kept sound and blameless’ evidently means only that 
the readers may be kept sound, each in his entirety.  So far as form 
is concerned, this is a trichotomous scheme of anthropology. . .  
nothing more is to be gathered from this passage than that Paul can 
also speak of a pneuma that is human.  In this use, pneuma can 
mean the (whole) person and take the place of a personal pronoun 
(I, or me) just as soma and psyche can” (Bultmann, Theology of 
the New Testament, Part II, page 206). 

“Man does not consist of two parts, much less of three; nor are 
psyche and pneuma special faculties or principles (within the 
soma) of a mental life higher than his animal life.  Rather, man is 
a living unity.  He is a person who can become an object to himself.  
He is a person having a relationship to himself (soma)” (Bultmann, 
Theology of the New Testament,  Part II, page 209). 

 
We are dealing with three more fuzzy Greek words (soma, psyche, 
and pneuma).  These words are not the precise tools that our Western 
mind desires, and their meaning varies depending on the context. In 
other words, it isn’t that simple.  In the face of such ambiguity it is 
important to not go beyond what is clear.  Again, we can say that there 
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is a part of me that is made in the image of God (good), and there is a 
part that is fallen (bad).  To go beyond that is problematic, and perhaps 
dangerous.  
   
 

Endnote #15E 
 

More On Jeremiah 17 
Is Your Heart Wicked? 
The Hebrew word leb in Jeremiah 17:9, which is commonly translated 
into the English word "heart," actually has a great variety of meanings 
in the Old Testament.  According to The Brown-Driver-Briggs 
Hebrew and English Lexicon, the Hebrew word leb has the following 
range of meanings (Brown, F et al, pages 524-525): 
 
1. in the midst of the sea 
2. the inner man, soul 
3. the mind, knowledge, memory 
4. inclination, resolutions and determinations of the will 
5. conscience 
6. moral character 
7. the man himself 
8. seat of appetites 
9. seat of the emotions and passions 
10. seat of courage 
11. seat or organ of mental acts 
 
According to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible (Strong's 
#3820), leb means: 
 

"the heart; also used (fig.) very widely for the feelings, the will 
and even the intellect; likewise for the centre of anything" (Strong, 
page 58). 

 
Seeing this variety of meanings for the word, it becomes evident that 
it was the translators' choice to translate leb into the English "heart;" 
but as one can see there are many other possibilities that seem to 
include virtually any part of a human being.  Which meaning was 
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Jeremiah's intent in this passage?  Nobody knows but God and 
Jeremiah.  So we need to not be dogmatic about our choice.  Probably 
the best we can say is "somewhere deep inside there is a part of man 
that is deceitful." 
 
 

Endnote #15F 
 

The Several Possible Meanings Of Sarx (flesh) 
Following are further details on these four aspects of the flesh (C. 
Brown, Volume I, pages 678-680): 
 

"Since the meaning of sarx varies radically from context to 
context, several distinct points must be made about the 
hermeneutics of this term.”  

 
“1. In some contexts, especially in the Old Testament, sarx calls 

attention to man's creatureliness and frailty; to the fact that he is 
fragile, fallible, and vulnerable.  Thus ‘all flesh is grass, and its 
glory is like the flower of the grass.  The grass withers, the flower 
fades (Isa. 40:6-8; cf. 1 Pet 1:24).  However promising and 
flourishing it appears at first sight, it holds out no certain promise 
of being able to withstand pressures which are brought against it.”  

“2. In other contexts sarx is used quite simply to denote the 
physical part of man, and does not offer an evaluation of man as a 
whole.  ‘Infirmity of the flesh’ (Gal. 4:13) is physical illness; and 
flesh in 1 Cor. 15:39 means the physical substance appropriate to 
a given physical environment.  The NT asserts the importance of 
the physical as over and against ideas which later developed in 
gnosticism. (a) Especially in Johannine thought this relates to the 
incarnation: ‘the word became flesh’ (Jn. 1:14; cf. 6:51-56);” 
“3. To assess a truth or a phenomena "in accordance with the flesh 

(kata sarka, or kata en sarka) is to reach a verdict on the basis of 
purely human, external, or natural considerations . . .  It is an 
assessment which leaves spiritual dimensions out of account.   Thus 
Paul admits that very few of the Corinthian congregation are wise in 
the ‘ordinary’ sense of the term (1 Cor. 1:26).  Jesus warns the 
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Pharisees that they are almost certain to misunderstand him, because 
they judge his testimony in purely human terms alone (Jn. 8:15).” 

“4.A quite different use of sarx appears in the major theological 
passages in Paul such as Romans 8:5-8, which concludes, ‘those who 
are in the flesh can not please God.’  In this passage the mental 
outlook of the flesh (to phronema tes sarkos) is hostile to God. ‘Flesh’ 
here evaluates man as a sinner before God. The outlook of the flesh 
is the outlook oriented towards the self, that which pursues its own 
ends in self-sufficient independence of God.  (a) It is most striking, as 
R. Bultmann and R. Jewett have rightly pointed out, that Paul 
explicitly speaks of the ‘fleshly’ outlook in connection with the law 
and circumcision.  The fleshly mind in Gal. above all implies ‘shifting 
one’s boasting from the cross of Christ (Gal. 6:14) to the circumcised 
flesh (6:13)’ (R. Jewett, op. Cit., 95).  It represents the desire to secure 
one’s righteousness independently of God’s grace in Christ by means 
of the law.  Thus in Jewett’s words, ‘sarx for Paul is not rooted in 
sensuality but rather in religious rebellion in the form of self-
righteousness’ (page 114).  As Bultmann expresses it, flesh represents 
‘trust in oneself as being able to procure life . . . through one’s own 
strength and accomplishment’” (C. Brown, Volume 1, pages 678-
680). 
 
 

Endnote #15G 
 
More Information On Flesh And Sin In Scripture 
There are many statements in the New Testament showing that trying 
to be good in our own strength (using our willpower) is sinful and 
leads to death. 
 
Immediately after Jesus died and rose again there were agents of 
Satan who began to work at perverting the Gospel.  The Epistles were 
primarily written to counter specific errors that were impacting 
Christians.  One of the major errors being taught was promoted by the 
"Judaizers."  The “Judaizers” were trying to bring Christians back 
under the law.  In Galatians Chapter 3 and 4 Paul elaborates on this: 
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This only I want to learn from you: Did you receive the Spirit by 
the works of the law or by the hearing of faith?  Are you so foolish?  
Having begun in the Spirit, are you now being made perfect by the 
flesh? (Galatians 3:2-3, underlining is mine). 

 
For as many as are of the works of the law are under the curse; 
for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who does not continue in all 
things which are written in the book of the law, to do them."  
(Galatians 3:10, underlining is mine). 

 
But then, indeed, when you did not know God, you served those 
which by nature are not gods.  But now after you have known God, 
or rather are known by God, how is it that you turn again to the 
weak and beggarly elements, to which you desire again to be in 
bondage?  (Galatians 4:8-9). 
 

In other words, trying to be perfect (justified) by willpower brings 
about a curse and bondage.  See also: Galatians 2:18; 3:11-14; 
Romans 8:1-8; 2 Corinthians 3:5-6. 
 
This tendency to want to keep the law in my own strength is what is 
behind what we call "legalism."  Legalism turns the Bible into a book 
of rules that we have to keep with our own willpower.  Though they 
probably don't realize it, those who preach in this way are actually 
impelling their listeners to sin! 
 

If we could control our own life, Christ died in 
vain! 
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Endnote #16 
 
Emotions Are Your Friend 
 
Much of who we are as a person is below our level of consciousness.  
I have discussed this is several places.  See Endnotes #5, 6, 7, 8, and 
15.  Then how can we consciously know what is going on below our 
level of consciousness? 
 
For instance, if you eat something thing that does not agree with your 
digestive system, you will feel the discomfort.  God gave us a signal 
system of feelings that tell us about those subconscious processes. 
 
Likewise, God gave us a signal system so that we can understand our 
spiritual and emotional status.  We feel uncomfortable when someone 
insults us.  Thus we can avoid that relationship.  We feel warm and 
fuzzy when we are loved.  Thus we can approach that relationship.  
Our emotions tell us what is going on. 
 
Unfortunately, most of us have been taught by our culture, and 
unfortunately much of the Christian church, that our emotions are 
fickle, unreliable, and will lead us into misbehavior if we listen to 
them.  This is hugely in error. 
 
The truth is that our emotions are 100% accurate, in one way.  They 
tell us accurately what is going on inside us.  Because of past 
experiences, our reactions to what is going on outside us may not be 
accurate.  For instance, if we were frightened by a dog when we were 
young, we may feel fear when we encounter any dog.  But even then 
the fear is telling us what is going on inside us – it is telling us about 
our traumatic event as a child. 
 
A very important purpose of our emotions is to know about any bitter 
roots inside us (see Endnote #1I-1J).  We need to know this 
information so that we can bring Jesus in to wash away the sin and 
replace the bitter root with His presence (See Endnotes #2A & #2B).  
If we don’t have Jesus transform the bitter roots, then we get in big 
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emotional trouble (see Endnotes #8A through 8F).  The wages of 
sin is death, and so bad things happen inside us. 
 
After we have Jesus transform a bitter root, we now feel peace.  We 
feel peace, because the Prince of Peace now resides in that place 
inside us.  That good emotion tells us that He has done his work when 
we forgave and were forgiven. 
 
In fact, our emotions are one of the most powerful and pervasive ways 
that the Lord speaks to us.  If we will listen, He will lead us in many 
ways through our emotions.  In addition to showing us whenever we 
sin, as I just mentioned, He can help us to know what is good for us.  
He also uses our emotions to tell us when He is near, and to guide us 
in our walk with Him. 
 
Truly, our emotions are our friends, not our enemies.  We need to 
learn to listen to them and to value them.   
 
Most of us are not very good at understanding the language of our 
emotions, because we were never taught to listen to them, or how to 
understand the language.  Our emotional language is rich and specific, 
so that we can know with great accuracy what is going on inside us. 
 
It is important to know that there is no such thing as a sinful emotion.  
A negative emotion may be telling us of a bitter root of sin in us, but 
the emotion is not the sin.  Emotions are simply a message system.  
As a parallel, there is no such thing as a sinful radio wave.  A radio 
wave is simply a message system and has no moral significance.  The 
radio broadcast may be saying sinful things, but the problem is with 
the commentator, not with the radio wave. 
 
I discuss emotions in much greater depth in and how to pray about 
them in Chapter 11 of my book, “I Will Give You Rest.”  I am not 
going into that depth here, because that is not the purpose of this 
translation. 
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Endnote #17 
 
Romans, Chapter 7 & The Illusion Of Our Will  
As I have said, one of the great tragedies in our Western culture is the 
elevation of our willpower and our intellect to the throne. In reality, 
they have become our gods, and we think that the only things that we 
can trust are these two faculties.  The heart, and anything that we 
cannot consciously understand or control (such as our emotions) are 
seen as untrustworthy, or even perhaps bad.   But that was not how 
Jesus saw it, nor was it how He lived.  We are immersed in Western 
thinking (rational, linear thinking), and this is our undoing.  Mankind 
has always had a propensity to want to do it themselves - with their 
own willpower, and Western culture has become very extreme in this 
delusion. 

 
The Apostle Paul wrote eloquently about this dilemma in Romans, 
Chapter 7.  This is a chapter in Scripture that used to puzzle me 
greatly.  The one part that I understood well was the part referred to 
earlier in Chapter 7: 
 

For what I am doing I do not understand.  For, what I will to do, 
that I do not practice; but what I hate, that I do. If, then, I do what 
I will not to do, I agree with the law that it is good.  But it is no 
longer I who do it, but sin that dwells in me (verses 15-17).   
 

This certainly lines up with my experience in life. I felt like the 
wretched man that Paul refers to in verse 24. 
 
Keep in mind that the entirety of Romans, Chapter 7, is on one topic, 
and this fact made it even more mysterious to me.  Paul says,  
 

What shall we say then?  Is the law sin? Certainly not!  On the 
contrary, I would not have known sin except through the law.  For 
I would not have known covetousness unless the law had said, ‘You 
shall not covet’.  But sin, taking opportunity by the commandment, 
produced in me all manner of evil desire. For apart from the law, 
sin was dead.  I was alive once without the law, but when the 
commandment came, sin revived and I died.  And the 
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commandment, which was to bring life, I found to bring death 
(Romans 7:7-10). 
 

At this point I used to say, "Paul, you don't get it.  You must have 
lived on another planet.  This isn’t at all how it worked for me."  
Before I was saved, I sinned plenty.  I didn't know what the 
commandments were, and I didn't care.  I didn't need the law to 
prompt me to sin” (which is what I thought Paul was saying here). 
 
Then one day the Lord showed me (with the help of Rudolf Bultmann) 
that keeping the law has to do with the willpower, and this was what 
Paul was talking about.  Paul had been a Pharisee.  The Pharisees were 
the best law keepers that ever existed. They lived in communities 
where they held each other accountable. You had to be an exceptional 
Jew to even get into the community.  And yet Paul said that no one 
ever kept the law,  . . . even we have believed in Christ Jesus, that we 
might be justified by faith in Christ and not by the works of the law; 
for by the works of the law no flesh shall be justified (Galatians 2:16). 
 
What "tool" were the Pharisees using to try to obey God’s laws?  They 
were using their willpower. That is what Paul is referring to here.  He 
says: "And the commandment, which was to bring life, I found to bring 
death.  For sin, taking occasion by the commandment, deceived me, 
and by it killed me” (Romans 7:10-11). 

 
 

The Trap 
This, as I now see it, definitely mirrored my experience.  When I was 
in my early 30's, I decided to follow Jesus.  When I decided that He 
really is who He says He is, I wanted to please Him.  So what did I 
do?  I did exactly what everybody does: I decided to obey Him. 
 
Amazingly, this is the exact problem.  This is the trap we all fall into.  
Does it sound strange to call this desire to obey Him a "trap?" 
 

Because they did not seek it by faith, but as it were, by the works 
of the law.  For they stumbled at that stumbling stone (Romans 
9:32).   
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The problem came about because I decided to obey him - with my 
willpower.  Of course I did.  I didn't know of anything else to use.  I 
had been raised by my parents, and influenced by our culture, to think 
this was all that was available.   But much more than this, there is 
something in us human beings that wants to be like God, to have 
control, to do it ourselves.  This is why this trap is so universal. This 
is why we automatically decide to do it ourselves. 
 
So, if we re-read these scriptures with the awareness that the trap of 
the law is our willpower, it all makes sense.  Paul knew we couldn’t 
do it.  God knows we can't do it.  If we could do it ourselves, we 
wouldn't need Jesus!  But sin, taking opportunity by the 
commandment, produced in me all manner of evil desire.  For apart 
from the law sin was dead (Romans 7:8). What Paul is saying is that 
when I found out what the law required, what the command was, it 
automatically rose up within me to do it myself. And that was evil 
desire. 
 
I believe that implantation of this tendency to rely on my own strength 
is one of the things that happened at The Fall in the Garden of Eden. 
When we determine to do it ourselves with our own willpower, we 
are determining to be our own God.  Isn’t this part of the temptation 
to Eve?  Satan said, ". . . you will be like God, knowing good and evil” 
(Genesis 3:5). 
 
We are deluded into thinking we can do it ourselves.  And I can tell 
you how deadly it is to “try," as Paul refers to in Romans 7:11: For 
sin, taking occasion by the commandment, deceived me, and by it 
killed me. 

 
 

It Killed Me! 
I was “killed” by this trap.  As a new Christian, I wanted to obey the 
Lord, and so I tried very hard to keep His commands.  But the harder 
I tried, the worse I did.  I couldn't understand it, because I was trying 
soooo hard.  "Surely there must be something wrong with me," I 
thought.  To make things worse, nobody else seemed to be able to tell 
me how I could do better.  
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The Answer 
Chapter 7 of the Book of Romans describes our predicament, and 
begins to unfold the answer; but at first glance it seems very 
mysterious,  
 

For the woman who has a husband is bound by the law to her 
husband as long as he lives. But if the husband dies, she is released 
from the law of her husband.  So then if, while her husband lives, 
she marries another man, she will be called an adulteress; but if 
her husband dies, she is free from that law, so she is no adulteress, 
though she has married another man (verses 2-3). 
 

What in the world does divorce and adultery have to do with the topic 
of the chapter?  On the surface it seems alien to the rest of Paul’s 
thought.  But here's what it means: when a person gets married, a legal 
transaction occurs in the spiritual realm. The two people become one; 
and so, if she marries another man while this covenant is still in force, 
she is an adulteress. 
 
But when her husband dies, a legal transaction takes place in the spirit 
realm, and she's not married to him anymore. The marriage covenant 
is no longer in force, and so she's free to marry another man.  Verse 
four says: 
 

 Therefore, my brethren, you also have become dead to the law 
through the body of Christ, that you may be married to another-- 
to Him who was raised from the dead, that we should bear fruit to 
God.   

 
Here this entire issue of marriage and divorce is simply a metaphor 
that Paul is using.  He is saying that we need a legal transaction to 
occur in the spiritual realm for us to be set free from our reaping (the 
things we don’t want to do).  The operation of the law against us was 
a legal transaction that occurred in the spiritual realm.  We sinned, 
and that set the law in motion.  The only legal transaction that will 
stop the reaping is the blood and the cross of Jesus.  He needs to pay 
the price for our sin, so that we can be set free from the reaping in the 
spiritual realm.  Again, keep in mind that there may still be 
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consequences that we will have to endure in the natural world 
resulting from prior sins.  For example, if we commit adultery and our 
spouse divorces us, our family is now still fractured. 

 
In A Nutshell 
Romans, Chapter 7, can then be summarized in a few sentences.  You 
need a legal transaction to take place in the spirit realm for you to be 
set free from the law of reaping (verses 1-6). You've been trying to do 
it with your own willpower (verses 7-13). And it doesn't work, does 
it (verses 14-24).  The answer to our predicament is: through Jesus 
Christ our Lord’s provision (verse 25). 
 
So God always knew that I couldn’t keep the law.  He knows that I 
will fail when I try to do it myself, and I am sure it grieves Him when 
He sees me try, and fail, and try, and fail, again and again. 
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Endnote #18 
 

God’s Kind Of Love 
What is love?  
In the Epistles there is a lot of talk about love, but what exactly is it?  
We fall in love and out of love.  We love our children, we love our 
car, and we love sports.  We love a certain movie, or we love to sleep 
in on Saturday morning.  Alcoholics love alcohol, chocoholics love 
chocolate.   
 
Our culture is very confused about what love is.  As it turns out, the 
English word “love” is a very “fuzzy word” (a word with a wide range 
of meaning).  Selfless love brings healing and life, and Hollywood-
type love means lust and use and abuse. 
 
We sometimes seek for love in all the wrong places.  Why do abused 
women stay with the abuser?  They love them.  Why do children 
constantly pursue abusive parents?  They need their love. 
 
God is love (1 John 4:8), and yet this attribute of God can’t be what 
is wounding and destroying these people. 108  God only brings life 
and healing.   
 

  
                                            
108  One Misperception of Love 
Some contend that there are two types of love discussed in the New Testament.  
1. Agape is God's kind of love.  It is good, and it is the kind of love we are to 

pursue. 
2. Phileo is man's kind of love.  It is fallen and fleshly and not important. 
 
Unfortunately it isn't that simple. 
1. 1 John 2:15, says, If anyone loves (agapao) the world, the love of the Father 

is not in him.  But man can't love the world with a "good" kind of love. 
2. John 5:20 says, For the Father loves (phileo) the Son.  But God can't love 

Jesus with a fallen and fleshly love. 
 
Therefore, the Greek words for love are also fuzzy words, and we must look 
deeper into Scripture to understand what love is. 
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God’s  Love Is Essential 
God is love.  His kind of love is real love (I will call it "authentic 
love."  In Greek it is Strong’s #26, agape), and it is essential to our 
well-being.  He wants to pour out His love upon us.  In fact, we can 
only love Him because He first loved us.  And yet for some reason 
God has made us in such a way that we must receive some of His love 
through another human being.  To equip us to transfer God’s love to 
another, there is a part of us that is made in God’s image (what I call 
our “Treasure Inside”).  He also fills parts of our "honeycomb" (see 
Endnotes #2A) with His love.  However, every other part of us is not 
inherently filled with God’s love.  To the degree that every other area 
is not filled with God’s love, our God-wannabe (fallen nature, see 
Endnote #7) impacts our brand of “love,” and in reality is a 
counterfeit of the real thing.  To keep a supply of God’s love in our 
hearts to bless us and to flow to others to bless them, a one-time 
infilling is not enough.  We need to be continually receiving.  God is 
the only source of “authentic” (agape) love, and we can’t produce any 
of it on our own.  If we receive authentic love from another person, 
they are simply giving us the love that God placed in them. 
 
We need God’s love so badly that when our supply of it gets too low, 
we must try to find other sources, and we may be impelled to accept 
inappropriate substitutes.  God’s love is the one essential that keeps 
us from going down a path of death and destruction.  Before we were 
filled with His Spirit, we were all suffering death and were being 
destroyed, which is why God sent Jesus to redeem us. 
 

For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, 
that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have 
everlasting life (John 3:16, underlining is mine). 109 

                                            
109  "Death" and "destruction" are harsh words, but the Bible uses these words 
regularly to describe our status before we believed in Jesus, and were therefore 
without the love of God dwelling in us.  A few additional scriptures are: 

We know that we have passed from death to life, because we love the 
brethren.  He who does not love his brother abides in death . . . In this the 
love of God was manifested toward us, that God has sent His only begotten 
Son into the world, that we might live through Him. . . There is no fear in 
love; but perfect love casts out fear, because fear involves torment.  But he 
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For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has made me free 
from the law of sin and death (Romans 8:2, underlining is mine). 

 

Without His Love We Become Wounded 
As children start out in life they are incredibly vulnerable to wounding 
if not given authentic love.  There must be a continual infilling of love 
from both father and mother.  The flow of love must be from their 
parents to the children, not the other way around.   When children do 
not receive this love on a continual basis, they desperately seek it.  If 
they are unable to get their parents to give them what they need, they 
will surely judge themselves as being un-loveable.  They begin to 
believe there is something wrong with them, and they begin to build 
The Wall inside (see Endnote #8M). 
 
Whenever we are not filled to the brim with authentic love, we are 
miserable and desperately seek something to make us feel better.   If 
we have never received much of it, we don’t really know what 
authentic love is like, and so we latch onto anything that seems to 
make us feel less miserable.  We are willing to accept substitutes.  In 
fact we may think that the substitutes are as good as it gets.  A teenage 
girl who becomes sexually promiscuous is seeking love.  The 
attention of the boys seems to help her emptiness.  But it never really 
works because it isn’t really love.  The flow is actually in the wrong 
direction, because the boys are using her to get their own needs met, 
not giving to her.  They are actually draining her further. 
 
You have a gauging system inside that tells you when you need more 
water.  If you have plenty of water in your body, you aren’t thirsty.  If 
I would then offer you a dirty glass of water, you would say, “No 
thank you,” because you don’t need any water.  You know that the 
dirty water might make you sick, and you are in a position to be 
particular.  However, if you are out in the desert for three days without 
water, and if you saw that I had a dirty glass of water, you would do 

                                            
who fears has not been made perfect in love (1 John 3:14; 4:9; 4:18, 
underlining is mine). 
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anything to get to drink it.  You are then so needy you will accept a 
substitute for good clean water. 
 
We have a similar gauging system that tells when we need more of 
the God-type of love, and a similar dynamic happens.  If we are filled 
with plenty of authentic love, we aren’t needy and will be very 
particular about what we accept.  However, if we are empty and 
desperate for authentic love, we will accept inappropriate substitutes.  
These substitutes are actually destructive to us, because they drain life 
from us instead of filling us. 
 

God Is The Only Source of Real Love 
God is ultimately the only source of authentic love.  But the fruit of 
the Spirit is love, joy, peace . . . (Galatians. 5:22).  God gives it to us 
through His Spirit abiding in us, and then this good root produces 
good fruit - we are truly loving and giving.  These are rewards that we 
experience.  See Endnote #4S. 
 
If we receive authentic love from another person, it is because that 
person has a full reservoir of it.  Somehow they have received a 
bountiful supply, and it overflows to us.  No person can be a source 
of authentic love.  Anything we crank up out of our own resources is 
tainted with sin, is not the real thing, and will therefore not bless 
another person. 
 
For instance, if we find out that the Bible says we are to love others, 
we may try to do so.  But when we are “trying,” our motives are 
impure.  We may be doing it because we are afraid God will be 
unhappy with is if we don’t.  Or we may try to do it to appear spiritual.  
Or we may try to do it to be accepted, or to feel important.   
 
The flaw is that in each of these 
cases we are using the other person 
to meet our own needs.  The 
counterfeits of God’s love all have 
this fatal flaw: the flow is in the 
wrong direction.  The person we are 
“trying” to love has a sensor inside 

Out of my emptiness I 
take from others. 
 
Out of my fullness I 
give to them. 
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them that knows whether they are receiving the authentic love, or if 
they are being used and sucked dry.  The other person would in fact 
be better off if we weren’t there “trying” to love them. 
 
Unfortunately, when we have never received authentic love we don’t 
have access to the information from our own love sensor.  When we 
were a child, since we were always empty, our love sensor was 
constantly sounding the alarm.  This didn’t feel good, so we had to 
find a way to silence this bad feeling; so we built The Wall inside (see 
Endnote #8M).  Now as adults, because we can’t hear our love sensor 
anymore, we don’t consciously know when the other person is 
sucking us dry instead of filling us; so we allow them to do this to us.  
And, since we are, in fact, empty inside, we are subconsciously 
impelled to go around trying to get our love tank filled up from others.  
We then begin to suck them dry! 
 

Further Wounding Results 
When we have lost the ability to tell authentic love from counterfeits, 
we can make huge mistakes.  When we have not received lots of 
authentic love, we can be susceptible to becoming enmeshed in 
destructive relationships and organizations.  When this is our history, 
we are then looking to have our love tank filled, and aren’t very adept 
at telling the difference between the authentic and counterfeits. 
 
Gangs are attractive to wounded youths.  Gang members typically 
come from very non-nurturing 
homes.  They are looking for a 
place to belong, and they find 
acceptance and affiliation in 
the gang.  But they are actually 
being used by the leader of the 
gang to fill his unmet needs for power and control.  The members are 
so powerfully drawn in to get their needs met that they will do 
anything to retain membership, including committing crimes and 
exposing themselves to injury or death. 
 
You may recall the tragedy with the Jim Jones commune.  To start 
with Jim Jones was a Bible believing (or Bible “using”) pastor who 

If we haven't received a 
wealth of real love, we 
are vulnerable to abuse 
and further wounding. 
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had a way of drawing people to himself.  The members’ needs to 
belong eventually led them to leave all they had to move to the jungles 
of Ghana with the group, and eventually to suicide.  This charismatic 
leader mutated into an abusive tyrant.  Yet, despite his control and 
harshness, the people stayed with him because of their need for love. 
 
Our need for authentic love is so great that people will suffer abuse 
rather than do without it.  They will even die for a counterfeit, because 
they are desperate.  Tragically, they don’t know that what they are 
receiving isn’t authentic love, and won't really fill their emptiness.   
 
These are just a couple of examples, but the world is full of abusive 
organizations.  They are abusive because the members and the leaders 
are all trying to get their own love tanks filled at the expense of the 
others.  It is very possible they don’t consciously realize what they 
are doing, because they are impelled by unconscious forces to do this.  
The counterfeit love, which is sin, opens the door to evil, and the 
people get wounded rather than nurtured. 

 

Real Love Is “Good Fruit” 
This can seem very discouraging.  If I can’t love others by setting my 
own will to do it, how can I possibly obey God?  After all, He tells us 
over and over to love one another.  Therefore the question isn’t 
whether we are to love others, but 
rather how we can. 
 
We can’t love others rightly, but 
God can do it through us.  
Remember, the image of God 
dwells inside each of us, both in our Treasure Inside and those areas 
of our “Honeycomb” into which we have invited Him.  Those areas 
of our inner being can love the way God loves.  We need to let our 
Treasure Inside out of jail, so that he or she can be free to live, and 
we need to remove the bitter roots in our “honeycomb.”  Remember 
that the reason our “Treasure Inside” is not free is because of our 
wounding - we built The Wall (see Endnote #8M). 
 

God's love can flow 
through us as good 
fruit from a good root. 
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We do need to set a goal of being able to love with God’s kind of love, 
but this will only come about as we are changed into the image of 
Jesus.  Trying hard to love will not enable us to give authentic love. 
Our love must be good fruit from a good root. 1 John Chapter 4 makes 
it clear: we can only love others because of His presence dwelling in 
us. 
 
This truth is expressed in 1 John, Chapter 4: 
 

9. In this the love of God was manifested toward us, that God has 
sent His only begotten Son into the world, that we might live 
through Him. 10.  In this is love, not that we loved God, but that 
He loved us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins.  
11. Beloved, if God so loved us, we also ought to love one another.  
12. No one has seen God at any time.  If we love one another, God 
abides in us, and His love has been perfected in us.  13. By this we 
know that we abide in Him, and He in us, because He has given us 
of His Spirit . . .17. Love has been perfected among us in this: that 
we may have boldness in the day of judgment; because as He is, so 
are we in this world. 18.  There is no fear in love; but perfect love 
casts out fear, because fear involves torment.  But he who fears 
has not been made perfect in love.  19. We love Him because He 
first loved us. (1 John 4:9-13, 17-19). 
 
Verse  Root   Fruit 
9.   God sent His Son  We live through Him 
10.  God loved us   We love Him 
11.  God loved us   We ought to love 

one another 
12.  God abides in us  We love one another 
13.  He gave us His Spirit  We abide in Him 
17.  His love perfected in us So are we in this world 
19.  He first loved us  We love Him 

 
The message is that the God kind of love comes from God, and there 
is no other source.  We get it from Him and are to pass it on. 
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How to Love 
Then, in a practical way, how do you truly love others?  The answer, 
as we have seen, is that it must come from Jesus dwelling inside.  If 
you are not feeling love or compassion for another person, there is a 
bitter root of some kind in the way.  So the way to love is not to try 
harder, but to seek the bad root that is there instead of a good root.  
This will probably entail forgiving that person (or others who have 
hurt us) and being forgiven by the Lord.  With some people you may 
need to do this over and over again.  We will know we have 
accomplished forgiveness when we find ourselves feeling towards 
that person the way Jesus feels about them. 
 

Summary 
So what is love?  Authentic love (agape love) is an attribute of God.  
We only have it to give if we have first received it from Him.  God’s 
love residing in us gives to others rather than taking from them.  
Authentic love is the life of God in us, and it gives life to those who 
receive it through us.  1 John 4:9-19 (below in the WEB) professes 
that good fruit grows from a good root.  Jesus is the good root, so the 
only way to increase in love is to continue to be changed into the 
image of Jesus.  Then Jesus will love others through us.  Anything 
else is not of God and tears people down instead of bringing life. 
 

4:9 By this God's love was revealed in us, that God has sent his 
one and only Son into the world that we might live through him. 
4:10 In this is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us, 
and sent his Son as the atoning sacrifice for our sins. 
4:11 Beloved, if God loved us in this way, we also ought to love 
one another. 
4:12 No one has seen God at any time. If we love one another, 
God remains in us, and his love has been perfected in us. 
4:13 By this we know that we remain in him and he in us, because 
he has given us of his Spirit. 
4:14 We have seen and testify that the Father has sent the Son as 
the Savior of the world. 
4:15 Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God, God remains 
in him, and he in God. 
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4:16 We know and have believed the love which God has for us. 
God is love, and he who remains in love remains in God, and God 
remains in him. 
4:17 In this love has been made perfect among us, that we may 
have boldness in the day of judgment, because as he is, even so 
are we in this world. 
4:18 There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear, 
because fear has punishment. He who fears is not made perfect in 
love. 
4:19 We love him, because he first loved us. 
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Glossary 
 
 Translation Challenges:  English and Greek are very different 
languages, and sometimes translation from Greek to English requires 
a judgment call by the translator.  In addition, in many ways Greek is 
a more robust language, and so a word-for-word translation is 
sometimes inadequate.  The Amplified Bible is an attempt to get 
around this problem by using multiple English words or a phrase to 
bring out the meaning of the Greek. 
 The definitions in this glossary are of necessity short, and are 
therefore not complete expositions on the words.  Some of these terms 
are so vast that they have had many complete books written about 
them. On the other hand, I have purposely avoided short one-sentence 
definitions, because I have found that these abbreviated definitions 
often fail to adequately convey the concept and can lead to 
misunderstanding. 

My purpose in including a glossary is to help the reader better 
understand the content of this book.  It is not intended to be a 
scholarly exposition of all the nuances of the words presented. 

I have not attempted to define all the theological words in the 
Bible, but rather simply those that are related to the subject of this 
book and which may cause confusion if not defined. 

I have also included a few terms that I have coined, or that are 
commonly used in Inner Healing. 

Format: the English word is followed by the Greek word in 
Italics and the Strong's Concordance number in parenthesis, and 
then my definition.
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Addiction:  A compulsion to use any substance, behavior, or 

relationship which makes me feel a little better about myself.  I am 
compelled to indulge in the addiction because it relieves the pain 
of the Big Hurt (See Endnote #8O), if only for a moment.  An 
addiction has its root in separation from self, because that is what 
causes the Big Hurt.  The only cure for an addiction is healing the 
relationship with myself.  In addition, there can sometimes also be 
a physical component to an addiction to a substance, such as 
alcohol or a drug. 

 
Blood of Jesus (Also see "Cross of Christ" below): In the 

Old Testament, "The Bible makes it clear that the satisfaction or 
payment for human sins was made by the death of a specified 
animal substitute: 'For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I 
have given it to you upon the altar to make atonement for your 
souls; for it is the blood that makes atonement for the soul' (Lev. 
17:11).  In the New Testament, this Old Testament idea of sacrifice 
is applied to Christ's blood.  References to the 'blood of Christ' 
always mean the sacrificial death of Jesus on the cross.  References 
to the blood of Christ were made by Paul (Rom. 3:25); Peter (1 Pet. 
1:19); John (Rev. 1:5) and the author of Hebrews (Heb. 9:14).  
Although all have sinned, 'we have redemption through His blood, 
the forgiveness of sins: (Eph. 1:7)" (Youngblood, page  221). 

And by Him to reconcile all things to Himself, by Him, whether 
things on earth or things in heaven, having made peace through 
the blood of His cross (Colossians 1:20). 

"Thus Col. 1:20 refers to 'the blood of his cross.'  Little blood 
was shed in crucifixion, so that must mean simply his death. . . 
References to the blood are a vivid way of saying that we owe our 
salvation to the death of Christ" (Elwell, page 163). 

 
Body: soma (4983). 

Soma is a word with a wide range of meaning. 
 Sometimes it refers to our physical body. 
 Sometimes it refers to a portion of our being, where in 

combination with "soul" and "spirit" it is included as a way to 
describe our whole being (as in 1 Thessalonians 5:23). 

 Sometimes it refers to our entire being (Phil 1:20; Rom 12:1). 
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 It is never viewed as something foreign to us that somehow 
clings to us and makes trouble for us.  "In defining the concept 
soma, the place to begin is the naïve popular usage in which 
soma means body-as a rule, man's-which in a naïve 
anthropological view can be placed in contrast with the "soul" 
or the "spirit" (1 Thess. 5:23; 1 Cor. 5:3; 7:34).  The body has 
its members, which comprise a unity within it (Rom. 12:4-8; 
1 Cor. 12:12-26). . . it is clear that the soma is not a something 
that outwardly clings to a man's real self (to his soul, for 
instance), but belongs to its very essence, so that we can say 
man does not have a soma; he is soma, for in not a few cases 
soma can be translated simply "I". . . The soma is man 
himself" (Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part II, 
pages 193-201). 

The main point is that we can only ascertain the specific meaning 
of soma from the context of the passage, and it is important not to 
be locked into applying a single meaning in all passages. 

 
Context: In studying the Bible, it is of primary importance always 

to pay attention to the context.  The context is the overall subject 
that the author is discussing in the current passage, as well as how 
this passage fits into the current paragraph, as well as how this 
paragraph fits into the current book of the Bible.  There is a saying 
that "A text without a context is a pretext".  A pretext is an attempt 
to make a scripture say what we want it to say, regardless of what 
the biblical writer intended.  An extreme example of taking words 
out of context would be a ransom note made up out of words cut 
out of a newspaper and pasted onto a sheet of paper.  The 
newspaper said those exact "words", but not with that meaning.  

 
Cross of Christ (Also see "Blood of Jesus" above): "The 

blood and the cross" are terms that we commonly encounter.  In 
Inner Healing, I have often heard the admonition to "Take it to the 
cross", and frankly, for a long time I didn't know what that meant.  
It means to appropriate for ourselves the whole provision that Jesus 
made for us through his incarnation, his death, his resurrection, his 
place at God's right hand, and all that means to us now.  Therefore 
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this admonition to "Take it to the cross" refers to appropriating the 
legal transaction that Jesus made possible (Chapters 2 through 8). 

"It is 'by the blood of his cross' that God has made peace, in 
reconciling 'all things to himself ' (Col. 1:20ff.).  This 
reconciliation is at once personal and cosmic.  It comes because 
Christ has set aside the bond which stood against us with its 
legal demands, 'nailing it to the cross' (Col. 2:14). 

Further, the cross is the symbol of our union with Christ, not 
simply in virtue of our following his example, but in virtue of 
what he has done for us and in us.  In his substitutionary death 
for us on the cross, we died 'in him' (cf. 2 Cor. 5:14), and 'our 
old man is crucified with him,' that by his indwelling Spirit we 
might walk in newness of life (Rom. 6:4ff.; Gal. 2:20; 5:24ff.; 
6:14), abiding 'in him'" (Douglas, page 254). 

 
"Thus the cross symbolizes the glory of the Christian gospel (1 
Cor. 1:17); the fact that through this offensive means of death 
(1 Cor. 1:23; Gal. 5:11), the debt of sin against us was 'nailed to 
the cross' (Col. 2:14), and we, having 'been crucified with Christ' 
(Gal. 2:20), have been freed from sin and death and made alive 
to God (Rom. 6:6-11)" (Youngblood, page 315). 
 

Faith: pistis (4102).  This is a complex word that is difficult to grasp, 
and whole books have been written to define it; so my definition 
will not cover its whole scope.  

   Strong's Concordance defines faith as, "persuasion, i.e. 
credence; morally, conviction . . . especially reliance upon Christ 
for salvation" (Strong, page 58). 

   Faith is set in opposition to works, or any 
accomplishments of my own (Rom. 4:5; 9:32; Gal. 2:16; Eph. 2:8-
9). 

   If faith is present it will change us inside and will thus 
result in good works (James 2:18). 

   To help make the meaning clear, I will tie it in with the 
content of this book.  As we begin our walk of transformation, it is 
difficult for us to let go of trying to "be good" (to do good works 
with our will power), and instead pray and let God produce the new 
good fruit.  This new way of living is contrary to our old nature, 
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and requires a lot of faith and trust to let go and to believe He will 
do what He says He will do.  But as we do forgive and are forgiven, 
and we see Him change us and our resulting behavior, our faith 
grows.  Now we really believe Him! 

   Thus faith gives us hope and peace and a reliance on 
God's grace. 

 
 Therefore it is of faith that it might be according to grace, so 

that the promise might be sure to all the seed (Romans 4:16). 
 
 Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with 

God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have 
access by faith into this grace in which we stand, and rejoice in 
hope of the glory of God (Romans 5:1-2). 

 
  Pistis grows as we have relationship with Jesus (Phil. 3:8-10).  

See Endnote #11A regarding what it means to "know" Christ.  
Faith therefore comes from God (Rom. 12:3) and is a result of a 
living relationship with Him. 

    
Flesh: sarx (4561). This word has a wide range of meaning.  

Sometimes it can mean something that is neither morally good or 
bad, such as my natural body, or the whole sphere of that which is 
earthly or natural.  On the other hand, it can sometimes mean 
something sinful (Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part 
II, pages 232-238).  Since there is a wide gap between something 
that is morally neutral and something that is wicked, it can be of 
profound importance that we not misinterpret what the writer 
meant.  Because of this wide range of meaning, we need to be 
aware of the context to determine the specific meaning in a given 
passage.  See “God-wannabe below, all of Endnote #7 "The Bad 
Part Of You," and Endnote #15F for more details.   

 
Glorified, glorify: doxazo (1392).  "from 1391 (doxa), to render 

(or esteem) glorious (in a wide application)" (Strong, page 24). 
 

". . . refers to the recognition belonging to a person, honor, 
renown. . . When we read in Rom. 3:23 that some come short of 
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or lacked the glory of God, it means they are not what God 
intended them to be. . . Doxa embraces all which is excellent in 
the divine nature . . . More specifically, doxa means not the 
outward glorious appearance, attracting attention to the person 
or thing itself, but that glory shown from within reflecting in the 
appearance which attracts attention" (Zodhiates, page 1684). 

 
Moreover whom He predestined, these He also called; whom He 
called, these He also justified; and whom He justified, these He 
also glorified (Romans 8:30).  Therefore, when we have been 
changed into His image in an area of our heart, then we show forth 
His glory in that place.  The bad root has been replaced by a good 
root, and then there is good fruit. 

 
God-wannabe: In Genesis 1:27 it says: So God created man in His 

own image."  Since God is holy, Adam was holy (and thus so was 
Eve).  Earlier, God had evicted Satan from heaven, because Satan 
wanted to be like God, to take His place: For you have said in your 
heart: I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the 
stars of God . . . I will be like the Most High. (Isaiah 14:13-14). 

  Satan then roamed the earth, and eventually had a 
conversation with Eve.  He tempted her with the same desire that 
was his sin.  Satan said to Eve: For God knows that in the day you 
eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God (Genesis 
3:5).  She fell for the promise, disobeyed God, and ate the 
forbidden fruit - and so did Adam.  At that moment, human beings 
fell from their position of holiness, and we now had a fallen nature 
like Satan did - while at the same time still having the image of 
God in us.  This "fallen nature" impels humans to try to take God's 
place.  One of the ways we do this is by taking God's place as the 
judge. 

  For centuries, theologians have debated about what this nature 
entails, as well as what to call this "fallen nature."  The New 
Testament often calls this fallen nature "flesh.".  But since the term 
"flesh" sometimes means something with no moral significance, 
this term can be confusing (read All of Endnote #7 and Endnote 
#15F for more on the term "flesh"). 
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  I presume it was because of this terminology problem that 

many other labels have been applied to that fallen aspect of 
humanity.  Some examples are "sin nature," "fallen nature," 
"inherited depravity," "corrupted nature," "original sin," 
"propensity to sin," "sinful nature," and "total depravity". 

  These long standing debates over the "fallen nature" have 
included topics that I am not going to address in this book: such as 
infant baptism, when after conception this nature is imputed to us, 
how this nature is transmitted to us, etc.  Many of these 
controversies have not been resolved, because they are difficult to 
resolve from Scripture.  I want to distance myself from these labels 
and the associated controversies; and, therefore, the only way to do 
that was to coin a term that no one else has used, and thus does not 
carry any baggage (which is the same reason I coined the term 
"Treasure Inside"). 

  Therefore, I have coined the term "God-wannabe" to 
specifically designate my understanding of what the Apostle Paul 
called "flesh" when he was referring to a bad thing.  This new term 
dynamically reflects the nature of the fall, because Adam and Eve 
wanted to be like God - and we are like them. 

    
Grace: charis (5485).  This is a word with several shades of 
meaning. 

The root word, chairo (5463) means to rejoice.  Strong defines it 
as "graciousness (as gratifying) of manner or act (abstract or 
concrete) literally, figuratively, or spiritually: especially the divine 
influence upon the heart, and its reflection in the life; including 
gratitude" (Strong. Page 77).  Part of  Zodhiates' definition is: "A 
favor done without expectation of return; the absolutely free 
expression of the loving kindness of God to men finding its only 
motive in the bounty and benevolence of the Giver; unearned and 
unmerited favor.”  Charis stands in direct antithesis to erga (2041), 
works, the two being mutually exclusive.  God's grace affects 
man's sinfulness and not only forgives the repentant sinner, but 
brings joy and thankfulness to him.  It changes the individual to a 
new creature without destroying his individuality (2 Cor. 5:17; Eph 
2:8,9)" (Zodhiates, page 1469). 
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Humility, humble: tapeinoo (5013).  "to make low, bring low" 

(Thayer, page 614). Mankind wants to be God, and to be "humbled" 
means to be put in our proper place.  However, this does not mean 
to see oneself as a worm or as totally unimportant.  Rather it means 
to see ourselves the way God sees us, nothing more, but nothing 
less.  He is the Creator, and we are the creature, and yet that does 
not mean that we are worthless.  We are valuable because we are 
made in His image, because He loves us, and because He desires 
to have a relationship with us.  See Chapter 12, "The Good Part Of 
You," for more details. 

 
Inner Healing:  See sanctification. 
 
Justify, justified: dikaloo (1344). "to render (i.e. show or regard 

as) just or innocent"(Strong page 23).  It is an act, a judicial 
decision by one who is a properly appointed judge, by which a 
person is declared innocent, or righteous.   It is what we mean by 
the one time act whereby we are "saved."  When we make Jesus 
our Lord, God adopts us as His children and declares us as 
righteous in His sight.  "Certain aspects of the doctrine of salvation 
relate to the matter of one's standing with God.  The individual's 
legal status must be changed from guilty to not guilty . . . The 
theological term here is justification.  One is justified by being 
brought into a legal union with Christ. . . This, however, is merely 
the beginning of the spiritual life.  There also is a progressive 
alteration of the individual's spiritual condition; one actually 
becomes holier.  This progressive subjective change is referred to 
as sanctification ("making holy")." (Erickson, pp 904-905). 

  The act of justification pronounces us righteous.  
"Justification, then, is a three-party, not a two-party matter.  And it 
is voluntary on the part of all three.  Jesus is not an unwilling victim 
conscripted to the task.  He willingly volunteered to give himself 
and unite the sinner:  There is also a conscious decision on the part 
of the sinner to enter into this relationship.  And the Father 
willingly accepts it.  That no one is constrained means that the 
whole matter is completely ethical and legal" (Erickson, page  
959). 
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  No matter how hard we try, we can not by our own efforts 

remove ourselves from our position of guilt and become righteous.  
Paul says: 

 
 But now the righteousness of God apart from the law is revealed, 

being witnessed by the Law and the Prophets, even the 
righteousness of God, which is through faith in Jesus Christ to all 
and on all who believe.  For there is no difference; for all have 
sinned and fall short of the glory of God, being justified freely by 
His grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom 
God sent forth to be a propitiation by His blood, through faith, to 
demonstrate His righteousness, because in His forbearance God 
had passed over the sins that were previously committed, to 
demonstrate at the present time His righteousness, that He might 
be just and the justifier of the one who has faith in Jesus.  Where is 
boasting then?  It is excluded.  By what law? Of works?  No, but 
by the law of faith.  Therefore we conclude that a man is justified 
by faith apart from the deeds of the law. (Romans 3:21-28). 
 
Being justified freely by His grace through the redemption that is 
in Christ Jesus (Romans 3:24). 
 

Know, Knowledge: 
All of us are aware that there are many aspects or levels of 
“knowing.”  Most Christians have experienced at least two levels 
of “knowing” as we study God’s Word.  On one level, we may 
have read a specific passage many times, and we intellectually 
“know” what the passage says.  Then one day we read the same 
passage, and the depth of the meaning leaps off the page: God 
speaks to us.  Now we “know” that scripture at a deeper level.  Now 
the meaning resonates inside us. 
 Similarly, when you read about romantic love, you “know” 
something about it.  But when you fall in love, you “know” about 
love at a much deeper level.  It is more real to you. 

The Bible refers to various levels of “knowing”, and there are 
at least eight  Greek words used in the New Testament to describe 
the various ways of “knowing.” 
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Unfortunately, English only has one word, “know,” that is 
available to translators to describe all the levels and types of 
“knowing.”  Therefore, when you read “know” or “knowledge” in 
your English Bible, some very important information is missing. 
 For instance, Colossians 3:10 is typically translated as: and 
put on the new man who is renewed in knowledge according to the 
image of Him who created him.  In our Western culture, we would 
tend to think this means that we need to study more about God.  
There is a place for intellectual study of God’s Word, but that is 
not what this passage is advocating.  The Greek word here 
translated as “knowledge” is epiginosis.  This Greek word implies 
much more than intellectual knowledge.  It is referring to “a 
knowledge which perfectly unites the subject with the object” 
(Vines, Volume 2, page 299). 
 When a person has a face-to-face encounter with Jesus, such 
as Paul experienced on the road to Damascus (acts 9:3-6), he or 
she comes to know Jesus in an epignosis fashion.  Thus Colossians 
3:10 is talking about much more than intellectual knowledge, as 
the context of Colossians 3:1-11 clearly shows.  This meaning is 
lost in the English translation. 

 See Endnote #11 for more information on “knowing.” 
   

Mind, to mind, minded: 
Unfortunately, the English word "mind" is used to translate more 
than a dozen different Greek words, with meanings that range from 
"deep thought," to "soul," to "recollect," to "predisposition," to 
"intellect," to "have a sentiment," to "be mentally disposed," to 
"spirit," to "memory," to "cognition."  Because of this wide range 
of meaning, when we read the English word "mind" in an English 
translation of the New Testament, at that point we don't know 
much.  In order to understand what the writer is saying, we need to 
find out what Greek word is in the original text, and then find the 
meaning of this Greek word.  We will also need to look at the 
context to determine the proper meaning. 

For our culture, since we so honor the conscious "mind," there 
is a great danger that we will assume that "mind" is always 
referring to our "Head."  As you can see, the biblical author may 
actually be saying something very different than this.  
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Peace: The Greek word eirene is the word translated into "peace".  

It means "peace, rest, in contrast with strife," and "denotes a state 
of untroubled, undisturbed well-being. . . . Used together with eleos 
(1656), mercy for the consequences of sin, and also with charis 
(5405), grace, which affects the character of the person.  Peace as 
a Messianic blessing is that state . . . wherein the derangement and 
distress of life caused by sin are removed.  Hence the message of 
salvation is called the Gospel of peace" (Zodhiates, page 1686). 

 
Pride: Needing to see myself as more than I am (or think I am), or 

differently than how God sees me.  It has its roots in separation 
from self, and therefore I am impelled to fill the empty place inside 
that craves love (the Treasure Inside).  Pride comes from a place of 
woundedness.  See Chapters 12 and 13 for more details. 

 
Repent, repentance: metanoeo (3340): "to think differently or 

afterwards, i.e. reconsider" (Strong, page 17),  "to change one's 
mind" (Thayer, page 405).  "In a religious sense implying pious 
sorrow for unbelief and sin and a turning from them unto God and 
the gospel of Christ . . . Jesus draws a picture of the true penitent 
person.  Such is assured of the forgiveness of the Father whose love 
has anticipated his return and gone out to seek and save" 
(Zodhiates, pages 969, 970).  Since repentance means to make a 
decision to go another way, we cannot do this for another person, 
but only for ourselves.  Daniel did not "repent" for Israel.  He 
confessed their sin and asked for mercy and forgiveness (Daniel 
9:4-19). 
 

Righteous, righteousness: dikaios (1342): This is a judicial term 
and refers to the state of one who has been justified (declared 
innocent). 

  "In the New Testament, justification is the declarative act of 
God by which, on the basis of the sufficiency of Christ's atoning 
death, He pronounces believers to have fulfilled all the 
requirements of the law which pertain to them.  Justification is a 
forensic act imputing the righteousness of Christ to the believer; it 
is not an actual infusion of holiness into the individual.  It is a 
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matter of declaring the person righteous, as a judge does in 
acquitting the accused.  It is not a matter of making the person 
righteous or altering his or her actual spiritual condition" 
(Erickson, page 956). 

    
But to him who does not work but believes on Him who justifies the 
ungodly, his faith is accounted for righteousness (Romans 4:5). 

 
Sanctify, sanctification: hagiazo (37) & hagiasmos (38).  "to 

make holy, i.e. purify or consecrate" (Strong, page7). 
 

". . . means not only the activity of the Holy Spirit to set man 
apart unto salvation but also enabling him to be holy even as 
God is holy.  It is not only the transfer of a sinner into the ranks 
of the redeemed but the change in the character of the redeemed 
sinner to be holy even as God is" (Zodhiates, page 1657). 
 

In other words, this is the process by which we are changed into 
the image of Jesus, one area of our heart at a time.  This is what 
happens in Inner Healing, and Inner Healing is simply another 
word for Sanctification.  It is the topic of this book!  Also see 
"justification" above. 
 

Sin: hamartia (266)): “to miss the mark (and so not share in the  
prize)” (Strong, page 10).  "Sin, missing the true end and scope of 
our lives, which is God.  An offense in relation to God with 
emphasis on guilt” (Zodhiates page 130).  “In 1 Jn, sin is seen as 
the opposite of love (agape)" (C. Brown, Volume 3, page 582). 
 

"The power of sin operates not only in the fact that it completely 
dominates the man who has become its victim, but also in the 
fact that it forces all men without exception into slavery;" 
(Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Part II, page 249). 

 
"An alternative preferable to the views that sin is basically 
sensuality or selfishness is that the essence of sin is simply 
failure to let God be God.  It is placing something else, anything 
else, in the supreme place which is His.  Thus, choosing oneself 
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rather than God is not wrong because it is self that is chosen, 
but because something other than God is chosen" (Erickson, 
page. 580).  
 

Isn't this exactly what Satan did?  He wanted to take God's place.  
He put himself before God.  At the fall in the Garden of Eden, we 
had Satan's nature implanted in us.  See  Chapter 13, "The Bad 
Part," and "God-wannabe" in this Glossary. 
 
In my words, sin is a behavior that sets God's laws in motion 
bringing destruction (death) into our life.  That is why God warns 
us of these actions in His Word, and why God hates sin - it destroys 
His children. 

 
Sin-nature: anomia (458): "illegality, i.e. violation of law or (gen.) 

wickedness" Strong, page 12).  Though this Greek word is 
somewhat rare in the New Testament, yet the English words "sin-
nature" are often used to describe the tendency to sin that entered 
into mankind at the fall in the Garden of Eden.  In the New 
Testament, this tendency is often referred to as "flesh."  However, 
the term "flesh" has such a wide range of meaning that its use can 
be confusing.  Because of this potential confusion, I have coined 
the term "God-wannabe" for this tendency, and it is discussed in 
this glossary.  For more details on this tendency, read Chapter 4, 
"Judging Causes Problems," and Chapter 13, "The Bad Part of 
You." 

 
Soul: psyche (5590): It is difficult to separate the meanings of  

soma (body), psyche (soul) and pneuma (spirit), as they are 
sometimes used interchangeably; and yet sometimes they refer to 
different aspects of mankind.  Psyche (in the KJV frequently 
translated as "soul") is a fuzzy word with a wide range of 
meanings.  Sometimes it refers to our human life without any value 
judgment, that part of man that is held in common with animals.  
Sometimes it means life itself.  Sometimes it refers to the lower 
aspect of one's nature, and sometimes it simply designates a man 
in his entirety. 
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There is often a tendency to read into this word a negative 
connotation, as though it is always something bad ("soulish").  If 
you will look up every use of this word in the Bible, you will see 
that this is almost never the case.  As with all fuzzy words, one 
must look at the context in which it is being used to determine 
which meaning is intended.  Also See Endnote #15A “Man Is 
Multifaceted.  

 
Spirit: pneuma (4151) (spirit with a small "s"): This is a term that 

would require an entire book to describe, so my description here 
will, of necessity, be incomplete. 
 The literal meaning of the Greek word means breath, or breath 
of air, air in motion, or a breeze.  This is the Greek word from 
which we get "pneumatic," referring to the use of air, such as in 
tools driven by air, or tires filled with air. 
 In the New Testament, spirit (with a small "s") refers to a part 
of the makeup of a human being:  "The religious element that 
enables the human to perceive spiritual matters and respond to 
spiritual stimuli" (Erickson, page 520).  "The spirit is man's 
immaterial nature which enables him to communicate with God, 
who is also spirit" (Zodhiates, page 1181). 
 A common oversimplification of our humanity is to separate 
us into three parts: body (soma), soul (psyche), and spirit 
(pneuma), based upon 1 Thessalonians 5:23.  However, it isn't that 
simple, because humans are much more complicated than that.  
Please also see "Body" and "Soul" in this glossary, and Endnote 
#15A “Man Is Multifaceted” for more discussion of this topic. 
 

Treasure Inside: The image of God in you.  See Endnote #6, “The 
Good Part Of You.” 
 
Understand, understanding, understood: This English 

word is used to translate more than a dozen different Greek words, 
with a wide range of meaning.  Some of these Greek words refer 
to attributes in our "Head", and some in the "Treasure Inside."  In 
other words, the understanding can be cognitive and conscious, or 
it can be intuitive or experiential and unconscious.  Therefore, 
when we read the English word "understand" in an English 
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translation of the New Testament, we don't know much.  We need 
to look at the specific Greek word used and the context to 
determine the proper meaning.  The same danger exists as with the 
word "mind" mentioned above. 

 
Western Mindset 

The culture in the Western World (especially Europe and The 
United States) has a subtle, unspoken, and yet profound view of 
life.  In this view, the will and the intellect (what could be called 
the “head”) is all there is to life.  The view is that we can control 
that part of us, and so we have the power to choose what to do and 
then do it.  See Endnotes #1A through #1D which shows why this 
view fails.  There is also complete distrust of any subconscious 
processes, and well as great ignorance about those nonconscious 
parts of us.  See Endnotes #8G through #8J regarding this 
distrust.  This Western Mindset is contrary to science, Scripture, 
and experience.  If you were raised in the Western culture, you 
probably have viewed your life with this Western Mindset without 
thinking about it. 
 

World: 
"World" is used in the New Testament to translate two different 
Greek words, kosmos and aion.  Therefore, the English word 
"world" can have a range of meanings, such as the planet earth; the 
material world; the populated world; mankind as a whole; society 
as alienated from God and under the sway of Satan; and the 
complex of ideas and ideals which govern men who belong to the 
world in this ethical sense. 

In my usage in Chapter 9, I am referring to everything in the 
natural world outside the individual, especially parents, siblings, 
peers, and the culture.
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You can read the Greek! 
 
If what you have read here inspires you, and you would like 
to read the Greek yourself; take heart.  You can.  The New 
Testament in the Greek is so very anointed. 
 
The typical way that Greek is taught creates an impossible 
barrier for most people.  It is taught like learning German: 
you memorize grammar and vocabulary, and practice 
speaking it; because you will need to know this when you go 
to Germany and need to speak.  You will need to think on 
your feet, because of the various situations you will 
encounter.  New Testament Greek is a very complex 
language, and this approach to learning it makes it a very 
big.  The amount of memorization is huge; and if you don’t 
continuously use it, you lose it.  If you have a life, leaning 
Greek this way is impossible for most people. 
 
The New Testament is different.  It is a fixed document.  
Therefore, if someone else who has spent the years learning 
Greek will tell us if this is a verb, whether it is a single event 
or ongoing, whether it is active or passive, etc., and give us 
the Strong’s number, we can know what the word means.  If 
someone will tell us this stuff, anyone who is interested can 
read what is written. 
 
Somebody HAS done all that for us.  To learn how to read 
the Greek this way, contact me or look on Amazon regarding 
a little booklet I have written titled: “You Can Read The 
Greek.”   

 
 


